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Resumo Tecnologias de Computac¸a˜o Distribu´ıda em larga escala tais como Cloud,
Grid, Cluster e Supercomputadores HPC esta˜o a evoluir juntamente com a
emergeˆncia revoluciona´ria de modelos de mu´ltiplos nu´cleos (por exemplo:
GPU, CPUs num u´nico die, Supercomputadores em single die, Supercom-
putadores em chip, etc) e avanc¸os significativos em redes e soluc¸o˜es de
interligac¸a˜o. No futuro, no´s de computac¸a˜o com milhares de nu´cleos po-
dem ser ligados entre si para formar uma u´nica unidade de computac¸a˜o
transparente que esconde das aplicac¸o˜es a complexidade e a natureza dis-
tribu´ıda desses sistemas com mu´ltiplos nu´cleos. A fim de beneficiar de forma
eficiente de todos os potenciais recursos nesses ambientes de computac¸a˜o
em grande escala com mu´ltiplos nu´cleos ativos, a descoberta de recursos
e´ um elemento crucial para explorar ao ma´ximo as capacidade de todos
os recursos heteroge´neos distribu´ıdos, atrave´s do reconhecimento preciso e
localizac¸a˜o desses recursos no sistema. A descoberta eficiente e escala´vel
de recursos e´ um desafio para tais sistemas futuros, onde os recursos e as
infira-estruturas de computac¸a˜o e comunicac¸a˜o subjacentes sa˜o altamente
dinaˆmicas, hierarquizadas e heteroge´neas. Nesta tese, investigamos o prob-
lema da descoberta de recursos no que diz respeito aos requisitos gerais da
escalabilidade arbitra´ria de ambientes de computac¸a˜o futuros com mu´ltiplos
nu´cleos ativos. A principal contribuic¸a˜o desta tese e´ a proposta de uma
entidade de descoberta de recursos adaptativa h´ıbrida (Hybrid Adaptive
Resource Discovery - HARD), uma abordagem de descoberta de recursos efi-
ciente e altamente escala´vel, constru´ıda sobre uma sobreposic¸a˜o hiera´rquica
virtual baseada na auto-organizac¸a˜o e auto-adaptac¸a˜o de recursos de pro-
cessamento no sistema, onde os recursos computacionais sa˜o organizados
em hierarquias distribu´ıdas de acordo com uma proposta de modelo de
descric¸a˜o de recursos multi-camadas hiera´rquicas. Operacionalmente, em
cada camada, que consiste numa arquitetura ponto-a-ponto de mo´dulos que,
interagindo uns com os outros, fornecem uma visa˜o global da disponibilidade
de recursos num ambiente distribu´ıdo grande, dinaˆmico e heteroge´neo. O
modelo de descoberta de recursos proposto fornece a adaptabilidade e flexi-
bilidade para executar consultas complexas atrave´s do apoio a um conjunto
de caracter´ısticas significativas (tais como multi-dimensional, variedade e
consulta agregada) apoiadas por uma correspondeˆncia exata e parcial, tanto
para o conteu´do de objetos esta´ticos e dinaˆmicos. Simulac¸o˜es mostram
que o HARD pode ser aplicado a escalas arbitra´rias de dinamismo, tanto
em termos de complexidade como de escala, posicionando esta proposta
como uma arquitetura adequada para sistemas futuros de mu´ltiplos nu´cleos.
Tambe´m contribu´ımos com a proposta de um regime de gesta˜o eficiente
dos recursos para sistemas futuros que podem utilizar recursos distribu´ıdos
de forma eficiente e de uma forma totalmente descentralizada. Ale´m disso,
aproveitando componentes de descoberta (RR-RPs) permite que a nossa
plataforma de gesta˜o de recursos encontre e aloque dinamicamente recursos
dispon´ıveis que garantam os paraˆmetros de QoS pedidos.
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Abstract Large scale distributed computing technologies such as Cloud, Grid, Cluster
and HPC supercomputers are progressing along with the revolutionary emer-
gence of many-core designs (e.g. GPU, CPUs on single die, supercomputers
on chip, etc.) and significant advances in networking and interconnect solu-
tions. In future, computing nodes with thousands of cores may be connected
together to form a single transparent computing unit which hides from appli-
cations the complexity and distributed nature of these many core systems. In
order to efficiently benefit from all the potential resources in such large scale
many-core-enabled computing environments, resource discovery is the vital
building block to maximally exploit the capabilities of all distributed hetero-
geneous resources through precisely recognizing and locating those resources
in the system. The efficient and scalable resource discovery is challenging for
such future systems where the resources and the underlying computation and
communication infrastructures are highly-dynamic, highly-hierarchical and
highly-heterogeneous. In this thesis, we investigate the problem of resource
discovery with respect to the general requirements of arbitrary scale future
many-core-enabled computing environments. The main contribution of this
thesis is to propose Hybrid Adaptive Resource Discovery (HARD), a novel
efficient and highly scalable resource-discovery approach which is built upon
a virtual hierarchical overlay based on self-organization and self-adaptation
of processing resources in the system, where the computing resources are
organized into distributed hierarchies according to a proposed hierarchical
multi-layered resource description model. Operationally, at each layer, it
consists of a peer-to-peer architecture of modules that, by interacting with
each other, provide a global view of the resource availability in a large,
dynamic and heterogeneous distributed environment. The proposed resource
discovery model provides the adaptability and flexibility to perform com-
plex querying by supporting a set of significant querying features (such as
multi-dimensional, range and aggregate querying) while supporting exact
and partial matching, both for static and dynamic object contents. The
simulation shows that HARD can be applied to arbitrary scales of dynamicity,
both in terms of complexity and of scale, positioning this proposal as a
proper architecture for future many-core systems. We also contributed to
propose a novel resource management scheme for future systems which
efficiently can utilize distributed resources in a fully decentralized fashion.
Moreover, leveraging discovery components (RR-RPs) enables our resource
management platform to dynamically find and allocate available resources
that guarantee the QoS parameters on demand.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Large scale distributed computing technologies such as Cloud, Grid, Cluster and High
Performance Computing (HPC) supercomputers are progressing along with the revolutionary
emergence of many-core designs (e.g. GPU, CPUs on single die, supercomputers on chip, etc.)
and significant advances in networking and interconnect solutions [1]. In order to efficiently
benefit from all the potential resources in such large scale many-core-enabled computing
environments, Resource Discovery Protocols (RDPs) are the vital building blocks to maximally
exploit the capabilities of all distributed heterogeneous resources, through precisely recognizing
and locating those resources in the system.
1.1 Background and Context
Processors will not be able to enhance their (single-thread) performance exponentially [2].
Rather, due to the many-core nature of future large scale computing platforms, the evolution
will proceed by scaling the number of processing cores. Consequently, application software will
no longer get faster execution speeds automatically with each hardware upgrade, but will have
to be adapted to get exposed to the higher level of parallelism by the Central Processing Unit
(CPU). This means that to benefit from the many-core hardware improvements, we should
reconsider our traditional concepts of applications, operating systems and compilers towards
the direction of massively distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic computing environments.
We can imagine that computing nodes in future HPC systems, with thousands of cores, may
be connected together to form a single transparent computing unit, thus hiding the complexity
and distributed nature of the many-core system from applications while it is expected that
the computational systems extend far beyond the chip, with hundreds and thousands of chips
incorporated into collaborative execution units in a wide-scale distributed structure.
Moreover, due to the specific requirements and limitations of the current HPC systems,
particularly in terms of high dynamicity and high heterogeneity (e.g. the static configuration
of the task execution environment which usually depends on specific applications, libraries, job
schedulers and operating systems, restricts the service users to implement certain application
scenarios) and also because of the steady progress of Service-oriented and Cloud computing
paradigms, we can envision that the long-term future of HPC clusters will tend towards large
scale distributed cloud-like systems supporting high performance computing with increasing
flexibility and efficiency.
The emergence of large-scale computing technologies (such as Cloud, Grid, Cluster and
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HPC) has led to increase complexity for integration of such diverse computing environments,
infrastructures, platforms and technologies. Additionally, data distribution, hardware avail-
ability, software heterogeneity, and also the sheer size of scientific problems, commonly force
scientists to use the benefit of Jungle Computing (i.e. leveraging multiple computing platforms
simultaneously) instead of traditional supercomputers and clusters. Jungle Computing has
emerged as a new modern distributed computing paradigm based on simultaneous combination
of various hierarchical and distributed computing environments which are saturated with large
number of heterogeneous resources [1, 3].
In fact, integration of resources would be necessary specially when no single resource is
available that its computation capacity can meet the computation requirements, or if different
parts of the computation have various computational requirements. Furthermore, for large
number of users and applications, combination of multiple computing environments with
various types of resources leads to achieve high peak performance by potentially accessing
diverse collection of available resources while it is cost efficient since there exist many types
of computing landscapes (i.e. isolated computing infrastructures) that can be efficiently
integrated as so-called Compute Jungles. However, high heterogeneity (in terms of hardware,
resources, connectivities and platforms) and high hierarchical design of Compute Jungles make
them difficult and more complex for scientists to obtain an efficient use of these systems.
For distributed operating systems executed on such large scale many-core-enabled com-
puting environments, Resource Discovery (RD) is a vital building block to maximally exploit
the capabilities of all distributed heterogeneous resources. In fact, when we have a pool of
variable-type and large number of processors, resource sharing becomes complex. This is
specially true if we are trying to potentially migrate some applications to other (possibly
different) processors in the system for overloaded processors. But before resource (re)allocation
and execution migration, we need to match execution requirements to resources and locate
them.
1.2 Motivation
In the future, computing nodes with thousands of cores may be connected together to
form a single transparent computing unit which hides from applications the complexity and
distributed nature of these many core systems. In such many core environments resource
discovery is an important powerful building block to exploit the capabilities of all distributed
resources. It aims to match the application’s demands to the existing resources by discovering
and finding resources.
The resource discovery functionality is required by advanced “Code-Analysis and Segmen-
tation” to find the available different processing units and exploit their specific capabilities. It
also uses some sort of “Resource Description Provider” to get information about the resources
and employs “Resource Requirement Identifier” to get information about code specific resource
requirements.
From the collected state-of-the-art and elaborated synthesis, a set of research objectives
has been made in order to provide a path for handling concrete research questions. These
objectives have been further enhanced with the consideration of integration with the activities
in the host research institution, the Instituto de Telecomunicac¸o˜es (Aveiro Site), in particular
the Advanced Telecommunications and Networks Group (ATNoG). Also, integration with
internationals project, like Service oriented Operating System (S(o)OS) was one of the strong
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development lines.
S(o)OS [4, 5] was a European project aiming to generate a reference architecture for
future large scale, distributed infrastructures, considering the current trends in processor
manufacturing including many-core systems, the memory wall problem, the growing degree
of heterogeneity, high-dynamicty of the resources and the different hierarchies within the
communication infrastructure.
1.3 Problem Statement
One of the most challenging issues in large scale computing environments (e.g. Cloud, Grid,
HPC and Cluster) is scalable efficient resource discovery. This would be even more critical
for Jungle Computing System (JCS) due to the specific requirements of these computing
environments such as high heterogeneity, high hierarchy and high dynamicity . Resource
discovery in JCS can be defined as a highly adaptive approach (considering the diversity
of hardware, platforms and computing infrastructures) to instantaneously find the most
appropriate available set of resources (i.e. computing resources like as processing cores) for the
user applications in the system with minimum cost of communication and computation ( i.e.
in terms of network latency, network traffic, discovery load, etc.), based on the specific set of
computational and communicational requirements for each application or application segments,
in a way that the static and dynamic properties of resources as well as their interconnected and
aggregated characteristics could be qualified according to the query requirements. Moreover due
to the intimate complexity of JCS environments, high performance execution of applications
requires that resource discovery supports some other important features such as proximity-
awareness (i.e. the , the discovered resources must be close as much as possible) , querying
flexibility (in terms of complex querying such as multidimensional querying).
Furthermore, resource discovery challenges for the next generations of many-core systems
can be considered mainly as associated with scalability and efficiency issues. The description
of arbitrary resources for a huge number of heterogeneous resources in an adequate and
efficient manner is not practically attainable at the present time. All the diverse resources
in a distributed system need to be defined by a set of strict parameters that adequately
describe the characteristics and performance factors of the correspondent resources sufficiently.
However, exploring all the existing cores, when different architectures and features are bound,
and discovering the ones apt for a certain set of conditions on the local chip or on a larger
scale network is almost unfeasible due to potential excessive information exchange. Therefore
discovery mechanisms should be efficient enough to support large scale distributed heteroge-
neous (many-cores, and not only multi-cores) environments. Furthermore, with the potential
high dynamicity of resources, providing an intelligent real-time resource awareness mechanism
for managing and scheduling resources (cores), which is able to estimate an optimum resource
allocation for a specified request, is a major challenge.
In fact, distributed operating systems for heterogeneous multi-core and many-core envi-
ronments require efficient resource discovery methods to announce and discover processing
resources around the network. These methods must have enough consistency and adaptation
to work with on chip and off chip networks, Furthermore, the multiplicity of characteristics of
the heterogeneous processing components such as interconnection networks, memory band-
width, latency, cache size, etc., must be taken into account for designing a model for resource
description and resource discovery.
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We must also note that values such as clock rate, Millions of Instructions Per Second
(MIPS), Giga Floating-point Operations Per Second (GFLOPS), cache size, etc., are useful
metrics to describe computing units, but they are not reliable enough and applicable to operate
as complete resource descriptions [6]. Micro Benchmarks such as HPL, NAMD, or SPEC [7]
attempted to solve this problem from the application side, testing a set of standard algorithms
on the target system. However, there is still not an entirely accurate and precise performance
metric to properly describe resources in a many-core system in general. The problem of
resource identification and discovery, respectively can be structured along the following two
questions:
1. How to identify the resources required for a given process? or how to identify the
hardware resources requirements from either the static (source code) or the dynamic
(runtime) behavior of the program (i.e., Resource Identification)?
2. How to find the required resources for a given query (i.e., Resource Discovery)?
For running a given process optimally, we need to identify the resources which maximize
the matching between resource capabilities and process characteristics. This could be done by
using a code analyzer component (based on methods such as meta data provided by developer)
or examining the characteristics and behaviors which are exhibited by the code itself. For
example, in the case of a process with several data inputs and single instruction, perhaps
the best matching resource could be a Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD)’ vector
processor. In the other example, for a given parallel application containing several threads,
according to its dependency graph, the required resources could be a set of processing cores
which are connected to each other with the links that satisfy the specific communication
requirements. Upon identification of the adequate resources for a given process, the user
or any responsible Operating System (OS) component can generate a query for discovery.
Afterwards, the resource discovery module would be responsible to find the best matching
resources for the query through efficient exploration of the resources in the whole system.
In this work we are proposing Hybrid Adaptive Resource Discovery (HARD), a novel
efficient and highly scalable resource-discovery approach which deals with the aforementioned
resource discovery challenges while it is applicable to large heterogeneous and highly dynamic
distributed computing environment like JCS.
1.4 Research Aims and Objectives
This research will address resource discovery problem in future multi-core and many-core
systems, especially for distributed and parallel operating systems. The main aim of the research
is to enhance the usage efficiency of all available processing resources in an environment with
huge number of homogeneous and heterogeneous cores. To achieve this target, minor objectives
are:
• To design and develop a new resource discovery approach for arbitrary-scale distributed
computing environments.
• To provide scalability and adaptability for resource discovery in highly dynamic and
highly heterogeneous computing environments.
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• To reduce discovery load (in terms of number of transaction messages per query) while
maintaining a global system view.
• To provide efficiency in terms of discovery latency for resource discovery in arbitrary-scale
systems.
• To provide high flexibility for complex resource discovery through supporting features
such as multidimensional querying, resource graph querying, exact matching and partial
matching.
• To provide accuracy for resource discovery in order to precisely recognize all the matched
desired resources in the system for each query.
• To increase the rate of discovery consistency which it also means minimizing the rate
of false service discovery (Consistency in service discovery protocol means that the
discovered services will be matched with the actual services which are advertised by
the origin nodes. While the size of a network becomes larger, the number of service
entities also increases, however, the network parameters such as packet loss, core load,
and transmission delay take longer to propagate. Therefore, the inconsistency or rate of
false service discovery between the original services and discovered services is raised.)
1.5 Tools and Methodology
In this work, we use the C++ language and simulation tools for module development,
implementation and assessing the performance of our proposed resource discovery approach.
For doing this, we develop our resource discovery modules using C++ while we use HP
COTSon [8], AMD SimNow [9], OMNET++ [10] and OverSim [11] simulators for environment
simulation and evaluation purposes. We also use the R language and Matlab for result analysis.
COTSon and SimNow are employed to precisely simulate the small and medium scale real
world-like many-core-enabled computing environments while preserving a significant amount
of computation details. In fact we prove the validity and functionality of our work through
evaluations using COTSon and SimNow. We also leverage OMNET++ and OverSim to
extend our evaluations to medium and large scale computing environment with more focus on
communication parameters.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The organization of dissertation is shown in Figure 1.1. In Chapter 1, we outline the main
motivation and objectives for investigating the problem of resource discovery in arbitrary-
scale computing environments. Chapter 2 presents the current state of the art in the field
which this work addresses. On one hand, networking and hardware technologies used in
heterogeneous multi-core / many-core environments are reviewed. On the other, current
resource discovery and management protocols, mechanisms and techniques are discussed. Also,
a brief introduction is included about aspects of current distributed operating systems which
are directly related to the contributions made in this thesis, mechanisms for discovery of
service and for future distributed many-core environments.
Chapter 3 starts by investigating the hardware description and modeling issues for dis-
tributed operating systems with regards to the many-core high performance computing
5
Figure 1.1: Thesis Organization.
environment and presents our hierarchical resource description model which is used for re-
source discovery purpose. In Chapter 4 we propose a new efficient and scalable resource
discovery protocol, called HARD for arbitrary-scale many-core-enabled computing environ-
ments. We also propose a multi-step, load-balanced, self-organized, clustering algorithm for
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overlay establishment (particularly for resource discovery) in distributed environments which
preserve the locality of the nodes within the groups while it deals with efficiency and scalability.
In the last section of this chapter we also present a new resource management model for
distributed computing systems which is based on the proposed resource discovery protocol.
In Chapter 5, we present the experimental results to evaluate and analyze the performance
of the proposed resource discovery protocol under several different situations and simulation
scenarios. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the dissertation and contains
the contributions of the thesis by presenting an overview of individual contributions per chapter
and also our suggestions for future research.
1.7 Novel Contributions
The novel contributions of the thesis include the following:
• New efficient, highly scalable resource discovery protocol for many-core-enabled arbitrary
scale computing environments which is built upon a virtual hierarchical overlay based
on self-organization and self-adaptation of processing resources in the system where the
computing resources are organized into distributed hierarchies according to a proposed
hierarchical resource description model (i.e. multi-layered resource description). The
proposed approach supports distributed query processing and aggregation of discovery
results within and across hierarchical-layers by leveraging various distributed resource
discovery services and functionalities in the system, implemented using different adapted
algorithms and mechanisms in each level of hierarchy. It also supports complex querying
(e.g. multidimensional querying, resource graph querying, etc,.) for highly heterogeneous
and hierarchical dynamic computing environments.
• New scalable hierarchical resource description and hardware modeling which is able to
abstract the characteristics and behavior of the large scale many-core-enabled computing
system in a way that both computational and communicational system properties are
well represented to provide a close estimation of the real system while avoiding to describe
the hardware at the cycle-accurate level. This model is far too detailed and general for
task management and resource discovery.
• New generic resource management scheme which can be applied and adjusted to the
requirements of different future complex computing distributed environments through by
focusing on resource allocation issues. It provides a high level of accuracy for resource
allocation which has a significant impact on the overall system performance.
• New sclable, load balanced, multi-stage hierarchical clustering algorithm which automates
the process of the optimally composing communicating groups in a dynamic way while
preserving the proximity of the nodes.
The aforementioned contributions resulted in the following list of scientific publications:
• Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, Joa˜o Paulo Barraca, Dynamic, scalable and flexible resource
discovery for large-dimension many-core systems, Future Generation Computer Systems,
Volume 53, December 2015, Pages 119-129, ISSN 0167-739X,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2014.12.011.
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• Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, Joa˜o Paulo Barraca, ElCore: Dynamic elastic resource
management and discovery for future large-scale manycore enabled distributed systems,
Microprocessors and Microsystems, Available online 22 June 2016, ISSN 0141-9331,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.micpro.2016.06.007.
• Javad Zarrin, Rui L Aguiar, and Joao Paulo Barraca. A self-organizing and self-
configuration algorithm for resource management in service-oriented systems. In 19th
IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications (IEEE ISCC 2014), Madeira,
Portugal, June 2014.
• Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, Joa˜o Paulo Barraca, A Specification-based Anycast Scheme
for Scalable Resource Discovery in Distributed Systems, Proc. 10th ConfTele 2015 -
Conference on Telecommunications, Aveiro, Portugal, Sep 2015
and the following manuscripts in submission:
• Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, Joa˜o Paulo Barraca, HARD: Hybrid Adaptive Resource
Discovery for Jungle Computing, Journal of Network and Computer Applications (JNCA),
Elsevier, February 2016. (First Revision Submitted)
• Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, Joa˜o Paulo Barraca, Manycore Simulation for Peta-scale
System Design: Motivation, Tools, Challenges and Prospects, Journal of Simulation
Modelling Practice and Theory (SIMPAT), Elsevier, July 2016. (First Revision Submit-
ted)
• Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, Joa˜o Paulo Barraca, Resource Discovery for Distributed
Computing Systems: A Comprehensive Survey, Journal of Parallel and Distributed
Computing (JPDC), Elsevier, October 2016.
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Chapter 2
Discovery Protocols and Large
Scale Systems
Large scale distributed computing environments provide a vast amount of heterogeneous
computing resources from different sources for resource sharing and distributed computing.
Discovering appropriate resources in such environments is a challenge which involves several
different subjects. In this chapter, we provide an investigation on the current state of resource
discovery protocols, mechanisms and platforms for large scale distributed environments, focusing
on the design aspects. We classify all related aspects, general steps and requirements to construct
a novel resource discovery solution in three categories consisting of structures, methods and
issues. Accordingly, we review the literature analyzing different aspects for each category. We
also review current literature describing approaches for resource management for different
distributed computing systems at the end of this chapter.
2.1 Introduction
In recent years, large scale heterogeneous computing infrastructures such as Grids [12], Clus-
ters [13], Clouds [12], Hybrid HPCs [13], Peer-to-Peer (P2P) environments or even simultaneous
combination of multiple platforms have become increasingly wide spread due to the develop-
ment of many-core technologies and associated advances in high performance and distributed
computing. Despite the fact that these platforms provide distinct computing environments,
they have a fundamental common key property; the ability to share resources/services belong-
ing to different administrative domains among all the entities distributed across the whole
system. Resource sharing produces significant benefits exploring the idle cycles of potential
available resources over the system by integrating, leveraging and utilizing the potential of
these myriads of individual available resources to achieve higher computing capabilities. The
novel challenges arise from the fact that it would not be feasible to statically maintain the
global knowledge of all the available distributed sharing resources for the existing entities
in a dynamic Large Scale Distributed Computing Environment (LDCE). Indeed, one of the
most challenging essential issues in such environments is the problem of resource discovery
where each entity in the system has to be able to potentially explore and involve the desired
resources to attain the relegated computations and services.
Resource discovery encompasses locating, retrieving and advertising resource information,
being an essential building block to fully exploit all distributed resources in the system. The
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purpose of resource discovery in a LDCE is to enable the adaption of the application’s demands
to the resources potentials by discovering and finding resources with deep understanding of the
resource specifications according to application’s resource requirements. However, considering
the nature of LDCE, any approach for resource discovery in such environment needs to be
qualified in some challenging issues such as scalability, efficiency, heterogeneity and reliability.
As discussed in this chapter, there are considerable amounts of research works done in the
area of resource discovery which study these challenges in different aspects pursuing assorted
objectives. In this chapter, we provide an investigation on the discovery protocols and their
relevant aspects specific for large scale computing. We describe all the potential related
concepts and terminologies. Accordingly, we provide a taxonomy to categorize the various
discovery systems and techniques while we analyze and compare different approaches. We also
limit our study to discovery solutions which are applicable to be employed in LDCE as there
are some more traditional surveys in previous discovery [14–20].
In this chapter, we define a resource as any source of supply [21]. In the specific case of
large scale computing we limit the definition of resource to computing resources that means
any element which is directly involved in computing process such as CPU-capabilities, Random
Access Memory (RAM), disk space, communication and network-capabilities, etc,.
2.2 Relevant Discovery Aspects
In-order to create a resource discovery solution, there are several fundamental open issues
and involved elements which have significant impact on the discovery final behavior, operation,
functionality and even the way that it can deal with particular challenging issues and objectives.
In this chapter, we have categorized and explained all the major common concepts, structures,
techniques and functionalities that shape the critical aspects of every resource discovery models
in three classes, as described below (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Classification of the relevant resource discovery aspects.
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1. Underlying Aspects contain all the things that should be prepared and configured
before discovery usage (e.g., stating a query). These aspects are more relevant to the
underlying computing environment, network topology data infrastructure, representation
of resources (resource abstraction), and resource information distribution.
2. Design Aspects include the current major possible relevant techniques, strategies and
methods that can be used to guide queries between distributed entities in order to locate
and discover resources. Search algorithms, mechanisms for packet propagation, querying
strategies, resource information delivery, data synchronization between distributed
resource provides and information summarization techniques are examples of such
elements.
3. Evaluation Aspects cover all the concepts and terms that express, demonstrate or
evaluate the expected or desired achievements of the resource discovery procedure.
Depending on the specific environment, applications and objectives that a discovery
protocol has been designed for, the number of certain functionalities, features and
performance factors can become critically important to attain. For example, for the
resource discovery in wireless sensor networks, energy efficiency is one of the critical
performance factor while in the area of large scale computing, scalability has the key
role.
In the continuation of this chapter, we describe and explain the aforementioned elements
which play a key role in designing and operating of resource discovery protocols.
2.3 Underlying Aspects
2.3.1 Architectures For Resource Discovery
In the distributed system, before designing a resource discovery model it is necessary to
examine the general distribution options in environments and clarify a discovery architecture
depending on the application, adaptation to the target computing environment and set of other
important involved parameters. From the state-of-the-art [14, 15, 22–26], we can categorize
the discovery architectures in four distinguishable groups which are centralized, hierarchical,
decentralized and hybrid (e.g., decentralized-tree and decentralized mesh).
In the centralized case (e.g., [27–31]) (Figure 2.2), the resource information about all other
nodes and instances is located at a central point, that can be reached by all service or resource
requester instances in the environment. All the resource providers periodically update and
register their dynamic or static information in the central repository. The central information
service is the only entity in the system who can process the queries from resource requester
in order to match the query to the resources available. This has the advantage that the
information source is always known and that reallocation of services / resources can be more
easily propagated. At the same time, the central information service, becomes a bottleneck
and a single point of failure. In fact, fully centralized systems generally do not scale well.
As opposed to the centralized architecture, in the decentralized case (e.g., [22, 32, 33])
(Figure 2.3), all (or, at least, several) nodes have to host at least the base information and
capabilities related to query processing and management, so that they do not have to query a
central instance for query analysis and get the information about the desired resources every
time. Accordingly, the system becomes more failure resilient and in particular much more
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Figure 2.2: Centralized architecture.
scalable. However, depending on the use case, the degree of distribution can quickly lead to a
management communication overhead if all nodes have to share the same information from
different endpoints. In these cases the decentralized case leads to a all-to-all communication
(e.g., query flooding) across the whole network. However, depending on the case, using some
mechanisms (e.g., selective search and multi casting) we can reduce the overhead problem
from all to all communication (broadcast), to one to many (multicast or anycast) or one to
one (unicast) communication.
Figure 2.3: Decentralized architecture.
Nevertheless, it is always more difficult to keep track of potential query-resource realloca-
tions (caching), as the resource information (e.g., resource location) either has to be distributed
to all potential communication points, or some mechanisms for routing and updating has to
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be introduced.
The hierarchical architecture (Figure 2.4) through which the relevant information is
propagated in a hierarchical fashion, i.e., through locally connected layers that each in turn are
connected to lower layers. This way, the information does not need to be propagated throughout
the whole network and the communication overhead is restricted to the substructure. At the
same time, however, propagating the layers adds delay due to the messaging route, so that
lower level will get access to the information later than higher levels.
Figure 2.4: Hierarchical architecture.
These models may benefit from combination of features. Decentralized-tree (e.g., [34, 35])
(Figure 2.5) and decentralized-mesh (e.g., [36]) are types of hybrid architecture which have
been designed to aggregate the advantages of the traditional architectures while reducing their
shortcomings.
Figure 2.5: Decentralized-Tree architecture.
As practical example of this kind of architectures, we can mention the resource discovery
in many core environment, where the individual resource description sources can encapsulate
multiple levels of aggregated resources. This higher level information can either integrate all
lower-level resource descriptions, or abstract from it by providing a more holistic view on the
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information. Either choice affects the communication strategy as more information implies a
higher amount of data (and according maintenance), whilst more abstract data implies that
additional queries may have to be executed in order to acquire details that are potentially
required.
2.3.2 Computing Environments
The computing environment has a large impact on the architecture, operation, implemen-
tation methods, and the performance of resource discovery protocols. In this section, we
describe and classify common resource discovery approaches for the most important (and more
conventional) large scale computing environments including Grid, P2P, Cloud and Cluster
(see Figure 2.6).
Figure 2.6: Large scale computing environments.
2.3.2.1 Grid Systems
Grid computing [12,13] generally contains a large amount of heterogeneous resources which
potentially are loosely coupled and geographically distributed. This “large group of resources”
(devices, data, applications , services, storage, sensors, computational clusters, parallel super
computers and any other sort of computing or communicating resources) act together as a
single super powerful computing system in-order to perform large tasks. The Grid originally
has been designed to efficiently map the user’s jobs to the most appropriate free resources.
In order to process user’s jobs it is essential to get resource information in a minimum time.
There are various types of Grids depending on their specific objective and focus such as data,
application, service, knowledge, interaction, utility and computing Grid. In this chapter, we
mainly address on computing Grids.
Resource discovery in Grid systems aids in resource management and application scheduling
and generally suffers from two major challenges: efficiency and complexity. First, the majority
of the existing Grid Information Services (GISs) [37] (like Monitoring and Discovery System
(MDS) [38]) will organize their resources based on non-adapted overlays where the categorization
of resource characteristics and information doesn’t play any role in the overlay construction,
being dependent on administrative issues. This leads to inefficient query forwarding across
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the whole system while a resource-aware clustering overlay could reduce the general discovery
overhead greatly by limiting the query traversing area. The second challenge is providing
the capability for Grid discovery to perform complex querying. Grid job schedulers are
responsible to allocate user’s jobs to the most appropriate resources. Basic querying techniques
like exact-matching are not enough to precisely map the jobs requirements to the resources
specifications. The drawback is that the exact matching heavily depends on the exactness of the
query’s conditions and it requires to specify the exact jobs requirements, which might be not
feasible in practice. In other words, exact matching strategies are not suitable for approximate
matching when the exact requirements of the jobs are not clear. Moreover, exact matching
ignores the resources which have specifications overqualified for the job’s requirements. This
leads to underutilization of the system’s resources, causing the overqualified resources to be
idle, when exact match fails. Thus, leveraging multiple complex querying techniques such
as keyword search, range querying, partial matching, multidimensional and resource graph
querying becomes a necessity to perform adequate job/resource matching.
Resources in Grid are defined as a set of attributes. A query simply describes the
specific desired values for some of attributes. A simple example of a query is like “processor
frequency=1.7 GHz” where the discovery process locates all the processing resources in the
system which have exactly a 1.7 GHz processor. However, complex range querying like “2.1
GHz > processor frequency > 1.7 GHz” or multidimensional querying like “A1=V1, A2=V2,
V4 > A3 > V3” generally are not supported in Grid environments. We will discuss complex
querying issues in detail later.
Multiple Grid-based resource discovery approaches have been proposed to enable a GIS.
They can be categorized in centralized, hierarchical decentralized and hybrid systems according
to their main approaches to the discovery problem. Table 2.1 presents examples of resource
discovery in Grid systems.
A) Centralized-Grid: Centralized model is the simplest approach to create an informa-
tion service, where it is constructed by establishing a centralized directory agent. The major
advantage of this solution is the simplicity of finding all resource information on the central
server, making the resource discovery latency low, and data coherence high. However, these
approaches suffer from sub-optimal scalability and lower fault tolerance, mostly due to the
centralized nature of the directories, as discussed previously in Section 2.3.1. Nimrod-G [39]
and Condor-G [40] are the examples of Grid super-schedulers where they have employed a
centralized Grid information services such as R-GMA [41–43], Hawkeye [43, 44] and Grid
Market Directory (GMD) [45] to index their resource information.
B) Hierarchical-Grid: Another approach for discovery in Grids relies in hierarchically
organized servers. In MDS [38,47], the top index server answers requests either directly or by
dispatching them to its child index servers. This approach has limited scalability, as requests
trickle through the root server, which can easily become a bottleneck and consequently suffer
from fault tolerance issues. Indeed, the loss of a node in the higher level of the architecture
causes the loss of an entire sub-tree. Ganglia [51], MDS-3 [53] and MDS-4 [49, 50] are another
examples of hierarchically designed GIS.
C) Decentralized-Grid: The concept of decentralized discovery systems in Grid is
related with the idea of peer to peer computing wherein there is no central server in the
system. P2P Grid consists of a group of Grid peers which share their resources in a purely
decentralized manner. A Grid peer contains a set of local nodes where each node (computing
machine) can manage several Grid resources. All the nodes potentially can play the role of
server or client. Since the importance of all the nodes are equal, the system does not suffer
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Table 2.1: Examples of resource discovery in Grid-based systems (DS: Discovery System).
DS Base Mechanism
G
M
D
[4
6] Centralized-Grid
Provides a web-based approach for managing resources in Grid systems. It consists of two main
components: a portal manager and query web service. Grid users can share and register their
resources in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format manually in the central resource informa-
tion repository, using the portal manager. Clients are able to search for their required resources
in the central database using the query web service. The central node is the only peer in the
system which is able to gather and store resource information and perform the query processing,
therefore it easily becomes a bottleneck. Like as any other centralized system it suffers from poor
scalability. Furthermore, as users manually should update their resource information, GMD doesn’t
support dynamicity in all aspects (e.g., dynamic attributes, dynamic topology). However, it sup-
ports some complex querying feature such as multidimensional and range querying since it has a
central database to store resource information which those kind of queries easily can be supported.
M
D
S-
2
[4
3,
47
] Hierarchical-
Grid
Designed to enhance the primary version of MDS in order to be adapted in a hierarchical environ-
ment. It has two main components, a configurable Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS) and
a directory component called Grid Index Information Service (GIIS). They are organized in a hier-
archy where the higher nodes host GIIS and the lower nodes host GRIS. The information providers
register and store all the resource information of their local resources such as static and dynamic
attributes and their specific virtual organization policies in the aggregate directories in the higher
level using GIIS. Consequently, resource providers periodically update their local resource status
in their registered directories. If an information provider after a specific time fails to update the
directory, GIIS assumes that the information provider is not available any more and it removes the
provider from the index list of validated GRIS.
M
D
S-
3/
4
[4
8–
50
] Hierarchical-Grid (tree-style)
Propose refinements of MDS-2. They follow a tree-style hierarchy within a Virtual Organization
(VO) to dictate node resource information dissemination. A virtual organization is a group of Grid
peers that agree on some common resource sharing policies. Every VO designates a node that hosts
all the local resource information. These representative nodes register themselves in the related
directories where they are organized in the hierarchy, based on specific resource information. In
MDS sometimes it might happen that a low level node begins to stop updating and sending resource
information to the GIIS. Thus, the MDS search (in both centralized and hierarchical manner) could
not be deterministic which means if the query answer is available in the system, its not guaranteed
to see the answer in the query result. In other words, the system could not provide a reliable
resource information to the clients. Furthermore, as the size of the VO and the query rate increase,
MDS has scalability limits due to the high network traffic near the root node.
G
an
gl
ia
[5
1] Hierarchical-Grid
Proposes a distributed monitoring system for high-performance computing systems such as clusters
and Grids. The resources are organized in a set of federated clusters. In each cluster, a representa-
tive node reports the status of resources within the cluster to the federated monitoring system. It
leverages various technologies such as XML for resource description, External Data Representation
(XDR) for data packing and transferring resource information, and Round-Robin Database tool
(RRDtool) for data structuring and storing information. It has tried to achieve a scalable solution
by reducing network overhead per node and increase the level of concurrency, however, like MDS-3,
it still suffers from similar problems to the centralized systems such as single point of failure and
limited scalability.
R
es
ou
rc
e
C
at
eg
or
y
T
re
e
(R
C
aT
)
[5
2] Hybrid-Grid(decentralized-
tree)
According to the priorities of the resources characteristics, RCaT organizes and categorizes the
resources in form of Georgy Adelson-Velsky and Evgenii Landis (AVL)’s trees (i.e., self-balancing
binary search trees) where each node in the tree is responsible for managing the resources for
the values of a specific attribute within a range, instead of a single attribute value. The tree is
organized based on a self-balanced structure from top to down where each level categorizes the
values ranges for a particular attribute. A Primary Attribute (PA) for each tree root is assigned
which is the most important attribute that can define the resource’s capability. This is also relevant
to the application resource requirements. For example, in the case of an intensive computing
parallel application, the number of cores in the processor (static attribute) or the current load
of the processor (dynamic attribute) might be a potential PA. Each node in the tree only stores
information about its connection links to the child nodes and parent node and also the range
values which is responsible for. Therefore, in RCaT, it is not necessary to store large amounts of
information in the higher nodes, achieving better scalability. However, the maintenance cost to
create different dynamic trees based on different attribute priorities is high, and it has a significant
impact on the overall system efficiency. In comparison to the traditional trees and hierarchical
systems, the distribution of the query loads in the RCaT’s trees efficiently has been balanced and
also the Average Search Length (ASL) or the number of involved nodes to process a query has
been decreased. In overall, we can say that RCaT has improved and enhanced the efficiency to
traverse queries in tree style structure, but it remains unsolved the number of critical issues related
to scalability, heterogeneity, dynamicity and even complex querying.
from a single point failure and it could be more scalable in comparison to other counterparts.
The general search mechanism for a query is to explore the local Grid peer in advance. The
unsuccessful query, in the next step, will be forwarded to the closest remote Grid peer in
vicinity using various strategies and techniques (such as random walk or any casting).
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The P2P system contains the autonomous components that are able to accomplish actions
automatically and without any manual control. In decentralized Grid discovery, information
requester and information provider (or resource broker) are two discovery agents which interact
to each other in a self-organizing and self-adapting manner. The broker agent contains a
resource information database that must be discovered from other Grid peers, in order to
provide a global knowledge view to the local information requesters. P2P systems are the
appropriate distributed paradigm to deal with scalability problems. Besides, they provide a
significant efficiency in the context of dynamicity of resources.
Importing and leveraging the alternative concepts like P2P can improve the performance
of the resource discovery in Grid [54,55]. P2P-based approach is another common model for
resource discovery which offers a significant advantage over their hierarchical counterparts by
the way of resistance to failure and traffic congestion. In particular, structured P2P systems
based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are very popular for file-sharing applications, but
not for sharing resource information. Moreover, typical structured P2P-based systems are
very sensitive to churning leading to resource unavailability [56]. These systems achieve
good performances and scalability characteristics, but they are limited to only support exact
matching. Moreover their hashing functionalities performs well with static attributes, but
they need to be enhanced for handling dynamic objects appropriately. SWORD [57], is a
P2P-based approach which supports multi- dimensional resource attributes and range-based
querying, and improve the existing systems by resorting to multiple DHTs.
The combination of P2P and Grid RD models [25,58–60] would be desirable to build fault
tolerant and large scale distributed systems. There are two kinds of approaches in this field
which are based on structured and unstructured overlays networks. The first model uses a
unstructured overlay network with flooding based query propagation. One of the advantages
of this approach is the ability to perform resource discovery with high expressiveness. However,
the discovery systems are not exhaustive and efficient. The response time of the queries is
high due to flooding and blind search. Also, rarer resource information may be unable to
be found. NodeWiz is a sample of this group. [61] is a review of the most promising Grid
systems that employ P2P strategies to facilitate resource discovery.
D) Hybrid-Grid: Hybrid approaches have been specially designed to provide a high
level of scalability and fault tolerance, which is required in large scale environments. They are
proposed to enhance and extend the natural capabilities of the centralized and hierarchical
models such as flexible querying, reliability in terms of deterministic search and discovery
correctness to a wider set of desired features and capabilities in different aspects by aggregating
to the advantages of the fully decentralized models such as scalability, reliability in terms of
single point of failure, self-organization and efficiency. Decentralized-tree and decentralized-
mesh are the sample architectures which have been used to deploy hybrid solutions like
RCaT [52] for resource discovery in Grid.
2.3.2.2 Peer to Peer Systems
In the previous section we discussed the usage of P2P strategies for managing resource
discovery in Grid Information Systems. Here, we will address the more general aspect
of resource discovery in P2P systems. Peer to Peer computing systems have emerged as
an alternative paradigm to construct large scale distributed systems. The concept of P2P
introduces a number of significant advantages in different aspects of resource discovery including
scalability (due to collaborative resource sharing between peers), reliability (e.g., fault-tolerance)
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(due to the commensurable essence of peers), robustness (due to self-organization against
peer or system failures). For resource discovery in P2P systems, it is more common for peers
to create network overlays on the top of physical network topologies. These overlays might
provide a specific structure to store and distribute resource information among peers, or
the peers can follow dynamical information maintenance and distribution behaviors in an
unstructured ad-hoc fashion. Table 2.2 elaborates some recent examples of P2P resource
discovery approaches which are based on different overlay architectures. In continuation of
this section, we discuss the different approaches in P2P, which we organize in structured,
unstructured and hybrid.
Table 2.2: Examples of resource discovery in P2P-based systems (DS: Discovery System, FoCs:
Flocks of Condors, MaT: MatchTree, CyG: CycloidGrid, SkipC: SkipCluster).
DS Base Mechanism
M
aT
[6
2]
Hybrid P2P
Overlay
Proposes a scalable and fault tolerant system by creating a self-organized tree for query distribution
and result aggregation with a specific asymptotic latency increase pattern. It reduces the query
latency and improves the system fault tolerance through redundant query topologies, sub-region
queries, and dynamic timeout policies and set of dynamic timeout policies. It supports complex
queries and guarantees query completeness.
T
ri
po
d
[6
3]
Hybrid P2P
Overlay
Proposes an inherent fault-tolerant system based on hybrid overlay network in order to enhance
the scalability and search efficiency of resources in highly dynamic large scale heterogeneous envi-
ronment. It is efficient to discover resources in proximity while it provides dynamicity in terns of
dynamic resource attributes. Additionally the network overhead cost for overly construction and
maintenance is very low.
C
yG
[6
4] P2P overlay Provides a two stages Quality of Service (QoS) and locality aware discovery algorithm for P2Pbased volunteer computing systems. In the first stage, it discovers a set of resources based on the
required quality of service and the current load of the peers, and in the next stage it selects the
closest resource in terms of communication delay (latency) between peers which is calculated using
a network model based on queuing theory with considering the background traffic of Internet.
P
IR
D
[6
5] DHT-based Focuses on multi-attribute querying and locality awareness. The system has been built based on ahierarchical P2P structure which uses a locality sensitive hashing to generate indices for the peers
and resources in a DHT overlay. It leads the system to be able to discover resources geographically
near to requesters. PIRD incorporates the Welch algorithm [66] to compress attribute information
and then it weaves all attributes into a set of indices using the hash function. Thus the system is
able to efficiently define and perform a multi attribute query by sending a single query message to
the system.
Fo
C
s
[6
7]
Pastry (DHT-
Based)
Combines the flocking of the condor pools with the Pastry mechanisms. It uses a self-organized
Pastry overlay to index the distributed condor pools.The system is static and doesn’t support
dynamicity
Sk
ip
C
[6
8]
Hierarchical
P2P Over-
lay, Pastry
(DHT-based),
SkipNet [69],
SkipGraph [70]
Designed to solve the problem of range querying and other kind of proximity-aware related complex
querying in classical DHTs. The system is able to support both exact matching and multidimen-
sional range querying without storing extra information in the peers.It has two tires hierarchical
architecture where in both of them the peers are ordered and organized based on the sequence of
their peer identifies, considering the point that the semantically related peers are stored near each
other without hashing their resource keys. The pointers to the super peers in the higher tier are
stored in a new data structure called Triple Linked List (TLL) which are used to find the longest
prefix for the query key in the remote clusters. In the lower tier, the routing table of each peer
contains pointers with exponentially incremental distance.
Structured Systems: Most P2P resource discovery systems depend on a structured
architecture (e.g., ring, tree) where the system can be understood by certain nodes of which the
resources information are fixed. Such systems are in general faster in discovering resources than
unstructured RDs, with a fixed and predictable time of resource discovery. These approaches
can be extremely effective for searching resources using unique identification, but they fail
when a search using partial matching is required. Moreover, they create additional overhead
due to management of the network architecture (by updating the system structure in the case
of node failure or arrival).
There are two types of structured overlays: DHT based systems such as Chord [71], Content
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Addressable Network (CAN) [72], Pastry [73], Tapestry [74], P-Grid [75] and D-Grid [76] and
non-DHT based solutions like Mercury [77]. However, most overlays of this type commonly
make use of DHTs. A DHT is a distributed data structure to efficiently perform distributed
storage and lookup of pairs (key,data) which provides a scalable, fault tolerant and fast locating
of data when a key is given. Here we explain some of the well known DHT based solutions in
detail.
Chord organizes peers and resources in an m-bit, ring based, identifier space where m
represents the total number of required bits to specify each fixed-length keys/identifiers and
the maximum number of 2m keys (representing resources or entities) can be identified in the
interval of [0, 2m − 1] (a range of non-negative integers). We also must note that the value of m
should be large enough to avoid collision in hashing. The Chord ring is the basis for efficiently
locate the peer that contains a particular data item (i.e., resource description or resource
information). Both peers and resources are assigned m-bit identifiers and ordered based on
their identifiers in a circle modulo 2m (called Chord ring) by employing SHA1 (Secure Hash
Standard), a consistent hashing function, which hashes the peer’s location (IP address) and
the key (e.g, definition of a resource by a keyword, summary of the resource information)
respectively. Each key is assigned to the first peer clockwise from the key in the Chord ring
(called successor peer of the key) whose identifier is equal to or pursues the identifier of the
key. Predecessor also is the peer that takes position right before the key in the ring. The
distribution of the keys between peers are load balanced by roughly allocating all the peers
an equal number of keys where each peers must maintain the correspondent data (resource
description) for several resource keys in the form of (key, data) pairs.
Figure 2.7: Examples of query processing in Chord.
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The process of locating resources can be implemented on top of Chord overlay by allocating
a key with each data (resource description) item, and storing the key/data pairs at the
correspondent peers. It is started by issuing a query to the system, afterwards, the query
hashed to a specif key identifier by consistent hashing function, given a key, considering the
point that each peer knows about its successor, the queries can be forwarded around the ring
using the successor pointers until the successor peer who is the owner of the key is encountered.
The successor peer of the key is responsible to store the required resource information related
to that key in the query. In order to enhance the efficiency of the algorithm and limit the
number of explored peers to handle a query, each peer maintains an m-entries small finger
table (see Figure 2.7), which contains the pointers to the potential successors for each range
of keys.
A new peer can join the system by contacting a known peer already included in the Chord
ring. The joining request can be responded by the address of the potential successor and
predecessor, afterwards, the new peer will ask these peers to be added in the ring. Consequently,
the number of certain keys which were previously assigned to the successor peer will be moved
to the new peer. Similarly, when a peer voluntarily departs the system, it transfers its keys to
its successor peers in order to maintain the resource availability of the system. Sometimes,
it might happen that a successor of a peer suddenly leaves the system, in such a case each
peer can substitute the ring with another successor in the list of alternative successors which
already have been stored in each peer.
Sudden involuntary leave of peers can affect the resource availability due to the fact that
resources in the Chord system are not replicated crosswise peers. Thus, the system can
designate an alternative peer as the replacement for the departed peer. But there is no
guarantee to find an equivalent resource in the system instead of the resource which already
becomes unavailable due to its peer’s departure. This will decrease the reliability of the Chord
system to a certain amount. Moreover, to address the problem of frequent departures and
joins of the peers in the system, Chord uses a stabilization protocol which runs on each peer
periodically to maintain the successors information and finger tables updated. However, this is
a costly process which affects the system efficiency by occupying the bandwidth to handle the
maintenance loads. Chord distributes the resources among the peers in an appropriate load
balanced fashion while it reduces the bandwidth cost of the query by avoiding flooding. The
combination of these performance factors result that the system becomes extremely scalable,
additionally exploiting the capability of the finger tables leads the Chord to facilitate faster
and efficient querying.
However, the Chord DHT has number of disadvantageous, for example, due to using the
hash values, it is only able to perform exact querying, while it can not resolve a reliable
complex query (e.g, range, multidimensional and keyword search). Furthermore, the peers
in Chord based resource discovery solutions (like pSearch [78]) do not have full autonomy
to control their local resources, thus the Chord system could not be a purely decentralized
system. Research works in [79–86] discuss some examples of improvements on Chord. Figure
2.7 demonstrates examples of query processing using Chord.
Pastry [73] and Tapestry [87] are two distributed lookup systems which are very similar
to Chord. The difference is that in Chord, query forwarding is performed based on the
numerical differences between the source and destination address while in Pastry and Tapestry
the request forwarding is based on prefix and suffix based routing approaches respectively.
Moreover, despite similarity to the Chord, they provide support for locality-aware discovery,
which ensures that peers and distances in the logical overlay network have a correlation with
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the physical nodes and network distances in the underlying layer. Therefore, passing a query
along a logical connection to a close peer in overly does not lead to a long distance query
traveling in the underlying network.
Figure 2.8: Routing example in Pastry: Query with the key 322323 arrives to the node 322311
which has the closest node-id. The routing algorithm corrects one digit at each step and then
uses ”leaf-set” to locate node with closest node-id to target.
Pastry creates an m-bit (generally m=128) identifier space in the range of [0, 2m−1] where
using a cryptographic hash function, the IP address or the public key of each peer is hashed
to a unique node-id. Consequently, the peers and resources must have their assigned m-bit
node-ids and key identifiers respectively and like other DHTs the keys should be distributed
among the peers in a load balanced manner. The peers are organized and arranged in ascending
order of node-ids in a ring. Given a key for lookup, the system routes the query to the peer
whose node-id numerically is closest to the m-bit hash value of the key. In order to implement
the lookup procedure and query forwarding on the top of Pastry ring, each Pastry node is
required to store three type of data items, routing table, neighboring table and leaf set nodes.
The routing table of each peer stores the pointers to the (usually long distance) peers in other
prefix realms which share different lengths of prefix (first i digits) with the nod-id of the peer
within the system.
In Pastry, ring consists of N nodes with definition of b bits length (for each digit) and
the identifier base=2b, the routing table of each node has 2b − 1 columns and log2b(N) rows,
The entries at row i point to peers that share the first i digits of the prefix with the node-id
while the maximum entries for each row is base− 1 and the i+ 1th digit of the entry in cell
(i, j) must be equal to the column number of j. In other words the entry of each cell (i, j)
of the routing table must contains the topologically closest node with prefix length i and
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digit(i+ 1)=j. The leaf set nodes contains the pointers to the l nodes which their node-ids
are numerically the closest nodes (l/2 nodes with a numerically closest larger node-ids and l/2
with closest smaller node-ids). The neighboring table stores the node-ids of the peers which
are topologically nearest (e.g., in terms of latency or network hops) to the current node. The
neighboring information generally is achieved by caching of nearby candidates for routing
table during the construction of the routing table. The pastry algorithm to find a key k in
the system starts by submitting a query to node p which already included in the ring. Node
p checks its local leaf set nodes to find if a match for the key k is within the leaf set, if so,
the query is resolved by forwarding the request to the matched node which already owns the
required resource of the query k. Otherwise, referring the information within the routing
table, Pastry forwards the query messages to a node which has one more matching digit in
the common prefix (see Figure 2.8).
In the rare case when node p is not able to determine another node in the routing table
which provides a longer length of matching prefix, the query is forwarded to any node that is
closer to the key than the current node-id within the merged set of routing table, neighborhood
set and the leaf set. Research works in [88–93] are some examples of the improvement works
based on Pastry.
Figure 2.9: Example of partitioning in 2-Dimensional CAN. Each node is assigned a unique
zone in the M -Dimensional coordinate space. A new node is usually joined by identifying and
splitting a zone in the coordinate space that can be split.
CAN is another DHT which maintains a routing table including the IP address and virtual
coordinate zone of each of its neighbours. It divides the search space to multiple partitions
and accordingly routes a message towards a destination point in the coordinate space (see
Figs 2.9 and 2.10).
The scalable P2P models such as Chord, Pastry, Tapestry and CAN have two general
disadvantageous, first, they do not provide fully local control over data in each peer which
reduce the overall decentralization, autonomy and flexibility of the system. Secondly, they do
not guarantee that the routing paths will remain permanently within a constant administrative
domain, which reduces the reliability and increases the maintenance cost of the system. There
are some research works in P2P such as SkipNet, SkipGraph, P-Ring [94, 95] and Online
Balancing [96] which concentrate to solve above issues.
Overall, we can conclude that DHT based systems build efficient query execution structures
that are well suited to deal with the scalability and efficiency issues for discovering resources in
LDCE. However, they come with a number of shortcomings in different aspects such as semantic
querying, dynamicity, heterogeneity end topology mismatching. There are several research
works focusing on improving the capabilities of the DHTs along the line of the aforementioned
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Figure 2.10: Sample routing path from S to D in a 2-Dimensional CAN. Using the greedy
routing strategy, the query message, in each intermediate node, is routed to a neighboring
node that is positioned closer to the desired location.
problems. In the following, we explain the drawbacks and some of the potential solutions
found in the literature.
DHTs generally do not support semantic querying and keyword search. The lack of
semantically-rich resource descriptions and capability to perform flexible/complex querying
in DHT limited the discovery efficiency, specially in the environment where the resource
requesters are not able to precisely clarify their resource requirements and conditions. For
example, considering that a requester is interested in locating a certain number of vector
processors (e.g., SIMD type processing cores) in an attribute-based DHT system where the
resources are described based on a constant number of attribute values, the query might not be
successful even if the qualified resources are present in the system. The reason is that simple
exact query results require the query itself to be described precisely by the resource requester,
and the resource requester does not want to limit its potential resource options, while the
requester doesn’t know about the available resources in the network. Semantic-based querying
is one way to overcome this problem by organizing peers/clusters based on their contents (i.e.,
based on the conceptual similarity of the resources) in order to enhance content search.
ERGOT [97] presents an approach to overcome the problem of semantic querying in DHTs
by leveraging the DHT mechanisms to build a Semantic Overlay Network (SON) [98]. DHTs
are scalable and fault tolerant and they guarantee efficient lookup at a exactly predictable
cost while they are semantic-free, while SONs are flexible to perform semantic driven query
and are able to go beyond exact matching (but are less scalable than DHTs). It has to be
taken into account that the performance of SONs highly depends on the way that semantic
links are created, and the communication cost to create the semantic links. ERGOT enables
semantic-based resource discovery in distributed infrastructures such as Clouds and Grids.
It employs sorting of the semantic annotations (i.e., it is required to define the notion of
similarity) in order to enhance and enrich the description of resources/services and queries by
two strategies:
- First, peers can construct the semantic links during normal interaction of peers in DHT
by recognizing the peers with similar content, thus the semantic links (links between peers
with similar content in SON) can be created without any extra cost. In other words, resource
providers advertise their resources in the DHT according to their annotations which results in
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building SON among the resource providers which provides similar resources.
- Second, the system is able to use the advantage of DHTs to perform exact matching
while it is able to resolve semantic queries based on resource match-making by measuring the
similarity, between query’s resource requests and resource descriptions.
Similarly, DHT Information Service (DIS) [99] proposes a scalable DHT and ontology
based information service for Grids in order to speed up querying and enhance query precision
and integrality, by aggregating DHTs and semantic-based query techniques. DIS is concerned
in the dynamic attitudes of the resources (e.g., frequent joining and leaving of resources) in
virtual organizations since it requires powerful self-organization capability of the system to
maintain the system structure. Additionally, in the case of creating key space for the DHTs, a
large scale key space might produce an unbalanced workload distribution among the nodes in
the DHT, while a small key space reduces overall system efficiency. Thus, it is desired and
complicated to arrange a moderated key space for the DHT ring where the size of identifier
space is optimum. DIS builds a moderated DHT ring considering the VO mode in terms of
stability of resources. The stable VOs in the system directly participate to organize resources
in the DHT ring. On the other hand, for the purpose of keeping the size of identifier space
moderated, only stable VOs can join the ring through a new DHT node and the unstable
VO join DIS by becoming a sub-domain of the other VOs. Using the above strategy and
ontology-based query techniques, DIS has extended the DHT capabilities to support semantic
querying.
Another drawback of DHTs is the lack of support for dynamic attributes. For example,
the dynamic changing resource information of the idle CPU cycles is not possible to be hashed
in a DHT overlay, Only the information about the static attributes can be stored in DHTs.
Furthermore, DHTs do not support heterogeneity of resources in terms of the number and
types of resource capabilities and functionalities, for example, processing resources provide
different types of attributes than communication and memory resources, and even the types
of attributes for Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) resources might be different from CPU
resources. In fact, nodes types homogeneity is an implicit assumptions in most of DHTs such
as Chord, CAN, Pastry and Tapestry where they expect all the nodes have the same behavior
and capabilities. It results to the limited efficiency and applicability of discovering resources
in LDCE saturated by heterogeneous resources.
Topology mismatching or the lack of support for proximity-aware querying is another
common problem in DHTs. One of the important expected features of resource discovery,
specially in computing environments, is the ability of the querying system to discover resources
in close vicinity. Pure P2P based systems, like DHT-enabled approaches, generally provide
limited (e.g., Pastry) or zero (e.g., Chord) support for such proximity-aware querying. The
neighboring nodes in DHT overlay are not necessarily close to each other in the physical
topology. The DHT overlay structure destroys data locality, which increases the discovery
overhead specially to process a particular type of queries such as resource graph query and
range query.
Clustering and hierarchical based solutions (e.g., super peers) have been proposed to
resolve the aforementioned DHT shortcoming. Super-peer based discovery systems aimed to
provide an optimum solution in order to achieve a balance between the built-in efficiency of the
hierarchical/centralized system, and the load balancing, self-organization, and fault-tolerant
features provided by P2P based discovery systems. Kazaa [100] is an example of the super-peer
model which designates the more stable and powerful nodes as super-peers. The new member
must find the closest existing super-node in the network and establish the overly connection to
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that node. Kazaa originally has been used for file sharing purposes. However, its concept can
be extended to use for general resource sharing, even of computing resources. Upon joining
a new node to the overlay, it sends its list of resources to the super-node. The super-node
registers the resources information of the individual nodes in an indexed directory. Each
requester sends its requests to the super-node. Afterwards, the requester searches for the
requested resources in its local index directory and, if the desired resources are not locally
available, it propagates the query to another super-node in the system. Kazaa is also able to
perform keyword search and provides some flexibility for querying. The works in [58, 101,102]
are other examples of super-peer based discovery systems. These solutions enable efficient
discovery of the resources belonging to one super-peer, however, they do not introduce any
extra improvement for P2P based resource discovery over several super-peers.
Proximity-aware clustering approaches such as TriPod [63] organize the close resources
in the same cluster while other semantic-aware clustering approaches [52,103] organize the
semantically similar resources in the same cluster. Depending on the strategy, clustering can
preserve both locality and similarity features.
Unstructured Systems: In unstructured discovery, the distribution of the resource
information among the nodes is not followed by a predefined or controlled mechanism. An
unstructured system is able to support partial matching and also complex querying. The use
of a loose architecture makes the system resistant to node failure and Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks. Furthermore, the convenient system adaptation to the frequent node joins and disjoints
provides dynamicity for querying in such environment. However, unstructured discovery has a
low rate of resource discovery in comparison to structured systems. Nodes in these systems
are free to behave as they want and they carry a part of the network functionality, thus,
their failure or misbehavior can be costly. Besides, an unstructured approach has numerous
challenges specially in terms of fault tolerance under churn, load balancing and flash crowds.
Unstructured discovery in P2P possess the following distinct properties:
1. Decentralization: implies a system architecture without any centralized server or control
point. It avoids single or multi points of failures in P2P environment.
2. Self-organization: contains the capability of the system to be dynamically reconfigurable,
which facilitates forming a dynamic network overlay while the system keeps changing
over the time.
3. Autonomy: the peers in the system are independent entities, which have autonomy to
make decision based on their preferences and priorities, to establish or cut a connection
link to other peers in the overlay network.
4. Anonymity: the peers in the system do not have a global knowledge about the whole
system. In other words, each peer only knows about itself and no one knows about the
others (even neighbors).
5. Unstructured: there is no predefined structure or fixed points to store and access the
resource information.
Accordingly, depending on the search methods (see Section 2.4.3), unstructured discovery
solutions (e.g., Gnutella [104], JXTA [105], Freenet [104], Morpheus [106,107] and Routing
Indices (RI) [108]) can be categorized in two groups: deterministic and none-deterministic
discovery.
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Gnutella [109, 110] is a purely decentralized resource discovery based on a pervasive
exchange of messages (aggressive flooding) which originally has been designed for file sharing.
However, it has been extended to cover for the domain of resource sharing in the computing
environments. Gnutella consists of a set of Gnutella Nodes (GN) which are called servants.
They play both roles of client and server entities. Each servant is responsible for processing the
received queries, check for matches against their local set of resource information and respond
with related results. The search mechanism relies on broadcasting and back-propagation
communication. It starts by sending a “Query” message contains a criteria string and a
randomly generated message identifier, flagged with NHP (number of passed hops) and Time
To Live (TTL) fields from a requester to all of servants in its vicinity. Upon receiving a
“Query” message in the target node, it decreases the TTL value in the header descriptor. If
the query conditions are not satisfied with the current resources and the TTL after decrement
still is not zero, the servant broadcast the query message along the (open TCP) connection
links to its neighboring servants, except the link that query came from. Additionally, each
GN uses a caching mechanism to maintain the track of the recent queries for the purpose of
back-propagation of the result messages (or “Hit” messages) to the original requester, and
also avoid to duplicate forwarding of the same queries.
GNs must always keep information about their neighbors updated. For this purpose each
node periodically broadcasts “Ping” messages to its neighbors and the receivers answer with
“Pong” messages to confirm their presence. GN also supports “Push” message which is a
request that can be send to the resource providers in order to ask them to contact the resource
requester. Gnutella, provides efficient properties specially in dealing with dynamicity and
heterogeneity of resources. However, it has significant number of drawbacks: the search is
none-deterministic, the TTL technique implies a better scalability but reduces the number of
explored hosts for a query. Specially for the rare resources, the limited query radius leads to
the limited number of hits (successful discovery). Increasing the TTL on the spot a query is
not resolved is a technique to solve this problem, but it results in a logarithmically increase of
the network traffic, which could not be a scalable approach in dense communication systems.
The other shortcoming is that Gnutella does not support exact matching. The search is based
on keyword querying, which is not accurate. The protocol also is not efficient in terms of
resource consumption due to its flooding nature (broadcasting) as it invokes too much nodes
to handle a query. There are a number of research works [111,112] that proposed alternative
methods and techniques to improve the Gnutella drawbacks.
Routing Indices (RI) [108] uses distributed indices in unstructured P2P networks. The
advantage of this mechanism relies in the fact that queries are disseminated and forwarded
only among the places of the network where resources existed, thus avoiding to flood query
requests to the nodes which are not useful. The main drawback of this solution is that this
indexing system comes from the presence of cycles in the network graph. A recent work [113]
of this type extends RI and proposes a technique to perform resource discovery in grids based
on P2P with capability to perform multi-attribute queries and range queries for numerical
attributes. It uses an information summarization technique presented in [114] and creates
different types of summaries and accordingly presents a metric (called goodness function)
needed by RIs to guide the query process. It still suffers from RI drawbacks as well as lack
of support for complex querying. A similar proposal [115] presents a task/job-level resource
discovery with limited flexibility of querying to handle multi-core machines in desktop grids.
This technique handles resource availability based on a few set of numerical parameters, such
as CPU speed, number of cores, and memory availability. We must note that most of the
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proposed unstructured discovery solutions in the literature are initially designed for file sharing
applications which is out of the scope of our interest in this thesis.
Hybrid solutions try to combine and strengthen the benefits offered by the classical
structured and unstructured resource discovery systems. MatchTree [62] and Tripod [63] are
examples of hybrid solutions (see Table 2.2).
Table 2.3: Summary of comparison of the major types of resource discovery for different
performance factors (PFs: Performance Factors, RB: Reliability, FT: Fault-Tolerance, LB:
Load-Balance, AN: Autonomy, CQ: Complex Querying).
PF Centralized-Grid Hierarchical-Grids Structured-P2P Unstructured-P2P
Sc
al
ab
ili
ty
Not scalable specially for
the large scale Grid be-
cause of the single point of
failure bottlenecks
Provides better scalability
than centralized system,
but still suffers from over-
loaded hot spots; the roots
of hierarchy becomes easily
single point of failure
Limitations due to the
large amount of overhead
network traffic
Generally scalable
E
ffi
ci
en
cy
Provide efficiency in terms
of fast discovery and pre-
cise discovery results
Similar to centralized Fast lookup speed. Guar-
antees to perform a query
in a bounded number of
hops. It assumes guar-
anteed the availability of
the resources in the net-
work, thus it doesn’t pro-
vide a good efficiency to
work in dynamically chang-
ing environment.The dy-
namic changes of resource
information must be prop-
agated over the network
which reduces system effi-
ciency by creating a consid-
erable amount of network
overhead.
Low lookup speed. Costly
membership management.
Slow propagation of infor-
mation in the case of dy-
namic values. Does not as-
sume any guarantees about
the peers or resource avail-
ability, therefore it does
not put any constraints on
the topological placement
of resource information.
R
B Highly reliable in terms ofresult accuracy. Not reli-
able in terms of single point
of failures
Reliable in terms of result
accuracy. Not reliable in
terms of single point of fail-
ures.
Reliable in terms of exact
matching. Not reliable in
terms of interval search
There is no guarantee to
perform successful query-
ing. Reliable in terms of
dynamically changing envi-
ronments
D
yn
am
ic
it
y
Supported in terms of dy-
namic attribute. Not sup-
ported in terms of indexing
mechanisms and periodical
updating of the resource in-
formation
Supported in terms of dy-
namic attribute. Better
support of indexing mech-
anisms and periodical up-
dating.
Supported in terms of dy-
namic topology changes.
Not supported in terms
of dynamic changes of at-
tribute values where the
system has problem to
store rapidly changing re-
source information. The
overlay networks are appro-
priate to maintain static
resource information while
for dynamic information
the overlay must be reorga-
nized which is costly.
Highly supported
F
T Not supported Not supported Supported Supported
LB
Not supported Not supported Supported Supported
A
N Not supported Not supported Supported Highly supported
C
Q Generally provide all kindof flexible querying due
to the advantage of us-
ing central data structure/-
data base
Limited support Do not support or have a
limited support for inter-
val search (such as partial
querying and range query-
ing), semantic search, mul-
tidimensional querying and
resource graph discovery
Better support for complex
querying in comparison to
structured P2P and less
flexibility than centralized
systems
Table 2.3 provides comparison of major types of resource discovery for both Grid and P2P
environments in most aspects. We further discuss the details of the performance factors used
for this comparison in Section 2.5.
2.3.2.3 Cluster, HTC and HPC
Computing systems such as HPC, Cluster and Cloud are generally based on a central-
ized/hierarchical architecture, leading to the use of centralized resource discovery to respond
to user requests. For example, when a request for resources arrives at a HPC cluster-head or a
Cloud service provider in the front-end, the resources required can be discovered (allocated or
provisioned) by searching in a specified pool of resources or in a back-end data-center where
the number and type of resources are known beforehand (this may not be necessarily true
in Clouds). For such environments, resource discovery based on a centralized architecture
could become an easy task. And, in fact, instead of discovery problem, the resource scheduling
issues are dominant. In this and the next section, we aim to discuss resource discovery for
HPC and Cloud. However, due to the nature of these types of environments, we may also
discuss relevant topics such as resource scheduling.
A Computing Cluster is defined as the composition of several computing nodes (work-
stations), multiple storage devices and a number of interconnections, which together appear
to the users as a single system that is highly available and reliable to run user tasks. HPC,
High Throughput Computing (HTC) and Many Task Computing (MTC) are some types of
computing clusters.
HTC environments provide a large amount of processing capabilities to run user jobs (i.e.,
independent loosely-coupled tasks), over long periods of time, through dynamic exploitation of
all the existing available computing resources in the system. In fact, HTC tasks are sequential
and independent. They can be individually scheduled on wide range of heterogeneous comput-
ing resources, geographically distributed across multiple administrative domains. Various Grid
Computing techniques can be used to build HTC systems [116]. HPC creates supercomputers
to run tightly coupled parallel tasks on large amounts of computing capacity over short periods
of time. HPC focuses on fast execution of tasks (generally dependent tasks), therefore the
interconnects of HPC clusters must provide low latency for communication between processes
running on different computing resources. MTC is the bridge between HTC and HPC, with
emphasis in employing many computing resources over short periods of time, in order to
execute many computational tasks that could be either dependent or independent.
Through using traditional cluster management systems, it might be possible that each
cluster nodes knows about the static attributes of the resources in other nodes without relying
on a complete approach for resource discovery (for example, ignoring the dynamicity issues,
a centralized cluster can statically be configured to maintain all the information about the
cluster resources in a central server and the clients just simply submit the queries to the
server). In some cases the static information is not really important for the task allocation
in the cluster. In other cases, it would not be enough since the most important and critical
requirement in these cases is the dynamic information, to determine whether the required
resources are currently free or are occupied. However, state information (i.e., the information
about the dynamic resource attributes) such as processor availability, memory usage or
available bandwidth, which are rapidly and frequently changing, may not be accessible without
leveraging an efficient resource discovery mechanism.
Resources may have multiple single attributes which can be either dynamic or static. Thus,
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depending on the computing environment and the purpose of resource discovery, different
discovery strategies can be implemented, ranging from single-attribute to multi-dimensional
discovery systems. CPU availability (CPU load or CPU utilization) and memory utilization
(memory usage) are two important dynamic attributes which have the key roles to structure
any computational resource discovery mechanisms. In fact, task allocation is not feasible if
the qualified discovered resources would be unavailable in terms of CPU and memory load.
In general, the resource discovery problem in computing clusters aims to find the available
computing resources in the system for job scheduling and task allocations. CPU discovery and
memory discovery are the examples of single-attribute discovery (i.e., state discovery) where
CPU utilization and memory usage respectively is the only resource information of interest.
In cluster computing, we can categorize resource discovery approaches (in the case of state
information) in three groups: Active, Passive and Predictive. In the Active approach (e.g.,
centralized batch systems and decentralized state discovery algorithms), the requesters use a
intrusive method (within a client-server like communication model) to know about the state
of the other resources. Additionally, the Active approach generally does not support dynamic
load balancing. In the Predictive approach, the requesters use the state of the resources in the
previous cycle (which has already been obtained using an Active method) to predict the state
of the resources in the upcoming cycle and thus reduces the overhead of the Active method.
The Active approach generates a large network overhead due to the periodical resource state
updates with direct communication between the resource manager and the compute nodes.
The Passive approach attempts to get the information about the state of the resources by
analyzing the behavior of the existing network traffic in the cluster. Since the Passive approach
is not a intrusive mechanism, it doesn’t generate extra overhead, which results in a decrease of
the communication complexity (the number of messages required to solve a discovery problem),
but provides less accurate information.
In cluster computing, another alternative for Active discovery is using decentralized
algorithms such as ALG-Flooding [117], Swamping [117], Random Pointer Jump [117] and
Name-Dropper [117], that are applicable to gather the state information of the resources
on different nodes around the network. The state information denotes that if a particular
resource is available (in terms of CPU or memory) to allocate an specific task. We discuss
these algorithms in more details in Section 2.4.3.
The Batch System (or Asymmetric Computational Clusters) [118–120] is a conventional
type of cluster management systems which has been used to compose most of the current
large scale computational clusters. It generally contains three types of basic components: Re-
source Manager (containing resource capabilities and status), Queue/Job Manager (containing
creation, queuing, controlling and monitoring of the user’s jobs) and Scheduler (containing
resource mapping and allocation) (see Figure 2.11).
The queue manager lets users submit their jobs to the queues, and provides possibilities for
users to monitor and control the state of their jobs, which can be running on the computing
nodes or waiting in the queues. For each job, the scheduler selects the target computing nodes
and then assigns the jobs to the resources on the computing nodes according to the scheduling
policy. In the next step, the resource manager monitors the state of the resources on the
computing nodes as well as the state of the job executions in the resources. The computing
nodes periodically update the resource manager regarding the state (e.g., available, occupied)
of their resources or the resource manager can be responsible for getting this information
through periodical querying of the computing nodes. Some examples of the batch systems
are Condor [121–123], Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [124],
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Figure 2.11: Computing strategy in Batch Systems.
Globus [125], Fast and Light-Weight Task Execution Framework (FALKON) [126], Oracle
Grid Engine (previously known as Sun Grid Engine or SGE), Dodo [127], and Tera-scale
Open-source Resource and Queue Management (TORQUE) [128].
Condor is a centralized batch system that is designed specially for HTC clusters. Like other
batch systems, it has three main components: User Agents, Resource Agents (or Resource
Owner Agents) and Matchmakers (see Figure 2.12). User requests are represented within User
Agents, so the User Agents submit their resource requests to the Matchmakers which includes
all the constraints that define the characteristics of the desired resources. For example, a User
Agent (requester) may need to only find the resources running a specific operating system. On
the other hand, resources are represented within Resource Agents, which contain the resource
owners policies. For example, a resource owner may only be willing to serve the requests made
by a specific group of users. The Resource Agents advertise their resources through resource
offer messages to the Matchmaker where it attempts to find the matches between resource
requests and resource offers in a way that all the constraints of the three parties (User Agent,
Resource Agent and Matchmaker) are satisfied.
Figure 2.12: Condor matchmaking.
The Matchmaker also implements a collection of system-wide policies including logic to
map the resource requests to the resource information through imposing its own constraints
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in the matchmaking process. For example, the Matchmaker generates the priority ranking for
the requests, thus the requests with higher priorities have greater opportunities to find the
matches. When a match is found, the Matchmaker notifies both User and Resource Agents,
which consequently will execute a claiming protocol to start the task allocation process. The
Matchmaker is also able to measure how well a resource can satisfy a request by running
a preference function. The resource information are expressed in ClassAd format, which is
used by the Matchmaker to facilitate the matchmaking and resource-preference measurement.
Additionally, Condor provides features to support resource scavenging: a capability to locate
idle resources using a daemon providing summarized monitoring information such as average
load, total idle time, as well as some other elements of basic information.
BOINC is a centralized loosely coupled HTC platform (i.e., desktop Grid like Entropia [129])
that provides resource sharing facilities for large number of volunteers to create, operate and
monitor the public-resource computing projects such as *@home (e.g., SETI@home [130],
Predictor@home, Folding@home [131] and Climate@home). BOINC encourages the creation
of many projects while it encourages volunteers (the computer owners around the world) to
participate in one or more projects. Resource owners can enforce their own policy to specify
how their resources are allocated to each project. Each BOINC project is identified by a
single master URL which serves as a directory of scheduling servers, while resource owners
can register their resources and participate in the projects. BOINC, similar to other batch
systems like Condor, relies on knowing state information of all computational resources, which
resulting in a large amount of information that limits system scalability. In fact, BOINC
suffers from a scalability problem since it uses a global scheduling mechanism.
TORQUE is a Workload and Resource Management System (WRMS), which consists of
two components: one for job execution and resource monitoring, and other (called Moab) for
queue management and scheduling. These two components together provide all the necessary
functionalities and meet the requirements of a batch system. TORQUE uses a one-to-one
mapping scheme to allocate jobs to each individual compute node available, which is not
efficient because each compute node can perhaps execute more jobs. TORQUE is also not able
to dynamically balance jobs among resources. FALKON is derived from TORQUE aiming to
enhance its efficiency and is able to assign multiple jobs to a single compute node. However,
like TORQUE, it doesn’t support dynamic load balancing. FALKON integrates multi-level
scheduling and streamlined dispatchers to increase the system performance by decreasing
the task execution time. It attempts to achieve higher scale through renunciation of some
functionalities such as priorities and multiple queues (which already have been provided by
Condor). However, since the FALKON dispatcher is centralized, its scalability is limited.
Dodo [132] is a batch system for harvesting idle resources (in terms of memory) in off-the-
shelf clusters of workstations which includes the components such as, central manager, scheduler,
resource monitor and the idle memory daemons. In this system, resources periodically inform
the central manager regarding their state (free or busy). The system only schedules the jobs
to the resources on the idle compute nodes, therefore it can not provide support for dynamic
load balancing.
2.3.2.4 Cloud Computing Environments
Cloud computing [12, 133, 134] provides infrastructure (Infrastructure as a Service or
IaaS), platform (Platform as a Service or PaaS) and software (Software as a Service or
SaaS) as services to the end users. It helps the users to create and manage their customized
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hardware and software, while it reduces the cost and the complexity of maintaining the
required hardware/software for different user’s applications. Grid and Cloud computing are
concepts, as discussed. Grid and Cloud computing attempt to highly utilize and manage
distributed resources to efficiently attend large (computational) jobs. But, Grids and Clouds
are fundamentally different in several aspects. Clouds have built-in administrative boundaries
[12, 135] which affects its capabilities to be inter-operable, while Grid do not reflect such
limitation in its operation [136]. Grids nodes have autonomy to self-manage their characteristics
and behavior.
Cloud computing uses negotiated Service Level Agreements (SLA) to dynamically scale
the user instances in the hardware infrastructure, software platform and software application
according to the potential resources in the Cloud. However, the capability of a single Cloud
is limited, and it might happen that a single Cloud is not be able to uniformly maintain
the quality of services for all users requests. One of the ideas to overcome this problem is
the convergence of the Cloud with Grid along the line of inter-Clouds federation. It must
be taken into account that one of the most important integral element in this convergence
procedure is the problem of resource sharing, which contains the issues related to information
dissemination, resource matching and discovery.
The resource scheduler in the Cloud (in case of computing Cloud) receives the user request,
which includes a set of required hardware to build a customized computing system. Afterwards,
the scheduler starts to lookup a matched set of physical or virtual resources. If the required
resources are not available in the system, the Cloud service provider (system manager) has
to create virtual resources (resource/service provisioning) which are precisely matched to
the request. So despite the Grids super-schedulers (Grids controllers), Clouds schedulers are
responsible for both resource discovery and resource provisioning. In Grids, each Grid site
may have a super-scheduler (or global/meta scheduler) which is responsible to allocate jobs
received from clients to the global/local resources found by resource discovery.
Clouds are based on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) where each service is accessible
through a broker. The clients submit their requests, containing the required QoS levels for
the desired services to the brokers. Consequently, the brokers proceed to find and allocate the
best matching service provider for the requested services with certain level of QoS. There are
a significant number of commercial brokers such as Cloudswitch [137], Deltacloud [138–140],
Eucalyptus [141] and Elastra [142, 143] which already are used in different Cloud systems.
However, there is still no standardized method to map Cloud services to the clients requests,
based on QoS level.
Considering the administrative boundaries of the Clouds and the fact that Clouds allow
resources that can be elastically divided and reassembled to meet the end users requirements,
the concept of resource discovery in Cloud differs from Grid. Here it has to support scheduling
and resource management functions such as resource provisioning, resource brokering, resource
mapping, resource allocation, resource modeling, and resource adaptation. Resource discovery,
hence, is specially emphasized when we move toward inter-Clouds approaches or Self Organized
Clouds (SOCs). Each single Cloud provider or individual host are required to autonomously
locate and discover a set of qualified volunteer computing resources in the network for its job’s
execution via different types of querying strategies. Since i) we want to focus on resource
discovery and we are not going to discuss in depth other relevant resource management aspects
(like resource provisioning) in Cloud computing (there is a comprehensive survey to discuss the
resource management issues in Clouds in [144]); and ii) due to the point that most of resource
discovery solutions for Grid and P2P are also applicable to be used in Clouds; we focus in
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this chapter on the Cloud architectures and discovery solutions which have specially designed
for multi-Clouds environments such as federated Clouds, hybrid Clouds and self-organized
Clouds.
The increasing number of Cloud services along with the massive amount of global users,
and inherently limited scalability of the current single provider Clouds, became the reason to
the development of multi/many providers Clouds. In such an environment, called a federated
Cloud, resource discovery becomes a very important issue to address the federated placements
which refers to the process of clarification of the most appropriate cluster to use for a particular
application workload, considering the point that all Clouds are not equal in terms of capabilities,
performance, QoS, availability warranties and cost. Along this line, there are a number of
resource-centric IaaS providers such as Eucalyptus, OpenNebula [145] and Nimbus [145] that
provide the clusters of virtual machine hosts as IaaS resources. They offer the list of their
resources types containing the prices and the detail of capabilities for each particular resource
type.
RESERVOIR [146,147] introduced the notion of federated Cloud. The federated Cloud
contains several single provides Clouds joined by a mutual corporation agreement which makes
inter-Cloud computing and cross-Cloud migration feasible in a cost-efficient manner. Providers
that have excess capacity are able to share their extra available infrastructure resource
with the federation members that need those resources to overcome the problems such as
resource limitation and over-provisioning. RESERVOIR is an open federated Cloud computing
model, architecture, and functionality which aims to deal with scalability, complexity and
interoperability in multiple Clouds environments.
In the RESERVOIR Cloud model, two or more Cloud providers join the system to create a
federation of the Cloud providers where various Cloud services or resources dynamically can be
managed and controlled together. Logical services/resources are represented and encapsulated
in a Virtual Execution Environment (VEE). VEEs are hosted on top of physical resources and
virtual application networks which are represented as Virtual Execution Environment Hosts
(VEEHs) managed by a Virtual Execution Environment Management System (VEEM). The
VEEM is responsible to perform the management, deployment, and migration of VEEs on top
of VEEHs through the utilization of OpenNebula. Moreover, the service manager component
is responsible for instantiating services and manage the SLA. RESERVOIR provides facilities
to describe and specify the application configuration, which results in defining a service by a
set of information such as the specification of the virtual machine, application configurations,
and deployment settings. RESERVOIR attempts to maximize system flexibility to address
the different requirements and policies from different infrastructure resource providers, by
supporting dynamically-pluggable policies to measure and calculate the placement. Different
policies define different utility functions which have to be optimized. For example, a load
balancing policy aims to distribute the Virtual Machines (VMs) equally between physical
resources, while an energy saving policy tries to minimize the number of physical resources
for VM allocations; thus, to reduce energy consumption, the unused machines can be turned
off. The RESERVOIR Cloud model enable the individual Cloud providers to have a focused
view of resources, while fully preserving the individual autonomy of the providers in making
technological, policy and management decisions, by leveraging and combining the advantages of
virtualization and embed autonomous management. This helps the resource/service providers
to completely describe and define their resources that helps to implement efficient and accurate
resource discovery approaches along the line of Cloud computing requirements.
Another example of resource discovery, for multi/many providers Clouds, is presented
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in Wright et al., [148]. It deploys a two-phase constraints-based resource discovery solution
which uses a software abstraction layer to discover the most suitable infrastructure resources
in a multi-provider Cloud environment for a given application request. In the first step,
the discovery system identifies a set of potential infrastructure resource candidates who can
satisfy the application requirements in terms of quality of service and in the second phase, an
appropriate heuristic method depending on the application preferences (for example, some
application may prefer to use a cost-based heuristic while others can prefer the performance-
based heuristics) is used to select the best matching candidate among the initial set of
discovered resources. The proposed model shows a dynamic flexibility to choose the resources
based on the application requirements and preferences.
2.3.3 Ontology and Resource Description
In the computing environment there are several different entities (e.g., resource providers,
resource requesters and directory agents) that are seeking a common purpose of resource
sharing. For this, at least they should have a common understanding of resources, which
requires shared definition of resources in terms of ontology (description and definition of
resources) in order to be able to work to each other and reach an agreement to perform
resource sharing through discovering, mapping, allocation and invocation of resources.
Resource discovery and allocation can be simply defined as the process of finding and map-
ping computing applications (or application segments) to the appropriate available computing
resources in an efficient manner, where, in each application query, the discovered (selected)
resources are the best matches for the application requirements while the resources in the
system are efficiently utilized. For this purpose, it is required to abstract the complexities of
the system components such as computing applications (application description) and hardware
computing resources (resource description) through a consistent methodology and language
which describe their characteristics, requirements and capabilities. In fact, the resource capa-
bilities can be described and derived from hardware descriptions. According to the application
description the discovery system must be able to exploit the application resource requirements
in order to generate the proper query. In the next step the query explores the network to
find the best matching resource through the evaluation of the resource description of each
individual resources.
Distributed resource discovery in a large-scale system requires a scalable and fully expres-
sive resource description, which contains a required level of information details in terms of
computational (e.g., processor description) and communicational (e.g., topology description)
properties and behaviors. Most of the resource discovery behaviors and operational character-
istics are under the influence of the way we abstract, organize and distribute the individual
resource information. For example, in a common P2P system, for the purpose of resource
discovery, each one of the peers has to get information from other peers and disseminates the
information to others through neighbor peers. In this case, it is important to consider the
point where the resource information has to be distributed and get balanced between peers. It
helps to improve the scalability of the system when the number of peers grows increasingly.
Moreover, resource description has direct impacts on the indicators such as discovery latency
(response time), accuracy of results (rate of false discovery), discovery traffic overload, etc.
We categorize the approaches for resource description in two groups: attribute-based and
semantic-based schemes.
The attribute based schemes define the resource characterizations through a set of (attribute,
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value) pairs. Depending on the level of information details and the different storage, retrieval
and distribution mechanisms these approaches are able to provide a scalable distribution
of resource information. However, the attribute-based description models are facing some
challenging issues such as providing appropriate support for dynamic and collective attributes
[149]. Dynamic attributes are changing frequently, which results that the above mentioned
description models becomes unappropriated to store their values due to expensive updating
and maintenance cost. On the other hand, since all resource properties are not independent
and they are related to each other in some aspects (depending on the level of abstraction),
it would be more complex and difficult to exploit all resource properties and capabilities
individually in the form of (attribute, value), without leading to information redundancy and
inaccurate resource description.
XML, Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [150], Ontology Web Language (OWL)
[151], GSDL [152], OASIS Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [153–155]
and [156] are some examples of attribute-based resource descriptions which have been used
in many resource discovery solutions specially in web-based resource discovery protocols.
WSDL is a set of instructions to describe the behavior, characteristics and formats of services,
particularly for web service providers. UDDI uses a XML-based repository to provide policies
and standards for service discovery which facilitate the process of resource advertisement and
service publication. Tutschku et al, a recent work [156], is proposing a resource description
method based on the capabilities of on-board Linux tools for describing resource utilisation
in cloud networking and NFV infrastructures. It aims to provide a description approach for
dynamic attributes such as CPU load and utilization. However, the approach is not general
(it is based on linux) and is limited by very abstract description of resources and also the
description is restricted to a very few number of predefined general attributes. In addition
to the attributed-based description languages, there are a number of recent attributed-based
(resource information) encryption methods in the current literature including [157–162] which
are mostly application-oriented. And in fact, they are not really flexible and even efficient to
be used for different applications.
Semantic-based description models are the alternative approaches which focus on the
overall collaborative description of the resources. These approaches are appropriate to describe
all system resources where all the possible collaborative system and resource properties and
behaviors (e.g., the structure of the processor or memory architectures) are precisely described,
but we must take into account that these approaches might not be scalable in terms of
distribution of the resource information. The works in [163–166] are examples of semantic-
based schemes which use functional languages to describe hardware resources. The use of
higher-order functions allows the composition of arbitrarily complex structures in a clear and
concise way. The strong type system of most functional languages also ensures the soundness of
the composition of the different hardware components. Functional resource description models
focus on capturing the structure as well as numerical properties of hardware resources. Resource
descriptions themselves are functions, capturing the fact that behaviors/capabilities relevant
for a resource can change under certain circumstances. Additionally, functions can be used to
concisely and clearly capture complex, parameterizable collaboratives. For other examples of
semantic-based ontologies we can mention Resource Description Framework (RDF) [167–169],
Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [170], DAML+OIL [171–174] and DAML-S [175].
RDF is a type of ontology/knowledge representation approach, which is a primitive language
providing a binary relation of classes and properties supporting all kind of range/domain
constraints and sub-property/sub-class relationships. It is a powerful and more expressive
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language to describe resources in sufficient details. OIL is an extension of RDF while
DAML+OIL is an ontology representation language derived form the work under DARPA’s
Agent Markup Language (DAML) [176] (based on the OIL language). In comparison to OIL,
it provides a larger interoperability on the semantic level through extending the OIL and
RDF basic primitives along the way to provide an ontology-based description language with
better expressiveness and capability for inference creation. DAML-S is another work under the
DAML program which provides a set of principles, basic concepts and relations to describe and
declare services/resources, by implementing the ontology structuring mechanism of DAML.
Each DAML-S service/resource is characterized in three types: service/resource model (process
model), service/resource profile and service/resource grounding. These describe respectively
the service functionalities (i.e., the service composition and the service behaviors on the run
time), the service capabilities (i.e., the required information for resource/service discovery),
the service access (i.e., the service address or the required information for service/resource
invocation). In fact, resource model and resource grounding provide the required information
for interaction between resource providers and resource requesters, while the resource profile
facilitates the process of matchmaking for resource discovery. There are several proposals such
as [177,178] that utilize DAML-based resource description for resource discovery.
The Lexical Bridge [179] is a recent work which proposes a methodology to translate
meaningful information in natural language sources into a standardized, structured knowledge
representation for the purposes of semantic normalization, integration, analysis, and reasoning.
However, it is a very general work and in fact doesn’t provide a resource description language
(for the purpose of resource discovery in the distributed system) a complete resource description
language, rather, it aims to build ”lexical bridges” (LBs) in order to fill the gap between the
natural languages and their ontology representations. The authors in [180] have highlighted
that a scalable resource description and information exchange (in terms of distribution of
resource information between Clouds) is an important requirement for sharing heterogeneous
Cloud resources among federated Clouds. However, the work presented in this paper, a
semantic based resource description model for inter-clouds, does not really provide a scalable
solution for distributing all details of resource information in the entire system. It focuses on
providing a scalble information exchange method between multiple clouds, where each cloud
centrally manage its own resources.
Considering the above approaches, any optimum resource description model for resource
discovery must be designed in such a way that it takes the concerns of both approaches
(attribute-based and semantic-based): capturing individual and collaborative capabilities of
resources while still allowing for scalable distribution of this information [180]. Consequently,
a merger of the two above abstraction concepts should be pursued.
2.3.4 Clustering Approaches
Clustering is the process of altering the network topology in order to increase the overall
system performance. Nodes and resources are grouped in clusters, which share common
specifications, properties, operations or behavior. Overlay construction and clustering enhance
the efficiency of the query/information management and resource advertisement for the resource
discovery systems. It must be taken in account that the system overlays have impact on a set of
important discovery performance factors such as scalability, efficiency and even reliability and
dynamicity. Clustering approaches may provide some inherent features like locality-awareness,
which could bring benefits to enhance the discovery mechanism.
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Generally, we can classify the clustering approaches (see Table 2.4) for resource discovery
in three main groups: quantity based (none-content based), quality based (content based) and
hybrid clustering. In quantity based clustering, overlay construction involves the methods
to organize nodes/resources in the groups without considering the content (for example, in
terms of attributes, features, properties, behaviors) of nodes/resources. For this purpose,
the focus might be on some performance related issues such as load balance, maintenance,
self-organization, stability (churn and fault tolerant), while the overlay must be constructed
along the way that finally satisfies all the requirements of a resource discovery protocol which
aims to run on top of it.
Table 2.4: Examples of clustering approaches for resource discovery (OA: Overlay Architecture).
OA Mechanism Clustering RD Examples
Semantic-Aware Nodes/resources with similar
contents are organized in the
same cluster
Content-based Clustering,
SON [98]
ERGOT [97], The works in [52]
Proximity-Aware Physically nearby nodes/re-
sources are organized in the
same cluster
Content-based Clustering CycloidGrid [64], TriPod [63],
PIRD [65], PIAS [181] and AS-
TAS [182]
QoS-Aware Nodes/resources with similar
quality of service are organized
in the same cluster
Content-based Clustering CycloidGrid [64]
Load-Aware Nodes/resources are organized in
a particular overlay (e.g, DHT
ring) in order to equally dis-
tribute the loads (in terms of
resource information or query
workloads) among nodes to en-
hance the overall system perfor-
mance.
None-Content based Clustering,
P2P overlay network (e.g., DHT
based P2P)
PIAS [181] and ASTAS [182]
Super-peer Nodes/resources are organized in
a particular overlay (e.g, tree, hi-
erarchy) in order to enhance the
overall system performance.
None-Content based Clustering,
None-DHT based P2P Overlay
The works in [58,101,102]
Tree Load balanced Tree Overlay Tree MatchTree [62]
Quality based clustering approaches organize the groups based on the content similarity
of each individual nodes/resources in different aspects. According to the different views and
definitions of the concept of the content similarity, there are several well-know approaches
for content clustering which shapes the discovery mechanisms in the directions. Proximity-
aware [183–187], semantic-aware [188–192] and QoS-aware [193–195] resource discovery are
the sample applications of content-based clustering.
QoS is one of the most important aspects of resource discovery systems in large scale
environments, specially in Grids and Clouds [196]. It must taken in account that the QoS
concept is not only limited to network capabilities like network bandwidth, rather it is extended
to all kind of computing and storage capabilities. In fact, when a task with QoS conditions is
submitted to a Cloud or Grid system, it would be necessary to negotiate a SLA in order to
guarantee the quality of the requested service according to the QoS conditions. Accordingly,
resource reservation is one of the best mechanism benefiting from QoS. As an example of
QoS-aware resource discovery, the MDS Globus provides this kind of resource reservation
capability [24]. However, this reservation has a poor efficiency to guarantee the bandwidth for
the network links which results that the system would not be able to guarantee the reservation
of the processing cycles for the application segments that communicate over those network
links. Currently, most of the Grid/Cloud systems provides only a partial solution for QoS,
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due to the point that the majority of the processor operating systems do not provide precise
performance guarantees. Partial QoS solution means that the system provides capability
to specify QoS conditions at the time of job submission while it does not have support for
resource reservation mechanism.
2.4 Design Aspects
In order to design a resource discovery approach, it is required to specify which design
choices to make for different parts of the discovery process. A resource discovery system,
first, must be initialized through using a bootstrapping mechanism. We must also specify an
overall discovery strategy. According to the overall strategy of the discovery, an adequate
search method must be applied for directing and processing the queries in the system. In
this way, it might be necessary to specify a method for the propagation of queries in the
system. Furthermore, it is important to provide a strategy for information delivery by queries
(each query may contain a certain types of information which are delivered between different
entities in the system). A discovery approach also needs to provide a mechanism for query
termination, otherwise, a query may search forever or multiple computations of a single query
might happen in different places of the system, due to the same query arrival through different
discovery paths.
2.4.1 Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping is the process that occurs when a new element joins the discovery systems.
The new node may not have information about the other nodes/resources in the system overlay.
Thus, in the first step it is required to discover a node (bootstrapping node) that already
belongs to the system overlay, or at-least has some initial information about the system (e.g.,
the address of the resource provider nodes, the super-peer nodes, the directory agents, the
server nodes, the neighboring nodes or even the multicast address of the group). In other
words, the new nodes will join an existing system through asking a bootstrapping node for a
list of already known nodes to which it uses later to perform a resource query.
There are several mechanisms [197] for bootstrapping. In a small network, the new node
can announce its presence through conducting a simple flooding. Since, flooding is not efficient
in larger networks, multicasting can be used instead of flooding. In centralized structured
systems, it would be easy to use a service like Domain Name System (DNS) [198], thus, the
new nodes can easily use the DNS to get the server address. In traditional service discovery
systems [199] like SLP [200], both service and user agents try to find a directory agent
(Active method) for either service-announcement or service discovery. The Passive method
lets strategic nodes such as directory agents or bootstrapping neighbor nodes to periodically
announce their information in the system through multicast or even broadcast. Generally, in
decentralized and in unstructured systems, the new node asks the bootstrapping neighboring
nodes for information about the system overlay. The bootstrapping nodes can be either
a central registry server or any node that already belongs to the network. The problem
is that, the central registry server potentially becomes a single point of failure and, in the
lack of bootstrapping node in the neighborhood, a non-bootstrapping node may not provide
enough information to determine the positioning of the newcomer nodes in the system overlay.
Other possible techniques for bootstrapping in P2P environments can rely on mechanisms to
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determine the initial neighbors, such as caching (i.e., using the previously stored list of active
nodes), and local network broadcasting [192,201].
2.4.2 Discovery Strategies
Discovery strategy specifies the overall approach for sharing resources information across
the system. A search method for handling queries can be designed with respect to an overall
discovery strategy. In general, there are three types of discovery strategies (i.e., modes of
discovery operation): Reactive (pull-based), Proactive (push-based) and Hybrid.
In the Reactive mode, the requester creates a query and sends the query to either a resource
provider or a resource directory agent. Since the destination of the queries is already known, it
is not necessary to flood the system. In the case that the directory agent or resource provider
does not exist, the search range can be expanded by increasing the number of hops. Therefore
the requester would be able to find the nearest resource providers or directory agent. This can
be done by using different propagation mechanisms such as unicast, multicast or broadcast.
The requester can simultaneously send the query to one or multiple resource information
providers. The Reactive mode avoids flooding by eliminating advertisements. The drawback
is that query messages take longer to find resources, due to the blind nature of the search
mechanisms.
In the Proactive mode, the information providers (resource providers or directory agents)
periodically advertise their resource information to the environment, therefore every node in
the system can update their information. Using this information helps the requesters to locally
resolve most of the queries, however, it might be possible that, in a given time frame, the
local resource information is not up to date and leads to invalid discovery results, decreasing
system accuracy. On the other hand, system maintenance based on periodical updates (i.e.,
broadcasting the resource information to other nodes) is not cost-efficient and creates large
amount of network overhead.
The Hybrid mode uses the advantages of both Reactive and Proactive mechanisms by
combining and aggregating these mechanisms for all kinds of discovery components such as
resource providers, resource requesters and directory agents. As an example of Hybrid mode,
we can mention cluster based resource discovery protocols, which generally use Proactive mode
within the clusters (intra-cluster discovery) and invoke the Reactive mode for searching between
clusters (inter-cluster discovery). When the number of resource requesters are significantly
more than the number of resource providers the Proactive mode provides better performance in
terms of latency and overhead while for the environments which has large number of providers
with few requesters the Reactive mode is more efficient [202, 203]. However, in both cases, the
Hybrid mode provides better performance [204].
2.4.3 Search Algorithms
Search techniques are the most challenging part of resource discovery systems. There are
various techniques to discover and locate resources in the network, which are differentiated
based on their algorithms and the target usage environment [14, 15, 205]. For example, in
a small network, with limited number of resources, no complex search method is required.
A node can simply discover other resources by using basic broadcasting or multicasting.
Directory-based or centralized systems with limited number of servers also do not require
a complex propagation method for querying. However, in large distributed networks, such
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as unstructured peer to peer overlays, to support complex or free-form queries, appropriate
search techniques have to be applied and integrated with the query propagation methods to
increase efficiency and scalability. In this section, we discuss some of the most well-known
algorithms which are used for resource discovery in large scale systems. For this purpose,
we classify search methods, in the literature, along different dimensions such as informed vs
uninformed, synchronous vs asynchronous, deterministic vs none-deterministic and bio-inspired
vs none-nature inspired (see Figure 2.13).
Figure 2.13: Search algorithms for resource discovery.
2.4.3.1 Informed vs Uninformed
According to the system overlay and the distribution of the resource information, we
can classify the search methods in two groups which are informed and uninformed (blind)
search methods [206]. In the uninformed search approach (blind search), the sender node
knows nothing about other nodes and resources in the network, while in the informed search
approach, each requester or intermediate node at least has some prediction about the location
of the resources requested. Uninformed methods can be either based on systematic or random
algorithms, where in systematic approaches, almost the whole or part of the search tree or
graph is explored. In random based algorithms, there is an option to reduce the size of
exploring space by randomly choosing the next node or invoking some probabilistic technique
to disseminate the query.
The underlying concept of most of the blind (uninformed) approaches is based on the
reduction of communication complexity (through resource information replication) by limiting
the spread of the queries through mechanisms such as setting small or dynamic time-to-live
values for query dissemination, forwarding the queries to only a random chosen subset of nodes
or by implementing different strategies for resource information replication like path replication
and uniform distribution across the network. On the other hand, limiting the spread of the
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queries may increase the time complexity of the search method, which leads to slow resource
discovery. The time complexity may be improved by query replication. Following, we discuss
some of these approaches in more detail.
ALG-Flooding [207–209], Breadth First Search (BFS) [210–212] and Depth First Search
(DFS) [213–215] are the most well-known systematic search methods. Moreover, there are
several other systematic and random search methods such as Depth Limited Search [216],
Iterative Deepening [217], Uniform Cost Search [218], Random Walk [219–221] and Gossip
based search methods (e.g., Newcast Gossiping [222], works in [223,224]). Referring to the
aforementioned solutions, there are various resource discovery protocols that integrate them
with their own query propagation methods such as Probabilistic Flooding [225], Forwarding
Protocols(e.g., Selective Forwarding, Intelligent Forwarding and Probabilistic Forwarding) [226,
227], Gossip-based Probabilistic Forwarding [228–231], etc.
In BFS, the search algorithm is deterministic where the algorithm ensures that if the
resource is already located in the system, it will be found as the result of resource discovery.
The search process is initiated by the source requester, which propagates the query to all of
its neighbors. Consequently the receiving nodes forward the query to all of their neighbors,
except the one from where the original query came from. Additionally, intermediate nodes
avoid further flooding of a query, which has already arrived and processed earlier. The query
terminates either if the query is resolved or if there is no edge that query has not passed. The
weakness of this method is its huge discovery overhead to find the required resources (due to
the costly nature of the flooding) (see Figure 2.14).
Figure 2.14: Examples of query processing using BFS and MBFS.
Modified Breadth First Search (MBFS) [232] is a variation of BFS in which the nodes only
select some of their neighbors for query forwarding (see Figure 2.14). In comparison to BFS
and ALG-Flooding, it reduces the number of transmitted messages to resolve a query, but it
still suffers from large traffic overhead, which comes from its flooding nature.
In the Standard Random Walk solution [233], the query message (walker) is forwarded to
a randomly chosen neighbor at each step, until the required resource is found. It leads to a
significant reduction in the message overhead, but the solution is slow and requires a large
number of hops to resolve the query (see Figure 2.15).
The K-Walkers Random Walk solution [233] reduces the discovery latency (related to the
number of hops) in the standard random walk by increasing the number of walkers. The
requesting node sends out the query messages (walkers) to randomly selected k neighbors.
Consequently, in each round, the receivers (intermediate nodes) forward the query messages to
a randomly chosen neighbor. The walkers proceed to walk to the next nodes until the required
resource is found or the query is expired, which happens after a certain number of hops (see
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Figure 2.15: Examples of query processing using Standard Random Walk and K-Walkers
Random Walk.
Figure 2.15).
Query termination can be based on either the TTL method or by an explicit verification
method. The advantage of this algorithm is its significant overhead reduction in comparison
to other pure blind search methods, while it is faster than standard random walk. A common
problem affecting most of the blind search algorithms, such as the random walk search, is
message duplication, which happens in the case that a node sends duplicate query messages
to other nodes regarding the same query. This creates a significant unnecessary traffic over
the network. Moreover, the random walk approach is none-deterministic, which means its
success is not always ensured, and the rate of successful discovery would be small for the rare
resources.
The informed search methods can be classified in two groups: mechanisms that set specific
nodes to act as index nodes (index servers), and mechanisms where indices are distributed
between all the nodes (i.e., each node can be an index node). The approach employing
specialized index nodes has been used in most of the resource discovery approaches such as
Napster, Kazaa and JXTA, whereas they utilize a set of servers or super-nodes to maintain
the extra information about their sub-nodes or other super-nodes/servers. However, these
mechanisms are not scalable, and they are vulnerable to attacks due to their centralization of
indices in a small sub-set of the nodes. Along this way, the solutions based on distributed
index nodes such as intelligent search [232], bloom filter based search [234], local indices based
search [235], routing indices based search [236], dominating set based search [237] and adaptive
probabilistic search [235] are more scalable and reliable.
2.4.3.2 Synchronous vs Asynchronous
We can model the resource discovery problem (specifically in a decentralized fashion)
using concepts from graph theory, where the computing nodes and communication links, are
represented by the graph vertexes and graph edges. At the initial state, some of the nodes
may know about the resources of some other nodes, for example, each node possibly knows
about a set of initial neighbors. Furthermore, each communication link between two nodes
demonstrate that those nodes know about each other. These relations and the environment can
be presented as a weakly connected graph (uninformed model). The resource discovery search
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algorithms can be defined as the solutions that are able to converge the above mentioned weakly
connected graph to a complete graph, where all the computing nodes know about resources
of other nodes in the network. Along this line, to provide an efficient search algorithm, the
network communication complexity, and the number of required rounds for graph conversion
(in terms of time, hops or cycles), must be low. Based on the above abstraction, we can classify
resource discovery algorithms in two categories: synchronous and asynchronous methods
(see Figure 2.13), where these later can be either informed or uninformed, deterministic or
none-deterministic.
In synchronous methods [117,238–241], the search algorithm proceeds synchronously, in
parallel rounds, where each round is defined as the time required for each node in the network
to communicate with one or more other nodes, learning about them and gathering information.
Asynchronous methods [242–244] are based on the asynchronous communication model, where
each node can send a message in arbitrary size to any of its neighbors in a way that the outgoing
message eventually arrives in the destination node after an unbounded finite time. Moreover,
unlike the synchronous method, there is no assumption to start the algorithm simultaneously
in all the nodes and the receiving nodes simply follow the First-Input First-Output (FIFO)
model to serve the requesters.
Harchol et al., [117] discussed some well-known natural algorithms such as ALG-Flooding
[245], Swamping [245,246], Random Pointer Jump [245] and presented Name-Dropper [117]
to perform a synchronous resource discovery. Table 2.5, compares these algorithms to other
approaches with respect to three performance measures: time complexity, pointer complexity
and message complexity. For a discovery request: the time complexity is the number of time
steps taken; the pointer complexity is the number of nodes/pointers (e.g., machine addresses)
passed; and the message complexity is the number of messages sent. In the following, we
discuss these algorithms in more detail.
Table 2.5: Comparison of some well-known synchronous search algorithms for state discovery.
Search Algorithm Time Complexity Communication Complexity
Pointer Complexity Message Complexity
Absorption [247] O (logn) O
(
n2
)
, O
(
n2 logn
)
O (n), O (n logn)
Kutten & Peleg [248] O (logn log∗ n) O
(
n2 log2 n
)
O (n logn log∗ n)
ALG-Flooding [117] dinitial Ω (n ·minitial) Ω (dinitial ·minitial)
Swamping [117] O (logn) Ω
(
n3
)
Ω
(
n2
)
Random Pointer Jump [117] Ω (n) in worst case number.of.cycles ·minitial number.of.cycles ·minitial
Name-Dropper [117] O
(
log2 n
)
O
(
n2 log2 n
)
O
(
n log2 n
)
Fast-Leader [249] O
(
log2 n
)
O
(
n2
)
O
(
n log2 n
)
When using ALG-Flooding algorithm, each node only communicates with its (manually
configured) initial set of neighboring nodes, thus the new added edges are not used for
communication. In each round, every node sends updated information, including the new
nodes that joined recently (see Figure 2.16). The number of required rounds to converge the
graph to a complete graph depends on the diameter of the initial graph. Furthermore, in
the ALG-Flooding algorithm, every pointer information must be transmitted over every edge
in the initial graph. Thus, the network (or communication) complexity of the algorithm (in
terms of pointer and message complexity) depends on the number of edges in the initial graph.
Using flooding-based methods for resource discovery in environments like large scale Grids
will reduce the overall system performance, since flooding increases network traffic congestion.
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Swamping is a flooding based search algorithm with the difference that, each node may
send requests to all of its neighbors, and not only a fixed initial set of the neighboring nodes.
Since nodes transfer the current set neighbors to the target nodes using the request messages,
the neighbor sets are dynamically changed and updated, which leads to a very fast search
algorithm. However, this speed is achieved at the cost of wasting communication bandwidth,
because many nodes will receive information about nodes that they already knew about (i.e.,
they have them in their local set of neighbors). This increases the network communication
complexity very quickly, which reduces the algorithm’s performance (see Figure 2.16).
Figure 2.16: Examples of information dissemination using ALG-Flooding and Swamping.
Concerning the problem of the communication complexity in the Swamping algorithm,
the Random Pointer Jump algorithm proposes that in each round, every node can only send
request to a single random neighbor. Upon receiving the request, the receiver node will send
the information of its neighbors to the node made the request (see Figure 2.17). The solution
results in lower communication complexity (i.e., the average number of transacted messages
and visited nodes to resolve a query will be decreased). However, the resource graph in the
initial stage must be a strongly connected graph (informed model), otherwise it will never
converge to a complete graph. Moreover, even for the strongly connected graph, there is a
high probability that the number of rounds required to achieve a converged graph will be
large. The Random Pointer Jump with Back Edge [250] attempts to address this problem.
Using the Back Edge algorithm, when a node receives a request, it adds the information of the
sender to its neighboring set. Afterwards, it sends its neighboring information to the requester
node. This enhancement increases the performance of the Random Pointer Jump algorithm,
but the main drawback is that there is still no guarantee that the resource graph converges
after a specified number of rounds.
The Name Dropper is an enhancement to the Back Edge algorithm. In each round, each
requester sends its neighboring information within the request to a single random neighbor.
The receiver will merge the received neighbor information with its own set of local neighboring
information. The rest of processes will be performed just like the Random Pointer Jump
with Back Edge algorithm (see Figure 2.17). Name Dropper achieves better performance by
providing low communication complexity and low number of rounds required. The drawbacks
are that the algorithm is not deterministic and also it is not able to determine its termination
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Figure 2.17: Examples of information dissemination using Random Pointer Jump and Name
Dropper.
point, unless the number of nodes in the graph is defined in advance. The Fast-Leader [249]
algorithm has been proposed to overcome these drawbacks. The algorithm includes two steps.
In the first step, the initial strongly connected graph will be converged to a star graph, where a
central node knows about all other nodes. This is achieved through a leader election algorithm.
In the second step, the star graph will be converged to a complete graph by using broadcast
propagation, where the central node broadcasts all the information to all other nodes. In
opposition to Name-Dropper, Fast-Leader is a deterministic algorithm, which its runtime
(number of rounds required to resolve a graph) and communication complexity match those
of Name-Dropper. Furthermore, the convergence detection approach (i.e., recognizing the
termination point of the algorithm, which is the time that the initial graph has converged)
is an inherent feature of Fast-Leader, and the algorithm halts as soon as convergence is
obtained. However, unlike Name-Dropper, Fast-Leader is only applicable to resolve the
strongly-connected initial graphs. Another shortcoming is that the algorithm is more resource
consuming regarding the memory usage and computation cycles per node in each round.
The above mentioned natural synchronous search methods have been used in many resource
discovery approaches for different environments like Grids. However, these algorithms in general
have some critical weaknesses. They do not support (or weakly support) dynamic environments
considering different dynamicity issues in terms of rapidly and frequently changing network
topologies (i.e., node arrival, node departure, node failure, resource expiration, or adding new
resource) and resource attributes (e.g., CPU load, memory utilization). For example, after
running the algorithms (by converging the system resource graph to a complete graph) each
node will have the information about all of the other nodes in the network. However, this
would be useful only for static information, with the additional assumption that the system
is static and reliable, which is far from real. In other way, each node needs to iterate the
search procedure to update its information, which is not efficient. Furthermore, using periodic
updates also creates a huge amount of network overhead.
Essentially, in a real environment, it is not necessary that all nodes in the system simul-
taneously know about others, due to the fact that the transaction and maintenance of large
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amount redundant information over the network is a waste of resources. For example, a
resource discovery approach might be interested in only discovering the closest resources inside
the border with a specific number of hops or latency.
2.4.3.3 Gossiping-Based Approaches
In gossiping, two random, non-requester members of a group repetitively talk (exchange
information) about a query, generated by a requester in the system. Gossiping might be
strongly related to epidemics, by which a disease is spread by infecting members of a group,
which in turn can infect others. Epidemics refers to information dissemination between
randomly selected members where the information (i.e., the “disease”) can be communicated
among an expanding number of members [251].
In order to solve the problem of dynamic load balancing, Gossiping based search methods
(Epidemic Query/Information Disseminations) provide alternative mechanisms to perform
querying in the distributed environments whereas they have shown efficiency in regard to
information dissemination. They are based on flooding, but in a manner that generates
bounded worst-case network loads. In general, to find a match for a resource request using
a Gossiping protocol, the requester node starts to gossip about the required resource with
some other randomly selected nodes (e.g., picks one of the neighboring nodes), thus the
query (required resource) will be known for both of sender and receiver in the first round.
Consequently, in the next rounds each node that already knew about the query repeats the
process by gossiping to another random selected neighbors (i.e., periodical querying/updating
respectively by exploiting either push based or pull based approaches) until the query is
matched or the query is over aged. Nodes also gossip about the best match after they find the
matches, (i.e., the best matches will spread through the network). Gossiping based solutions
might be considered as a type of epidemic protocol, due to the fact that a node that gossips
a query or a resource information can be seen as it infects its neighbor. The advantage of
Gossiping is its powerful capability for disseminating and delivering contents to (almost) all
destination peers with a very high probability [226,252,253]. Thus these solutions may become
fast, scalable and load balanced, since they provide a statical guarantee on the number of nodes
involved during the query/information dissemination process. Moreover, they are resilient to
topology changes and churns due to their decentralized nature. The drawbacks come from
the fact that Gossiping based search methods are more concentrated on the load balanced
query/information dissemination and they do not provide approaches in other aspects, such
as the way to route queries, or mechanisms to match a query to a resource description. The
works in [228,254–257] are some examples of gossip based resource discovery protocols.
2.4.3.4 Bio-Inspired Approaches
Bio-inspired search methods (see Table 2.6) are based on biological systems, which have
native capabilities to exhibit autonomy in various levels, ranging from molecular independent
self-management and self-organization of organisms, to the large scale adaptation of animal in
communities and colonies. Other than autonomy, these systems have some other desirable
inherent properties such as scalability, adaptability and robustness, which create motivation to
apply bio-inspired search methods to discovery systems. A bio-system contains bio-organisms
interacting in a bio-environment where bio-organisms are the self-organized autonomous entities
without any central controller, and the bio-environment provides a medium for communication
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and interacting between bio-organisms.
Table 2.6: Summary of bio-inspired search methods (SA: Search Algorithm).
SA
Description
B
ee
C
ol
on
y
[2
58
–2
62
] A swarm based optimization algorithm which is inspired by foraging mechanisms of honeybees. The scout bees stochas-
tically search (global search) the new food sources, upon finding a new source, they will transfer the flower information
by performing waggle or round dance. In other side, the worker bees evaluate the quality of the new discovered flower
sources through observing the dances and choose the elites (best sources) for foraging. Bees must avoid overcrowding
and keep diversity, for this reason they scatter in the proximity around the elite flowers (local search) while in the same
time the scout bees start a new iteration of the global search. Bee Colony Algorithm (BCA) divides the search process
in two steps, parallel implementation of the global search (parallel random search in variable space by scout bees) and
the local search which is the local improvement of the current elites by worker bees. The elite selection mechanism in
each iteration compares the quality of the discovered solutions from global search and local search with the quality of the
elites in the last iteration.
A
nt
C
ol
on
y
[2
63
–2
66
] Ant Colony Search is a meta-heuristic search method based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) which is inspired from
the behavior of the real ants searching their environment to find the food sources. The ants (queries) start their search by
randomly parallel scattering around the nest. The successful ants whose found the food sources (resources) will return to
the nest using their memory and mark the (successful) path (between nest and food source) through emitting a chemical
substance called pheromone on trails. The other ants coming across the trail follow the marked patch instead of wandering
randomly in order to check the food source. If they become successful to find the food they will return the nest and
reinforce the pheromone on the trail. In order to select a trail, each ant makes a local decision by comparing its own
experience with the environmental information (trails) which is updated by other ants and finally it selects the strongest
path(trail) in terms of the density of pheromone considering the fact that the pheromone evaporates over time. In other
words, in the intersections the ants prefer to choose the strongest trail through comparing the already available trails
marked and modified by different ants (i.e., indirect communication or stigmergy) instead of direct communication and
exchanging information with other ants. Using this approach the pheromone of the paths with the long distance source
will be more evaporated than the shorter paths since for the long paths it takes more time for the ant to reach the nest.
Thus the density of the pheromone in the shorter paths would be higher than the longer paths which leads to discover
the closest resources with higher probability. The ACO based search methods make benefits [265] for resource discovery
in terms of autonomy (the nodes do not have any global information), parallel search, proximity-awareness (in terms of
quick convergence to near optimal solution), efficiency (prevents a large-scale flat flooding [267]), flexibility (in terms of
supporting multi-attribute range query [267]) and robustness (in terms of system work load). There are several proposals
for ACO based search methods such as Semant [268], NAS(Neighboring Ant Search) [269], ACS(Ant Colony System) [270]
and Max–Min Ant System [271].
N
eu
ra
l
Se
ar
ch
[2
72
] Neural search is based on Artificial Neuron Network (ANN) [273] wherein a set of neurons (computing units, nodes or
computing elements) are connected together in order to construct a network which mimics a biological neural network
of the brain. Artificial neurons are the simple modelings of brain cells which are connected using both of feedback and
forward links with different dynamic weights that create an adaptive system. The adaptive weights are the numerical
parameters that are tuned by a learning algorithm during run time (or training/prediction phase) and conceptually they
clarify the strength of the links which can be used for the link evaluation in the process of neighbor selection of the neural
search. NeuroSearch [274] is an example Neural search which attempts to solve the overhead problem of the flooding
based approaches such as BFS by selecting the best neighbor for query forwarding based on the individual evaluation of
the output of the neural network (for a set of specific input parameters) for every one of the neighbors. ANN will create
a deterministic or probabilistic maps between input and out parameters which leads to specify the weights for each one
of neighbor nodes.
V
ir
al
Se
ar
ch
[2
75
–2
77
] Proposes a meta-heuristic search method based on viral infection using a biological analogy. It takes the advantageous
of Multi Agent Systems (MASs) [278] and combine it to some well-known approaches in Arithmetic Intelligence (AI).
The viruses in the system are considered as part of the general infection, while each individual tries to make its own
benefits but leading in the overall benefit of the viral system. It is desirable for viruses to infect the individuals with the
minimum level of health. The efficient viral infection can be achieved by continues searching the individual microorganisms
(e.g., bacteria) that are appropriate for infection (i.e., the best solutions which are the individuals with the less level of
healthy). Along this way the viruses optimize their search results by infecting less healthy individuals (poor solutions).
The probability to extend the domain of infection (in other words, achieving higher access to the new potential results)
can be increased by systematically propagating the viruses which are lodged on unhealthy cells .
There are a lot of similarities between the behavior and characteristics of the components
of any distributed systems (e.g., P2P overlay) and the behavior of bio-organisms in the
biological systems such as birth (joining new member), death (node departure or failure),
migration, replication, division, finding the food sources (resource discovery), chemical signaling
(communication messages). As an example of resource (food) discovery in biological systems,
a bacteria, is able to release a chemical signal that produces chemical gradients in the
environments. Thus other bacteria in vicinity can detect the gradients and know about the
location of other signal-emitter bacteria. This mechanism can be used to disseminate the
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location of the source food, which has been already discovered by any one of the individual
microorganisms. Another example is the mechanism that a colony of ants collaboratively use
to discover the food source, and build the shortest path to the colony.
Bio-inspired search algorithms for resource discovery have been studied and proposed in
several research works. As example of this kind of search methods we can mention Tabu
Search [279,280], Ant Colony Algorithm [264,265], Immune Search [275], Neural Search [272],
Viral Search and Bee Colony Algorithm [258,262,281,282]. Table 2.6 briefly describes some of
these approaches.
2.4.4 Packet Propagation
Unicast is the most conventional communication method in resource discovery systems.
The origin node (sender) explicitly addresses the receiver and sends any type of messages (e.g.,
query, reply, advertisement, etc.) directly to the destination node through the network. It
is effective, since the receiver address is clear and it does not require to occupy the network
bandwidth with unnecessary extra communication messages. Also, the sender can know if
the receiver already received the message. The problem is that in a pervasive distributed
environment with dynamic resources, the destination nodes are not always known in advance,
thus it is required to employ other alternative propagation methods such as broadcasting,
multicasting, publish/subscribe, manycasting and anycasting.
Broadcasting or simple flooding, uses one to all communication mechanism to send packets
for all the nodes in the network or subnet. Resource discovery systems employ broadcasting
in the absence of predefined servers, which creates a lot of overhead in the network.
Multicasting for a number of nodes starts through establishing a multicast group by
sending unicast initiate messages to each other. Once a node sends a message to a multicast
address, it causes several unicast messages from the sender to all the members of the multicast
group. Multicast is used when the destination nodes are unknown at the source of the
message at the network or link layer and it is not clear which nodes are offering the requested
resources for a particular query. This communication model, compared to broadcast, is still
efficient. Publish/Subscribe [283–285] is similar to multicasting in nature; a receiver node
subscribes certain services, which are offered by publisher nodes, and obtain these services
directly or through intermediate nodes. Publishers constantly report all the service changes to
their subscribers. They may also update intermediate nodes. Subscribers are not updated
immediately and they should fetch new data from the middle nodes as soon as they contact
them, instead of direct updating.
Anycasting provides the capability to communicate between a source node and one member
(the one closest to the source ) of the anycast group (a group of target hosts). In other words,
a single anycast request will get a single reply, which leads anycast to be considered as a strong
way to make reliable scalable and transparent communications, with stateless distributed
services such as resource discovery and DNS. For example, in DNS, a number of replicated
DNS servers create a anycast group where they are listening to a common anycast address.
Upon getting a request the DNS server with the shortest path to the requester will reply the
request [286]. For the purpose of resource discovery, due to the inherent single request single
response (from the nearest member) feature of the anycast communication model, and its
capability for coarse-grained load balancing between the members of anycast group, it is useful
as a transparent resource discovery primitive.
Manycast integrates the characteristics and advantageous of multicast and anycast, leading
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to an efficient communication paradigm, wherein a source node sends the packets to a certain
number of pre-defined members of a manycast group. In the following of this section, we
mainly focus on anycasting since we consider anycasting as a powerful paradigm for managing
and locating resources in decentralized distributed systems.
Despite the aforementioned strengths, anycasting has some limitations and weaknesses
[287]. The first limitation is that session based applications, such as all the implemented
applications on top of the TCP layer can not benefit of the anycast addressing mode. This
happens because it is possible that the subsequent packets from the same source node (and
session) are routed to a different target host member of the anycast group (it has no knowledge
of the TCP session state). The second problem is that anycast IP routing is inherently
not scalable. In fact, the routes to different anycast groups in the routing tables cannot be
aggregated. Widespread adoption causes a huge growth of IP routing tables, which reduce
system scalability. If the members of a anycast group are scattered over the Internet, in
each routing table, for each anycast group, it is required to have a distinct routing entry;
this is costly due to the limited efficient size of the routing tables. Moreover, the dynamic
behavior of anycast members (joining and leaving members) leads to frequent changes of
routing configurations (i.e., frequent changes in network topology), which possibly makes the
system unstable, so that the routing and discovering protocols can not operate efficiently.
There is another problem with anycasting that might affect its performance. The problem
is due to the inherent static target member selection of anycasting which is based on the
fixed indicator of the shortest path. In fact, it doesn’t support multiple target selection
constraints such as network congestion and current target load. Due to the above strengths
and weaknesses, TCP based services are not able to take advantageous of anycasting.
However, anycasting, with its native robust capability to efficiently find nearby resources has
been considered as an important communication paradigm to enhance the resource discovery
approaches by leveraging the aforementioned features and capabilities through implementing an
anycast based system. PIAS [181] and ASTAS [182] are two examples of anycast architecture
which can be used to implement anycast based resource discovery systems.
PIAS is an IP anycast architecture, which makes use of a proxy overlay for advertising
IP anycast addresses on behalf of group members and tunnels anycast packets to those
members [181]. ASTAS is an architecture for scalable and transparent anycast services, which
is based on PIAS. It establishes an overlay infrastructure compound by two types of nodes:
Client Proxys (CPs) and Server Proxys (SPs). Both of these proxy nodes act as routers that
advertise routes from their neighbor nodes to a anycast IP range into the routing substrate,
by forcing IP packets containing the anycast members as the destination address to pass
through the overlay. Once a client node initiates a new session towards an anycast destination,
the nearest CP registers the new session, and afterwards it selects the most suitable SP
forwarding the request to it. Upon receiving a new session request by an SP, it selects the
most appropriate server node to process the request. Because of the stateful nature of proxy
components, ASTAS provides more fine-grained and load balanced distribution of the service
request over the available resources than PIAS.
2.4.5 Information Delivery
Individual nodes of a resource discovery system need to share their resource information
in an efficient manner. Thus the information delivery mechanisms must aim at generating
little network overhead and bandwidth consumption, through the reduction of the volume and
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size of exchanged messages. To achieve this purpose there are some well-known techniques
such as caching, piggybacking and heartbeat checking.
Caching relies on storing successive resource advertisements of each node, so that new
queries for similar resources can be resolved locally. For example, when a resource matching
a query is found in a node, that node will send the resource information backwards to the
original requester, which leads that the requester node and each of the intermediate nodes
can cache the information. For the new queries, each node first checks its local cache to find
the query match and, if local matchmaking is not feasible, the query will be forwarded to
other nodes in the system. The system has to manage stale-information stored in the cache
by either removing expired cache entries or by eliminating the oldest cache entries, in order
to add new entries when the cache size limits are exceeded. Using caching mechanism can
improve system efficiency (in terms of overhead, latency, bandwidth consumption and query
work loads) by handling the queries locally instead of doing global query processing. Since
consequent computing applications or application segments frequently require almost similar
resources, caching the result of the previous queries might be useful to avoid repeating the
same queries in the next discovery cycles.
Caching-based techniques have been widely deployed in many resource discovery research
efforts. For example, some works [202,257] propose an efficient resource discovery protocol
based on proactive information caching, which supports the construction of self-structured
overlays. They have an ant-inspired algorithm that uses selective flooding to exploit local
caches, in order to decrease the number of explored nodes for each query. Caching mechanisms
have been further improved through periodic exchanging of the cache contents between
neighboring nodes, through an epidemic replication mechanism based on gossiping. Leveraging
the caching mechanism enhances the system performance by reducing the number of hops to
locate required resources and decreasing the overall discovery loads.
Piggybacking means responses can included on top of acknowledgment messages. In other
words, a regular reply message can carry (piggyback) extra information. Piggybacking might
be costly in terms of the amount of information transacted in the system. However, it can
significantly reduces the number of messages to resolve a query. For example, works include
[288–291] use piggybacking technique to facilitate information delivery. Unlike piggybacking,
in heartbeat checking [292], a sender node periodically sends a signal (a very small amount of
information) to other nodes, updating the status of the sender (e.g., in terms of availability).
This mechanism is more compatible with the Proactive discovery strategy, where a resource
provider periodically advertises its resource information to the clients (e.g., subscribers).
2.4.6 Query Termination
In general, the resource discovery process starts by sending a query message to the network,
where intermediate nodes/agents spread the query through different search and forwarding
techniques (See Section 2.4.3). However, the query must be terminated at some point under
some specific conditions, otherwise the discovery procedure would not be under-control,
resulting in the creation of extra unnecessary network overhead, without having a guarantee
of finding the required resource. The following common situations describe how a query can
be terminated, either by natural mechanisms or by a query termination method.
A) The resource required for the query is found in the current node, in which the query
instance resides, thus the query is successful and the query response must be sent to the
original requester either through direct communication or through back-tracing.
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B) The query already has visited all nodes in the system, therefore the query is stopped
and deleted. The last visited node may report the query status to the originating node. The
results inform the originating node that the required resource does not exist in the system.
Queries leave marks at each explored node, indicating that this node was already visited by
the query. However, using blind searches (for example, in an unstructured system) it is a
challenging issue to ensure that all nodes in the system have been explored by a particular
query, since, the number of the nodes in the system as well as the network topology is unknown.
On the other hand, even in a known system, a query instance may know how many and which
nodes were visited by itself. But it would be more complex to know about other instances of
the query, since communication and synchronization between several instances of the same
query generates extra overhead.
C) The query is not able to be further forwarded to the next hop. Thus the query is
stopped and deleted. This happens because of two possible reasons: first, the current node is
a leaf node, which means that there is no more neighboring nodes to forward the query along,
or the query was already sent to all neighbors. The second reason is that the query’s TTL has
expired.
Iterative Deepening is one of the termination techniques that can be used when the TTL
expires while the query is not resolved, and perhaps the search space was not completely
explored. If the originating node, after finishing an iteration (i.e., upon receiving the TTL
expiration notifications from all the instances of the query) does not receive a query response
regarding its required resource, then it starts a new iteration by resending the same query with
increased TTL, to search within larger radius of the search space. This process is repeated in
the next iterations until either the query is resolved or the query’s specific timeout is reached.
The query timeout may be different from TTL, which generally is the number of visited hops
by a query. The drawback of this solution is that, in each iteration, the query propagates
through a substantially larger portion of the same nodes that have already been visited in the
previous cycles, creating unnecessary search overhead.
Checking [233] is another termination mechanism which can solve the problems of Iterative
Deepening. When a query-replica reaches a point that its TTL is expired, the node sends a
specific checking packet to the original requester. Upon receiving the checking packet, the
requester will see if the query already is resolved by other query instances. Otherwise it sends
back the checking packet including the information to increase the TTL of the query replica
and then the query proceeds being forwarded. Generally, each query replica sends the checking
packet either periodically after n hops or after TTL expiration. The drawback is the use of
extra communication to exchange the checking packets.
Chasing Wave [293] is another possible approach where upon receiving a query response
from any one of the query replicas, the originating node sends chase packets to chase and stop
the other active query replicas. This mechanism works based on the concept that chasing
packets traverse faster than query packets. This can be done by increasing the delay before
forwarding as the distance of the query replica to the originating node becomes larger. The
paths to the active query replicas can be traced using their marks on the intermediate nodes,
which indicate each query’s next hop. Using this method may impose slower discovery process
by increasing the delay before a query is forwarded at far nodes.
Backward Synchronization is another alternative termination approach triggered when a
query-replica faces a deadlock and the query is still not resolved. The deadlock might happen,
when there is no neighboring node (except the node where the query came from) to forward
the query or if all neighbors already have been visited by other query-replicas, or in the case
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that the query’s TTL is expired and we do not want to extend the search diameter to discover
far distance resources. In such a situation, the current node, sends out the query backwards
to its parent node (the previous node that sent the query replica) while it decreases the TTL
of the backwarded query. The backward query message will proceed to the parent node in the
normal way (for example, by forwarding the query to a randomly chosen neighboring node
who has not been visited by other query replicas). In any stage, if the query faces a new
deadlock, the backwarding is replicated unless the query is resolved or the originating node
becomes the parent node. Like the Chasing Wave approach, queries leave marks on visited
nodes indicating their next hop. This information is used for backwardness and determining
the visited neighbors by other query replicas. This Backward Synchronization method can
be used for search methods like Random Walk. Using this technique along with flooding
approaches is not efficient due to the fact that, in flooding based search methods, all the
possible behind paths already have been explored leveraging a large enough number of query
replicas.
2.5 Evaluation Aspects
Table 2.7 provides an overview of the most important performance factors (i.e., evaluation
metrics) to assess resource discovery protocols for distributed computing systems [294–297].
In the remaining of this section, we further discuss the evaluation strategies to measure these
performance factors.
Table 2.7: Overview of the evaluation methods for resource discovery.
PF Evaluation Methods Description
Scalability Quantitative Assessment
(e.g., Overhead, Discov-
ery Latency, Bandwidth
Consumption, Query Load)
The capability of the resource discovery protocol to maintain its perfor-
mance regardless of the other system parameters such as network size,
query dimension, and environment dynamicity. For example, in a large
many core system, we must clarify whether the discovery procedure is
system size independent in the case of performance, throughput, and over-
load or not. Besides, the discovery protocol must scale up and scale out
efficiently across multiple / many cores, multiple / many processors.
Efficiency Quantitative Assessment
(e.g., Network Overhead,
Discovery Latency, Band-
width Consumption, System
Utilization)
The ability of the system to be cost efficient in terms of computation
and communication cost in all of three discovery stages: establishing the
system, performing resource discovery and system maintenance. (e.g., the
discovery must be fast as much as possible). The ability of the system to
maximize the utilization of all the potential resources (e.g., idle cycles).
Reliability Quantitative Assessment
(e.g, Rate of successful/un-
successful querying, Recov-
ery Time)
They ability of the system to prevent and manage faults. (e.g., unavail-
ability of peers/resources) The discovery results must be accurate. (e.g.,
nondeterministic search results )
Flexibility Qualitative Assessment The ability of the system to perform different type of Complex querying
such as Multi-Dimensional, Range, Multi-Dimensional Range, Aggregate,
Nearest Neighbor , Exact, Partial and Keyword Querying.
Dynamicity Qualitative Assessment The ability of the system to cover different kinds of dynamicity. (e.g., dy-
namic attribute values of resources, frequent arrival, departure and failure
of the nodes)
Heterogeneity Qualitative Assessment The ability of the system to work in the environment with different type
of heterogeneous resources. (e.g., Low-Heterogeneity: resources with dif-
ferent attribute values, High-Heterogeneity: resources with different set of
attributes)
Clustering Qualitative Assessment The ability of the system to establish a self-organized overlay or plat-
form which can support some valuable inherent features such as proximity-
awareness, semantic-awareness and QoS-awareness
Autonomy Qualitative Assessment The ability of the system to be purely decentralized. The autonomy of
the peers to local control and manage their data and behavior.
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2.5.1 Efficiency
The efficiency of a resource discovery solution can mostly be represented and demonstrated
along the following conceptual metrics and functionalities.
Discovery Latency: One of the most important performance metrics for resource discov-
ery protocols is the discovery response time or the end-user latency. The discovery latency in
distributed systems might come from different sources, which are mostly related to the network
transfer times, query processing algorithms, type of querying (e.g., number of dimensions
in multi-dimensional querying), network size, computing environment and the amount of
parallelism (e.g., the number of walkers). In the case of network transfer times, the potential
efforts to minimize latency is to reduce the number of bytes sent and also the number of times
they are sent. Thus, the discovery mechanisms and algorithms are required to be optimized
to transact the discovery messages (e.g., requests, replies, updates, etc.) with regards to
minimizing network bandwidth. Along this line, metrics such as discovery load (i.e., the
average number of transacted messages per query), number of hops per query, and the number
of explored (visited) nodes/resources per query can be used.
Load Balance: During a discovery procedure, the query/discovery load will be distributed
among all potential resource information providers. Employing a load balanced technique
for querying will enhance the total scalability of the system. Furthermore, since resource
information providers are completely distributed in the system, and querying mechanism
follows a symmetrical distribution, it also prevents any kind of centralization, bottlenecks and
single points of failures.
2.5.2 Scalability
Resource discovery scalability represents the ability to cope with variations in the system
effectiveness, where the effectiveness is measured in terms of the system’s performance,
throughput and QoS seen by the resource discovery clients (e.g., end users and job schedulers
in Grid or Cloud, process managers in distributed operating systems, applications in HPC),
while a set of critical system parameters are changing (e.g., the system size is increasing) (see
Figure 2.18).
Figure 2.18: The important elements which have impact on the scalability of a resource
discovery system.
It must be taken into account that scalability is one of the most important key factors
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to evaluate distributed systems in large scale environments. Referring to the nature of large
scale computing in LDCE, system size is the most significant changing factor for scalability
evaluation in the majority of the resource discovery research works (other changing parameters,
such as query types and query dimension, are occasionally considered for study). Increasing
the system size has impact on the system performance by creating larger communication
overhead, which increases network latency and results in an increase of the discovery response
time (or discovery latency). Thus, the communication overhead can be measured in terms of
number of transacted messages among the distributed nodes during query processing for a
particular application resource request.
The ability of the system to grow in terms of available resources/peers, such as cores/nodes,
without impacting overall system performance will impose conditions/restrictions in various
aspects such as system architecture, overlay construction, communication model and query
processing. In the remaining of this section, we address these aspects.
In order to avoid any central point of failures and bottlenecks, discovery systems ideally
should avoid relying on a centralized architectures. However, implementing an efficient fully
distributed design is not attainable or has drawbacks as well. Therefore, depending on the
case, an hybrid architecture such as a distributed hierarchy might be useful. We must notice
that on a distributed system it’s impractical to have a global view of the system while making
it scalable, instead it is possible to make specific queries to the system but it leads to a more
limited view of the system. Furthermore, the distributed architecture must be loosely coupled
between nodes. The advantages is that nodes are not affected by failures in other nodes, and
failures become very rare and limited to the point of failure, only affecting a limited number
of clients (e.g., applications) that use resources in the point of failure.
The ideal system behavior would be for the communication overhead (number of exchanged
messages) or query response time (as the result of decreasing overhead and latency) to stay
constant as the number of nodes/resources (e.g., processors) increase. In a system that is
not scalable we will expect that the system eventually reaches a point where the discovery
latency/overhead grows significantly worse with the system size. Due to the aforementioned
impacts on scalability of the other important system factors (such as performance and resource
utilization) it is possible to evaluate the scalability of the discovery system by studying and
analyzing the system effectiveness.
In order to create a highly scalable system, discovery systems should support dynamic
behavior and dynamic characteristics of resources, while tolerating failures and support
load balance. Furthermore, the components of the discovery system should communicate
asynchronously and efficiently, i.e., avoid high throughput in communication. Asynchronous
querying gives freedom and autonomy to the peers, or enables discovery components to have
an independent control over their data and behavior regardless of the global system structure,
which increase the level of system decentralization. In other words we can measure the system
scalability based on the extent of its distance from a fully centralized system.
When system size increases, resource discovery must enhance resource utilization by
providing support to make an efficient use of the increasing available resources, while avoiding
overhead. It must perform load balancing based on resource demands while it avoids excessive
communication overhead in terms of latency, query workload per each node, memory access,
synchronization and also traffic congestion in the communication routes within the system. We
must also take into account that some amount of synchronization and message transaction are
potentially required to maintain the discovery system (e.g., recovering from failure, handling
departure of the nodes or arrival of new nodes)
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The problem of scalability comes from different sources. For example, communication
between the large number of resources will increase communication overhead, latency, jitter
and causes packet loss, which results in a scalability problem. Some other significant sources
are memory accesses, synchronization and signaling. Frequent remote memory accesses,
because of data dependencies or memory constrains, increase memory access latency. Data
or state synchronization generates communication traffic and finally signaling overhead of
communication protocols (state maintenance) has scalability concerns. In a scalable system, it
is expected that the system performance (e.g., in aspects like discovery latency or overhead
regarding storage, communication and computational load) is independent from system size
and the resource discovery scales with increased system resources. We can evaluate the
scalability of the discovery system by assessing the impact of changing the parameters of the
computing environment such as network size in the aforementioned scalability issues. Table 2.8
provides some examples of the evaluation of scalability methods in current resource discovery
literature.
Table 2.8: Some examples of the evaluation of scalability methods in other resource discovery
research works (RD: Resource Discovery, ET: Evaluation Tools, PL: Planet Lab, BM: Berkeley
Millennium, IF: Iamnitchi & Foster, SG: StarGrid, MT: MatchTree, OS: OntoSum, NA: Not
Available).
RD Measured Criterias Changing Parameters Scalability Evaluation Results ET
G
an
gl
ia
[5
1] Performance overheads ,average bandwidth con-
sumption per node for
monitoring in a single clus-
ter , total bandwidth for
aggregating data from a
set of clusters
The number of nodes
within a cluster and the
number of sites being
federated
Linear scaling in packet rates, Linear scaling in local-
area, Bandwidth consumed as a function of cluster
size
B
M
,
P
L
O
S
[1
92
] The metric of recall rate,
which is defined as the
number of results returned
divided by the number of
results actually available
in the network
Number of nodes in the
network
OntoSum’s recall decreases less with the increase in
network size N
A
M
T
[6
2]
Query response time,
Bandwidth consumption,
Query completeness
Query Types (easy and dif-
ficult queries)
A hierarchical result aggregation provides balanced
processing overheads among resources with scalabil-
ity. Several heuristics are proposed to improve the
query response time and to decrease overall network
overheads, and they are evaluated through large scale
simulations. It doesn’t present any direct evaluation
method to evaluate the scalability P
L
,
O
ve
rS
im
SG
[2
98
] Throughput and query re-
sponse time, Throughput
is the average number of
queries processed by the
resource discovery compo-
nent per second
The size of the Grid, num-
ber of nodes, number of
concurrent requesters
The results prove the scalability for the limited size
Grids N
A
IF
[2
99
] Response time as thenumber of hops traversed
for answering a request,
success rate, which is the
percentage of successful
queries considering the
dropped requests because
of dead ends or exceeded
TTL
The number and the
frequency of shared re-
sources/nodes, Different
values of TTL, Under dif-
ferent sharing and usage
policies (different number
of existed resources for
each particular resource
type)
Evaluation on the top of the proposed resource discov-
ery architecture shows that the relative performance
of the different forwarding algorithms considered is
independent of the average resource frequency. The
resource discovery performance is correlated to the
sharing characteristics.
T
es
tb
ed
2.5.3 Reliability
Reliability is one of the major concern for resource discovery particularly in a HPC
environment, which requires reliable fast execution of the tasks on computing resources. We
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can distinguish between different types of reliability for resource discovery with respect to the
following aspects:
Accuracy (also known as Correctness): It concerns the accurate description and
representation of queries and resources. In other words, accuracy is how efficiently the
query/resource description model of the resource discovery protocol represents the features and
complexities of the real world applications and hardwares. For example, a simple flat attribute-
based resource description model is not able to precisely demonstrate the characteristics
and behavior of the hardware processing components such as memory hierarchy, many-core
architecture and interconnection networks in a large scale HPC environment. Thus, the
resulting resource discovery approach might not be reliable in such environment. Additionally,
in other example, providing a query description model that only supports exact match,
single resource querying, would not able to satisfy the resource requirements of a parallel
multi threaded application, which simultaneously needs to discover a group of connected
heterogeneous resources with particular QoS communication values along each connected edge.
In fact, the accuracy evaluation of the query/resource description model is part of the resource
discovery evaluation, which partially specifies the reliability of the discovery.
Reliability also concerns a precise result of resource discovery procedure (i.e., returning
results that do actually meet the requirements of the resource requester). It means that the
discovered resources must carefully satisfy all of the query conditions. Along this line, the
success rate and hit rate are two important criterias to evaluate the reliability of the resource
discovery approaches, while these evaluation factors as well as cost per query and cost per hit
can also be conducted to evaluate the system efficiency [257,300–305]. A query is considered
to be successful when at least one existing resource, matching the query, is detected. We
note that a resource discovery solution is known to be deterministic if any query with an
empty result can assure that even one resource matching that query is not existing in the
whole system. Thus we can conclude that a deterministic resource discovery process provides
reliability at least in terms of accuracy and success rate. Similarly, the hit rate (i.e., recall rate,
success rate) measures the percentage of successfully discovered resources out of all matching
ones (see Equation 2.1).
Hit Rate = 100× #Hits or #Discovered Resources#Matching Resources (2.1)
Dynamicity and Fault Tolerance: Reliability must cover the dynamicity issues. The
resource dynamicity means that any node/resource in the system can join, leave or fail at any
time (i.e., dynamicity in terms of topology change as well as resource life-cycle) and also it can
changes its characteristics (i.e., dynamicity in resource conditions and availability) [306,307].
Thus, resource discovery performance must be evaluated using different configurations and
dynamicity parameters (such as churn rate which is the percentage of nodes/resources in
a given time frame that fail, leave or join the system) for the environment. In fact, in an
unreliable system, it might be possible for a requester to get a resource discovery result
containing information about a resource/node that already has left the network.
Resource discovery solutions must have mechanisms to deal with failures. These come
from different sources that are mostly related to centralized discovery architectures (i.e., single
point of failure and bottlenecks), dynamicity issues (i.e., dynamic attributes, node/resource
joins, leaves and failures) and churn conditions. Tolerance to failures and churn is expected to
be a basic characteristic of discovery systems particularly in very high dynamic environments
containing large number of non-dedicated resources. Similar to the resource discovery evaluation
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in terms of supporting dynamicity, the discovery system must be evaluated for different
configurations range from very stable to very volatile environments to prove the system
toleration in different levels of churn that are to be expected from non-dedicated resources [308,
309]. There are several research works in the current literature [310–312], which analyse
the impact of churn on the discovery performance. As examples of these works, the results
in [313,314] conclude that the DHT based discovery solutions cannot efficiently cope with high
churn rates and they probably generate some non-tolerated failures like unexpected time-outs
(caused by a finger pointing to a departed node) or lookup failures (caused by nodes that
temporarily point to the wrong successor during churn) [315]. ECHO is a recent work which
copes with DHT churn problems through implementing a tree-based index structure on top of
DHT overlays [56].
Resource Reservation and QoS: Resource reservation capability is required for resource
providers to reserve resources for particular applications (like multimedia applications). This
means that resources are only freed when their associated processes are done. In other words,
resource reservation ensures that the resources required are available for the processes upon
the need.
Validity: Each resource can have an expiration time where after a specific period of time,
the resource becomes unavailable. It might happen that the discovery results contain an
invalid resource which has already been expired.
2.5.4 Flexibility
Flexibility refers to the ability of the discovery system to express the capacity of resources
and query requirements, both provided and sought, in a form that is convenient for the resource
discovery users. The discovery mechanism must allow querying with very specific and detailed
conditions (i.e., complex querying) as well as loose ones (general querying). Here, we elaborate
the most important querying functionalities, which represent various aspect of flexibility
for resource discovery solutions. Employing these significant querying features enriches the
resource discovery module to be more powerful and applicable to fulfill the requirements of
various applications, configurations and computing environments.
Multi-Dimensional and Range Querying is the capability of the discovery system
to process queries containing multiple attributes either dynamic or static in specific ranges
of values. The discovery results must satisfy every one of the conditions for each particular
attribute. This would be more complicated specially when each single attribute is required to
be qualified within a particular range of values. Since the resource contentions along multiple
dimensions might happen in the environments with the uncoordinated analogous queries, the
problem of multi-dimensional range-querying is known to be a challenging issue. In addition,
the multidimensional querying will probably reduce the rate of resource matching, while
increasing query latency and bandwidth consumption.
The impact of multi-dimensional range-querying can be evaluated by using evaluation
factors such as Failed Task Ratio (F-Ratio) and Throughput Ratio (T-Ratio) [316] which
directly reflect the rate of resource matching for any resource discovery protocol. F-Ratio
is the ratio of the of the number of failed (unsuccessful) tasks (i.e., the tasks that cannot
discover any qualified resources) to the total number of generated tasks in a particular time
period. T-Ratio also refers to the ratio of the number of completed (executed) tasks to the
total number of generated tasks within a specific time period.
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In the current literature, there are several resource discovery solutions that support multi-
dimensional, range and multi-dimensional-range querying through leveraging several techniques.
As examples of these approaches we can mention CAN-based protocols (e.g., CAN [72,317,318],
RT-CAN [319], PID-CAN [320]), MAAN [321], Mercury [77,322], Armada [323], Murk [324],
Skip-Tree [325], SWORD [326], Node-Wiz [327] and MatchTree [62]. Moreover, a comprehensive
survey on multi-dimensional methods and techniques can be found in [328].
Resource Graph Discovery is the capability to discover a graph of resources considering
both individual characteristics and interconnecting properties of resources. For example, in-
order to allocate resources for the threads in an application graph, we must consider the
communication conditions and limitations among the application segments, therefore, the
classical approaches of resource discovery, which are mostly relied on finding resources according
to the individual resource characteristics cannot be efficient. In fact, resource graph discovery
is the process to find and select the best possible matched graph of resources in the system
where all the edges and vertexes can satisfy the query conditions.
Aggregate Querying generally relies on tree-structures to aggregate and combine results
from a large number of nodes in hierarchy. The common examples of aggregation queries are
Average, Median, Count, Sum, Maximum, Minimum and Top-K [329–333].
Nearest Neighbor Querying (or k Nearest Neighbor Query - kNNQ) means that for
each given query, the discovery system must be able to return the k-Array = {r1, r2, .., rk}
of results, in which ri is the i-th nearest qualified resource of the requester. In other words,
the resource discovery provides the list of discovered resources considering the priority of the
closer neighbors.
Exact Matching is one of the general search functionalities which can be supported in
most of the resource discovery systems. However, structured overlays such as distributed
hash tables, provide better support for exact matching, in comparison to the other systems,
through forwarding the query to the node which values of its keys precisely match the query’s
requirements. In this kind of querying, typically, the query looking for “the resource whose
key is K”, due to the overlay mechanisms will be forwarded to the peer which is responsible
for the address hash(K). Thus, the querying operation results in a forwarding operation and
its efficiency would be directly dependent to the forwarding efficiency on the overlay.
Partial Matching and Keyword Search, are challenging for structured discovery
systems. In many querying cases, for a given exact matching query, the results might be empty
while in the system, there still exist resources that can partially meet the query conditions.
i.e., for most applications, even the partially matched results (depending on their matching
degrees) can be acceptable and provide benefits to requesters.
In keyword searching, users ask for any resource containing a given set of keywords
advertised in (or extracted from) its meta-data or its resource description. Structured overlays
such as pure DHT based discovery systems (e.g., CAN, Chord and Pastry) have addressed
several of the issues related to the reliability and scalability that plagued the traditional P2P
overlays (e.g., Napster and Gnutella). However, the advantageous functionalities such as
keyword searching and partial matching presented in Napster and Gnutella are missing in
DHTs that aim to replace them [334]. On the contrary, in unstructured systems like GIA [335],
these types of querying are easily supported, basically because indices are mostly local and for
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a query visiting a peer, it would be easy to lookup the index table for a resource having a set
of required keywords.
In-order to support keyword-search in structured systems, generally, there are some typical
approaches such as Inverted Indices [307,336] and Bloom Filters [303]. The first method consist
in the creation of inverted indices where, for each keyword k, the inverted index maintains the
pageranks. The pagerank value specifies the priority of a resource for a particular keyword
with regards to other resources, i.e., it is used to order indices at any resource. In addition, the
inverted index stores the pointers to all of the resources/nodes in the system which announce
that keyword in their descriptions. Thus, a potential approach is to record the inverted index
for the keyword k at the node which is responsible for address hash(k). The basic mechanisms
to answer a keyword query containing a set of keywords K= {k1, r2, .., kn}, in most of the
optimized DHT-based discovery systems [337] such as Kademilia [338–340], includes two steps,
where in the first step all inverted indices relative to each keyword ki, {i = 1, ..., n} will be
retrieved, and in the last step these indices will be intersected to achieve a set of resources
that contain all the keywords in their resource description or meta-data. The inverted indices
guarantee to provide optimal hit rate, but they potentially can generate a huge amount of
network overhead particularly when the large number of resources present a required keyword
in common [341]. This happens because the inverted indices retrieved have to be sent to a
single node in the network, which is responsible to perform intersection.
Bloom Filters (BFs) [20,234,342,343] are another solution to perform keyword searching
in structured systems. A bloom filter can be defined as a hash-based data structure which
summarizes membership in a set. Thus, for the purpose of intersection between the keyword
sets of the individual resources/peers in the system, it is possible to transfer a BF of a set
instead of sending the set itself. This significantly reduces the amount of communication
required for supporting keyword searching in the system.
Other than Inverted Indices and Bloom Filter, there are some other well-known supportive
techniques such as replication, partitioning, caching, ranking and incremental results [334],
which facilitate performing the keyword searching on top of structured overlays. Several works
[303,312] provide surveys on the various aspects of the search methods containing keyword
lookup, range queries, multi-attribute queries and aggregation queries.
2.5.5 Heterogeneity
The heterogeneity of a resource discovery solution can be evaluated along the following
different aspects:
Various Administration Domains: The peers and resources can potentially belong
to different underlying administrative domains and sub domains, particularly in large scale,
geographically distributed computing environments (e.g., Grid). Evaluation of resource
discovery approaches on top of the real test-bed environments such as PlanetLab and OneLab
might be a proper option to evaluate heterogeneity in terms of various administration domains.
PlanetLab is a global research network consisting hundreds of nodes, geographically distributed
in various sites belonging to different academic institutions and industrial research labs.
Various Hardware, Software and Infrastructures: The resource discovery approach
can be adapted to work simultaneously in different computing environments with various
types of resources in terms of hardware (i.e., various hardware infrastructures) and software
platforms (i.e., heterogeneity of the runtime environments, network protocols, operating
systems, different data representations, data models, data structures and data accessing
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policies). In fact, resource discovery can be evaluated in presence of heterogeneous computing
cores (i.e., heterogeneity of the resources in a cluster or even inside the same system and
chip, multi-core and many-core processors, CPU, GPU, Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA), Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE), GPUs mixed with CPUs), heterogeneous hardware
implementations (i.e., various architectures and memory hierarchies), heterogeneous Network
on Chip (NoC) latencies (i.e., various networks and interconnections, heterogeneity in the
Internet). As an example, the resource discovery is required to find heterogeneous resources for
the purpose of code adaptation in HPC and cluster computing through adapting the machine
code on the fly to different hardware platforms and operating systems, which is one of the
most difficult scenarios considering heterogeneity.
Various Applications: A resource discovery approach can be created for different
purposes. Thus, due to the resource discovery objectives, it can be used by different type of
users, system components or applications. For example, a resource discovery protocol which
is designed for the purpose of distributing task execution and task migration in computing
environments such as Grid, Cloud or HPC must provide the requirements for heterogeneous
applications such as HPC and Real-Time applications. HPC applications have to make use of
the vast amount of parallel resources. This requires that the HPC application itself can exploit
as mush as concurrency as possible. In other words, HPC applications are highly concerned
with scalabilty constraints to support high degrees of concurrency [344]. But, Real-Time
applications are more concerned with timing issues. They are not aiming to increase the
level of parallelization. Rather, they are specifically interested for handling their own timing
constraints which bears resemblance to the synchronization estimation (i.e., execution timing)
in distributed applications. In other words, by exploiting the timing constraints applicable in
real-time scenarios, the distributed synchronization behavior can be improved further.
2.6 Comparison
As we discussed in previous sections, there are set of important functionalities, features
performance indicators for resource discovery solutions in order to meet all the major require-
ments of different applications in various computing environments. Along this line, we have
elaborated the most significant resource discovery evaluation factors and criterias in terms
of Scalability, Efficiency, Reliability, Flexibility and Heterogeneity. In this section, we select
three major groups (in terms of popularity) of resource discovery solutions for distributed
computing environments: Grid-based (e.g., MDS-4, OntoSum), P2P-based (e.g., SWORD,
MatchTree) and Hybrid-Approaches (e.g., NodeWiz, CycloidGrid).
Moreover, we choose some of the well-known approaches as representative of each group and
we compare them based on the evaluation factors that are mentioned in the previous sections.
Table 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 provide a summary of comparison between the aforementioned resource
discovery solutions considering the qualitative assessment through different evaluation factors.
As shown in Table 2.9, Grid and P2P based approaches (like OntoSum and MatchTree)
provide better scalability compared to Hybrid approaches. From Table 2.10, we see that, P2P
based approaches (SWORD and MachTree) are the most flexible resource discovery solutions
among others. But their capability to deal with the heterogeneity (of resources) is lower than
that of Grid and Hybrid approaches. Furthermore, in Table 2.11, it can be seen that, P2P
and Hybrid based approaches enable more sophisticated features and functionalities compared
to Grid based solutions.
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Table 2.9: Summary of comparison between some of the well-known resource discovery
approaches for different evaluation factors.
Approach Resource Description Efficiency Scalability
SWORD [326,
345–347]
Native SWORD XML syntax or a Con-
dor ClassAd.
The load balancing mechanism in
SWORD is less efficient in an environ-
ment with a non-uniform distribution
of peer ranges. SWORD is a DHT-base
approach and it uses multiple over lays.
++
Node-Wiz [327,
348]
It uses a relational model and standard
SQL query processing in Node-Wiz-R.
Load balanced approach. Supports clus-
tering and self-organization of the over-
lay. Uses single distributed indexing
mechanism.
++
MDS-4 [49,50] It uses an extensible resource specifica-
tion language based on Web Services Re-
source Framework.
Uses LDAP to create the overlay. It’s
overlay is based on GIIS and GRIS.
++
MatchTree [62] Leverages Condor’s condor-startd dae-
mon which provides summarized system
monitoring metrics while it provides re-
source information in a ClassAd format
for matchmaking. It is developed on top
of Brunet P2P overlay.
Reduces query response times through
redundant query topologies, dynamic
timeout policies, and sub-region queries.
Leverages a self-organizing recursive-
partitioning multicast tree for query dis-
tribution and result aggregation. Bal-
anced processing overheads among re-
sources.
+++
CycloidGrid [64] Each resource in the system is described
by a set of attributes. These attributes
are CPU speed, the amount of RAM,
available hard disk size, operating sys-
tem, and processor model. The classifi-
cation of resource attributes in this archi-
tecture is done by a decision tree (DT).
Improves the response time of user’s re-
quests. Distributes the load between
peers based on QoS constraints of re-
quests, round trip time (RTT), and cur-
rent load of resources.
++
OntoSum [192] Organizes a Grid network by a semanti-
cally linked overlay representing the se-
mantic relationships between Grid par-
ticipants. Proposes a lightweight in-
dexing summarization scheme based on
Triple Filter which is an extension of the
classical Bloom Filter data structure.
Uses a semantics-aware topology con-
struction method which greatly improves
the discovery efficiency in Grids through
propagating the discovery requests only
between semantically related nodes. Pro-
vides the ability to locate semantically
related results. In OntoSum, Grid nodes
automatically organize themselves based
on their semantic properties to form a
semantically-linked overlay network.
+++
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Table 2.10: Summary of comparison between some of the well-known resource discovery
approaches for different evaluation factors.
Approach Reliability Flexibility Heterogeneity
SWORD [326,
345–347]
Dynamicity in terms of Dynamic At-
tributes and Dynamic Topology is sup-
ported.
Supported in terms of Range Query,
Multi-Dimensional Querying (using
multi-query approach), Aggregate
Query(Resource Graph Discovery) and
Nearest Neighbor Querying
++
Node-Wiz [327,
348]
Dynamicity in terms of Dynamic At-
tributes and Dynamic Topology is sup-
ported. Quality of Service is supported.
Supported in terms of Range Query and
Multi-Dimensional Querying
++
MDS-4 [49,50] Resource Reservation is supported.
Fault Tolerance is supported. Dynam-
icity in terms of Dynamic Attributes
and Dynamic Topology is supported.
Quality of Service is supported.
Not Supported ++
MatchTree [62] Guarantees query completeness. Fault
Tolerance for the failures such as node
churn, internal node failure and consec-
utive packet drops is supported. Dynam-
icity in term of adding new attribute is
supported. Serves a different quality-of-
service to users with distinct demands.
Supports complex querying including
multi-attribute matching, range queries,
string and regular expression matching
+
CycloidGrid [64] Quality of Service is supported. Not Supported +++
OntoSum [192] Supports accuracy in term of hit rate
(or recall rate). Supports dynamicity
in terms of probability to issue a query,
probability to leave the system and the
probability of new nodes with new re-
sources joining the system.
Supported in term of neighbor discovery
query
++
Table 2.11: Comparison between some of the well-known resource discovery approaches for
different evaluation factors.
Functionalities SWORD Node-Wiz MDS-4 MatchTree CycloidGrid OntoSum
Load Balance 3 3 3
Fault Tolerance 3 3 3
Self-Organization 3 3 3 3
Range Query 3 3 3
Multi-Dimensional Query 3 3 3
Graph Discovery 3
Nearest Neighbor Query 3 3
Resource Reservation 3 3
Semantic-Awareness 3
Proximity-Awareness 3
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2.7 Resource Management for Large Scale Systems
In this section, we investigate resource management issues for petascale computing envi-
ronments such as HPC, Grid and Cloud in the matter of future manycore architectures.
2.7.1 High Performance Computing Systems
High Performance Computing (HPC) is generally recognized as a role model for manycore
systems due to the essential similarity of their architectures and hence the means of program
development for both of them (HPC and manycore systems). At the same time, the manycore
movement leads to a sudden boost of scale in high performance computing without essentially
increasing the requirements or costs. Many HPC cluster systems employ a centralized resource
allocation and management, where the jobs are being controlled centrally and statically
by a single resource manager that has complete knowledge of the system. In fact, HPC
clusters are generally based on a batch scheduler and resource management system which
allows users to submit their jobs to a batch system where a central scheduler and resource
manager entity that is hosted on the cluster-head makes decision (in terms of timing aspects
and the physical location of resources) for the resource allocation to run a given job. A
centralized resource manager generally manages a pool of resources and runs the jobs based
on a prioritization policy. However, it may distribute the jobs among a set of other resource
manager entities in a hierarchical fashion. The resources might be organized in single or multiple
queues (aka partitions) based on some common characteristics of resources. Slurm [349,350],
TORQUE [128], LSF [351], PBS [352], Load Leveler [353], CCS [354] and Univa’s Grid Engine
(formerly Sun Grid Engine) [355] are some of the popular centralized schedulers and resource
managers for the HPC clusters. HTCondor [356,357] is another example of centralized resource
management in High Throughput Computing (HTC) environments which is able to utilize
large heterogeneous clusters where large numbers of relatively small-sized and short-live jobs
are processed.
The future manycore enabled HPC clusters can not rely on the centralized and static
resource management approaches. Resource management for large-scale manycore systems is
inherently a NP-complete problem. The large number of heterogeneous cores and applications
with various requirements causes scalability issues for centrally acting heuristics, where a
centralized component must maintain a global view of the entire system. Resource management
itself can become a bottleneck due to high computational requests and communication latencies.
Furthermore, the amount of the detailed information on the resource characteristics which is
maintained by the central resource managers would be limited to a very abstract level and
this leads to reducing the accuracy of resource mapping and allocation (i.e., the quality of
resource mapping) for the applications. On the other hand, managing dynamic resources (when
resources join, leave or fail) with dynamic attributes and behaviors becomes more complex for
the central resource managers since the solutions such as periodical or triggered updating, for
the large number of resources and state changes, impose significant communication overheads
on the system.
In decentralized resource management, multiple resource management entities cooperate
to keep the workload for all computing resources in different pools or clusters balanced and
satisfy the user requirements. REXEC [358], Tycoon [359] and Cluster-on-demand [360] are
some examples of decentralized resource managers for HPC clusters.
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2.7.2 Grid Computing Systems
In Grid computing where multiple geographically distributed and heterogeneous clusters
are combined into a single system, according to the type of Grid, there exists different types
of resource management system particularly designed for computing Grids such as Nimrod/G
[39, 361], 2K [362] (on-demand hierarchical), Bond [363] (on-demand flat), Condor [122]
(computational flat), Darwin [364] (multimedia hierarchical), Globus [365] (various hierarchical
cell), Legion [366] and Ninf [367] (computational hierarchical).
Similar to HPC clusters, it is also common to use centralized resource management in
Grid computing where users could submit their jobs to a single resource management or
scheduling entity that makes decision on which cluster and nodes run the job. Grids also
deploy decentralized approaches for managing resources in the system.
However, there are some major drawbacks with the current decentralized resource man-
agement schemes in HPC clusters and Grids. Most of these approaches do not consider the
dynamicity of the applications (e.g., the application load might change during the run-time)
and the resources (e.g., resources might join, leave or fail ) in computing environments and
they statically pre-assign a group of resources to each resource manager (RM) entity in order
to provide a load balanced solution to distribute jobs among different queues or RM entities
in the system. This limits the dynamicity of resource management, since the resources are
not allowed to be traded among different RM entities in the system (i.e., each resource is
managed by a fixed RM entity). In other words, when a job is submitted to a RM, if the
resources in RM resource-pool do not satisfy the query conditions the RM is not able to
dynamically borrow resources from other RMs in the system and this results to either failing
the query or forwarding the query to other resource manager entities in the system. Efficient
decision making to forward queries among the distributed RMs leads to a resource discovery
problem. Some of the decentralized RM approaches employ resource discovery techniques to
manage query-forwarding between RMs, but these discovery mechanisms generally are not
really dynamic and decentralized. For example Nimrod/G [39, 361] employs MDS resource
discovery [368] which is based on publish/subscribe method to maintain resources in a set of
hierarchical LDAP directories. MDS hierarchical discovery approach still suffers from single
point failure mentioned for centralized methods because at each level there is a central data
base server responsible for resource update requests. Moreover, MDS does not scale well in
computing environments with frequent updates and large numbers of application requests.
2.7.3 Cloud Computing Systems
In Cloud computing systems, resource provisioning using on-demand virtualization and
VM migration technologies enable the data centers to consolidate their computing services
and use minimal number of physical servers. In fact, the virtualization allows workloads to be
deployed and scaled-out quickly through the rapid provisioning of Virtual Machines (VMs) on
physical machines. But similar to HPC cluster and Grid, Cloud computing systems still need
to deal with resource allocation and resource discovery problem to efficiently map the virtual
machines to the real physical resources.
An efficient resource management (in IaaS Cloud service model) can potentially provide
significant number of benefits specifically in terms of quality of service, scalability, throughput
and utility optimization, cost efficiency and overhead/latency reduction. However, for future
diverse, large-scale systems, there are issues such as resource modeling (description), estimation
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(identification), provisioning, discovery, brokering, mapping, allocation and adaptation that it
should yet deal with.
Implicitly, the scale in Cloud systems must be regarded as horizontal where instances of
data and code are replicated to increase availability. Whilst this is particularly useful for data
and service hosts (eBay, Amazon, etc.), it does have little or no impact on scalable systems
acting on vertical scale (i.e., where the actual application is split into multiple processes or
threads that jointly contribute to the application’s functionality). Recently there have been
more and more references to the so-called HPC Cloud [369]. However these either focus on
making small parallel machines (for instance, in the order of 8 cores in Amazon EC), or
provide access to thousands of cores in an almost unconnected fashion, similar to Compute
Grids, (like Plura Processing). In the current literature there are several types of resource
management systems for Cloud computing. For instance we can mention OpenNebula [370],
Eucalyptus [371], In-VIGO [372] and Cluster-on-Demand [373].
2.7.4 Manycore Systems
Current approaches for resource management in manycore systems can be categorized to
off-line, mixed and on-line approaches. The off-line approaches such as [374–376] and [377]
are based on priori (static) knowledge about the whole system states and resources, thus
they can not resolve the unpredicted dynamic situations particularly when the application
workload dynamically varies at run-time. The mixed approaches such as [378,379] and [380]
are based on the pre-calculation of all potential application mapping and selection of the
best mapping at run-time. This also requires that all input applications and all possible
combinations of mapping (for those applications) must be known at design-time. These
approaches generally employ a central entity to select the best mapping amongst the pre-
calculated solutions at run-time. But the application behavior and sequence of execution might
be changed at run-time. Dynamic workload is not supported by mixed approaches. In online
mapping (e.g., [381–383] and [384]), instead of pre-determination, the application mapping
is dynamically decided at run-time. However we must note that online mapping trades off
the resource allocation accuracy (i.e., the quality of resource mapping) versus computational
complexity and scalability.
2.8 Conclusion
Resource discovery is one of the most significant challenging issues, particularly in large-
scale distributed environments, which have already become mainstream platforms in academia
and industry. It has a large variety of applications ranging from web-based resource discovery
to job/task execution in high performance computing clusters, while it can be implemented
on top of different computing environments. Thus, due to the objectives and the purposes of
designing and implementing a resource discovery approach, it can bee seen through a wide
range of concepts, methodologies, design and evaluation aspects. In this chapter, we have
discussed resource discovery solutions for large scale distributed environments, with special
focus on the design aspects. Accordingly, we have categorized all of these aspects in three
classes: underlying aspects, design aspects and evaluation aspects.
In underlying aspects, we have investigated and reviewed the current state of resource
discovery protocols from the perspective of structure. We highlighted that the overall charac-
teristics of computing environments (e.g., Grid, Cloud, HPC, HTC, Cluster, etc.) have a large
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impact on most of the design and quality aspects (e.g., in terms of, objectives, methodology
and even performance) of any potential proposal for resource discovery for those environments.
Moreover, we presented the advantages and disadvantages of using different distributed archi-
tectures, such as centralized, hierarchical, decentralized and decentralized-tree, as underlying
information structures. Additionally, we have reviewed the literature from the aspects of
ontology and resource description models and different clustering approaches.
In design aspects, we have covered most methods and techniques for resource discovery in
several aspects, including discovery strategies, search methods, packet propagation techniques,
information delivery, synchronization and query termination. However, we did not cover
security and summarization aspects. This provides a clear understanding about the potential
methods, their weaknesses and strengths. Furthermore, we have reviewed the current works in
the state of the art considering those methods.
In evaluation aspects, we have concluded that the most important evaluation and per-
formance factors for resource discovery assessment can be classified in five different aspects
including scalability, efficiency, reliability, flexibility and heterogeneity.
Furthermore, we can conclude that, referring to the current state of the art, to the best
of authors knowledge, there is no extensive work in the literature, addressing specifically
the problem of resource discovery (in thread-level) with respect to the various and complex
requirements of future large dimension many-core enabled computing systems (such as high
heterogeneity, scalability, dynamicity, efficiency, adaptability, querying flexibility in terms of
complex querying, query expressiveness, resource graph discovery, etc).
We have also reviewed the literature on resource management approaches for different
distributed systems at the end of this chapter. We can summarize that most of the existing
resource management systems do not support fully decentralized, dynamical, scaleable, elastic
and high quality resource mapping and allocation particularly for future large-scale manycore
enabled computing systems with respect to multiple aspects such as changes in resources and
the application behaviors. Workloads (i.e., the loads for applications) might be changed over
time, thus the resource allocation for a process/application might need to grow or shrink in
size. And also a process migration mechanism may required to tolerate failing/overloading
resources. These are paradigms that are beyond most of the current resource management
approaches in large-scale distributed computing.
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Chapter 3
Hierarchical Resource Description
Resource discovery and resource mapping in large-scale many-core-enabled highly-heterogeneous
computing environments require a scalable and expressive resource description model. In this
chapter, we propose a hierarchical resource description and abstraction model to express the
functionality of hardware (and the system architectures) in a scalable and semantic way.
3.1 Introduction
Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) [385,386] do not allow for the productivity of
hardware engineers to keep pace with the development of chip technology. While traditional
HDLs, like VHDL [387] and Verilog [385], are very good at describing detailed hardware
properties such as timing behavior, they are generally cumbersome in expressing the higher-
level abstractions needed for today’s large and complex circuit designs. With the increasing
complexity in architecture design, it is preferable to lift the design process to a higher, more
abstract level.
In a distributed computing environment, in addition to the structural and architectural
information of the hardware resources and their relationships to each other (topology), the
actual capabilities of the hardware are needed for resource discovery and mapping of code
properties (i.e., to exploit the specific capabilities of the hardware through a scalable and
expressive resource description model). In fact, we need to describe the hardware resource
capabilities in a way that allows us to:
• Identify the requirements of the codes
• Do resource discovery and mapping
• Adapt the code to make the best use of the hardware capabilities
For this purpose, we must note that, describing all the computing resources in a large
scale computing environment (e.g., HPC many-core system) with respect to efficiency and
scalability, by employing a centralized design, cannot be applicable due to the potential issues
of single point of failure and bottleneck. On the other hand, using distributed solutions such
as Grid and P2P make us able to create hybrid systems, which have the advantages of both
Grid and P2P. For example, in a common P2P system, generally, each one of the peers has to
get information from other peers and disseminate the information to others through neighbor
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peers. In this case, it is significant to consider the point where the resource information
has to be distributed and get balanced between peers. It helps improving the scalability
of the system when the number of peers increasingly grows. In this chapter we propose a
new hardware description model that considers how the hardware resource information is
distributed between computing-enabled peers (resources), and how the hardware resource
capabilities can be described and derived from hardware descriptions.
The proposed hierarchical hardware modeling and resource description mechanism is able
to abstract the characteristics and behavior of the large scale many-core-enabled computing
systems in a way that both computational and communicational system properties are well
represented to provide a close estimation of the real system, while avoiding to describe the
hardware at a cycle-accurate level.
This model is both detailed and generic for resource discovery and mapping, while dealing
with aspects such as capturing static and dynamic capabilities of hardware resources, and
making distribution of hardware information scalable. We only focus on capturing the necessary
information that will aid different algorithms along the line of resource discovery and mapping.
However, we note that such a hardware description might not be detailed enough to actually
derive a compiler, but it will be enough for our purpose.
3.2 Hierarchical Layers
The depth of hierarchy (i.e. number of layers in resource description model) and the
definition of each layer might range from very high level (e.g. super clusters, clusters) to very
low level (e.g. processing core, Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs)) depending on architecture
designing aspects. The layering is performed by partitioning the total number of n peers (i.e.
resources) in the system into c disjoint cells of peers (i.e. c is the number of hierarchies in
the distributed environment), in a way to ensure that peers in the same layer of each cell
are similar to one another according to some predefined and inherited attributes. Each layer
has two unique related layers: parent layer and child layer. A layer can be either a blank
(null) layer with completely no information (definition) or it can be an identifiable layer with
a deterministic definition. Furthermore, the properties of the peers in the upper layers are
also inherited by the peers in the lower layers (see Figure 3.1).
We must note that the definition of a “resource” (i.e. computing resource) for our resource
discovery approach might be highly variable depending on the levels of the described hierarchy.
In fact, in our resource discovery system, we refer to a single resource as a representation
of any individual peers, belonging to the lowest level of the resource description hierarchy.
For example, we can define the ALU layer (i.e. the processing unit or micro-architecture
layer) to describe the properties of computing resources in a low level layer with very detailed
information. The ALU layer can also describe how the ALUs of a processor (CPU or core)
gains access to data. In other words it has to decide on the number of the words to be used per
cycle, how wide the words should be and whether the word sizes are configurable or not, etc.
A resource can represent either a single ALU or a single core if the description model describes
either the ALU layer or the Core layer accordingly as the lowest level of the hierarchy. Note
that the granularity of the hierarchy will depend on the intended usage for the computing
system.
We must consider that, in a distributed system it is required to employ an efficient data
comparison and serialization method, which has a significant impact on the system data
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Figure 3.1: An example of description of resources in hierarchical layers.
Figure 3.2: Distribution of resource information in a four-layers-hierarchy with 2 cells.
transmission, storage, and retrieval. Therefore the description should be as short as possible;
however it may trade accuracy for shorter length.
According to the proposed resource description, we don’t need to store locally all the
information of a specific resource. The common resource information in each layer, instead of
being repeated in all the peers in a local cell, is just maintained in a certain number of peers,
which are offering resource information services to other nodes in the group or network. Figure
3.2 depicts the distribution of resource information in two individual cells (group of resources)
where due to hierarchy, each cell in each layer stores common information of the members in
the lower layers in certain peers, which are providing the information services to the others.
Table 3.1 demonstrates an example of attribute definition for a hierarchical resource
description model, which consists of three layers: node (Inter-Node), processor (Inter-Dye) and
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core (Inter-Core). For each layer, multiple attributes are defined by specifying mandatory fields
such as attribute-ID, attribute-Name, attribute-Type and attribute-Value. The attribute-ID
specifies a unique identifier for an attribute which can be globally used in the entire description
system to refer an specific attribute. The attribute-Name assigns an acronym (short name)
for each given attribute (an optional filed, like attribute-Description, can include longer field
description). The attribute-Value contains the value for each attribute and the attribute-Type
declares the type (Numerical, String or Bit String) of the value assigned.
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Table 3.1: An example of layer definition with multi-dimensional attributes.
ID Layer Name Value Type Sample Value Description
1 Inter-Core=1 AF Bit String And=bit0, OR=bit1, Not=bit2,
XOR=bit3, Add=bit4, Sub=bit5,
Mul=bit6, Div=bit7, ShiftL=bit8,
ShiftR=bit9, Rotate=bit10, etc.
ALU Functionalities
2 Inter-Core=1 CL1 Numerical 128 Bytes L1 Cache Line
3 Inter-Core=1 CL2 Numerical 128 Bytes L2 Cache Line
4 Inter-Core=1 CA1 Numerical 2 Ways, Fully Associativity=0, Di-
rect Mapped=1
L1 Cache Associativity
5 Inter-Core=1 CA2 Numerical 8 Ways, Fully Associativity=0, Di-
rect Mapped=1
L2 Cache Associativity
6 Inter-Core=1 CCR Numerical 1500 MHz Core Clock Rate
7 Inter-Core=1 L1S Numerical 128 KB L1 Cache Size
8 Inter-Core=1 L1L Numerical 4 ns L1 Latency
9 Inter-Core=1 L2S Numerical 524 KB L2 Cache Size
10 Inter-Core=1 L2L Numerical 13 ns L2 Latency
11 Inter-Core=1 L3L Numerical 30 ns L3 Latency
12 Inter-Core=1 ML Numerical 52 ns Memory Latency
13 Inter-Core=1 MIP Numerical 4500 MIPS
14 Inter-Core=1 NA Numerical 4 Number of ALUs
15 Inter-Core=1 DPC Numerical 6 Number of Data-PU Channels
16 Inter-Core=1 IPC Numerical 4 Number of Instruction-PU Chan-
nels
17 Inter-Core=1 TA Numerical Integer=0, Float=1 (FPU)
,Both=2
Type of ALUs
18 Inter-Core=1 VL Numerical 64 Bits Vector Length
19 Inter-Dye =2 BF Numerical 1333 MHz BUS Frequency: Speed between
CPU and RAM
20 Inter-Dye =2 MB Numerical 1600 MB/S Memory Bandwidth
21 Inter-Dye =2 MF Numerical 166 MHz Memory Frequency
22 Inter-Dye =2 CC Numerical None=0, Directory=1, Broad-
cast=2
Cache Coherence
23 Inter-Dye =2 ISA Numerical X86=0, SPARC=1, ARM=2,
XCORE=3, RISC=4, CISC=5,
Legacy=6 , N/A=7
ISA
24 Inter-Dye =2 MA Bit String SMT=bit0, SuperScalar=bit1,
VLIW=bit2, SIMD=bit3, In-
Order=bit4, OutOfOrder=bit5
Micro Architecture
25 Inter-Dye =2 INT Bit String Bus=0, Ring=1, NOC=2, Cross-
bar=3, PointToPoint=4, Hierarchi-
calNOC=5
Interconnection Network
26 Inter-Dye =2 ABS Numerical 32 Bits Size of Processor Address Bus
27 Inter-Dye =2 DBS Numerical 64 Bits Size of Processor Data Bus
28 Inter-Dye =2 PN String Intel core I7, AMD Phenom, ARM
Cotext-A9, Intel Atom, Core 2
Duo, etc.
Processor Name
29 Inter-Dye =2 PC Numerical SISD=0, SIMD=1, MISD=2,
MIMD=2
Processor Class
30 Inter-Dye =2 PT Numerical CPU=0, GPU=1, FPGA=2, ext. Processor Type
31 Inter-Dye =2 L3S Numerical 1024 KB L3 Cache Size
32 Inter-Dye=2 CA3 Numerical 4 Ways, Fully Associativity=0, Di-
rect Mapped=1
L3 Cache Associativity
33 Inter-Dye=2 CL3 Numerical 256 Bytes L3 Cache Line
34 Inter-Dye =2 NC Numerical 8 Number of Cores
35 Inter-Node =3 WS Numerical 85 KB Window Size
36 Inter-Node =3 MS Numerical 4096 MB Memory Size
37 Inter-Node =3 TNC Numerical 56 Total Number of Cores or Nodes
38 Inter-Node =3 DC Numerical 4 Die Count
39 Inter-Node =3 NB Numerical 95 MB/S Network Bandwidth
40 Inter-Node =3 NL Numerical 273 ns Network Latency
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3.3 Information Transmission
As we need to make the information of the hardware architecture and capabilities (i.e.,
hardware description) available across computing nodes (for efficient code/application distri-
bution) in heterogeneous large-scale dynamic environments, we need to categorize information
relevant at the different hierarchy levels. As the systems are potentially highly dynamic,
capability information might have to be transmitted frequently, imposing the need to minimize
the overhead of the hardware resource description (or capability information) exchange. For
this purpose, hierarchical information encoding makes sense, as we can reduce capability
information being transmitted to that which is relevant for each specific level in the hierarchy.
We need to have a more abstract and high-level model of hardware description which
includes useful, effective and short information that can be appropriate for resource discovery
and resource mapping.
We must also note that, one of the primary performance aspect for any hardware description
model is related to all forms of communication and data exchange between any two endpoints.
It is thereby irrelevant whether the communication takes place between two code instances
(threads), residing on two individual single cores, or between a code instance and a storage
unit (i.e., between a single core processing unit and a memory unit such as cache or main
memory). In all cases, the limiting performance factor is given by the hardware characteristics
of the interconnects affected. This is closely related to the memory wall problem [388] that,
in particular, multi-core systems are facing as multiple processing units will access the same
physical memory and thus compete for cycle time and interconnect routes [389,390].
Furthermore, the degree and types of communication potentially taking place in a system
and for an application execution are manifold, ranging from register access over shared data
to explicit communication. In all these operations, it is possible that the nodes (individual
computing hardware) in the system, require to exchange their capability information (i.e.,
resource description). To do this, due to the potential network overhead and traffic, the data
size (description size) and the transaction frequency of the description must be reduced as
much as possible.
Figure 3.3: An example architecture of the hierarchical hardware description.
Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of the hierarchy model of our resource description system.
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We categorize all relevant resource information, including computational and communication
properties in different layers, going from more abstract information to more detailed character-
istics. By using a hierarchical resource description model we can, at each level, just transmit
the information required for the specific needs of a given discovery procedure. The model needs
to rely on techniques for information aggregation and summarization. Information available at
different domains will contain different levels of detail. Aggregation and summarization allow
nodes to have coarse views about their neighbors, and then, after deciding that a neighbor is
a potential candidate, get detailed information about its resources. For our model we consider
the existence of the following layers:
• Layer1 (Inter-Core Level or NoC Level): Resource description on this level is characterized
by information directly related to core internal operation. The most typical information
in this level is related to the description of the cores, performance counters, private
cache size or routing paths established inside the NoC. This information is of interest
for optimizing the operation inside the chip and managing cores locally.
• Layer2 (Inter-Chip Level): This describes the specifications of the edges for the core
communications, interconnection networks and memory hierarchy which, includes in-
formation such as bandwidth, latency, shared and/or global cache size, as well as the
number of cores available and their characteristics. This information is relevant to the
management of several boards in the same host. Traditional operating systems take
into account this information when scheduling tasks in Symmetric Multi Processing
(SMP) [391] systems.
• Layer3 (Inter-Board Level): Resource description here covers a total overview of all
the communications, memory and processing features and aspects in the nodes, such
as memory size and number of processors, and coarse performance counters, as well
as inter-node communication information and its network structure. This aggregate
information is available to other nodes to optimize task placement across hosts in the
same operational domain (see Table 3.2).
Table 3.2: Examples of resource attributes in each layers.
Layers Communication Attributes
Layer3 Node2Node Core Clock Rate, L1 Cache Size, L1 Latency, L2 Cache Size, L2 Latency, L1 Cache
Line, L2 Cache Line, L1 Cache Associativity, L2 Cache Associativity, MIPS, Num-
ber of ALUs, Type of ALUs, ALU Functionalities, Number of Data-PU Channels,
Number of Instruction-PU Channels, Vector Length, L3 Latency, Memory Latency,
etc.
Layer2 Die2Die BUS Frequency, Memory Bandwidth, Memory Frequency, Cache Coherence, ISA,
Micro Architecture, Interconnection Network, Size of Processor Address Bus, Size of
Processor Data Bus, Processor Name, Processor Class, Processor Type, Number of
Cores, etc.
Layer1 Core2Core Memory Size, Number of Dies, Network Bandwidth, Network Latency, Total Number
of Cores, etc.
The distribution of resource information in the system is schematically depicted in Figure
3.4. According to this scheme, each node has the possibility of directly getting the highest level
of information about itself and its close neighbors in different circles of vicinity. Furthermore,
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each node has some summarized information about remote nodes, which is enough to provide
an overall perspective of the whole system from its point of view. It is obvious that nearby
resources with lower latency will be preferred in the discovery procedure. This is particularly
relevant if the tasks which are to be distributed have input and/or output dependencies
associated with the local devices. Task placement must take in consideration both processing
capabilities and communication (I/O, network) latency.
We describe resources by using a set of attributes which are described in two different classes
of individual and collective attributes. Individual attributes are the particular properties and
characteristics for each resource. Collective attributes describe the communication properties
between individual members inside a group of resources or group of resource groups. Link
properties are necessary to create a descriptive graph of the interconnected resources, which
can be employed for mapping between application segments and required set of resources.
Attributes are static (such as Cache Size, Frequency, Processor Type, number of cores, etc.)
or dynamic (such as CPU load, available memory, available bandwidth, etc.). The static
attributes are not required to be updated in short intervals, however dynamic attributes are
very sensitive and they might change very frequently.
Figure 3.4: Fish eyes’s model of distribution of the hardware capability information within
the system.
We store the resource information discussed above in different layers, and in a ring-based
distributed hash table where resources are placed in a ring according to their hashed keys.
With these hashing functions we can map all attribute values in a specific layer to the same
m-bit space in a DHT ring. We must consider that depending on the resource discovery
approaches, it is not necessary to use DHT in all layers. Specifically for the upper layers
we can store resource information in the format of the layer stamps, which can be validated
according to a set of conditions in the incoming query templates. In our system we use different
procedures at different layers by efficiency/complicity trade-offs.
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3.4 Syntaxes and Description Examples
The proposed description model can flexibly describe various ”systems” and ”queries”,
ranging from very simple to very complex, while enabling scalable distribution of the resource
information across the system. Here, we discuss the features and the syntax of our description
language for describing attributes, layers, queries and systems. We store the definitions of
layers and attributes in files with extension ”.def”. We also store the descriptions of queries
and systems into files with extension ”.des”.
3.4.1 Defining Layers and Attributes
Grammar 3.1 presents the syntax, by Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar, for defining
layers and attributes using our resource description language. All definitions required for a
system design, including layers and attributes, must priorly be declared using the definition rule
in a .def file. This can be done by using keyword def, followed by an identifier and sequences of
layer-definitions. The syntax also supports two other alternative expressions in order to provide
capability to define attributes independent of layer-definitions. These expressions include
either layer-definitions as well as definition of other-attributes (i.e., independent attributes) or
only definition of independent attributes. In fact, the definition of attributes can be either
built-in (i.e., embedded in the layer-definition) or independent. The independent attributes are
particularly used to describe queries where the inter-resource and inter-group communications
required for a single group or multiple groups of resources need to be clearly specified in the
query. They are specified by using keyword attributes at the beginning of a block.
The keyword layer is used to define a layer. A layer-definition consists of a list of attribute-
definitions where each attribute-definition individually defines a built-in attribute for its
corresponding layer. An attribute-definition can be specified by an unique attribute-id followed
by an identifier, a short description of the attribute and the type of attribute. In addition, we
can specify whether the defined attributes are static or dynamic, by using keywords static
and dynamic in the body of the layer-definition and before defining each set of attributes
(attributes are specified as static by default). Static attributes (e.g., CPU type) represent
attributes that do not change at runtime. In contrary, dynamic attributes (e.g., CPU load) will
potentially change at runtime. The type of each attribute can be number (positive integer),
byte or bitstring. A bitstring is defined as a sequence of zero or more bits, by using keyword
bitstring followed by a number in parentheses, where the number indicates the number of bits
required. The type bitstring is useful to efficiently represents attributes which their values
can be either one of multiple fixed-choices (i.e., bitstring(number,value)) or a combination of
multiple fixed-choices (i.e., bitstring(number,bit)). For example we can specify the type of AF
attribute (ALU Functionalities) for each core as bitstring(11,bit), where each bit in the binary
string (with length=11 bits) indicates whether a specific functionality is supported or not (e.g.,
”And”=bit0, ”OR”=bit1, ”Not”=bit2, ”XOR”=bit3, ”Add”=bit4, ”Sub”=bit5, ”Mul”=bit6,
”Div”=bit7,”ShiftL”=bit8, ”ShiftR”=bit9, ”Rotate”=bit10). Another example would be the
attribute INT which describes the topology of interconnection network for a processor. We can
define the type of this attribute as bitstring(3,value) where each possible value of the attribute
can represents a specific topology as listed as following: ”Bus”=0, ”Ring”=1, ”NOC”=2,
”Crossbar”=3, ”PointToPoint”=4, ”HierarchicalNOC”=5, ”Others”=6.
Listing 3.2 presents a description example, using Grammar 3.1, which includes definitions
of 3 layers: Layer1, Layer2 and Layer3. Each layer consists of definition of 2 to 4 individual
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1 <Definition> ::= def <Identifier> <LayerDefinitionList> end
2 | def <Identifier> <LayerDefinitionList> <OtherAttributes> end
3 | def <Identifier> <OtherAttributes> end
4 <OtherAttributes> ::= attributes <AttributeDefinitionList> end
5 <LayerDefinitionList> := <LayerDefinition>
6 | <LayerDefinition> <LayerDefinitionList>
7 <LayerDefinition> ::= layer <Identifier> static : <AttributeDefinitionList> dynamic : <
AttributeDefinitionList> end
8 | layer <Identifier> <Options> <AttributeDefinitionList> end
9 | layer <Identifier> <AttributeDefinitionList> end
10 <AttributeDefinitionList> ::= <AttributeDefinition>
11 | <AttributeDefinition> , <AttributeDefinitionList>
12 <AttributeDefinition> ::= [<AttributeID>] <Identifier> <AttributeDescription> : <
AttributeType>
13 <Options> ::= dynamic | static
14 <AttributeType> ::= <Number> | byte | <BitString>
15 <BitString> ::= bitstring (<Number>, value) { <ValueDefinitionList> }
16 | bitstring (<Number>, bit) { <BitDefinitionList> }
17 <ValueDefinitionList> ::= <ValueDefinition>
18 | <ValueDefinition> , <ValueDefinitionList>
19 <BitDefinitionList> ::= <BitDefinition> | <BitDefinition> , <BitDefinitionList>
20 <ValueDefinition> ::= <Value> = <ValueDescription> | <ValueDescription> = <Value>
21 <BitDefinition>::= bit<Number> = <BitDescription> |<BitDescription> = bit<Number>
22 <Number> ::= <Natural Number> ::= number
23 <AttributeDescription> ::= <String> ::= string
24 <Value> ::= <Number>
25 <ValueDescription> ::= <String>
26 <BitDescription> ::= <String>
Grammar 3.1: The grammar to define layers and attributes in .def files
built-in attributes. Each attribute definition includes attribute-id, attribute-name, attribute-
description and attribute type. The description specifies a set of pre-defined potential values
for the bitstring-type attributes (PT and ISA). The code also includes the definition of
4 independent attributes at the end of the def-block which define a set of inter-node and
inter-group communication attributes to describe queries.
3.4.2 Defining Queries
Grammar 3.3 specifies the syntax for defining queries. A query is defined by using keyword
query, followed by and identifier (the query name) and a list-of-statements. The syntax
allows using 4 different statements including, import, single-node-definition, homogeneous-
group-definition and heterogeneous-group-definition (statements are separated by using a
”;”).
The import statement is used to import all definitions of layers and attributes, presented
in a ”.def” file. These definitions (of layers and attributes) are used to specify values for the
pre-defined attributes in the query-block.
A single-node specifies the lowest level of abstraction (for both query and system description)
through describing an atomic entity, representing the smallest computing unit in the systems
(i.e., we can use the notion of ”resource” as an instance of a single-node where each resource
can not be divisible into other sub-resources). In fact, we can define a single-node depending
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1 def "in-a.def"
2 layer Layer1
3 [1] CCR "Core Clock Rate by MHz" : number,
4 [2] L1S "L1 Cache Size by KB" : number,
5 [3] L1L "L1 Latency by ns" : number,
6 [4] L2S "L2 Cache Size by KB" : number
7 end
8 layer Layer2
9 [5] PT "Processor Type" : bitstring(2,value) {"CPU"=0, "GPU"=1, "FPGA"=2, "Others"=3} ,
10 [6] ISA "Instruction Set Architecture" : bitstring(3,value) {"X86"=0, "SPARC"=1, "ARM"=2,
"XCORE"=3, "RISC"=4, "CISC"=5, "Legacy"=6, "Others"=7}
11 end
12 layer Layer3
13 [7] MS "Memory Size by MB" : number,
14 [8] DC "Die Count" : number
15 end
16 attributes
17 [9] INB "Inter-node Bandwidth Mb/S" : number,
18 [10] INL "Inter-node Latency by ns" : number,
19 [11] IGB "Inter-group Bandwidth Mb/S" : number,
20 [12] IGL "Inter-group Latency by ns" : number
21 end
22 end
Listing 3.2: An example of definitions for layers and attributes in .def files
on the level of abstraction required for querying. For example, a single-node can be defined in
ALU-level, core-level, CPU-level or node-level. A single-node definition contains characteristics
required for a single-node by specifying the desired attribute-value(s) for a subset of attributes
in each pre-defined layer. In other words, a single-node definition is a single specification of
query requirements for the smallest computing entity in the system. Furthermore, multiple
single-node definitions (by using different unique identifier for each single-node) are allowed in
order to precisely describe all requirements of a query. The language also supports various
expressions and operators (such as parentheses, and, or, <, >, <=, >= and =) to specify
value(s) for each attribute. We must note that for query description it is not necessary to
specify required values for all pre-defined attributes of each layer, rather, depending on the
query requirements, conditions for a subset of attributes might need to be specified (non-
specified attributes are ignored during query processing). The keyword all can be used for
layers that do not include any specific attribute conditions.
A homogeneous-group is defined as a set of single-node instances (resources) of a same
type (specified by the single-node-identifier) with an optional indication of query requirements
for communication among single-node instances (resources or group members). In order
to define a homogeneous-group we can use keyword homogroup, followed by an identifier
and both group-size and single-node-identifier (separated by a ”,” and in parentheses). The
group-size specifies the number of members (resources) in the group. The single-node-identifier
specifies the type for all members. We can also use keyword inconstraints to specify inter-
resource-constraints if it is required (for a query) to provide conditions for communication
between group members. The definition of inter-resource-constraints includes the specification
of conditions for independent attributes (as discussed in Section 3.4.1). Alternatively, the
keyword homogroups can be used to define multiple homogeneous-groups in a single-block,
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1 <QueryDefinition> ::= query <Identifier> <StatementList> end
2 <StatementList> ::= <Statement> ; <StatementList> | <Statement> ;
3 <Statement> ::= <Import>
4 | <SingelNodeDefinition>
5 | <HomoGroupDefinition>
6 | <HeteroGroupDefinition>
7 <Import> ::= definition <String>
8 <SingelNodeDefinition> ::= singlenode <SingleNodeIdentifier> <LayerList> end
9 <LayerList> ::= <LayerExpression> | <LayerExpression> ; <LayerList>
10 <LayerExpression> ::= <LayerName> : <AttributeList> | <LayerName> : all
11 <AttributeList> ::= <AttributeExpression> | <AttributeExpression> , <AttributeList>
12 <AttributeExpression> ::= ( <AttributeExpression> )
13 | <AttributeExpression> and <AttributeExpression>
14 | <AttributeExpression> or <AttributeExpression>
15 | <AttributeName> <Operator> <AttributeValue>
16 <Operator> ::= < | > | <= | >= | =
17 <AttributeName> ::= <Identifier>
18 <SingleNodeIdentifier> ::= <Identifier>
19 <AttributeValue> ::= <Integer> | <Byte> | <Const> | <BitString>
20 <HomoGroupDefinition> ::= homogroup <HomoGroupExpression> inconstraints : <AttributeList> end
21 | homogroup <HomoGroupExpression> end
22 | homogroups <HomogroupExpressionList> end
23 <HomoGroupExpressionList> ::= <HomoGroupExpression> | <HomogroupExpression> , <
HomogroupExpressionList>
24 <HomoGroupExpression> ::= <HomoGroupIdentifier> (<GroupSize> , <SingleNodeIdentifier>)
25 <HeteroGroupDefinition> ::= heterogroup <Identifier> ( <HomoGroupIdentifierList> )
igconstraints : <AttributeList> end
26 | heterogroup <Identifier> ( <HomoGroupIdentifierList> ) end
27 <HomoGroupIdentifierList> ::= <HomoGroupIdentifier> |<HomoGroupIdentifier> , <
HomoGroupIdentifierList>
28 <GroupSize> ::= <Integer>
Grammar 3.3: The grammar to define queries in .des files
whenever the specification of inter-resource conditions for those groups are not required by
the given query.
Similarly, a heterogeneous-group can be defined as a set of homogeneous-groups with an
optional specification of query conditions for communication among homogeneous-groups
(inter-group constraints). A definition of a heterogeneous-group generally includes keyword
heterogroup, followed by an identifier (i.e., the heterogroup name) and a list of homogroup-
identifiers (names of homogroup members in parentheses and separated by a ”,”). Conditions
for communication between heterogroup members might be included in the definition of a
heterogroup. For these conditions, each homogeneous-group can be represented by a random
member of the group. In other words, the inter-group-constraints specify the desired query
requirements for communication between each pair of (homogeneous) group-representatives.
This can be done by using keyword igconstraints, followed by specification of conditions for
the required independent attributes.
Listing 3.4 demonstrates a simple query example that shows a query expression to search
for 5 CPU cores with frequency rate of 2000 MHz, L1 cache size of 256 MB, L2 cache size of
512 MB and L1 cache latency of 8 ns. It also indicates that the range of communication latency
between the requested resources must be between [20, 130] ns. This example describes a
group of homogeneous resources (HOGroup1 ) with indication of inter-resource communication
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requirements.
1 query Query1
2 definition "in-a.def"; // Importing the definition of attributes
3 singlenode SingleNode1 // Single resource
4 Layer1: CCR=2000, L1S=256, L1L=8, L2S=512;
5 Layer2: PT=0; // PT: Processor Type="CPU"
6 Layer3: all; // "*" No Query Constraints for Layer3
7 end;
8 homogroup HOGroup1(5,SingleNode1) // Homogeneous group of resources
9 inconstraints: (INL>=20) and (INL<=130); //Inter-node communication constraints
10 end;
11 end
Listing 3.4: A query expression example for a homogeneous set of resources in a 3 layer
hierarchy
We can also define a heterogeneous group of resources by creating several homogeneous
groups (each homogeneous group might have one or several members) and describing the query
requirements for communication between those (homogeneous) groups (each homogeneous
group can be represented by a random group member). In Listing 3.5, we have added another
homogeneous group (HOGroup2 ) which contains 8 GPU cores with a set of specific attributes
in each layer and then in the last part we have created a heterogeneous group by describing
the query requirements for communication between groups (HOGroup1 and HOGroup2 ).
1 query Query2
2 definition "in-b.def";
3 singlenode SingleNode1 // A single resource
4 Layer1: CCR=2000, L1S=256, L1L=8, L2S=512;
5 Layer2: PT=0; // PT: Processor Type="CPU"
6 Layer3: all; // "*" No Query Constraints for Layer3
7 end;
8 homogroup HOGroup1(5,SingleNode1) // A homogeneous group of resources
9 inconstraints: (INL>=20) and (INL<=130);
10 end;
11 singlenode SingleNode2 // A single resource
12 Layer1: CCR=1000, L1S=512, NA=4, TA=0, L2L=15;
13 Layer2: PT=1, PC=2, ISA=3; // PT: Processor Type="GPU", see Table 3.1 for more details of
other attributes
14 Layer3: WS=90;
15 end;
16 homogroup HOGroup2(8,SingleNode2) // A homogeneous group of resources
17 inconstraints: (INL>=20) and (INL<=50);
18 end;
19 heterogroup HEGroup1(HOGroup1,HOGroup2) // A heterogeneous group of resources
20 igconstraints: (INL>=80) and (INL<=550); //Inter-group constraints
21 end;
22 end
Listing 3.5: A query expression example for a heterogeneous set of resources in a 3 layer
hierarchy (see Table 3.1 for definition of attributes)
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3.4.3 Defining Systems
In our approach, for a Distributed Operation System (DOS), the resource information
for every single resources in the system can be extracted from the ”system description” by
using a component called ”resource description provider”. These information in turn are
encapsulated into layer-stamps (see Section 3.5) and distributed among resources in different
levels of hierarchy. Grammar 3.6 presents the syntax for defining systems. As we can see
in the grammar, the syntax used here is identical to the one used for defining queries (see
Grammar 3.3) with the following exceptions:
• The keyword system is used to define a system.
• The only supported operator within the attribute-expression is the equal sign (”=”),
as each attribute of a single-node must provide the exact value for the corresponding
attribute.
• In order to precisely describe a system, it is desirable to specify attribute-values for most
of attributes of each single node in the system. But if this is not feasible, the keyword
none can be used within a layer-expression to highlight that none of attribute-values for
the given layer are specified in the description.
• Hierarchies, required for describing different systems, can be built using multiple homo-
geneous and heterogeneous group definitions. But, unlike query description, the syntax
for system description allows heterogeneous groups to be consisted of both homogeneous
and heterogeneous groups.
In the remaining of this section we provide two description examples, expressing capabilities
of different systems.
3.4.3.1 Micro-Architectures
Many contemporary architectures can be configured (through their instructions) to make
use of the available resources (ALUs) in a very different way. As an example we can take the
configurable SIMD Processing Unit (PU) shown in Figure 3.5a. When all ALUs are considered
separately, the PU is a 4-wide SIMD machine where each ALU has 32 bit single-precision
operands. However, when performing a double precision floating point operations, ALUs will
operate together and will use 64-bit operands, resulting in a 2-wide SIMD machine. As we
can see in the Figure 3.5a, it is also feasible that all ALUs are grouped together to perform an
extended-precision operation of 128 bits, thus being a Single Instruction, Single Data (SISD)
machine for such an operation.
We can expose the number of (virtual) ALUs depending on the instruction type. We can
subsequently determine the Flynn category of a PU and the possible SIMD-width. Therefore,
we can capture both the SIMD and SISD nature of this configurable PU by being able to
specify the alternative hardware descriptions. Listing 3.7 provides description corresponding
to the architecture demonstrated in Figure 3.5a.
The SIMD-PU has two arguments, which describe the inter-ALUs constraints. These con-
straints are the instruction-line (il0) and instruction-type (Single-Precision, Double-Precision
or Extended-Precision), which lead to return a processing unit consisting out of one more
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1 <SystemDefinition> ::= system <Identifier> <StatementList> end
2 <StatementList> ::= <Statement> ; <StatementList> | <Statement> ;
3 <Statement> ::= <Import>
4 | <SingelNodeDefinition>
5 | <HomoGroupDefinition>
6 | <HeteroGroupDefinition>
7 <Import> ::= definition <String>
8 <SingelNodeDefinition> ::= singlenode <SingleNodeIdentifier> <LayerList> end
9 <LayerList> ::= <LayerExpression> | <LayerExpression> ; <LayerList>
10 <LayerExpression> ::= <LayerName> : <AttributeList> | <LayerName> : none
11 <AttributeList> ::= <AttributeExpression> | <AttributeExpression> , <AttributeList>
12 <AttributeExpression> ::= <AttributeName> = <AttributeValue>
13 <AttributeName> ::= <Identifier>
14 <SingleNodeIdentifier> ::= <Identifier>
15 <AttributeValue> ::= <Integer> | <Byte> | <Const> | <BitString>
16 <HomoGroupDefinition> ::= homogroup <HomoGroupExpression> end
17 | homogroups <HomogroupExpressionList> end
18 <HomoGroupExpressionList> ::= <HomoGroupExpression> | <HomogroupExpression> , <
HomogroupExpressionList>
19 <HomoGroupExpression> ::= <HomoGroupIdentifier> (<GroupSize> , <SingleNodeIdentifier>)
20 <HeteroGroupDefinition> ::= heterogroup <HeteroGroupIdentifier> (<GroupIdentifierList>) end
21 | heterogroup <HeteroGroupIdentifier> (<GroupIdentifierList>)
22 <GroupIdentifierList> ::= <HomoGroupIdentifierList> | <HeteroGroupIdentifierList>
23 <HomoGroupIdentifierList> ::= <HomoGroupIdentifier> |<HomoGroupIdentifier> , <
HomoGroupIdentifierList>
24 <HeteroGroupIdentifierList> ::= <HeteroGroupIdentifier>
25 | <HeteroGroupIdentifier> , <HeteroGroupIdentifierList>
26 <GroupSize> ::= <Integer>
27 <HomoGroupIdentifier> ::= <HeteroGroupIdentifier> ::= <String>
Grammar 3.6: The grammar to define systems in .des files
ALUs. The number of visible ALUs depends on the instruction type arriving on the instruc-
tion line, single-precision give four distinguishable ALUs, double-precision two ALUs, and
extended-precision one ALU. This does not mean that the processing unit has 7 ALUs, but
that the number of effective ALUs changes with the instruction type. We can determine the
width of the operands by looking at the width of the data-lines (dl) connecting an ALU to the
data pool.
3.4.3.2 Memory-Hierarchy
In Figure 3.5b, we depict a simple dual core setup where the cores share the main memory
and L2 cache, but not L1 and the processors also do not support write / read through, so that
any access to the main memory has to be routed via L1 and L2 (red arrow). The properties of
the routed access can thereby be simply derived as follows:
bw
from:src−−−−−→
to:dest
= min
{
bw
from:src−−−−−→
to:U1
, bw
from:U1−−−−−→
to:U2
, ..., bw
from:Ui−−−−−→
to:dest
}
(3.1)
lat
from:src−−−−−→
to:dest
= lat from:src−−−−−→
to:U1
+lat from:U1−−−−−→
to:U2
+...+ lat from:Ui−−−−−→
to:dest
(3.2)
Our hardware description model is able to provide description for the memory hierarchy
demonstrated in Figure 3.5b (see Listing 3.8). This model is however addresses the aspects
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(a)
Memory Unit (RAM)
L2C
L2 Cache
L1C1
L1 Cache
L1C2
L1 Cache
PU1
Processing Unit
PU2
Processing Unit
Layer1
Layer2
Layer3
(bw,la) L2C-RAM
(bw,la) L1C2-L2C(bw,la) L1C1-L2C
(bw,la) PU1-L1C1 (bw,la) PU2-L1C2
(bw,la) PU1-RAM
(b)
Figure 3.5: (a) Configurable SIMD processing unit. (b) A simple dual core setup (bw:
bandwidth; la: latency).
arising from shared communication usage, such as when PU1 and PU2 access the RAM at
the same time. In this case, bandwidth is reduced and latency may increase in Figure 3.5b.
Notably, however, any such effect must be considered as a purely worst case scenario with
increasing probability denoted by the density of communication and number of communicating
instances.
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1 system Micro-System1
2 definition "in-c.def";
3 singlenode ALU0
4 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl0, dlPool=pool10,
5 dlAddress=0, dlWidth=32, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
6 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=SP; //Single-Precision;
7 end;
8 singlenode ALU1
9 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl1, dlPool=pool10,
10 dlAddress=32, dlWidth=32, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
11 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=SP; //Single-Precision;
12 end;
13 singlenode ALU2
14 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl2, dlPool=pool10,
15 dlAddress=64, dlWidth=32, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
16 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=SP; //Single-Precision;
17 end;
18 singlenode ALU3
19 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl3, dlPool=pool10,
20 dlAddress=96, dlWidth=32, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
21 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=SP; //Single-Precision;
22 end;
23 singlenode ALU4
24 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl4, dlPool=pool10,
25 dlAddress=0, dlWidth=64, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
26 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=DP; //Double-Precision;
27 end;
28 singlenode ALU5
29 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl5, dlPool=pool10,
30 dlAddress=64, dlWidth=64, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
31 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=DP; //Double-Precision;
32 end;
33 singlenode ALU6
34 Layer0: aluType=FP, dataLine=dl6, dlPool=pool10,
35 dlAddress=0, dlWidth=128, dlpSize=128, dlpID=0;
36 Layer1: instrLine=il0, instrType=EP; //Extended-Precision;
37 end;
38 homogroups
39 HOGroup0(1,ALU0), HOGroup1(1,ALU1), HOGroup2(1,ALU2), HOGroup3(1,ALU3),
40 HOGroup4(1,ALU4), HOGroup5(1,ALU5), HOGroup6(1,ALU6);
41 end;
42 heterogroup SIMD-PU0(HOGroup0, HOGroup1, HOGroup2, HOGroup3);
43 heterogroup SIMD-PU1(HOGroup4, HOGroup5);
44 heterogroup SISD-PU0(HOGroup6);
45 end
Listing 3.7: A description example for configurable SIMD processing units
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1 system System1
2 definition "in-d.def";
3 singlenode PU1
4 Layer1: CCR=val1, L1S=l1cv1, L1L=l1lat1, L2L=l2lat1, ML=meml1, MB=memb1;
5 Layer2: L2S=l2cv;
6 Layer3: MS=mems;
7 end;
8 singlenode PU2
9 Layer1: CCR=val2, L1S=l1cv2, L1L=l1lat2, L2L=l2lat2, ML=meml2, MB=memb2;
10 Layer2: L2S=l2cv;
11 Layer3: MS=mems;
12 end;
13 homogroups
14 HOGroup1(1,PU1), HOGroup2(1,PU2);
15 end;
16 heterogroup Config1(HOGroup1,HOGroup2);
17 end
Listing 3.8: An example of memory hierarchy description containing static and dynamic
characteristics
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3.5 Coding Efficiency
Referring to the proposed three layers (node-die-core) description model (in Section 3.3), we
can describe the relevant hardware capabilities (i.e., the general system attributes) by defining
arbitrary number of attributes per each layer. All attributes of each layer as well as their values
must be represented by a single layer-stamp, which is the concatenation of the hex-decimal
values of the attributes. These values are arranged and sorted within the layer-stamp based
on the ordering of their attribute identifiers mentioned in the attribute-string (atrstr). The
attribute-positioning (atrpos) specifies the size of each attribute value correspondent to each
attribute identifier in the attribute-string.
The layer-stamp for each layer can be constructed by concatenation of values (binary
or hexadecimal values) of its pre-defined attributes with respect to the attribute ordering
mentioned in the corresponding atrstr. The resulted layer-stamp can also be decoded by
having the values for atrstr and atrpos. For example, if we assume that a layeri has de-
scribed by using 3 different attributes and their values (such as attribute8: id=8, length=16,
value=8192dec=2000hex; attribute9: id=9, length=8, value=5dec=05hex and attributeA: id=A,
length=16, value=82dec=0052hex), the layer-stamp of layeri for atrstr=89A is attribute8 +
attribute9 + attributeA = 2000050052hex with atrpos=F7Fhex. Similarly, the layer-stamp
of layeri for atrstr=A89 is attributeA + attribute8 + attribute9 = 0052200005hex with
atrpos=FF7hex.
Depending on the number of attributes in each layer, and the required space to store each
attribute-value, the layer-stamp can be longer and consequently need more memory to be
stored. Therefore, it is necessary to encode the layer-stamp using a low-cost, efficient encoding
mechanism, which can reduce the length of the layer-stamp as much as possible. The expected
encoding algorithm must be loss-less and low-cost, with high rate of reduction. Huffman
coding [392] is one of the well-known classic methods to encapsulate data in a way that allows
the original data to be perfectly reconstructed from the compressed data (i.e., loss-less data
compression) [393–395]. However, the original algorithm might create long-length code-words,
which decrease the rate of reduction, and also increase the cost of encoding by larger Huffman
tables. We must note that in comparison to Huffman-encoding, other loss-less algorithms
such as Run-Length encoding [396], Arithmetic coding [397], Context Tree Weighting [398]
and Burrows Wheeler Transform [399] might provide better reduction rate. However, they
consume more memory to maintain the required information for decoding, or they require a
slower algorithm for data decoding.
In our work, in order to provide an efficient low-cost encoding algorithm, we employ
a variation of Length-Limited Huffman (LLH) algorithm [400]. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7
demonstrate the procedures of encoding and decoding hardware resource information in
different steps. For each layer, we first, construct the layer-stamps by hexadecimal encoding
of the attribute-values, while considering the order of attributes in atrstr. In the second step,
we encode the layer-stamps using LLH, where the maximum number of symbols is defined as
16 and also the maximum length of each code-word is 16 bits. Using this scheme, we would be
able to encode unlimited number of attribute-values, specially for the systems that support
large number of attributes per layer.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the bit-string template that we use to store the LLH coding information
(coding-info-string) which consists of symbol, length of the code-word for the symbol and the
code-word of the symbol, for the succession of different symbols in the given hexadecimal
layer-stamp.
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Figure 3.6: Aggregation procedure.
Figure 3.7: Attribute extraction procedure.
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Figure 3.8: Binary string template for LLH-Hex encoding.
In fact, a LLH-Hex layer-stamp can be decoded using the aforementioned coding-info-string,
bearing in mind that according to our defined coding-info-string, the constant length to store
each different symbol is 4 bits, and the maximum length of each variable-length code-word is
16 bits. After decoding a LLH-Hex layer-stamp, the resulting hexadecimal layer-stamp can
be translated to the attribute-values for each individual attribute in the layer by using the
information encapsulated within atrstr and atrpos.
In remaining of this section, we show how our resource description model is able to
efficiently describe hardware capability information of the individual peers in a system, while
it provides an efficient underlying scheme for information transmission and communication
between peers during resource discovery. In our example, we assume that we can describe
the relevant hardware capabilities, using 4 different attributes per layer. For this purpose, we
select and define the general system attributes using Table 3.3. This table also provides the
values of the described attributes for a sample single resource.
As it is shown in Table 3.3, atrstr for the layer1 is 0123, which means that the layer-stamp
can be constructed by concatenation of values (binary or hexadecimal values) of attribute 0, 1,
2 and 3. The resulting layer-stamp can be decoded by having the values of two parameters:
attribute-positioning (FFF7) and attribute-string (0123). Thus, in order to extract the values
of different attributes from the given layer-stamp, the binary stamp, according to atrpos, must
be divided to four individual parts with the size of 16, 16, 16 and 8 bits (according to the
attribute definitions in Table 3.3) which are corespondent to the attribute 0, 1, 2 and 3,
respectively.
Table 3.3: An example description of general system attributes as well as the capability
information for a sample single resource.
ID Att Lay Unit Type Lenbits Value Range Sample Value Hex
Value
atrstr atrpos
0 CCR 1 MHz num 16 0-65,535 2000 07D0 0123 FFF7
1 L1S 1 KB num 16 0-65,535 2048 0800 0123 FFF7
2 L1L 1 NS num 16 0-65,535 150 0096 0123 FFF7
3 NA 1 — num 8 0-255 4 04 0123 FFF7
4 NC 2 — num 16 0-65,535 8 0008 4567 F333
5 PT 2 — bit 4 0-15 CPU=0 0 4567 F333
6 INT 2 — bit 4 0-15 Ring=1 1 4567 F333
7 ISA 2 — bit 4 0-15 ARM=2 2 4567 F333
8 MS 3 MB num 16 0-65,535 8192 2000 89AB F7FF
9 DC 3 — num 8 0-255 5 05 89AB F7FF
10 TNC 3 — num 16 0-65,535 82 0052 89AB F7FF
11 NB 3 MB/s num 16 0-65,535 100 0064 89AB F7FF
Figure 3.9 illustrates the proposed LLH tree encoding layer1 information, which is repre-
sented by the layer-stamp 07D00800009604.
As we can see in Figure 3.9, the LLH encoding algorithm gets the hexadecimal string
07D00800009604 (the input string equivalent to a binary string with length 56 for the layer-
stamp of Layer1) and generates an encoded binary string with length 30 as output. The
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Figure 3.9: LLH encoding.
proposed LLH algorithm assumes that the input string is a hexadecimal string and each
symbol is defined as a (fixed-length) single hexadecimal character presented in the input
string. The algorithm, in the first step, sorts the list of symbols (for the input string) by
frequency of each symbol in the input string (from higher frequencies to lower frequencies). In
the next step, a tree is generated by making the two lowest elements (in the list) into leaves
and creating a parent node with a frequency that is the sum of frequencies for those leaves.
Afterwards, those two elements are removed from the list and the new parent node, with an
accumulated frequency of f (f = frequency(element1) + frequency(element2)), is inserted
into the list (sorted by frequency). This procedure is repeated by combining the two lowest
elements in each iteration. The loop is repeated until there is only one element left in the
list. The last element in the list becomes the root of the LLH tree. In the next step, the
algorithm generates the LLH code for each symbol by traversing the tree from the root to the
given symbol, outputting a 0 every time a left-hand branch is taken, and a 1 every time a
right-hand branch is visited. The output string finally can be created by replacing each symbol
in the input string with its corresponding LLH code, calculated by the algorithm. The other
output of the algorithm is a coding-info-string which is used at the time of LLH decoding.
This string records the coding tree, including list of symbols, LLH codes for symbols as well
as the code-lengths. Decoding also can be done by reading bits from the input stream and
traversing the code tree (starting from at the root for each code; taking the left-hand path if
reading a 0 and the right-hand path if reading a 1). Once a leaf is hit, the symbol (for the
traversed code) is found.
Figure 3.10 demonstrates a combination of Run-Length and Huffman (RLH) encoding
algorithms. In Run-Length encoding, sequences in which the same value occurs in many
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consecutive data elements are replaced with the run length and the data value. This approach
can be combined with Huffman encoding by specifying each symbol as a variable-length
sequence of repeated element. In the example shown in Figure 3.10, sequences such as 00, 07
and 04 are specified as single Huffman symbols. The rest of encoding process is similar to the
example presented in Figure Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.10: Combination of Huffman encoding and Run-Length encoding.
Table 3.4: Information encoding
Layer1 Layer2 Layer3
Attribute String 0123 4567 89AB
Attribute Positioning FFF7 F333 F7FF
Hexadecimal Stamp 07D00800009604 0008012 20000500520064
Binary Stamp 00000111110100000000100
00000000000000000100101
1000000100
Length=56
00000000000010000000000
10010
Length=28
00100000000000000000010
10000000001010010000000
0001100100
Length=56
LLH Stamp 01101100001100000010111
1001111 (see Figure3.9)
Length=30
Reduction=46%
000100111110
Length=12
Reduction=57%
11000001000101100011101
111
Length=26
Reduction=53%
RLH Stamp 00110010110110101110111
101 (see Figure3.10)
Length=26
Reduction=53%
000100111110
Length=12
Reduction=57%
1100010010110011101111
Length=22
Reduction=60%
Table 3.4 provides a comparison between both LLH (our approach) and RLH (i.e., a
combination of Huffman and Run-Length algorithms) coding algorithms in terms of reduction
of bits in encryption. For this comparison, we use the definition of attributes and their
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Table 3.5: Information encoding - Summary
Layer1 Layer2 Layer3
Hex-smp 07D00800009604 0008012 20000500520064
Bin-smplength 56 bits 28 bits 56 bits
LLH-smplength 30 bits (see Figure 3.9) 12 bits 26 bits
LLH-smpreduction 46% 57% 53%
RLH-smplength 26 bits (see Figure 3.10) 12 bits 22 bits
RLH-smpreduction 53% 57% 60%
corresponding values (for a sample resource), presented in Table 3.3. As it is shown in Table
3.3, the defined attributes are categorized in 3 layers. Accordingly, we create layer-stamp for
each layer using the attribute values mentioned in Table 3.3 (sample values) and the given
attribute-string for each layer in Table 3.4. Hexadecimal-Stamp (Hex-smp) and Binary-Stamp
(Bin-smp) specify the resulted layer-stamps in hexadecimal and binary respectively. We encrypt
hexadecimal-stamps using both LLH and RLH coding algorithms. LLH-Stamp (LLH-smp) and
RLH-Stamp (RLH-smp) provide the encoded layer-stamps using LLH and RLH respectively.
Table 3.5 summarizes the aforementioned comparison between LLH and RLH. Bin-smplength
shows the length of Binary-Stamp (number of bits) for each layer. LLH-smplength and RLH-
smplength are also the lengths of each encoded layer-stamp using LLH and RLH encoding
accordingly. Similarly, LLH-smpreduction and RLH-smpreduction demonstrate the rate of re-
duction for encoded layer-stamps for both methods. The rate of reduction is the ratio of
bits-reduction (number of bits for input string minus number of bits for output string) to
number of bits for input string. As we can see in Table 3.5, RLH provides better rate of
reduction in the range of [53%, 60%] while the rate of reduction for LLH is [46%, 53%].
However, the rate of reduction is not the only important performance criteria in deciding to
use a coding approach, rather, there are other important aspects. Among them the cost of
encoding (in terms of memory) is very important. In fact, an encoding process generally creates
two type of information in output, including the encoded information and the information
which is required for decoding process (e.g., coding-info-string which stores the list of symbols
and their corresponding codes). For an encoding process, the cost of encoding specifies the
amount of memory which is required to store encoding information (for the purpose of later
decoding).
Table 3.6: Cost of encoding (required space): NOS=Number of Fixed-Length Symbols,
BPS=Required Bits per Symbol, BFL=Required Bits for the Fixed-Length, MCL=Maximum
Permitted Codeword-Length, MBC=Maximum Required Bits for the Codewords, LID=Length
of Sample Input Data by Bits, TCB=Total Cost or Maximum Cost by Bits.
NOS BPS BFL MCL MBC LID TCB
LLH n=16 4 4 l=16 n ∗ l=256 any-length 384
RLH n ∗ n=256 8 4 l=16 n ∗ l=4096 any-length 7168
e.g. layer1 LLH 7 4 4 4 23 56 79
e.g. layer1 RLH 7 8 4 4 22 56 106
In Table 3.6, we compare RLH to our LLH encoding method in different aspects. As we
can see in the table, LLH creates the maximum cost of 384 bits for each layer encoding while
its rate of reduction is more than 30%. It means that using this scheme, we would be able to
encode unlimited number of attribute-values with the maximum memory cost of 384 bits which
is very low-cost. Table 3.6 also shows that despite our LLH algorithm, the maximum memory
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cost for RLH is too high (7168 bits per each layer encoding). In overall, RLH provides better
rate of reduction (compared to LLH), but it significantly suffers from its large encryption cost.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a new hierarchical resource description model having this
aspect of how the hardware resource information is distributed between computing-enabled
peers (resources) and how the hardware resource capabilities can be described and derived
from hardware descriptions. The proposed hierarchical hardware modeling and resource
description mechanism is able to abstract the characteristics and behavior of the large scale
many-core-enabled computing systems in a way that both computational and communicational
system properties are well represented to provide a close estimation of the real system while
avoiding to describe the hardware at the cycle-accurate level. The depth of hierarchy (i.e.
number of layers in resource description model) and the definition of each layer also can range
from very high level (e.g. super clusters, clusters) to very low level (e.g. processing core, ALUs)
depending on architectural designing aspects. The proposed resource description model is
very detailed and general for resource discovery and mapping while dealing with aspects such
as capturing static and dynamic capabilities of hardware resources, and making distribution
of hardware information scalable.
In comparison to the current literature, our description model/language is a domain
specific language with an embedded encryption method, specifically designed for the purpose
of resource discovery in large dimension many-core enabled future computing systems with
capability for scalable distribution of encrypted resource information across the system.
Furthermore, it is highly expressive and flexible to describe various complex queries/systems and
detailed attributes/layers, making feasible to provide almost most of the necessary description
requirements (scalability, flexibility, expressiveness and compact design) for resource sharing
and discovery in such future systems. Furthermore, the proposed resource description model is
computing-oriented, which means, unlike most of the approaches in the literature, we describe
all types of resources (Compute, Network and Storage) from the viewpoint of computation.
This inherently provides capability for the resource description model for being more adapted
to the applications like discovering processors in distributed computing systems.
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Chapter 4
Hybrid Adaptive Resource
Discovery
Resource discovery is one of the most important building block for large scale distributed
computing systems. In this chapter we propose a novel resource discovery approach for
such systems. Along this line, we also propose a new hierarchical clustering algorithm which
automates the process of the optimally composing communicating groups in a dynamic way while
preserving the proximity of the nodes. Additionally, we present a new resource management
model which can be applied and adjusted to different requirements of future complex computing
environments.
4.1 Introduction
Resource discovery aims to match the application’s demands to the existing (distributed)
resources, by discovering and finding resources at run-time, and then selecting the best
resource that matches the application running requirements. This chapter proposes Hybrid
Adaptive Resource Discovery (HARD), a novel efficient and highly scalable resource-discovery
approach which is built upon a virtual hierarchical overlay based on self-organization and
self-adaptation of processing resources in the system where the computing resources are
organized into distributed hierarchies according to a proposed hierarchical resource description
model (i.e., multi-layered resource description). The proposed approach supports distributed
query processing, and aggregation of discovery results within and across hierarchical-layers, by
leveraging various distributed resource discovery services and functionalities in the system,
implemented using different adapted algorithms and mechanisms in each level of the hierarchy.
Operationally, each layer consists of a peer-to-peer architecture of modules that, by
interacting with each other, provide a global view of the resource availability in a large,
dynamic and heterogeneous distributed environment. The proposed resource discovery model
provides the adaptability and flexibility to perform complex querying by supporting a large
set of significant querying features (such as multi-dimensional, range and aggregate querying)
while supporting exact and partial matching, both for static and dynamic object contents.
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4.2 Requirements and Design Principles
In large scale distributed computing systems such as Cloud, Grid and High Performance
Computing (HPC) supercomputers, it is not feasible for the control system to have complete
and perfect knowledge of the entire system due to the magnitude and diversity of the amount
of resources (e.g., processors). This is where the role of resource discovery comes into play and
becomes very significant to provide on-demand information about the system resources. For
uniformity of discussion, for such computing environments we will address all kind of control
systems as Distributed Operation Systems (DOSs), although their realization may be quite
different (depending on the specific large scale computing technology under discussion).
The general architecture design of a large scale distributed computing environment can be
illustrated as a set of distributed hierarchies like the one shown in the Figure 2.5. Depending
on the level of hierarchies in the architecture and the other designing aspects of a DOS ,
we may define control entities in different levels. For instance, as it is discussed in [4], we
can describe the entities of Main-Control (i.e., DOS main-kernel), Micro-Control (i.e., DOS
micro-kernel) and Nano-Control (i.e., DOS nano-kernel), which are providing either maximal,
moderate or minimal amount of capabilities, functionalites and services in the system. These
control entities may differ in terms of service types which they can dynamically instantiate on
demand. The instances of these entities are positioned in the system in a way to map the
structure of the underlying distributed hierarchies (e.g., deploying the main-control instances
in the hierarchies head-nodes and the nano-control instances in the leaf-nodes).
4.2.1 Assumptions and Definitions
HARD is based on methods and techniques to distribute resource information, update and
exchange resource data and query and search space exploration, specially when considering
the particular challenges and requirements of distributed operating systems. In order to create
such solution, we impose the following assumptions on the design process:
• We assume that each single resource (i.e., single core) has its own unique ID (e.g., IP,
network-ID, Chip-ID, processor-ID) which can specify its address in the entire system.
Addressing information can potentially be provided by the operating system or other
system component, and is out of scope in our research work.
• We assume that the target computing environment can behave like an unstructured Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) distributed environment containing large number of peers (i.e., resource
or computing entities) where each peer only knows about itself and its connection gates.
• We assume that the heterogeneity of the resources is very high. i.e., high heterogeneity
in terms of computation and communication characteristics, such as heterogeneity of the
processing resources (e.g., Central Processing Unit (CPU), Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU), etc.), interconnecting and communication networks, memory hierarchies, etc.
• We assume that the computing environment is highly dynamic, so that no static
configuration would be possible.
The proposed discovery approach is based on a hybrid virtual overlay network, which
will be constructed automatically over the underlying physical network. This virtual overlay
contains virtual-nodes that are organized in distributed hierarchies. In this work, we present a
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3-layered instantiation of HARD (HARD3), which proposes three levels of resource discovery
services (i.e., three types of resource discovery components): Resource Requester (RR),
Resource Information Provider of type Query Management Service (RP-QMS) and Resource
Information Provider of type Super Query Management Service (RP-SQMS). We will discuss
these services in more detail later in this chapter (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.5). We must
note that, in this thesis, we use the term “HARD3” interchangeably with the term “HARD”
depending on which aspect we want to emphasize. Both terms are used to specify our proposed
approach for resource discovery. However, the term “HARD” is a more general term than the
term “HARD3” (i.e., HARD3 refers to a specific implementation of HARD). We will also use
the following definitions:
• We use the notion of “network node” to describe a group of processors that share a
common network interface (e.g., they have a common IP address to communicate with
other network nodes).
• A node-stamp is defined as a fingerprint of all predefined characteristics of a node in a
specific layer.
• We define the notion of a “virtual node (vnode)” as a group of homogeneous resources,
which are not necessarily positioned on a common physical node (e.g., a CPU). Rather
they are positioned within a common vicinity that is described by parameters such as
number of hops or interconnect latency (i.e., resources are grouped within vnodes by
proximity and similarity). We use the generic notion of “node” instead of “vnode”, which
has the same meaning with more emphasizing on the positioning of the “vnode” in the
underlying self-organized virtual overlay. In addition, in this thesis, the term “Source of
Resource (SoR)” or source of resources might be used instead of vnode which also has
the same meaning with more emphasizing on the resource-supply-quality aspects such
as SoR’s stability or SoR’s strength.
• Every vnode is automatically assigned a module-role (i.e., vnode-type) in a self-organized
and distributed fashion. The module-role defines the specific vnopde’s role to play in the
overall distributed resource discovery operations. We discuss module-roles with more
detail in Section 4.2.3.
• The term “cell” is used to denote a group of vnodes which are sharing a common
SQMS-ID and the term “mini-cell” is used to refer a group of vnodes with a common
QMS-ID.
• For better illustration and evaluation of our approach, we use throughout this thesis
the notion of “resource” to refer to “computational resource” (i.e., physical processing
cores) and we discuss resource discovery mostly from the point of view of computational
capacity. Nevertheless, HARD is fully generic, and applicable to other types of resources
(e.g., storage and networking resources).
HARD3 is implemented as part of the Service oriented Operating System (S(o)OS) con-
cept [4], which in itself is an example of a DOS. Each DOS kernel, regardless of its level
(i.e Main, Micro, Nano, etc.), provides support for a single RR service. Furthermore, the
kernels depending on the level which are positioned in the hierarchy provide support for other
types of resource discovery services such as RP-QMS and RP-SQMS (e.g., main-kernels or
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micro-kernels may provide RP-SQMS or RP-QMS services). We must note that it may be
possible that a kernel simultaneously provides either one, two or all of these discovery services.
For example, the kernels in the top level of hierarchy support all kind of discovery services.
4.2.2 Resource Description
We leverage the resource description model presented in Chapter 3 to represent information
extracted from underlying hardware infrastructures as well as the query description (i.e.,
specifying required/desired resources for each discovery request).
4.2.3 System Architecture
Modern and future distributed computing systems (e.g., Jungle Computing Systems
(JCSs) [1,401–405]) are highly-hierarchical and highly-heterogeneous in nature. Accordingly,
the HARD architecture deploys various layer-based hybrid adaptive mechanisms (i.e., inter-
layers and intra-layers methods) in order to efficiently direct discovery requests to the proper
resources across layers. This means that, according to properties and characteristics of
each layer in the hierarchy, HARD proposes a set of specific adapted methods, which have
been designed to obtain the maximum discovery efficiency on the target layer, while an
integrated and coherent approach is used to traverse layers in hierarchy. Figure 4.1 depicts
the overall architecture of HARD3, highlighting users, main services, underlying techniques
and organization of computing resources in different layers.
We build our system architecture based on a self organized virtual hybrid overlay. In
order to create the virtual overlay, at first, the unstructured resources in the system are
organized within vnodes according to their homogeneity and proximity parameters (i.e., their
similarities and locations). In the next step vnodes start to negotiate with each other in
a multi-round distributed fashion to seek agreement on the contribution (i.e., module-role
or vnode type) of each party in the overlay hierarchy. As negotiations evolve, each vnode
shapes its own system-view by improving and consolidating its own knowledge on the entire
system. The resulting overlay contains three different types of virtual-nodes: Leaf-Nodes
(LNs), Aggregate-Nodes (ANs) and Super-Nodes (SNs) which take position in layerln, layeran
and layersn of the hierarchy respectively. Depending on the vnode type (i.e., module-role), each
virtual-node provides different HARD3 services (e.g., RP-QMS and RP-SQMS). vnodes in the
upper layers are able to provide discovery services specific to their own layer and all the services
in the lower layers. vnodes respond to the discovery demands based on their module-roles as
well as the immediate requirements of the triggered communication events. For example, a
vnode in layersn (i.e., a super-node) provides RP-SQMS service. However, depending on the
properties of the received communication events, it may also provide RP-QMS or RR services
or participate in the overall discovery procedure by playing a role of a leaf-node.
As it is represented in Figure 4.1, the leaf-nodes in layerln are organized in Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) based on the multidimensional fingerprint (layer-stamp) of each participating
vnode. In fact, the leaf-nodes participate in a core-level specification-based DHT ring where
the sibling nodes (i.e., the vnodes with similar resources) are linearly organized in linked lists
with single entries on the DHT ring. Similarly, aggregate-nodes (in layeran) and super-nodes
(in layersn) regardless of their module-role, participate in DHT. For each group of LNs which
elect a single AN/SN as their common resource provider (RP-QMS or RP-SQMS), the DHT
is composed of all the vnodes in the group (containing LN members and either a single AN or
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Figure 4.1: HARD3 overall system architecture.
a single SN). In other words, all vnodes, regardless of their module-role, are able to perform
Lookup queries over DHTs (refer to section 4.6.1 for a detailed description of the proposed
algorithm for DHT lookup).
The reason to use DHT in the core-level (layerln) of our architecture is due to the following
aspects: (a) DHT is scalable: this is specially important when considering the potentially large
number of cores that can reside on a single die (in future systems). (b) DHT is fast, reliable,
fault tolerant and deterministic: resource discovery in the core-level is much more sensitive
to speed than querying in the network-level, due to the tightly coupled design of many-core
processors. In many-core level, resource discovery might be ineffective if it fails to provide
required information in an adequate amount of time (e.g., discovery latency might have a
direct impact on the cost of execution migration in a many-core environment). Moreover, in
such highly sensitive environments, it is essential for a discovery method to operate reliably
and provides deterministic results (undetermined results might have cost by reprocessing the
query or exploring an already visited search space). (c) DHT maintenance is low cost (in
terms of memory and communication): a very small finger-table is required to be maintained
in each vnode in layersn. (d) DHT supports attribute-based query description: this makes
DHTs more compatible to our attribute-based resource description model. On the other hand,
DHTs originally do not support semantic-based querying. To solve this issue, in our DHT
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variation, we enhanced the original Chord DHT to support a similarity algorithm which makes
feasible similar-matching instead of exact-matching (HARD supports both modes of matching
through specifying the desired matching mode in the query by the user).
Query Management Service (QMS) is a service which provides query processing facilities in
layeran. It uses a probability-based mechanism to guide queries among a group of aggregate-
nodes which share a single super-node as the resource provider (i.e., RP-SQMS). During the
discovery procedure, Distributed Probability Tables (DPTs) cooperate with each other in a set
of dynamic distributed learning processes, which are adapted to the progressive environmental
changes. For each AN, its local probability table dynamically collects, aggregates and updates
information about the status of the overall resources in the system, gathered from all transacted
queries and results through the AN itself. By using this DPT technique, the network that
connects ANs becomes increasingly resource-aware, as the number of traversed queries increases
across the system (refer to section 4.6.3 for detailed description of the proposed methods for
DPTs and querying in layeran).
We use DPT as a base method in the die-level (layeran) due to its scalability, dynamicity,
efficiency and also its compact structure. Comparing to DHT, DPT provides probabilistic
results instead of deterministic results. But this not a drawback, since DPTs operate in the
middle-level of HARD architecture which does not need to provide deterministic results. The
reason is that, queries are not going to be concluded in layeran. In fact, a query processing
starts from the top-level (layersn) (of course, if there exist any query conditions for this layer)
and then goes to the middle-level (layeran) and finally it could be concluded in the lower-level
(layerln). Furthermore, we enhance our DPT approach by introducing a SoR mechanism which
can help DPT to provide deterministic results whenever feasible.
The compact design and dynamic nature of DPT provides a facility to efficiently cope
with dynamic changes in the environment (e.g., unavailability of resources due to resource
failure, resource reservation, etc). Each vnode in layeran maintains a small probability table.
Depending on the number of predefined attributes in the system, a property table may
include multiple records (called resource-type or resource-category records), where each record
represents the aggregated probability information for all neighbors with respect to the overall
query transaction data (monitoring data), collected and analyzed, for a single attribute over
a predefined specific range of values. In fact, each resource-type record includes probability
factors for all neighbors as well as a suggestion of a SoR (a vnode which deterministically can
provide resources, matched with the resource-type definition of the record). We also note that
probability tables only cover attributes defined for layerln and layeran. We discuss further
details of DPT and SoR mechanisms in Section 4.6.3.
Super Query Management Service (SQMS) is a specific QMS which provides additional
capabilities to support query forwarding in layersn. For instance, as we can see in Figure 4.1,
super-nodes (i.e., SQMS providers) are able to concurrently provide multiple services (such
as lookup, QMS, SQMS and RR) for the different triggered communication events (refer to
section 4.5.5). The query forwarding in layersn uses the specifications of the resources in the
node-level to conduct a specification based anycasting method to direct the queries among SNs.
It uses the top level layer-stamps to create anycast groups, while nodes in this layer are able to
automatically adjust to the anycast group they are interested in based on their specifications
in layersn (refer to section 4.6.5). We use anycasting as a base method for querying in the
network-level (layersn) due to its scalabity, efficiency and its powerful features which make
it more adequate and compatible for resource discovery in computing systems with a large
number of network connected nodes (we discuss this further in Section 4.6.4).
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Depending on the specific DOS architecture, HARD3 users could be resource management
entities, schedulers, process managers or even code adapters. Each user would be able to
perform resource discovery through invocation of a RR entity. RR in turn sends the given
query to its local RP-QMS. Due to the type of query and the user’s demand (e.g., simple single
resource, multiple heterogeneous resources, complex resource graph containing the constraints
for inter resource communications, etc.) RP-QMS splits the main-query to a set of sub-queries
and chooses the appropriate layer that each sub-query must start to process. Finally, the
RP-QMS that originated the sub-queries, aggregates the discovery results, and responds the
RR with a set of resource matches that optimally satisfy the main-query’s demand. In the
remaining of this chapter we elaborate more on the mechanisms proposed above.
4.3 Self-organization and Self-configuration
In large-scale service-oriented systems, it is desirable for services to be able to collaborate
with each other in order to achieve a common goal without relying on any centralized control
(e.g., fully centralized or hierarchical architectures). Such systems are subject to dynamicity
and scalability due to bottlenecks and single point of failures. But employing a fully-distributed
system has its drawbacks too. Furthermore, the service distribution and allocation among a
large set of dynamic resources would become too complex to be managed by using manual or
statical configuration. Services need to become self- adaptive to maintain the entire system
performance and functionality. Along this line, it is necessary to employ an efficient self-
deployment and self-configuration mechanism which dynamically creates communicating groups
of resources by building logical overlays on top of network topology. In this section we present
a multi-step, load-balanced, self-organized, clustering algorithm for overlay establishment
(particularly for resource discovery) in distributed environments, which preserves the locality
of the nodes within the groups while it deals with efficiency and scalability.
4.3.1 Description of Algorithm
This section presents our algorithm to construct a three-layer overlay, including LN, AN
and SN layers, as we mentioned before, in Section 4.2.3. Using this way, the resulted overlay
can support query processing for the resource discovery, through dynamic self-organization
of resources into groups and distributed hierarchies (including dynamic mechanisms for new
group creation and group maintenance). Figure 4.2 shows examples of cluster shapes (for two
systems with different sizes and random network topologies) before and after applying the
proposed self-organization algorithm. The module-roles for all nodes are identified based on
the node-color (grey: SNs; red: ANs; white: nodes that their module-roles are not specified
yet; other colors: LNs; nodes with the same color are members of a common group). Our
algorithm contains multiple steps to establish and create a dynamic hierarchical overlay on top
of the network topology. Here, we explain these steps with regard to the general assumptions
mentioned in Section 4.2.1. But before that, we define a set of terms (i.e., input parameters
and criterias) which are used to structure our algorithm and they can be additionally used to
evaluate the algorithm’s efficiency. These terms are as follows:
1. Group Diameter (Gd): It is the maximum number of hops between an aggregate node of
a group and other leaf-node members within the group. (i.e., it is the maximum distance
between an aggregate-node and a leaf-node within a group).
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2. Locality Factor (k): It is a defined criteria to indicate the proximity of the nodes within
a group. k = 1Gd , where k is the locality factor and Gd is the group diameter.
3. Neighboring Indicator (Ni): It clarifies the definition of the neighboring nodes through
specifying the maximum number of hops between the source node and the potential
neighbors.
4. Grouping Variables: They refer to the overlay design parameters (i.e., the validated
range for the group’s size in different layers of hierarchy) such as Maximum/Minimum
number of allowed nodes per group in AN/SN layer.
Figure 4.2: Examples of cluster shapes (for two systems with different sizes and random
network topologies) before and after applying the self-organization algorithm.
The following gives an overall description of the algorithm before going into the details.
On the first step of the algorithm, each node discovers the underlying topology by recognizing
its direct set of connecting neighbors. Afterwards, on the second step, nodes start to negotiate
and exchange messages with each other in order to efficiently create the first level of the
communicating groups which consists of specifying a group and a role (either leaf-node or
aggregate-node) within the group for every one of the nodes in the system. On the next step,
an optimization algorithm is applied to enhance the results of the previous step by merging
the groups that have their sizes below the required threshold. Finally, on the last step, the
aggregate-nodes of each group must participate in a process to elect the super-nodes which
leads to establishing the second level of the communicating groups. Table 4.1 provides a
summary of the types of communication messages that are used for clustering and are used
for overlay construction. In the remaining of this section we discuss the aforementioned steps
in more detail.
Step 1 (discovering the underlying topology): A node initializes the procedure by sending
ID-Request messages to all of its local connecting gates in order to obtain information about
the possible neighbors. By default, the module-roles and the grouping variables (such as
resource-id, QMS-ID and SQMS-ID) of all the nodes are unknown. The resource-id denotes the
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Table 4.1: Summary of the communication events for the overlay construction.
Event Description
ID-Request Asking for certain information about the other-side of a direct connection link
ID-Reply Returning the required information specified by ID-Request to the requester
WakeUp Initializing an assigned procedure of a particular type for a node
Join-Request Asking a node to establish a new group or to add a new member to an existed group
Join-Accept Informing a node that its Join-Request has been accepted under certain conditions and
the grouping direction is from sender(an aggregate-node) to receiver(a leaf-node)
Update Informing a node that its Join-Request has been accepted under certain conditions and
the grouping direction is from receiver(an aggregate-node) to sender(a leaf-node)
Change Informing a node that it needs to change its grouping information to be adapted into the
new group
Failed-Group Making a node unreserved (free) by changing its status to unknown
Grouping-Info Informing a group member about its group information
Group-Checking A spot node (a node which has received the Grouping-Info from at least two different
groups) will detect and analyze all the group-merging possibilities (i.e., creating merging-
list)
Start-Merging A Group Representative (GR) receives a group merging proposal. i.e., A GR node receives
a suggestion to merge with a specific larger validated group while the locality preservation
and the group making feasibility are guaranteed
Merging-Request Asking a group to be merged with the requester group
Super-Node-Election Asking a node to participate in the Super-Node-Election by voting to a certain node
node’s address (e.g., IP address) while the QMS-ID (aggregate-node’s address) and SQMS-ID
(super-node’s address) specify the layer and the group that the node belongs to. Upon receiving
ID-Request message at a destination, the receiving node records the sender information and
sends its information to the requester through a message of type ID-Reply. Meanwhile, it
checks its local information about the other neighbors and, if there is still some missing
information, it propagates the ID-Request messages to all of its connecting gates except the
one that already knows about the other side of the connecting edge (see Figure 4.3).
Step 2 (creating the first level of the communicating groups): Each node by itself
generates a random delay bounded in a specific time frame. Consequently, a WakeUp event is
automatically triggered when the delay is over. Upon the occurrence of the event, the node
checks its state and if the value of the module-role is still unknown it sends a message of type
Join-Request to all its neighbors (see Algorithm 1). The information about the neighbors
was already collected in step 1. Depending on the state of the destination nodes, arrival of the
Join-Request messages cause different reactions in the receiver nodes. When the module-role
of the receiver node is unknown, it changes the current state of its module-role to LN, while it
also sets the value of its grouping variable for the first layer (i.e., QMS-ID) according to the
address of the request sender. In addition to that, it sends a message of type Join-Accept
to the requester address. It means that the receiver node is ready to join a group, which
can potentially be created by the requester itself as the aggregate-node. In the case that the
module-role state of a receiver node is LN, which means that this node already belongs to a
group, it relays the request message to its assigned aggregate-node by forwarding the message
to the address mentioned in the QMS-ID. Another possibility is that the receiver node of a
Join-Request message is an aggregate-node (i.e., the node already belongs to a group and
its module-role is AN). Each aggregate-node locally registers its LN members. A group of
one AN and its LN members is called an AN-Group. Although, the number of LN members
in a group is restricted to the maximum and minimum allowed size of the AN-Groups, it
has to be clarified by the values of the overlay design input parameters. Thus, for each new
joining request, the aggregate-node (as the receiver of a Join-Request message) must examine
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Figure 4.3: Overlay construction : Stage 1.
the possibility of adding the new member to the group and if it is feasible it must send an
Update message to the original requester containing the information of the aggregate node
saying that the requester is allowed to join the group. Otherwise the request message (i.e.,
the Join-Request message) is just ignored. However, if the receiver node decides to ignore
the request message, it caches the requester information as a potential remote aggregate-node
for the purpose of super-node election on the later steps of the algorithm (see Algorithm
1). Figure 4.4 demonstrates different situations of message processing for overlay making
(with maximum group size=3). These situations include: A) On a WakeUp event, a node
has sent a JoinRequest (or JRequest) to all of its neighbors, B) On a JRequest event, a
node has accepted the request, C) On a Join-Accept (or JAccept) event, a two-members
group has created, D) On a JAccept event, a reserved (devoted) node has failed to become a
group member, E) On a FailedGroup (FGroup) event, a reserved node has released, F) On a
JRequest event, a JRequest has forwarded to a remote-AN, G) On a JRequest event, the
remote-AN has accepted the request and has tried to update the requester, H) On anUpdate
event, an existing group has denied to become a part of another group and finally in I) On a
WakeUp event, a non-grouped node has waked up and sent a JRequest to its neighbors.
Generally, the most sensible reactions of the nodes to have a Join-Request message are
sending either Join-Accept or Update messages, which specify the direction of the grouping
from sender to the receiver or vice-versa. When a node receives a Join-Accept, it means that
the node is already qualified by at least one node to establish a new group as an aggregate-node.
However it might be possible that the node’s state has changed during the time between
issuing the Join-Request by the node and getting the Join-Accept from a particular node.
Therefore the node behaves according to its current state to handle the incoming Join-Accept.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of various situations of message processing for overlay making (with
maximum group size=3)
Algorithm 1: WakeUp,JRequest.
Generate(WakeUp,RandomDelay)
On-WakeUp:
if local− node.state is unknown then
for all remote− node IN neigbours− set(Ni) do
sendMsg(JRequest, remote− node)
end for
end if
On-JRequest:
switch (local− node.state)
case unknown:
set local− node.state as LN
set local− node.AN as msg.sender
sendMsg(JAccept,msg.sender)
case LN :
forward(msg, local − node.AN)
default:
if checkGP (GV ars, k) > 0 then
sendMsg(Update,msg.sender)
AMembers.add(msg.sender)
else
Cache(msg.sender.info)
end if
end switch
If the current module-role is unknown, it changes its state to AN, and a new group is created
with at least two members (including the current node) and if its current state is LN, it simply
forwards the Join-Accept message to its aggregate-node, which is responsible for making
decisions about the joining possibility of the new members. We must notice that this would
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happen only if the issuer of the Join-Accept is a node different from the local aggregate-node.
In other cases, when the receiver of the Join-Accept is an aggregate-node, according to the
group making policies, the AN receiver decides to add the Join-Accept issuer to its local
group. It checks if the message has been relayed from one of the current leaf-node members
and if so, it sends a message of type Change to the original sender to update its grouping
information for the new aggregate-node. Otherwise, the aggregate-node just records the
information of the new member for the later query processing (e.g., resource discovery query).
In other situations if the AN (as the receiver of a Join-Accept message) refuses admitting the
potential new member (i.e. the sender which has already devoted itself for being a member of
the AN receiver) to the group (based on the policies like group size or locality factor) it sends
a Failed-Group message to the sender to make the sender node free by changing its status to
unknown. In fact, when a node issues a Join-Accept, that node will be temporarily reserved
for a potential grouping led by a particular aggregate-node. A Failed-Group message releases
the reserved node (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: JAccept.
On-JAccept:
switch (local− node.state)
case unknown:
set local− node.state as AN
set local− node.AN as local− node
AMembers.add(msg.sender)
case LN :
if msg.sender is local− node.AN then
set local− node.state as AN
set local− node.AN as local− node
else
msg.flag.set(FJAccept)
forward(msg, local − node.AN)
end if
default:
if checkGP (GV ars, k) > 0 then
if msg.flag.get is FJAccept then
sendMsg(Change,msg.sender)
end if
else
sendMsg(Change,msg.sender)
Cache(msg.sender.info)
end if
end switch
When a node receives an Update message, it means that there is an opportunity for the
receiver node to join a group organized by the sender as the aggregate node. So, if the
receiver’s state is unknown, it sets its module-role as LN and updates its grouping variable
(QMS-ID) to the original sender’s address. Otherwise, it sends a DenyUpdate message to
the sender, notifying the remote AN that the current node is not available as it belongs to
a different group. The DenyUpdate notification will erase the sender node from the list of
AN-Group members of the destination node (remote AN). Furthermore, the Update message
receiver caches the information of the sender (remote AN) when its current state is AN. This
information will be used during the group optimization and super-node election processes (see
Figure 4.5).
Step 3 (group optimization and merging): The second step will be completed by triggering
all the assigned WakeUp events in the different individual nodes within various random intervals.
Therefore, upon completing the second step, we expect that all the nodes in the system
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Figure 4.5: Overlay construction considering Stage 2 to Stage 4.
contribute to make a group and find out about their role within the group. But it might still
be possible that some nodes are not within the group. In such a situation these nodes will
establish their own group as an aggregate-node. They are clustered within a group that could
be undersized. Besides, even the groups which are created during the second step may suffer
from this problem. For example, the size of a group might be too small compared to the
minimum allowed size of a group mentioned as the overlay design parameter. The third step
of the overlay creation process tries to solve the aforementioned problem by implementing a
grouping optimization algorithm, through merging the small groups in order to create larger
groups, which could satisfy the required conditions of the overlay. The group size and the
locality-factor are two important parameters for efficient clustering. The locality-factor that
is proportional to the group’s diameter is evaluated and determined during the second step,
while a new member is added to the group. So the grouping mechanism in the second step
guaranties that the proximity of the nodes within a group will be preserved. On this step, the
aggregate-nodes, as the representatives of other group members, inspect their own grouping
conditions and if they notice that their groupings are not efficient particularly in terms of the
group size they start to propagate Grouping-Info messages to a set of nodes, which would be
equal to the union of their members set, their proximity set (neighbors set) and their local set
of possible aggregate nodes (cached information). We must note that the neighboring-indicator
is an important parameter, which specifies the neighbor’s order. For example, if the value
of the neighboring-indicator parameter is 1, the proximity set (i.e., neighboring set) only
includes the direct neighbors, while for neighboring-indicator=2 the proximity set contains
the combination of the direct neighbors and the second level neighbors.
Furthermore, each aggregate node generates and assigns a Group-Checking event, which
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Algorithm 3: Merging optimization.
if .state == AN and GV alid(node,GV ars, k) < 0 then
iList= AMembers ∪ CacheANs ∪Nset(Ni)
for all remote− node IN iList do
sendMsg(GInfo, remote− node)
end for
end if
On-Group Checking:
if ANOps.size > 1 and ANOps.find(.AN) > 0 then
finalSize = .group.size
candidateANs.add(.AN)
ANOps.erase(.AN)
while finalSize <= Max and ANOps.size! = 0 do
largestGroup = findLargestGp(ANOps)
if finalSize+ largestGroup.size <= Max then
finalSize = finalSize+ largestGroup.size
candidateANs.add(largestGroup.AN)
end if
ANOps.erase(largestGroup.AN)
end while
if candidateANs.size > 1 then
largestCGp = findLargestGp(candidateANs)
candidateANs.erase(largestCGp.AN)
for all remoteAN IN candidateANs do
sendMsg(SMerging(largestCGp), remoteAN)
end for
end if
end if
is used to determine the best possible group merging options. Grouping-Info messages
contain information about the groups such as group size and QMS-ID (the aggregate-node
address). The Grouping-Info receivers will collect this information for later processing during
Group-Checking event. When the Group-Checking event is triggered, the nodes that have
received the Grouping-Info from at least two different aggregate-nodes will be distinguished
as spot nodes. According to the information collected about the groups in the vicinity, spot
nodes detect and analyze all the group-merging possibilities. It must also be taken into account
that the final group (after the merge) can’t be over-sized and it should be smaller than the
maximum allowed value for the overlay design while preserving the locality. On the other hand
the merging cost (particularly in terms of communication) to switch the nodes from a small
group to a larger group is much lower than switching from a larger group to a small group. The
reason is that, during the process of group merging, the aggregate-node of the source group (a
group which its members must be merged into the destination group) have to undertake most
of responsibility for merging than the aggregate-node of the destination group (a group that
has agreed to offer membership to all members of the source group). For the source group,
apart from the communication between aggregate-nodes of source and destination groups (to
get merging permission from the destination), the responsibility includes sending messages
from the aggregate-node of the group to all members (one message to all members), requesting
them to update their grouping information through introducing a new aggregate-node. But,
the aggregate-node of the destination group is only responsible for making a decision (on
either accepting or rejecting the merging request) and informing the requester. This means
that the communication cost (in terms of number of transacted messages) for the large-size
source groups is much higher than the small-size source groups. Furthermore, in order to
merge a source group into a destination group, the aggregate-node of the source group must
resign its position, as the group representative, through transferring the information of its
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registered LN members to the aggregate-node of the destination group and also changing its
module-role from LN to AN. Thus, using small-size source groups (for merge) can be more
efficient (in terms of the amount of data transferred) than using large-size source groups, since
small-size source groups generate less LN-registration information on their aggregate-nodes.
Due to the aforementioned reasons, the algorithm first chooses the largest validated group
among the list and afterwards it selects a set of smaller groups (merging-list) to merge
within the largest one. This operation will be iterated for the remaining groups in the list.
Finally the spot nodes offer their merging proposals to the related aggregate-nodes through
sending Start-Merging messages to the aggregate-nodes of the groups within merging list.
Start-Merging provides a suggestion to the receiver to merge with a specific larger validated
group while the locality preservation and the group making feasibility are guaranteed (See
Algorithm 3). Consequently the Start-Merging receivers send their Merging-Request to the
proposed destinations and later, upon acceptance of the merging requests by target groups,
the requesters will notify their members to upgrade their grouping information according to
the new aggregate-node (see Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.6: An example of merging a source group into a destination group, suggested by a
spot node
Figure 4.6 provides an example of group-merging, suggested by a spot node. The merge
process includes the following actions: A) AN-D, the aggregate-node of the source group,
receives a merging proposal, from a spot node, through a Start-Merging message. AN-D sends
a Merging-Request message (including its members information) to AN-5 (the aggregate-node
of the destination group, suggested by the spot node). B) AN-5 receives and accepts the
request, and sends a reply to the requester. AN-5 also updates its members information by
extracting the new members information from the merge request received. C) After receiving
a confirmation from the destination group, AN-D sends a Change request to its members,
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introducing the new representative of the group which is AN-5. AN-D also changes its module
role to LN and becomes LN-D. D) The merge is completed, all members of the source group
have merged into the destination group.
Figure 4.7: Some examples of interaction between distributed peers.
Step 4 (establishing the second level of the communicating groups): Similar to the second
step, for each aggregate-node a WakeUp event is automatically triggered at random intervals
bounded within a specific time frame. Upon occurrence of the WakeUp event each aggregate-
node sends a message of type Super-Node-Election and its cached list of possible aggregate
nodes to its neighbors. The neighbor nodes, which are the LN members of this aggregate-node,
will also relay this request to their next level neighbor, while considering to avoid replication of
forwarded information. When the receivers of the Super-Node-Election are the LN members
belonging to the groups which are differentiated from the requester group, the election requests
will be forwarded to the corresponded aggregate-nodes in those groups (see Figure 4.5). Figure
4.7 demonstrates some examples of interaction among distributed peers during group making
and overlay construction.
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4.3.2 Evaluation of the Group Creation Algorithm
The most important contribution of this work is to provide a load balanced clustering
approach which efficiently works in a purely unstructured distributed environment to implement
service based distributed system such as resource discovery protocols. This section aims to
evaluate the algorithm’s performance with respect to load balance, efficiency and scalability.
We use OMNET++ and OverSim simulators to evaluate our proposal.
Table 4.2: Input parameter values used in the experiments (Scenario 1).
Parameter Values
Physical network size 12, 24, 60, 120, 240, 600, 1000 nodes
Maximum size of a group in the first layer 40
Minimum size of a group in the first layer 10
Maximum size of a group in the second layer 20
Minimum size of a group in the second layer 2
Locality Factor k k=.025
Number of iterations 100
Neighboring indicator Ni 1
The hierarchical overlay could be highly applicable to the deployment of such services if it
can dynamically be adapted to the system requirements in a way that the overlay characteristics
(such as the number of groups, replicas, super-nodes or aggregate nodes in each layer of the
hierarchy) can be adjusted to suit the optimum number of values. For such overlay design,
the support for load balance is an important and desirable aspect.
OverSim is a well-known validated P2P overlay network simulation framework which is
based on the OMNET++ simulator. In order to validate our simulation results, we have used
different dynamic random topology graph for each iteration with discrete uniformly-distributed
random edge weights (e.g., in term of latency [1,100]). We have also tested, validated and
verified the simulation results for various small-sized systems such as n=12, n=24 and n=60,
where n represents the number of nodes.
To evaluate our work, in the first scenario we focus on the load balance issue. According to
the simulation parameters in the Table 4.2 we conduct a simulation for a variable network size.
We run the simulation in multiple iterations (runs) to better understand the overall behavior
of the algorithm through large variations in the network topology for each iteration. For
generality purposes, in each iteration, for the given network size (specified with the parameter
n as the number of nodes in the network), we simulate a random network topology through
generating a random connected graph with n nodes and l links (edges), where l = int(1.6 ∗ n)
(l is an integer).
The clustering is performed along the way to satisfy the required conditions. As the input
parameters we bind the group size in each layer in range while we maintain the locality factor
constant. The proposed algorithm is supposed to generate a virtual hierarchical overly for a
given physical topology of nodes (organized in a flat structure). In the first layer clustering,
the nodes within the input topology must be divided into multiple groups (AN-Groups).
Accordingly, in the second layer clustering, each group of AN-Groups create a SN-Group
by electing a super-node among themselves. For each simulation run, the generated virtual
hierarchical overly can be specified in output by determining values of 3 variables for each
node including module-role, QMS-ID and SQMS-ID (each node can be specified by a constant
integer, node-ID). Examples of this have been presented in Figure 4.2, where for node N3 (node-
ID=N3) these variables are specified as module-role=LN, QMS-ID=N5 and SQMS-ID=N11
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and for node N11 (node-ID=N11), module-role=SN, QMS-ID=N11 and SQMS-ID=N11. It
also can bee seen that one SN-Group, containing two AN-Groups have been created in output.
In our simulation, we initially set all these variables for all nodes as unknown. The simulation
proceeds through the (distributed) algorithm running at each node, until all variables for
all nodes are adequately determined with respect to the grouping conditions (given as input
parameters for simulation) in terms of locality factor and group sizes in both layers (AN and
SN layers). The group sizes are optimally required to be within the desired ranges (given as
simulation parameter). The members of each group are also required to fulfill the locality
condition (as another input parameter for simulation). As we previously mentioned in Section
4.3.1, the locality factor is a parameter to specify the distance (in terms of latency, number of
hops or hop counts) between each two members of a group (either AN-Group or SN-Group).
In our simulation we define locality factor as a function of hop counts, where k = 1MHC and
MHC is the maximum number of hops between each two members of the group. Bu this
doesn’t limit the generality of our evaluation, since we can describe the locality factor as a
function of (maximum) latency between each two members of a group and also the overall
operation of the algorithm for both descriptions of the locality (based on hop counts or latency)
are identical.
We measure the average load per node which is defined as the average number of transacted
messages (number of messages sent or generated) by each node during the clustering procedure
in different simulation runs. We also ignore to count the self-initiated messages, since these
messages are not involved in real-world communication and interactions among nodes.
Figure 4.8: Evaluation results for the Load distribution in different network sizes (average
number of processed messages per node for overlay making).
The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 4.9, demonstrating that the distribution of
the communication load for the overlay setup are almost balanced between all the individual
nodes in the system of size 600 and 1000 nodes and there are few nodes which receive and
process the higher amount of messages. The clustering mechanism does not suffer from
bottleneck and a single point of failure since the method does not rely on the specific pre-
configured nodes. As we see in Figure 4.8, the average number of transacted messages by
each node during the clustering procedure is between 12 and 13 transactions for the different
network sizes. The processing nodes in the system can simultaneously and in parallel process
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their received messages. In other words, it means that the load distribution is independent
from the network size, thus, the system provides good scalability, while we increase the number
of involved nodes.
Figure 4.9: Evaluation results for the Load distribution among the nodes for network size=600
nodes and network size=1000 nodes.
In the second scenario (see Table 4.3), we evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm while
considering the size of groups created and the locality of the nodes within each group.
Table 4.3: Input parameter values used in the experiments (Scenario 2).
Parameter Values
Physical network size 12, 24, 60, 120, 240, 600, 1000 nodes
Maximum size of a group in the first layer 20
Minimum size of a group in the first layer 10
Maximum size of a group in the second layer 10
Minimum size of a group in the second layer 5
Locality Factor k k=0.10, 0.20, 0.33, 0.50
Number of iterations 100
Neighboring indicator Ni 1
As we mentioned earlier, we have defined the locality k as an indicator parameter that
shows how much the nodes within a group are close to each other (in in terms of hopcounts).
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It is assumed that all the nodes within the logical groups created through our proposed overlay
clustering mechanism are qualified members in terms of locality conditions, since the locality
factor for each new group’s member in every layer will be checked upon arrival of the request
in the corresponded aggregate-node or super-node of the target group. So, It is guaranteed
that all the nodes, within the groups created, are locality-aware, due to the required proximity
conditions of the overlay. However, the size of all groups created might not satisfy the overlay
design requirements. We define the Grouping Efficiency criteria according to the following
formula:
Grouping Efficiency = Number of the Qualified GroupsTotal Number of the Created Groups
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Figure 4.10: Evaluation results for the clustering efficiency for different locality factors and
network sizes.
In this scenario we keep constant the values for the maximum and minimum allowed size
of each group while we change the value of the locality-factor as well as the network size.
The results in Figure 4.10 show that the algorithm provides better efficiency for lower values
of the locality factor. As it can be observed in the figure, for each given network size, if
we increase the locality factor the grouping efficiency will decrease. This happens because,
for the larger amount of locality factor, the group diameter (maximum hopcounts) will be
smaller (locality factor and group diameter have an inverse relation) and this will reduce the
freedom degree of the algorithm to efficiently create qualified groups with respect to the given
clustering conditions (in terms of group size and locality). The freedom degree for creating a
group means the number of options (nodes) that can potentially be added to a group as new
members while preserving a maximum allowable distance among members.
However, the algorithm is still efficient for the proper values (moderate values) of the
locality factor. Setting the locality factor for very small values would possibly result in
inefficiency for lunching the services, launched on the top of the overlay because of the
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expensive communication cost among the service components in the very large communicating
groups. Figure 4.10 also demonstrates the scalability of the system where the increment of
the network size doesn’t almost have a considerable impact on the grouping efficiency.
4.4 Resource Discovery in Many-Core Systems
In this section we explain the general operations of our proposed resource discovery
approach particularly for many-core-enabled cloud-like systems. We further discuss details of
the proposed mechanisms and algorithms later in this chapter.
Our protocol makes use of a hierarchical structure, albeit relying on Chord based [406] [104]
DHTs, to maintain resource information. By resources, we consider all the entities that compose
a computational system, such as its Random Access Memory (RAM), CPU, Network Interface
Controllers (NICs), interconnects (or network links) and graphic cards, as well as their
operational status and performance metrics. We aim to make this information potentially
available to all systems in a heterogeneous, many-core environment so that the processes are
distributed in the most effective and efficient manner. Also, the decision can be taken at each
core, in a truly distributed fashion.
We consider DHT as an essential technology that allows the design of robust distributed
components providing storage and lookup services. Despite the existing master/slave data
replication architectures often used today, DHTs are more reliable and able to provide
performance guarantees [407] in fully distributed systems. In multi-core environments we
attempt to avoid the exchange of unnecessary resource discovery information between nodes,
thus keeping overhead to a minimum. To achieve this, we concluded that basic DHT approaches
are not enough, and we decided to organize resources in multiple layers, implemented by using
hierarchical Chord based [406] DHTs, essentially using resource aggregation and summarization.
We store the resource information (discussed in Chapter 3) in different layers using ring-
based distributed hash tables, where resources are placed in a ring according to their hashed
keys. With these hashing functions we can map all attribute values in a specific layer to the
same m-bit space in a DHT ring. It must also be taken into account that depending on the
resource discovery approaches, it is not necessary to use DHTs in all layers. Specifically for
the upper layers we can store resource information in the format of the layer stamps, which
can be validated according to a set of conditions in the incoming query templates. In our
system we use different procedures at different layers by efficiency/complicity trade-offs.
Due to the system architecture definition, discussed in section 4.2.3, three are 3 different
types of nodes: super-nodes, aggregate-nodes and leaf-nodes. For the discussion in this section,
we assume that in many-core system, each physical core is represented by a node. (i.e., a node
is supported by a physical core.) Accordingly, the positioning of these node types in layers
within the hierarchy is the following:
Leaf-nodes are in Layerln, so all the nodes in this layer maintain their own resource
information plus a finger table, which handles forwarding Lookup request to other nodes in
its DHT ring. Leaf-nodes have the ability to run the resource discovery procedure, which
generates and sends a resource request query that includes an m bits key to an aggregate-node
that hosts a QMS, a service which is initially described in Section 4.2.3 (We discuss this further
in the remainder of this section). Leaf-nodes communicate with their aggregate-nodes and
the aggregate-nodes establish a structured DHT-based overlay in the form of a Chord ring
among their leaf-nodes. For instance, all the cores in a CPU can be considered as leaf-nodes,
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bearing in mind that there is at least one core per CPU, which runs a service that behaves as
the aggregate-node, a central contact point that summarizes all the information in that CPU.
Figure 4.11: Types of nodes in our hierarchical structure.
Aggregate-nodes address the information on Layeran. QMS instances are the information
service modules that reside in aggregate-nodes. QMS gets a query from a leaf-node and then
starts the lookup procedure to find the required reply. If the reply is found in the local QMS
domain, it will be sent back to the requester. Otherwise the QMS forwards the query to other
aggregate-nodes in its neighborhood. It will use a probability based method to select the next
aggregate-nodes among others. In fact, each aggregate-node in our many-core system is a
QMS host and in this chapter we may use “QMS” to refer to the aggregate-node.
Figure 4.12: Transaction of the query messages between layers.
Super-nodes are in Layersn. If the resource discovery cannot find a specified resource after
searching all the QMS in the local board, the query message will be forwarded to other neighbor
nodes in the network by an SQMS which is hosted on the super-node. This super-node has
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information about all the adjacent super-nodes in the network. Accordingly, it uses Anycast
mechanism to select the subsequent super-node among others, aiming for minimum latency
(see Figures 4.11 and 4.12).
According to the characteristics of each resource, we can extract the values for our set
of attributes. Conforming to the resource requester’s priority list of the attributes, multiple
attributes values of each processor are extracted and encoded in order to form an m-bit key
which is used to update and locate that resource. In the system with d1, d2 and d3 attribute
dimensions, in each layer, we need to generate a set of keys (k1, k2 and k3) with m1, m2 and
m3 bits for all the layers. A query message consists of three parts (c1 , c2 , c3) or (cln, can,
csn), each representing a set of conditions for satisfactory resources in each layer. The below
script depicts the general format of the resource discovery query messages.
Query : Condition1 ∧ Condition2 ∧ Condition3 ∧ ...
Condition : AttributeOperatorV alue ∧AttributeOperatorV alue ∧ ...
Operator : (<,≤,=,≥, >)
We ensure that any leaf-node is able to discover other resources by using the resource
m-bit keys (for different layers) up to a certain limit of time with the order of log N, where
N is the number of leaf-nodes in Layerln. In the inter-core layer, discovery proceeds in a
multi-hop fashion with each of the leaf-nodes maintaining its small finger table containing
the information about other leaf-nodes in the group. They forward the discovery message
recursively to the leaf-node that is closest to the key of the original requester’s query.
Algorithm 4 describes the general process of resource discovery in a large cluster with
multi-dye and multi-core nodes. We discuss further different steps of this algorithm later in
this chapter. The QMS components, maintain the description values for all the keys for which
it is responsible, and for each core there is only one unique key. QMS specifies how keys are
mapped to cores, and how a node can find data for a specific key or range of keys by first
locating the nodes which are responsible for that particular key. The summarization of the
QMS responsibilities and functionality is as follows:
• Start-up, building DHT overlays and gathering information.
• Entry point for the ring lookup (Requesters send their resource queries to their local
QMS).
• Maintaining resource cost table (i.e., probability tables), retaining information about
other QMSs which reside on the other aggregate-nodes in neighborhood such as neighbor
ID, probe factor and the Inter-Chip layer information. Probe factor is the probability of
finding a specific requested resource in a remote QMS domain.
• Retaining the local Inter-Chip layer information, a summarized set of characteristics
shared among all the leaf-nodes in a group.
• Sustaining information about the local super-node which is the representative of several
leaf-nodes groups in the system.
• Processing, managing and forwarding of the query message between layers.
At Layersn, the super-nodes are able to send the query to a group of super-nodes in vicinity
that are using the same anycast address. The actual number of receivers can range from only
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Algorithm 4: Resource discovery general procedure.
Input: applicationArguments /* description of the required resources */
Output: discoveredResources /* list of discovered resources */
Data: RCT /* resource cost table */
Data: reqMsg, repMsg, QMS, remoteQMS /* query management service */
Event: discoveryEvent; discoveryEvent.setTrigger;
Collection: manyCoreSystem:=Set{n, f(i)} /* n nodes, f(i) cores per nodei */
Collection: multiCastGroup, qRes(qualified recurses), dRes(discovered resources);
foreach node ∈ manyCoreSystem do
node.nodeAssign(QMS);
foreach core ∈ node.requesters do
core.coreAssign(discoveryEvent, RCT);
On-discoveryEvent: querymain=generateQuery(applicationArguments);
core.set(original-requester);
QMS=getLocalQMS(coreOR);
reqMsg=generateReqMsg(querymain,coreOR);
send(reqMsg,QMS) /* send query from the source core (original requester) */
On-receive(QMS):
subQueries=queryAnalyzer.divide(reqMsg);
foreach query ∈ subQueries do
forward query to the proper layer if it is required;
if QMS.layerproprties satisfies the query then
results=QMS.Lookup(query);
if query is fully resolved or query is expired then
send(results,QMSOR);
else if query is partially resolved then
send(results,QMSOR);
forward query to the proper layer if needed;
remoteQMS=RCT.selectNextQMS();
send(updated query,remoteQMS);
else
forward query to the proper layer if needed;
remoteQMS=RCT.selectNextQMS();
send(query,remoteQMS);
else
forward query to the proper layer if needed;
remoteQMS=RCT.selectNextQMS();
send(query,remoteQMS);
On-receive(SQMS):
forward query to the proper layer if needed;
multiCastGroup=SQMS.getNeighborGroup();
Broadcast(quey,multiCastGroup, Anycast);
On-receive-queries-results(QMSOR):
qRes.add(querymain, results);
if discovery is completed or main query is expired then
dRes=queryAnalyzer.converge(querymain, qRes);
repMsg=generateRepMsg(querymain, dRes);
send(repMsg,coreOR);
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one to several group members, where some of the receiver nodes satisfy the query requirements
for metrics such as latency, availability and load balancing between the target resources.
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4.5 HARD Mechanisms
4.5.1 Initialization Phase
Initialization procedure is the pre-processing phase of the resource discovery process, where
the initialization of the environment variables (e.g., modules configurations) is performed. In
fact it is necessary in order to provide the minimum requirements for the execution of the
discovery algorithm. The discovery process in the next phase is performed on the basis of
these primary settings which consist of the resource grouping and clustering indexes, module
roles initialization and allocation of the primary values for the underlying data structures.
Some of these settings are directly calculated and stored in the local memory of each node
during initialization phase while some others are dynamically updated/recalculated according
to different policies and during the discovery procedure. There are also system variables which
are required to be set by the system administrator such as grouping policies and grouping
thresholds.
Figure 4.13: Initialization phase.
In summary, the initialization phase (see Figure 4.13) of the resource discovery modules
consists of the following steps:
1. Self-organization and self-stabilization of the multi-layers communication overlays (zero/auto-
configure overlays)
2. Distributed role-allocation (e.g., leaf-node, aggregate-node, super-node)
3. Data gathering and registration (initialization of the successor, probability and neighbor
tables)
The details of the algorithm for self-organization and self-configuration of the nodes in
hierarchical layers (e.g., layerln, layeran and layersn) was presented in Section 4.3.
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4.5.2 Data Structures
In HARD3 initialization phase, according to a distributed self-configuration mechanism,
each single HARD3 instance (running on different vnodes) obtains its own instance role (i.e.,
module-role), which clarifies the future operational behavior of that module instance in terms
of discovery. Depending on the module role, each resource discovery instance is responsible for
maintaining and updating a set of information in memory, which are the following:
• The nodes which have the LN role maintain a successor table, a resource state table (i.e.,
a vector of states for all the resources belonged to a vnode), a leaf-stamp, a pointer to the
sibling node (i.e., a vnode with similar type of resources in the current DHT-ring) and a
QMS-ID. Successor tables in leaf-nodes are created through getting information from the
system resource description provider and by leveraging some dynamic algorithms. The
leaf-stamp is a key that demonstrates all the characteristics of a computing node (e.g.,
a processor) in the leaf-node layer and it is generated by extraction and aggregation
of the predefined layer’s characteristics presented by the system resource description
provider. The QMS-ID also specifies the address of a cluster representative which the
current leaf-node belongs to (i.e., the address of an aggregate-node in the system which
provide RP-QMS service).
• The nodes which have AN role (i.e., the nodes with QMS functionality) maintain all the
information related to the LN layer as well as a probability table, an aggregate-stamp and
a SQMS-ID (i.e., Super-Node ID). The probability table will be created and configured
by the aggregate-node itself during initialization phase and it would be updated during
the resource discovery procedure due to the dynamic behaviors of the HARD3 module
instances which are running on the other aggregate-nodes in the system. Furthermore,
the aggregate-stamp indicates all the characteristics of a computing node in the AN layer
through extraction and aggregation of those properties from the resource description
provider.
• The nodes which have SN role (i.e., the nodes with SQMS functionality) maintain all the
information related to both of the LN and AN layers as well as the neighbors table and
the node-stamp. The neighbors table provides information about the other super-nodes
in vicinity and the node-stamp indicates all the predefined characteristics of a computing
node in the SN layer.
It needs to be taken into account that all the instances of the resource discovery modules
must have initial states either by using static configuration or performing the initialization
procedure (resulting from a dynamic self-organization of the logical network overlays in the
hierarchy). The value for module-role can be LN, AN or SN. We must also note that, each one
of the module instances has the capability to act as a leaf-node by default. However they can
not play the role of aggregate-node or super-node unless their module-roles clearly are marked
as such. Moreover, the role of each module instance can be changed dynamically during the
resource discovery procedures, and system self-organization.
4.5.3 Resource Requester and Resource Information Provider
RRs are the module instances that query Resource Information Providers (RPs) on behalf
of HARD3 users (i.e., the resource discovery users or the system components such as resource
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manager or process manager which need to discover resources for purposes like resource
allocation) for their needed resource information and the RPs are the module instances that
provide information services to other RPs and RRs. As it is shown in Figure 4.14, RR
operations can be summarized according to the following steps:
Figure 4.14: Resource requester general behavior.
(1) RR reads memory to get the description of resources which are demanded by a user
(reading and analyzing the user’s query description). In accordance with our hierarchical
resource description, the description of the required resources can be accurately reflected in a
flexible query description. A general query might be described as a single group of heterogeneous
resources, which contain several homogeneous group of resources. The description of each
homogeneous group represents the group characteristics such as number of desired resources,
static and dynamic desired properties of resources in each standard layer and the required
inter-resources and inter-groups communication properties.
(2) Using the query description set by the user, RR creates a main-query message and
sends it to its local QMS. The local QMS is the default self-configured RP for RR. Each local
QMS, on behalf of its RR clients, manages all the relevant discovery steps for a main-query in
the distributed system.
(3) Later, RR receives a main-reply message corresponding to its discovery request. This
consists of information on the discovered resources which are pre-reserved for the user (i.e.,
application segments belonging to the user). RR is able to either release them or reserve these
resources for a longer time period. The discovery temporary reservation for each resource
will automatically end after a certain time period if the related RR makes no decision on the
reservation policy. Moreover, a RR will release the reserved resources when those resources
are not needed any more by the user (i.e., application execution is terminated).
Unlike the irrelevancy of RR behavior to the module’s role, the RP algorithms and
mechanisms are mostly dependent on the module’s role. For this reason, we elaborate on
the details of these algorithms in the next sections, explaining the behavior of the HARD3
modules from two different viewpoints: RRs and RPs.
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4.5.4 Dynamic Aspects
Dynamicity poses some extra challenges to the general resource discovery problem since it
requires keeping track of those changing resources. For this reason, in large scale distributed
many-core environments, where all the nodes continuously change their behaviors and prop-
erties, resource discovery will be a critical component, as an inefficient discovery method
would unnecessarily consumes a significant portion of network bandwidth as well as computing
resources. Providing a dynamic solution for resource discovery involves the following aspects:
• Dynamic changes of collective or individual attributes: In our resource discovery solution
we considered that resources have static and dynamic attributes. We store static
features of resources in distributed hash tables, probability tables, neighbor tables
and layer stamps, taking into account that this information is not necessary to be
frequently updated. On the other hand, we calculate and temporarily store the dynamic
properties such as communication characteristics inside a group of required resources, on
demand and during the run time discovery procedure in certain nodes that are providing
distributed information service. However, in the system, other than dynamic individual
or collective properties of resource/resources, there are some other aspects of dynamicity,
which have to be considered in our work.
• Removing an existing instance or adding a new instance: Our resource discovery system
has been built based on communication and information exchange between a large
numbers of peers, where each peer has its own resource discovery module instance.
During system runtime, it might happen that some of the peers fail and after a while
they become recovered. When an instance fails, the first peer which sends a request
to the failed peer will detect the failure and will inform the local QMS in the cell.
Depending on the instance role of the failed peer the system recovery procedure will
perform one of the following actions:
– If the failed peer is LN, then the local QMS of that peer, reorganizes the related
successor tables in the resources, which they have pointed (referred) to the failed
peer by removing its corresponding pointers and replacing it with other successor
nodes.
– If the failed peer is AN or SN, then the requester which determines the failure
will send an announcement to its alternative QMS/SQMS and informs it about
the failure. The corresponding QMS/SQMS appoints another resource information
provider in the local cell as an alternative QMS/SQMS and transfers the necessary
information such as probability table, neighbor table, etc., to the appointed node
and finally it announces the new QMS/SQMS to its members in the local cell.
When a new instance joins the system, it will first recognize its grouping cell by asking
its neighbors and then it will get the information about the local QMS/SQMS. In the
next step, the new instance will send a registration request to its QMS where this request
will be answered with a primary role for the new joined peer. Due to the assigned role,
the new instance will collect the necessary information. And finally QMS informs other
peers in the cell about the existence of the new member.
• Dynamic changes of module instances roles or underlying communication overlays: The
primary role of each one of the resource discovery instances in the system is not fixed and
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due to the different conditions and situation the peers in the system may change their
role, communication overlay or layer. The primary peer role or overly comes from the
result of a distributed election mechanism inside the local cell during resource discovery
booting or initialization phase. But after that, and during system runtime, the local
QMS will decide about changing the role or overlay for every one of members in the
local cell. It means that QMS will assign new role or overlay for the members in certain
situation such as joining, leaving or failing of the nodes and there is no need to use
election mechanism.
• Hardware changes: In case of dynamic hardware changes (joining new hardware-leave or
failure of an existed hardware), resource discovery provides the updated information of
the current hardware to its clients such as process manager. It means that the result
of resource discovery has to be accurate considering all the possible changes in the
underlying hardware. Therefore resource discovery provides mechanisms to detect the
failed resources and it does not put the expired, crashed or departed hardware resources
in the final list of the discovered resources. Any changes in the hardware architecture
(such as memory and processor) or in the communication hardware infrastructure (such
as interconnected networks and network adapter) will affect the information contents
which are spanned among the resources around the network and it assists the resource
information providers to provide accurate information service.
4.5.5 Communication Events
After the initialization phase has been completed, system actions are concentrated along
the line of maintaining resource information, handling queries and managing unpredictable
changes in the system configuration. In order to handle queries and route discovery requests
to the proper resources within and across layers, we have defined several types of events (see
Figure 4.15 and Table 4.4) where each event specifies the type of communication and also the
necessary actions that are required to be done by a receiver node. The receiver node basically
acts as an event handler responsible for handling the triggered event. These events are the
following:
• Lookup Event: DHTs have been used to store the highest details of the resource informa-
tion in the lowest layer of the resource description hierarchy, therefore all the peers in a
mini-cell (i.e., a group of vnodes with common QMS-ID and SQMS-ID) participate in a
ring-based DHT. It is not necessary to have a single or flat DHT, rather in each mini-cell,
for each dimension, a flat/hierarchical ring can be used. RPs trigger Lookup events in
order to search the entire leaf-nodes in the local mini-cells for the desired resources.
• Update Event: Once a query is successfully resolved in a vnode, an Update event is
triggered in order to inform the original resource requester and all the intermediate
resource providers on the result of the corresponding query. The response (Update)
message follows the reverse path taken by the query message through the overlay network
and updates the values for the resource-type-depended variables such as probe factors
and preferred-nodes in the probability tables for the next usage. Generally, the leaf-nodes
return updates with the whole results, with partial results, or with no results.
• Upward Event is an inter-layer communication event received by a SQMS provider in
the super-node layer. It notifies the SQMS that the lower layers in the current cell
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Figure 4.15: Communication events within layer and across layers.
were already explored with no result, and the discovery process must be continued by
directing the query to other SQMS in the system.
• Downward Event: In order to resolve a query, due to the hierarchical structure of the
resource information and query descriptions, each query starts the discovery process
from the higher layer and when the resource description in a layer satisfies the query
conditions for that layer, the query must be sent downwards to the lower layer which
supports adequate detail information. In fact queries are traversing between layers to
extract more accurate information of the desired resources. In other words, a Downward
event is generated by a RP in an upper layer and it will be send to another RP in the
lower layer, so the recipient RP can be sure that the query conditions in the higher
layers already have been achieved.
• Forward Event is the major communication event in the super-node layer, which alerts
the receiver that the lower layers of the current cell are not explored yet. It is obvious
that the lower layer exploration is only required if the query conditions in the super-node
layer are met. Forward Event can also be generated by the original QMS of a query in
the lower layer and received by the SQMS in the upper layer.
• Main-Query Event: Once a HARD3 instance, running on a particular processing node,
receives a discovery demand from a user, the RR component starts by generating a
main-query. This happens when the local processing resources are not sufficient for an
efficient application execution, and some extra remote resources are required to improve
the execution performance. The resource requester will trigger the Main-Query event in
a target node in its local mini-cell which provides query management service (i.e., QMS).
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Table 4.4: Inter-layer and intra-layer communication events.
Event Source Event Generator Target Event Handler Description
LN AN SN LN AN SN
Lookup yes yes yes yes yes yes DHT lookup in layerln, Intra-layer com-
munications in layerln, layeran − >
layerln (inter-layers communications)
Upward no yes no no no yes Ensuring that the lower layers in the cur-
rent cell (a group of vnodes with common
SQMS-IDs) have already been searched
with no results, layeran − > layersn
(inter-layers communications)
Forward no yes yes no no yes There is no assurance that the lower lay-
ers of the current cell are explored, Intra-
layer communications in layersn, layeran− > layerln (inter-layers communica-
tions)
Downward no yes yes no yes no Ensuring that the query conditions are
met in the upper layer (layersn but the
query is still not fully resolved and fur-
ther search is required to be carried out
in the lower layers., Intra-layer communi-
cations in layeran, layersn − > layeran
(inter-layers communications)
Downwardcbk no yes no no yes no Ensuring that all the potential children
of the current vertex (i.e., an aggregate-
node or a vnode with QMS functional-
ity) in the layer2 search tree have already
been explored. Further search is required
by calling back to the parent of the cur-
rent vertex. The probability table in re-
ceiver nodes must be updated. Intra-
layer communications in layeran
Updateqms yes no no no yes no The result (i.e., full result, partial result
or no result) of a Lookup query is deliv-
ered to the caller entity which is the QMS
of the event generator (event initializer),
layerln − > layeran (inter-layers commu-
nications)
Updatesys no yes no no yes yes Ensuring that a query (sub-query) is com-
pleted (with partial or full results). The
result is delivered to the original QMS
requester (i.e., the QMS which has regis-
tered the original query). The intermedi-
ate entities must be updated. Intra-layer
communications in layeran and layersn,
layeran < − > layersn (inter-layers com-
munications)
Updatevic no yes no no yes no The QMS of the aggregate-nodes in the
vicinity of the event generator are re-
quired to be updated on their knowledge
of source of resource. Intra-layer commu-
nications in layeran
Updatenul no yes no no yes yes Ensuring that a query (sub-query) is un-
usually completed (with partial or null
results). This could happens when all
the potential vnodes in the system are
explored or the query is expired. The re-
sult is delivered to the original QMS re-
quester. Updating is not required for the
intermediate entities. Intra-layer commu-
nications in layeran and layersn, layeran
< − > layersn (inter-layers communica-
tions)
• Main-Reply Event: Upon completing a main-query a main-reply will be created by the
original QMS of the main-query to inform the HARD3 user on the overall result of the
discovery request. Depending on the states of the sub-queries, the discovery reply for a
main-query may contain full results, partial results, or no results.
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4.6 HARD Algorithms
4.6.1 LN Algorithm Description
RPlns (i.e., vnodes with the module-role of LN) operate as following (see Algorithm 5):
(1) Upon receiving a Lookup request in a receiver node which is denoted as RPln, it checks
its local resources in order to find an available match/matches that meets/meet the requester
criterias described in the Lookup message. For doing this, the RPln verifies if its leaf-stamp is
validated either in terms of equality or similarity (based on the degree of similarity returned
by a similarity function) by the lookup-key (i.e., the description of the query conditions for the
layerln) mentioned in the Lookup message. It must be taken into account that the acceptable
similarity degree to resolve queries can be a constant value for all the queries, predefined in
the entire system, or it can be variable for each query.
Algorithm 5: Processing a Lookup sub-query by a RPln
Input: sq= The received Lookup sub-query
/* sq, temp:sub-query, ft:finger-table of RPln */
/* for a sub-query, nRR is the number of resources requested, nDR is the number of already
discovered resources, DRs is the list of IDs for already discovered resources */
temp=sq; temp.nRR= sq.nRR- sq.nDR; temp.nDR=0
idx=ft.get-entry-index(temp.cln) // checking the lower bound of the finger table ft, if idx==NULL ⇒
there is no an entry index for temp.cln in the finger table, an entry index refers to a
possible range of key values defined in ft, ft specifies a successor-node-id for each entry
index
if RPln is qualified due to temp.cln then
matched-resources=check-local-resources(temp)
temp.DRs.push(matched-resources); reserve(matched-resources, temp)
temp.nDR=matched-resources.size(); sibling-node=hasNextSibling()
if (sibling-node) ∧ (temp.nDR < temp.nRR) then
temp.nRR=sq.nRR; temp.nDR=temp.nDR+sq.nDR
send(Lookup, sibling-node, temp)
else
temp.nRR=sq.nRR; temp.nDR=temp.nDR+sq.nDR
temp.preferred-vnode=check-sor-capabilities(temp)
temp.visited-qms-ids.push(qms-id)
send(Updateqms, qms-id, temp)
else if (RPln is not qualified with respect to temp.cln)∧ (idx) then
temp.nDR=0; temp.nRR=sq.nRR; temp.nDR=temp.nDR+sq.nDR
temp.visited-qms-ids.push(qms-id)
send(Updateqms, qms-id, temp)
else
if (vnode-id==maxRank) ∨ ( maxKey < temp.qls) then
/* checking the upper bound of the finger table ft */
temp.nDR=0; temp.nRR=sq.nRR; temp.nDR=temp.nDR+sq.nDR
temp.visited-qms-ids.push(qms-id)
send(Updateqms, qms-id, temp)
else
next-node=ft.get-successor-id(idx)
forward(Lookp, next-node, sq)
/* sending the input sub-query to the next-node in the DHT without change */
return
(2) If all the resources required by the query are found in the local set of resources (i.e., if
the query is fully resolved), the current lookup procedure exits and, consequently the RPln
creates and sends an Updateqms message to the local QMS (i .e. the aggregate-node, providing
the QMS service to RPln, that has initiated the current lookup procedure) containing the
information on the matched resources in the current leaf-node. In other cases, if some partial
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results are achieved or there are no resources available in the local set of resources, while the
leaf-stamp of the current node is validated by the query’s lookup-key, the RPln checks if it has
sibling-node. On the existence of a sibling node, the Lookup message will be redirected to the
sibling-node, while the content of message is updated for the partial results achieved in the
current node and, if the sibling-node has not exist, similar to what is performed on a full query
resolution, an Updateqms message containing partial result or no result will be sent to the
local QMS. It must be taken into account that each lookup query contains information such
as the number of resources required, the number of resources discovered and the properties
of the resources desired in layerln. The receiver of a Lookup message identifies the number
of resources, which are currently needed to be discovered due to the information extracted
from the message content. This information includes the lookup history, which clarifies on
the resources which are already discovered in other SoRs. Sibling-nodes are the vnode which
provides similar resources. These vnodes are not directly participating in the DHT, rather
among each group of sibling-nodes only a single member joins the DHT of the leaf-nodes in
the current mini-cell. In fact sibling-nodes are the hidden members of the DHT, which are
called whenever more SoRs of a particular type of resource are needed. Moreover, each group
of sibling-nodes constructs a chain where each node knows only its single sibling-node. The
first node of the chain directly gets position in the DHT while the last-node ends the search
in the sibling-nodes.
(3) If the lookup-key fails to validate the leaf-stamp of the current node, thus, according
to the DHT properties (i.e., the properties of the DHT ring which has been created through
participation of a group of leaf-nodes in the LN layer) and the local successor-table of RPln,
the lookup ending conditions would be examined to determine whether they are satisfied or
not. Accordingly, there would be two possibilities: (a) If a lookup ending condition is reached,
the lookup procedure ends, and the RPln sends an Updateqms message to its QMS address
containing information, which ensures the local QMS about the non-existence of available
matches for the lookup query constraints in the leaf-node layer, while the search space has
efficiently been explored. (b) If no one of the lookup ending conditions is reached, the RPln
redirects the Lookup message to the next RPln in the DHT by using its successor-table.
4.6.2 Probability-Based Discovery
In this section we begin to elaborate the RPs mechanism for ANs by describing an example
for resource discovery in a multi-core-enabled cluster. In the next section we continue to
discuss AN-RPs operations in a more generic manner. Figure 4.16 depicts the mechanism of
resource discovery in a cluster with multi-core nodes. Finding the optimal resource for a query
with minimal requirements depends on the processing capability, memory and availability.
The search algorithm first explores possible neighboring nodes and selects the most promising
ones, explores the search graph, and goes to the next tier only if the found optimal does not
meet the minimal requirements of the query.
We have already classified the performance metrics and parameters to evaluate resources
in the format of resource description in three individual layers: Core2Core, Die2Die and
Node2Node communications level (see Table 3.3). These parameters handle gathering real
time information about the current status of execution and processing capabilities of the
available resources. Each group of processors has its own Resource Cost Table (RCT) (i.e.,
Probability Table), (see Figure 4.17), which includes metrics to assess other processors viability
to be used as destination of process migration. According to the metric values in the RCT,
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Figure 4.16: Mechanism of resource discovery according to the cost of resources (the numbers
indicate the sequence of each message).
ranking algorithms generate a rank number for every particular processor in the network.
Figure 4.17 is an example of RCT. According to a specific resource description, we must
identify the relevant metrics for describing the potential performance of a given resource.
Figure 4.17: RCT- Assessment resources cost per type of query, for various ranges of latency.
Resource cost tables (i.e., DPTs) are maintained in aggregate-nodes and they keep informa-
tion about the probability of finding a requested resource on different neighbor groups of nodes.
They aim to evaluate the cost of resources per query type. In order to organize the RCTs we
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need to define query types. RCTs include fields such as NID, K2, PF and Probability, where:
NID is the neighbor ID; K2 is a binary key that represents the Layeran information; and PF
is the probe factor for each neighbor. RCT ranks the neighbor QMSs for each queryTypeID
which is conceptually elaborated and based on the range of computation and communication
latencies.
Before performing query classification we must estimate the optimal or minimal application
resource requirements. Computational clusters are common alternative platforms for handling
massively large computational problems and parallel applications. Many-core systems are
able to be more efficient when resource management is deployed according to the run-time
application requirements. Generating queries for resource discovery requires a capability to
predict the resource requirements of parallel applications before making decisions for scheduling.
There are a multitude of technologies to estimate and extract the application features, which
try to deploy performance models or mechanisms to forestall resource utilization in case of
computation and communication complexities, for applications launched under a distributed
parallel system, and including multiple homogeneous or heterogeneous resources with various
processing capabilities [408, 409]. Application modeling or application description can provide
accurate information for querying operations in the resource discovery protocol.
At the time of the query generation, depending on the application features, we can assign
a queryTypeID for each particular query. After discovering an appropriate resource, all the
query–resource mapping information is used to update the probability information and reuse
of the discovered resources in similar query statements. The system have to build a different
resource cost table for each query type separately. If we increase the number of resource types
it helps the system to be faster and more accurate but it has the drawback of using more
storage to keep instances of RCT per queryTypeID.
OnDiscoveryEvent : query = generateQuery(applicationArguments)
The cost of a resource depends on three aspects, the first one is the processor that is looking
for other resources (i.e., the requester) to augment its processing capabilities and distribute
jobs among them. It starts the discovery process and triggers its assigned discovery event.
The second element is the application that runs on the aforementioned processor. There are a
variety of applications with different specifications and requirements. The final element is the
processor that would be nominated as the result of the discovery. Considering these elements
and their effects on the resource evaluation, we can model the complexity of the assessment as
follows:
ResourceCost = CommunicationT ime+ ComputationT ime
The ComputationT ime includes the execution time as well as the time for memory access.
In classic resource discovery protocols, a typical cluster environment is generally defined as
a Virtual Organization (VO) which consists of two types of individuals: resources and resource
directories. In our approach, for discovery we assume that a cluster (i.e., the QMS region) is a
directed graph Cg (V e,Ed) with n nodes and w edges. Each edge ed (a, b) connects to two
nodes a and b where: ed (a, b) ∈ Ed ∧ ∀a, b ∈ V e | a, b ≤ n
We assign a probe factor Pf to each one of the links from local QMS to the neighboring
QMSs. Nodes in the graph are cores in the real cluster. Cores are linked to each other through
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Figure 4.18: Selection of the consequence QMS based on values of probe factors and probabili-
ties.
interconnection networks. We assume that all the cores which are placed in a CPU or cluster
node are members of a QMS. The edge from a to b (i.e. ed (a, b)) is the connection link
between core a and core b, where communication cost to describe it are bandwidth and delay.
For each core, states and descriptions of its processing resource and also other group of cores
in the first tier vicinity are stored in localQMS. The cost of resource r in the localQMS of core
b through ed (a, b) maintained as Rcrab = 1Pfr
ab
, which Pf is the probe factor for the existence
of resource r with resource type of t in the QMS of b when the query is going to be forwarded
from the QMS of a (see Figure 4.18).
In our resource discovery approach, we generate one query per discovery request, and in
the whole cluster system according to the number of requesters, several queries would be
generated concurrently. They explore different paths in line with the link parameters like
probe factor, and the values of the probe factors are updated by all those query replies that
have completed a discovery procedure.
Queries explore the cluster and check local and remoteQMS for the best resource matching.
In fact, when a query explores a QMS and related resources, it shows one of the following
two behaviors: First, a query does not find the requested resource, then it goes to the next
QMS, and continues until the best matching for discovery is achieved or the query expires. If
a query that is exploring a QMS associated with aggregate-node a is not satisfied with the
local resources it goes to the next aggregate-node b in one of the QMS neighbors with a given
probability, which is proportionally related to the rate of Pf rab for each one of r resources over
edge ed (a, b) (See Equation 4.1).
Probabilityrab =
Pf rab∑
z Pf
r
az
(4.1)
z is an aggregate-node which is in vicinity of a. And r is a resource type which probably
existed in the QMS of b.
According to Equation 4.1, queries use the resulting probability to select the next QMS
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for discovery. After finding a match for a query, the reply message includes the description of
the qualified discovered resources which will be returned to the initial requester. Among all
the potential resources the best matching is a resource with lowest rate of latency. In the next
step the probe factor for the result of the performed discovery procedure would be updated
according to Equation 4.2.
Pf rab =
{
Pf rab − δPf rab + δLab if r ∈ QMSb
δPf rab if r /∈ QMSb
(4.2)
δ is a random number which is 0 < δ ≤ 1 and Lab is the latency between a and b. r is the
requested resource with type t. The default value of Pf is 1.
4.6.3 AN Algorithm Description
RPans (i.e., vnodes with the module-role of AN which provide Query Management Service)
operate as following:
RPs assign several different event-handlers to manage the communication events. They
also receive and inspect each incoming message to identify the event that must be triggered.
Depending on the message type in the client-side (source event generator) and the vnode type
(i.e., node type or module-role) in the server side (target event handler) various operations
(i.e., event handler functions) might be performed by receivers. Below we elaborate on the
event receivers’ behavior (event-handling functions) for different events when the node type of
the receiver node is set to AN.
The Lookup event handling in the RPans is similar to Lookup event handling at the RPlns.
The only difference is that the AN receiver nodes play the role of a LN.
The RPans are the major targets for the main-query events. Whenever such event occurs
in the receiver side, that is supposed to be the local QMS of the requester, several tasks
are consequently performed by different sub-components of the QMS (e.g., Query-Analyzer,
Query Router (QROUT), Query Registry (QREG), etc) (see Figure 4.19). At first, the
main-query is registered in the QREG. This specifies the current QMS provider, as the main
responsible entity to collect and manage the overall results of the main-query. Afterwards
the Query-Analyzer splits the main-query in multiple sub-queries (i.e., queries) based on the
main-query template and the homogeneity of resources in each sub-query. These sub-queries
in turn update their query-routing information in the QROUT. Depending on the sub-query
conditions for the different layers, the Query-Analyzer makes a decision for each individual
and independent sub-query based on their query-schemes, focused entirely towards conducting
the best possible exploration pathway around the system.
For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of this paper, we use a query-scheme to represent
sub-query conditions in different layers (the number of homogeneous resources required for
each sub-query is a separated query argument which is not shown in the query-scheme). A
query-scheme represents all sub-query conditions in 3 layers as < cln.can.csn >. Here, cln,
can and csn denote the existence of query constraints for the layerln, layeran and layersn
accordingly, while nln, nan and nsn determine non-existence of any query-conditions on those
layers.
The strategy to split a query by Query-Analyzer is related with the description of the query.
The Query-Analyzer simply splits the query (a heterogeneous group) to multiple sub-queries
(multiple homogeneous groups), as it is originally described by the query description (see
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Figure 4.19: Main query processing in QMSor.
Section 3.4.2). For example, for the query description presented in Listing 3.4, the Query-
Analyzer can only create a single sub-query, since the query description only contains one
homogeneous group (HOGroup1). The resulting sub-query aims to find 5 similar processing
cores with the characteristics described by SingleNode1. As it is shown in Listing 3.4, the sub-
query does not provide any condition in Layer3 (< cln.can.nsn >). Similarly, in other example
for the query described in Listing 3.5, the Query-Analyzer splits the query into two sub-queries
(sub-query1 and sub-query2), since the query description contains two homogeneous groups
(HOGroup1 and HOGroup2). The sub-query1 is similar to the one discussed for Listing 3.4.
The sub-query2 aims to find a group of similar resources, including 8 processing cores with
attributes described by SingleNode2. The query-scheme for sub-query2 can be presented as
< cln.can.csn >, since it provides conditions in all layers.
The conduction of sub-queries by the Query-Analyzer can be done as following: (a) for
the sub-queries with the query-scheme < cln.nan.nsn >, the RPan initiates a DHT lookup
search (i.e., searching in the local mini-cell) by sending a DHT Lookup message to the entry
node in the DHT ring. (b) if the query-scheme is < cln.can.nsn >, the RPan first checks if its
aggregate-stamp is validated according to the aggregate-key of the query. In other words, it
determines whether the layeran information of the local QMS fulfills the sub-query conditions
in this layer or not. Thus, if the layeran information of the current node is validated by
the can query conditions, the RPan continues with the DHT lookup, otherwise, the RPan,
leveraging the probability table, selects the next QMS (i.e., another RPan in the current layer
which represents a mini-cell with the higher probability to find the requested resources) and
sends a Downward discovery message towards the QMS address of the next mini-cell. (c) if the
query-scheme is < cln.can.csn >, the RPan generates and sends a Forward discovery message
towards the higher layer which offers the SQMS service (the RPan relays the query to its
SQMS address in the super-node layer).
Figure 4.20 demonstrates examples of query processing for sub-queries with different
schemes and due to the decisions made by the Query-Analyzer. Upon receiving a request from
a HARD user, the RR entity starts the discovery procedure by sending a Main-Query to its
local pre-assigned QMS provider (QMSor). The Main-Query includes only a single sub-query.
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(a) < cln.nan.nsn >
(b) < cln.can.nsn >
(c) < cln.can.csn >
Figure 4.20: Examples of sequence of the resource discovery message flow for different sub-query
schemes (the Main-Query contains a single sub-query).
In Figure 4.20-a, the sub-query scheme is < cln.nan.nsn >, which means that the query only
introduces conditions for the layerln. Thus, the query is delivered to the lower layer (layerln)
with a Lookup event. This will result in a DHT lookup. The query successfully returned a
hit by sending an Update message to the QMSor. The QMSor finally sends the overall query
results to the requester by using a Main-Reply message. In Figure 4.20-a, the sub-query
scheme is < cln.can.nsn >. Therefore, the query must find a match for its can conditions,
before going to the lower layer. This can be done by dispatching the query within layeran and
visiting potential ANs, by using probability tables and Downward messages. The query finally
finds a matched AN and then sends a Lookup message to its lower layer in order to process
the rest of the query conditions, similar to the first example. Figure 4.20-c depicts similar
processes for a sub-query with query-scheme < cln.nan.csn >. Due to the csn constraints, the
discovery must be initially started from the upper layer (layersn). A Forward message is used
to transmit the query to the top layer. Subsequently, one or multiple anycasting might be
required to find a matched SN. The sub-query then transferred to the layeran for the rest of
discovery process in the lower layers.
HARD3 defines four different types of Update events, which are elaborated in Table 4.4.
The Update event handler in a RPan generally performs the following operations in response
to the occurrence:
(a) Depending on the content and the type of the incoming Update message, RPan updates
the values of the relevant fields in its local probability table. As it is detailed in Algorithm
6, Updating is required only for Updatesys and Updatevic events. On a Updatevic event, the
updating process is terminated in this step since the purpose of this event is just to update the
resource knowledge of neighboring aggregate-nodes of a potential SoR (the event generator).
On Updatesys and Updatenul events, the receiver realizes that the discovery process for the
given sub-query is completed, thus, the Update messages follows the reverse path taken by
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the query message to the QMSor (i.e., the QMS which has initially registered the query)
through the overlay network. The only difference between these two events is that Updatesys
is required to update the probability table of the intermediate nodes but Updatenul does not
need to do this.
Algorithm 6: DPT Updating
Input: sq= sub-query, up=updater, ut=update-type or type of sub-query
/* sq:sub-query, rt:resource-type, nr:neighbor-record, ϕ():quality fun(), sor:source-of-resource
*/
sorpf(sq, up, ut, sornew, sorold, pfold, flag)
// a function to calculate the new pf value and making decision for the new sor
result.sor=-1 // indicates that the sor value should not change
δ=random(0,1) /* 0 < δ 6 1 , λ:latency */
λ=sq.receiver-time - sq.sender-time // λ is the latency by ms between the sq-sender or updater
and the sq-receiver
if ut==Updatesys then // or if sq.type==Updatesys
if (sq is fully resolved)∧(∃ sornew) then
result.pf=pfold-δ∗ (pfold) + δλ // potential increase in pf value
if ϕ(sornew) > ϕ(sorold) then
result.sor=1 // a new sor, suggested by sq, can replace the previous sor in the
DPT
else
result.pf=δ∗ (pfold) // potential reduction in pf value
if (sorold==sornew)∨(flag == 0) then
result.sor=0 // the previous sor in the DPT must be removed by setting the sor
value to empty
else if ut==Updatevic then
result.pf=pfold-δ∗ (pfold) + δλ
else if ut==Downwardcbk then
result.pf=δ∗ (pfold)
return result
sornew=sq.preferred-vnode // getting the preferred-vnode/SoR of sq
foreach rt : rtid ∈ sq.res-type-ids do
if DPT.find(rt) then // rt already exists in the DPT
RTrecord=DPT(rt).get(); flag=1
else // rt does not exist in the DPT
DPT.add(rt); RTrecord.sor.set-empty(); RTrecord(nb).pf=1.0; flag=0
foreach nb ∈ List of AN Neighbors do
if nb==up then
sorold=RTrecord.sor
pfold=RTrecord(nb).pf
res=sorpf(sq,up,ut,sornew,sorold,pfold,flag)
RTrecord(nb).pf=res.pf
RTrecord(nb).probability= RTrecord(nb).pf∑AllNeighbors
nr
RTrecord(nr).pf
if res.sor==0 then
RTrecord.sor.set-empty() // SoR sets to empty
else if res.sor==1 then
RTrecord.sor=sornew // SoR changes
else
RTrecord.sor=sorold // SoR does not change
DPT(rt).set(RTrecord)
return
(b) On Updateqms, the receiver (which is a RPan) investigates the current status of the query
considering the discovery results as provided by the received Update message. Accordingly,
three different possibilities would be considered: the query is fully resolved, the query is
partially resolved and the query is not resolved. When the query (i.e., the sub query which
has already registered in the QMS of the original requester) is fully resolved, a corresponding
Updatesys event is created and sent back to the QMSor while the probability tables and the
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QROUTs of the revisited nodes will be updated. In fact, due to the temporal knowledge of
the Query-Routers in each node, the Updatesys message backtracks its way to the QMSor by
traversing the nodes in different layers.
(c) In other case, when a sub query is partially resolved, RPan properly reshapes the sub
query as a Downward message including information on the partial discovered resources in
order to continue the search to find the rest of the requested resources within the current
layer. Probability tables assist RPans to efficiently decide, choice of the next QMS destination.
There are two search ending conditions in layeran: the first one is reached if all the potential
QMS providers in the current layer of the current cell are explored, thus, an Upward message
including the partial results (if there is any) will be transferred to the address of the SQMS
provider in the upper layer. A potential QMS provider is an aggregate-node, representing a
group of leaf-nodes in a mini-cell, which the probability to find the desired resources for a
sub-query among its subsidiary resources is more than a specific threshold value. We must
note that, even among the potential QMS providers, only qualified QMS providers which
fulfills the can conditions for a given query will be deeply searched in layerln level; the second
layeran search ending condition is also reached if the Time To Live (TTL) (i.e time to live
in terms of number of hops or expiration time) of the sub-query is expired, therefore, an
Updatenul will be sent to the QMSor.
(d) Upon receiving an Updatesys or an Updatenul message by a QMSor (i.e., the main query
registry point), the local QREG of the QMSor will be updated according to the discovered
results of the sub query and if all the other sub queries of the main query are also resolved or
completed, a final main-reply message including the results of all the sub-queries will be sent
to the original requester (the issuer of the given main-query) (see Algorithm 7).
As we elaborated in Table 4.4, there are two types of Downward events: normal Downward
and call back Downward. A Downward event is triggered when the query conditions in the
upper layer are met. It is the major communication event which is happening in layeran, and
notifies the receiver that the required number of resources are not fully discovered yet. The
query transmission in layeran is performed by employing DPTs, and exploits the query status
information from the content of the received query at each aggregate-node to manage the
relying process. The query status information contains the fields such as the query-scheme
(i.e., the query conditions in each layer), inter resources communication constraints, number of
requested resources, number of discovered resources, resource-IDs for the discovered resources,
preferred-vnode, source address, destination address, etc. Whenever a Downward query is
received/sent from/to an/a aggregate-node/super-node, the query routing information (such as
main-query-id, sub-query-id, parent-sender and destination) in the QROUT must be updated.
Furthermore, for a given query, the corresponding information in the QROUT of the revisiting
nodes automatically will be removed before generating the events such as Updatesys, Updatenul,
Upward and Downwardcbk. In fact QROUT only traces the mainstream of the queries which
contain the events such as Downward, Upward and Forward.
The search in layeran is conducted over a tree graph where the tree’s root is the first
aggregate-node in the current layer which receives the Downward query from the other layers
(i.e., upper or lower layers). The QMS in each aggregate-node makes a decision to relay the
query to one of the neighboring aggregate-nodes if it is required. This is performed depending
on several parameters such as the query’s resource-type-ids, the query’s preferred-vnode and
the probability to find the required resource type in the path which is specified by a neighbor-
node as the next QMS destination. The query’s resource-type-ids denote the IDs for different
resource types due to query dimensions. Each query dimension specifies a desired value or
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Algorithm 7: Processing an Updateqms sub-query by a RPan
Input: sq= The received Updateqms message
/* sq, temp:sub-query, qrg:QREG, qrt:QROUT, QMS: the QMS provided by RPan */
while sq.TTL is valid do // if sq is valid due to its Time to Live
if sq is fully resolved then // if all resources required by sq has already been discovered
if sq is registered in QMS.qrg then // if QMS is the QMSor of sq
qrg.addDiscoveryResults(sq) // adding results of sq to overall results collected by
other sub-queries of the main-query
if qrg(sq.mainQID).isCompleted then // checking if all sub-queries of the main query
have already been resolved
send(Main-Reply,qrg(sq.mainQID).sender)
/* sending the final Main-Reply of the query to the original requester */
else // if QMS is not the QMSor of sq
send(Updatesys, qrt(sq.subQID).sender); // sending an Updatesys to the sender of sq (the
last visited RPan by sq) through using sub-query tracking information recorded in
QROUT
if the current vnode is the preferred-vnode for sq then
broadcast(Updatevic, all members of AN-Neighbors)
// sending an Updatevic message to all neighbors of current RPan
qrt.(sq.subQID).remove // removing sq tracking info from QROUT
else // if sq is not resolved or partially resolved
temp=sq; temp.nRR= sq.nRR- sq.nDR; temp.nDR=0 // adjusting/reshaping sq (as sub-query
temp) based on current discovered resources and the remaining resources required, the
sub-query temp maintains list of all previously discovered resources by sq and it is
identical to sq except for the changes
temp.type=Downward|Downwardcbk |Upward // QMS makes decision for the type of sub-query
temp, the initial choice is Downward, if it is not possible, then Downwardcbk is the
choice, and in the case that all ANs in the current cell have already been searched,
Upward is the choice
qrt(sq.subQID).update
Continuation of the search with the modified sub-query temp // since sq is not fully resolved
yet, the search must be proceed either in the current layer (layeran using Downward or
Downwardcbk) or in the upper layer (layersn using Upward)
if sq.TTL is expired then
if sq is registered in QMS.qrg then
send(Main-Reply,qrg(sq.mainQID).sender)
qrg.dreg(sq.mainQID) // removing main query information (including sub-queries result
info) from QREG
removeQroutInfo(sq.mainQID) // removing main query information (including sub-queries
routing info) from QROUT
else
The sq will be destroyed;
The sq routing info in the QROUT of all visited nodes (by sq) will be removed;
The QMSor will be notified to issue the final Main-Reply for the query;
return
range of values for a single resource attribute. The query-analyzer (i.e., a QMS component) in
the local QMS of each main-query is responsible for recognizing the list of resource-type-ids for
each created sub-query. On the other side, each QMS in the system constructs, maintains and
updates one small probability table containing fields such as neighbor-id, probe-factor(pf) and
probability for each demanded resource-type. Moreover, for each resource-type a preferred
source of resource might be assigned or modified during the update procedure, which represents
the current QMS’s preference to direct the related queries to a SoR that provides quality, in
terms of size (i.e., number of available resources in SoR), and distance (i.e., latency or number
of hops between current QMS and SoR).
Figure 4.21 depicts a simple example of DPT in a system with 2 predefined attributes
(CCR: Core Clock Rate, L1S: L1 Cache Size) over 4 different ranges of values (resource-types
1-4). We must note that the number of predefined resource-types in the system is an arbitrary
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design choice. Also the number and definition of resource-types must be uniform among all
probability tables in the system. Defining a large number of resource-types in the system may
increase the resolution of DPTs (i.e., accuracy of probability tables). However, it might have
memory cost, resulting DPTs with larger sizes (HARD limits the number of resource-type
definitions for each single attribute in the range of 2 to 4). In our example, a requester (RR)
sends a Main-Query to its local QMS provider (vnode-11). The resources desired for the
query include two different processing cores (core-A and core-B): 5 cores with CCR=1500
MHz and L1S=512 MB and 8 cores with CCR=2200 MHz and L1S=256 MB. The query is
simple and does not introduce any conditions in layeran and layersn (i.e., < c1ln.nan.nsn >
and < c2ln.nan.nsn >). The Query-Analyzer in the vnode-11 splits the Main-Query into two
sub-queries, bearing in mind that each sub-query must represent query conditions for required
resources, specified by the query description, which are identical to each other (i.e., resources
required by a sub-query are a group of homogeneous resources). In other words, sub-query1
aims to find 5 processing cores of type core-A and sub-query2 is going to find 8 processing
cores of type core-B. These two sub-queries finally return their results achieved to the QMSOR
in vnode-11. The QMSOR aggregates the results and sends a Main-Reply to the requester
(vnode-7).
Figure 4.21: An example of DPT in a system with 2 predefined attributes over 4 different
ranges of values (resource-types or resource-categories) (CCR: Core Clock Rate, L1S: L1 Cache
Size).
Figure 4.21 shows that sub-query1, in continuation of its exploration path, arrives in
vnode-21. Due to the querying policies for the current layer, if the sub-query is required to be
transferred into another QMS provider in the neighborhood, therefore one of the neighboring
vnodes must be selected as the next QMS destination. This can be done by using the
probability table in vnode-21. This table includes the list of direct neighbors (vnodes-72,
12 and 23) as well as the probe factor for each neighbor for each resource-type-id. The
sub-query1 contains its list of desired resource-type-ids (1 and 4) which have been already
specified by the Query-Analyzer of the QMSOR of the sub-query. For the sub-query1, the
QMS in vnode-21 only analyzes the resource-type records RT-1 and RT-2 which are matched
with the resource-type-ids of the sub-query. Accordingly, a neighboring vnode with the
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absolute maximum of probability in both records (vnode-12) will be selected as the sub-query
destination. Each resource-type record also includes a SoR suggestion. The sub-query1 sets
its preferred-vnode to 41, since its original preferred-vnode is empty and also both records
RT-1 and RT-4 collectively propose an absolute value for SoR. We must note that values for
PFs and SoRs in the probability tables are dynamically updated due to the querying data
provided by each transacted query (the initial values for PFs are 1, as they are for RT-3, and
the SoR value might be empty, as it is for RT-3 and RT-4).
The type of sub-query1 in the above example (Figure 4.21) is Downward. In fact, upon
receiving a Downward query by a QMS, if the query conditions in layeran are met by the
aggregate-stamp, a Lookup query is conducted to search in the current mini-cell, otherwise
the QMS, using its probability table, must select the next Downward destination to continue
the search.
In order to select the next QMS provider among the neighboring aggregate-nodes, as it is
presented in Algorithm 8 , at first, the QMS checks if there exist any absolute SoR preference
either by query itself or by QMS (i.e., query based or QMS-based preference). An absolute
preference only exists if an absolute maximum number of the probability tables corresponding
to the resource types mentioned in the resource-type-ids of the given query agree to vote to a
specific SoR.
Algorithm 8: Selection of the next QMS provider
Input: sq= sub-query
/* sq:sub-query, rt:resource-type, nb:neighbor, vn:vnode, sor:source-of-resource,
op:overall-probability */
const: call-back /* indicates that a Downwardcbk must be initiated, an Upward is initiated when it is
not possible to initiate a Downwardcbk */
ϑ:vector, temp:vector-record // overall probability for the neighbors
A={nb : nb ∈ AN −Neighbors}; B={vn : vn ∈ sq.visited− qms− ids}
C=(A ∩ B ′) // A is the list of AN neighbors, B is the list of all already visited ANs by sq and C
is the list of neighbors which have not yet been visited by sq
if |C|==0 then return call-back
if (there is sq.preferred-vnode) ∧ (sq.preferred-vnode ∈ C) then
return sq.preferred-vnode
foreach rt : rtid ∈ sq.res-type-ids do // calculating the average probability for each of the C members
with respect to different resource-type-id specified by sq.res-type-ids
if DPT.find(rt) then
RTrecord=DPT(rt).get()
foreach nb ∈ C do
if ϑ.find(nb) then
ϑ(nb).op=mean(ϑ(nb).op, RTrecord(nb).probability)
else
temp.neighbor=nb
temp.op=RTrecord(nb).probability
ϑ.add(temp)
if ϑ.size()==0 then return random(nb : nb ∈ C)
D={nb : (ϑ.find(nb)) ∧ (ϑ(nb).op == ϑ.Maximum− op) ∧ (ϑ(nb).op > 0)} // D is the list of C members
with the maximum overall probabilities
if |D|==0 then return random(nb : nb ∈ C)
// returning a random member of C as the next QMS destination
else return random(nb : nb ∈ D)
// returning a random member of D as the next QMS destination
HARD3 introduces two different mechanisms for SoR tracing: query-based preference and
QMS-based preference. In the query-based preference, the query obtains the value for its
preferred-vnode (note that each query message includes the information of the preferred-vnode
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of the query) based on the QMS’s SoR preference of the QMSor and it keeps relying on this
fixed preference until discovery ends. But in the QMS-based preference, the query in each
intermediate QMS dynamically applies to use the SoR preference of the current QMS. On
the existence of either the preferred-vnode for the query (in query-based method) or the
absolute SoR preference for the current QMS (in QMS-based method), RPan gives priority to
a neighboring QMS provider, which is preferred by SoR preference or preferred-vnode as the
next query destination. However, if the query doesn’t have a target preference, a neighbor,
with the highest probability among all neighbors is selected. In the case that the number
of neighbors with highest probability is higher than one, a random destination is selected
among the highest ranked neighbors. It must also be taken into account that, the overall
probability to select a neighbor as destination for a query in a QMS, is measured by averaging
the probability values provided by the local probability tables, corresponding to the resource
types, identified in the list of resource-type-ids of the query.
Whenever a RPan ensures that all the potential QMS providers in the vicinity of the
current node are explored, and since the query is not completed, a Downwardcbk message must
be sent to the sender of the original query in the upper level of the search tree (i.e. the
query parent), using the query tracking information recorded in the QROUT. The query
itself also keeps the information about the visited nodes, which helps the query to efficiently
explore the tree graph. By triggering the Downwardcbk event in the receiver-side, the normal
Downward procedure is performed, exploring other potential branches of the tree, by directing
the query to a qualified unvisited neighbor, while the probability tables in the Downwardcbk
receiver are updated due to the query’s characteristics and search results, as we elaborated in
Algorithm 6. If consecutive down-warding processes (i.e., series of Downwardcbk and Downward)
fail to complete the given query in different levels, and branches of the search tree and the
Downwardcbk finally reach the entry QMS provider (i.e., the first QMS provider in the current
layer of the current cell which initiated the Downward query within this layer), a RPan sends
an Upward message to its SQMS address in the upper layer (i.e., layersn), informing the SQMS
provider that search must be continued in other qualified cells in the distributed environment.
4.6.4 Anycast-based Discovery
Anycast can be considered as a powerful paradigm for resource discovery in large scale
distributed systems. It enables communication between a source node and the nearest (or the
best) member of an anycast group. The proximity metric (or the metric for being the best)
can be defined in terms of hop count, delay or the minimum amount of load [410]. However, at
present, there are challenging issues that prevent easy adoption and deterministic deployment of
anycasting in general, and particularly for reliable and scalable resource discovery applications.
These limitations include the issues such as followings:
• Challenge (CH)#1: Lack of support for session-oriented communications which makes
anycasting inappropriate specfically for stateful applications [411].
• CH#2: Lack of support for globally scalable anycast routing in the current network
routers, due to the fact that routing paths to anycast groups cannot be aggregated
[287,412].
• CH#3: Dynamic nature of anycast creates a significant overhead for updating and
maintenance of the anycast groups, specifically for discovering resources in large scale
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dynamic distributed computing environments (i.e., including joining, leaving or failing
nodes/resources) [287,412].
We propose a novel specification-based anycasting scheme to resolve queries in layersn while
dealing with the aforementioned challenges. Our approach uses a shortest path, routing-based
anycast method, which uses the top level layer stamps (i.e., node’s specifications in SN layer)
to create anycast groups, while nodes in this layer are able to dynamically adjust their own
anycast group based on the required resource conditions, provided by incoming discovery
requests from the lower layers.
CH#1 denotes that stateful communications cannot be directly supported by native
network-level anycasting, since there is no guarantee that subsequent packets of the same
session arrive at the same anycast server. The reason is that the routing path between
certain nodes (e.g., the source and destination node) may vary with changes of the network
configuration, and consequently, anycast packets may arrive at different members of the
anycast group. Our resource discovery approach does not suffer from the issue mentioned in
CH#1, since it does not rely on stateful communications. Instead, a discovery requester (i.e.,
a SN) initially sends a Forward request (using anycast) to find the closest SN in the anycast
group. Once an anycast member receives a Forward request it can explicitly communicate
with the original requester using the sender’s unicast address. Hence, the requester would be
able to perform the rest of the transaction using traditional unicast operations.
In order to deal with CH#2, we propose two different approaches for anycasting, which
are as follows:
Network-level Approach: We extend the functionality of the routers, so that they are
able to distinguish between regular unicast routing requests and anycast routing requests.
However this modification is bound to SN routers (i.e., the routers that directly communicate
with SN nodes). By doing this, it would be necessary to upgrade the regular routers. Both
type of routers (SN routers and non-SN routers) also operate as regular routers for non-anycast
(unicast) requests. Using this approach, upon receiving a discovery request (from the requesters
in the lower layers of the current hierarchy or from other RPsn in the same layer) at a RPsn,
the receiver would be able to forward the request to the closest RPsn, by extracting the anycast
address of the destination from csn (i.e., the description of the query conditions in layersn,
which is the representative of the specifications of the desired resources in SN-layer) if the csn
requirements failed to be met in the current SN. The discovery request would be transferred
to the lower layers of the current hierarchy whenever the csn requirements are fully obtained
by SN node in top of the hierarchy.
Application-level Approach: Each SN creates its own anycast address by hashing the
layer-stamp of the SN node, which is representative of all the specifications of the resources
in layersn. Using this approach, the anycast address of each SN is a function of the resource
specifications in the super-node’s layer. The anycast address of a node may change when the
node’s specifications (e.g., dynamic resource attributes) are modified. SN nodes with uniform
specifications advertise the same anycast addresses. The creation and maintenance of the
anycast groups are significantly lightweight, since the anycast groups can automatically be
created and they can also dynamically be changed without requiring communication among
the group members or group registration. SN nodes advertise their anycast address, as well as
unicast address, to other SN nodes in their neighborhood. The neighborhood can be specified
based on proximity metrics such as number of hops or delay. Whenever a RPsn decides to
anycast a discovery request to other potential SNs in the network, it passes the request to
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its local anycast-resolver, which is responsible for determining the unicast address of the
best possible destination. Subsequently, the discovery request would be forwarded to the
destination by using its unicast address and regular routing. The anycast-resolver is a SQMS
sub-component which generates the anycast address of the query destination, using the given
query conditions, and maps the resulted anycast address to a specific unicast address of the
destination. It operates as following: The anycast address of the potential destination for a
given discovery request, is extracted from the csn of the request. The anycast-resolver checks
the SNs registered in the current node and selects the ones which anycast address is similar to
the anycast address of the request. In the next step, the unicast address of a SN with less
distance (in terms of latency or number of hops) is returned to RPsn as the final destination
of the request. If the desired anycast destination is not found among the (list of) registered
SNs, the discovery request is forwarded to the closest SN in the list. If the list is empty, the
query is terminated and the proper Update (i.e., reply) message is sent to the requester. If
csn conditions for the given discovery request does not exist (i.e., when the creation of the
anycast address is not feasible), the discovery request is forwarded to the closest SN.
Whenever a RPsn receives a query, a query type retrieval is performed, and different
mechanisms and procedures are conducted to resolve or redirect the query. The Forward event
is the most regular communication event within layersn. A Forward receiver (a node which
receives a Forward message), first assesses whether the layer stamp (i.e., the super-node-stamp)
will be qualified due to the csn query conditions or not. If it is qualified, a Downward self-event
is triggered in the current super-node where the SQMS provider, as the event-receiver acts as a
QMS provider, which conducts the Downward query to lower layers. The SQMS provider, later,
will receive a response from the lower layers either in the form of Upward (if the query fails
or remains uncompleted in the lower layers) or Update messages (if the query is resolved or
completed). On the occurrence of a Update event, the RPsns redirect the incoming messages
to the orginal requesters. Receiving a Upward event is exclusively dedicated to RPsns (see
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.15). In fact, on occurrence of an Upward event, the RPsn will know
that the requirements of the correspondent query can not be met in the lower layers of the
current SN’s cell, and the query must be directed to other remote cells in the system.
4.6.5 SN Algorithm Description
The RPsns are the resource providers which provide SQMS services to entities in their
local cell, and to other SQMS providers in the system. Depending on the type and status of
the event triggered and the characteristics of the given query, SQMS providers might behave
as RPsn, RPan or RPlns.
As depicted in Algorithm 9, if a RPsn receives an Upward query, it means that the receiver
already has been qualified for the csn query conditions, but the query conditions in the lower
layers have not been achieved. Accordingly, the RPsn sends a Forward message to an anycast
address extracted from csn of the given query. The Forward message will be automatically
redirected to the nearest SQMS provider in the system, which has the same anycast address.
Using the proposed anycast scheme significantly reduces the search space for the given query. It
automatically limits the search space to only the SQMS providers in the system that certainly
would be able to fulfill the csn query conditions. However the query conditions in the lower
layers must be examined in each target forward-receiver separately.
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Algorithm 9: Anycast based Forwarding in RPsn
Input: sq= The received sub-query message
/* sq:sub-query, nb:neighbor */
if sq.type==Forward then
if RPsn is qualified according to sq.csn then
send(sq, Downward, RPsn )
/* generating a Downward self-event by sending a self-message to RPsn, as a result, RPsn
behaves as a RPan, receiving a Downward message */
else
anycast-address=mapped-ac-address(sq.csn) // generating an anycast address by mapping the
specification of the sub-query sq in the layersn into an anycast address
anycast(sq,Forward, anycast-address) // anycasting the sub-query sq with the type Forward to
the extracted anycast address
else if sq.type==Upward then
if there is sq.csn then
anycast-address=mapped-ac-address(RPsn.layer-stampsn) // generating an anycast address by
mapping the specification of the RPsn in the layersn into an anycast address
anycast(sq,Forward, anycast-address)
else
target=random(nb:(nb ∈ SN-Neighbors)∧(nb /∈ sq.visited-qms-ids) ) // selecting a random
neighbor from the list of SN neighbors which have not yet been visited by sq
send(Forward, target )
else if sq.type==Update then
RPsn performs the corresponding update procedure similar to RPan
4.6.6 Multi-dimensional Discovery
The resource description is not supposed to only support single attribute based discovery,
rather it should be able to be used for multidimensional range queries. Therefore as a
multidimensional abstraction in a system in which the information of resources are distributed
in hierarchical layers, we assume our abstraction system to have L layers l1, l2, .., lL, and each
resource to have A attributes a1, a2, .., aA. Then according to the layers description each
attribute ai is placed in the layer lj. This is depicted in Equation 4.3.
ai ∈ lj where 1 ≤ i ≤ A and 1 ≤ j ≤ L (4.3)
Each attribute is described by a triple < At ID : Op ID : At V A : La ID : At TY >, which
parameters are Attribute ID (At ID), Operator ID (Op ID), Attribute Value (At V A), Layer
ID (La ID) and Attribute Type (At TY : String or Number). La ID can be extracted from
At ID and we assume bitmap and numeric values to represent the string types, so that an
attribute can be defined in a triple format like < At ID : Op ID : At V A >, where At ID
and At V A are numerical values and OP = {<,≤,=, >,≥}. Using a hash function H, we
create H(At V A) for every At V A values, besides, in order to support range querying the hash
function has to preserve locality. It means that for each attribute ai:
if AtV A(ai) ∈ [V Amin, V Amax]⇒ H(AtV A(ai)) ∈ [H(V Amin), H(V Amax)] (4.4)
Our proposed resource discovery solution supports four different approaches for range-based
multidimensional discovery.
Approach A: Each resource has to generate hash values for its information in all dimen-
sions. Afterwards it uses a priority function to place hashed values in an ordered list PL. In
the next step, each resource will create a uniform key of HT which demonstrates all of the
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resource properties in a specific layer. So, for each resource ri we have:
HT (ri) = f(H(AtV A(a1)), H(AtV A(a2)), ..,H(AtV A(aA)), PL) (4.5)
Finally each resource ri has to register its uniform key in S(ri), where:
S(ri) = successor(HT (ri)) (4.6)
Approach B: We store resource information for each dimension in an individual DHT
ring. Therefore each resource ri with A attributes collaborates in D particular DHTs where
A = D. For example in order to perform a range query in such environment, we will be looking
for resources with set of specific attributes a1, a2, .., aA in the layer of lj which attribute values
AtV A(a1), AtV A(a2), .., AtV A(aA) should be in following ranges respectively:
[V A(a1)min, V A(a1)max], [V A(a2)min, V A(a2)max], .., [V A(aA)min, V A(aA)max] (4.7)
We distribute the resource information within layer lj to D distributed hash tables
H1, H2, ..,HD where each dimension is stored in a DHT:
H1(AtV A(a1)), H2(AtV A(a2)), ..,HD(AtV A(aA)) (4.8)
To resolve a query, the resource discovery module composes a multi-dimensional range
query, which is the combination of sub-queries on each attribute dimension, and each sub
query is responsible to resolve query conditions for a particular attribute in a certain DHT. To
perform a range query for a single attribute ai in the range [V A(ai)min, V A(ai)max], resource
discovery performs DHT lookup in the range [Hi(V A(ai)min), Hi(V A(ai)max)]. Finally, the
discovery results have to satisfy all the single attribute-queries on each attribute dimension.
They would be the intersection set between all the individual sub queries results.
Approach C: We just select one attribute dimension and establish a DHT for the
appointed attributed dimension. The information of the other attribute dimensions is not
necessary to be stored in the DHT, and it will be stored locally at each resource. To perform
range query over multi-dimensional attributes, the resource discovery component first performs
a range query for the selected single attribute dimension and then the discovery procedure
explores the primary set of discovered resources, and chooses the ones that meet all the query
conditions for the rest of attribute dimensions. In comparison with the previous approach, this
method is better in terms of discovery load and traffic generation because it doesn’t generate
extra sub-queries. However, the distribution of resource information in the previous approach
is more balanced.
Approach D: This approach considers deploying a hierarchical DHT, which consists of A
hierarchical lookup layers. The discovery request first explores the top layer of the hierarchy
that belongs to a certain attribute a1, which has the maximum priority in comparison with
other attribute dimensions. It performs a DHT lookup for a single attribute range query in
the top layer and then it narrows the exploring space to a certain set of resources that satisfy
the query condition for a1. In the next level the discovery procedure searches the second level
for a2, and finally this procedure will end up in last DHT level for aA. Deploying hierarchical
multilevel DHT is similar to the second approach but it creates a significant performance
improvement in comparison with the approach B. It eliminates the answers that are not
qualified for the single attribute conditions in each level and it makes the exploring space
smaller in each level which reduces the discovery traffic load.
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4.6.7 Query Processing Example
Figure 4.22 demonstrates an overall example of the resource discovery message flow for a
simple query (i.e., single-resource/single-query), based on the aforementioned communication
events. Below is the description of the discovery steps shown in the picture.
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Figure 4.22: An example of sequence of the resource discovery message flow for simple querying
(i.e., single-resource/single-query: the main-query contains a single sub-query desiring a single
resource with particular query conditions in different layers.
For this example, Km means a layer-stamp and Cn represents query constraints in layer n.
In each layer, the receiver vnode is qualified in accordance with Cn conditions if m ≈ n (partial
matching) or if m == n (exact matching). Upon receiving a request from a HARD3 user, the
RR entity starts the discovery procedure by sending a main-query to its local pre-assigned QMS
provider (QMSor). The main-query contains a request for a single resource with particular
query conditions in different layers. Accordingly, the QMSor generates a single sub-query and
makes a decision for the proper layer to propagate the sub-query. The number of created
sub-queries depends on the heterogeneity of the resources requested (i.e., for each group
of homogeneous desired resources a sub-query is created). The QMSor decides to send the
sub-query to the upper layer by triggering a Forward event. The reason is that the sub-query
description (< C1.C2.C3 >) contains C3 which is the required conditions for the layersn and
C3 has the highest priority to be matched compared to C2 and C1 (note that, for evaluating
query conditions in general, our algorithm gives priority to query conditions with higher
layers). In the next step, since K7 is not qualified, the receiver (which is a SQMS provider)
anycasts the query to a group of SNs which layer-stamps (K3) can be qualified according to
C3. The anycast member with the shortest latency, receives the Forward event and, since C3
conditions are already obtained, the sub-query is directed to the lower layer by a Downward
message. The sub-query is traversed among ANs through probability tables until it discovers
an AN whose layer-stamp (K2) can satisfy C2 conditions. In this case, the QMS starts a DHT
lookup in the lower layer by sending a Lookup message to a DHT entry. When the lookup
fails, an Updateqms message will be received in the QMS. Consequently, the QMS sends an
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Upward message to the higher layer, indicating that the required resource is not available
in the lower layers. The sub-query is again anycasted and the discovery continues until all
the sub-query conditions have been obtained in all layers (i.e., K3, K2 and K1). Finally, an
Updatesys event lets QMSor know about the query results and QMSor consequently sends the
discovery results as the main-reply to RR. We elaborate on the details of the various resource
discovery algorithms involved in the next section.
4.7 Resource Management
Modern large-scale distributed computing systems are undergoing with the rapid evolution
of processor and network architectures. And they have made possible: (i) the integration of
more and more cores into one single chip; (ii) many-chips being interconnected into a single
machine; (iii) more and more machines getting connected with highly increasing bandwidth.
This leads to the emergence of the next generation of many-core enabled large-scale computing
systems which rely on thousands of billions of heterogeneous processing cores connected to
form a single computing unit.
Current large-scale computing environments such as HPC clusters (e.g., Infiniband-based
distributed memory machines, or Bewolf clusters), Grids and Clouds are common scenarios
when discussing enhancements to overall computing/system performance and resource/-
data/service/application accessibility through efficient sharing and utilization of the integrated
infrastructure and hardware resources (such as computing, storage, data and network re-
sources) in large-scale systems, with high heterogeneity (in terms of resources, applications,
platforms, users, virtual organization, administration policies, etc.) and high dynamicity. In
such large-scale computing environments, resource management is one of the most challenging,
and complex issues for efficient resource sharing and utilization, particularly as we move
toward Future ManyCore Systems (FMCS).
There are various types of techniques and methods to control and manage the infrastructure
for each one of the aforementioned computing environments, which differ based on their main
focus, embedded technologies and system architectures. And in fact, designing a resource
management architecture which can be applied and adjusted to the requirements of these
different computing environments is an extra challenge.
In this section, by “manycore enabled computing systems”, we mean future computing
systems that support thousands of chips per compute node and thousands of heterogeneous
cores per chip (as predicted in [413]). Referring to the DOS’s concept, discussed in section
4.2.3, we address the problem of resource management for this future large-scale manycore
enabled computing environment. Furthermore, the variety of new emergent applications and
the heterogeneous resources distributed across the network owned by different organizations
and administrative domains, demand that these DOSs support an efficient mechanism for both
process and resource management. Designing a DOS resource management system that meets
the requirements of such large-scale environments is challenging due to several issues: (a)
Supporting adaptability, scalability and extensibility, (b) Incorporating computing resources
within different virtual organizations (VOs) while preserving the site autonomy (i.e., the
distributed ownership of the resources), (c) Co-allocating resources, (d) Supporting low-cost
computation, (e) Supporting Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees.
In this section, based on HARD3, we propose Elastic Core (ElCore), a new elastic, scalable,
accurate and dynamic resource management architecture for distributed systems in future
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large-scale many-core enabled computing environments, which supports high quality resource
mapping and allocation (i.e., resource allocation accuracy) in a fully decentralized manner. In
our work, we mainly focus on scalability and accuracy issues, since in our target computing
environments (future large-scale manycore systems), one of the most important requirements
for resource management is the ability to deal with very large number of heterogeneous
resources.
Using ElCore, applications/processes can be distributed among a set of automatically
self-organized and self-configured Resource Manager (RM) Entities or Resource Manager
Components (RMCs) in the system. RMCs can individually control and monitor their own
collection of resources while resources can dynamically be traded (transacted) among RMCs
on demand basis. This is achieved by the usage of HARD3, as an embedded dynamic resource
discovery method which is able to efficiently discover the most accurate and appropriate
resources with the lowest possible latency (i.e., nearest matching resources) among many
available resources belonging to different RM entities.
ElCore provides scalability since its decentralized discovery mechanism (i.e. HARD3)
allows scalable communications and resource trading between RMC instances. As we discussed
in Chapter 3, HARD3 also supports a highly sophisticated query and resource description
model (from the very low level of processors and processes to the level of computer clusters
with respect to inter-resource and inter-process communication constraints). Using HARD3,
ElCore can enable the requesters to accurately discover the resources based on the required
specifications and constraints for each given query. These features make ElCore flexible to be
efficiently adapted to the requirements of future large-scale many-core enabled systems, be
the future HPC clusters, Grids or Clouds.
ElCore also supports elasticity (roughly defined as the ability to address variable run-time
changes on resources and workloads) with respect to the following two aspects. First, in
our approach, we employ several resource management entities which are distributed across
the system in a fully decentralized fashion. Each RMC instance can flexibly control and
modify its own pool of resources according to on-demand basis. This gives elasticity to each
instance of RMC to dynamically meet various, arbitrary scale, users’ resource requirements,
ranged from small applications to large computing-intensive tasks (we discuss ElCore policy
to trade resources among different instances of RMC in Section 4.7.3). Second, similar to the
requirements of the current Cloud computing technology [414], we can expect that one of the
most important requirement for application execution in future large-scale manycore enabled
systems would be the ability of the system to deal with dynamic applications which have
high variability fluctuations in their workloads. As an example of this type of applications
we can mention malleable applications [415] where malleability is defined as the capability
of the application to dynamically modify its data size and also number of computational
entities (threads). The dynamicity of applications (in term of dynamic workload) affects the
performance of resource management systems, since resource mapping is based on initial
QoS requirements of applications, when workload changes (during run-time), the application
execution might fails to meet its initial QoS requirements. ElCore provides elasticity to
dynamically detect overloaded resources and reallocate additional resources, allowing migration
of processes (like new threads) from overloaded to newly assigned resources (see Section 4.7.5).
Furthermore, the modularity and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA-based) design of ElCore
allow it to be coherently integrated and used within DOSs.
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4.7.1 Requirements
This section provides some key aspects required to design an efficient resource management
model with respect to the requirements of future large-scale manycore systems. It also must
be taken into account that our proposed approach does not address all the shortcomings of
prior works. Nevertheless, we address the following key aspects for future DOSs:
System Size: In the future, billions of devices may be connected to form a single computing
system. This means that, in order to still be able to efficiently use such computing environments,
we need to provide scalable approaches which can deal with so very large-scale systems. Thus,
scalability becomes one of the most important requirements for resource management for
future computing systems [416, 417]. Along this line, decentralized models are generally
the approaches that lead to maximum scalability [418], since centralized models commonly
suffer from several inherent drawbacks (such as single point of failure and communication
bottlenecks). On the other hand, implementing purely decentralized resource management
models might hugely increase the level of system complexity (and in some cases it may not be
feasible). Distributed hierarchies (which used for our work) can be considered as a realistic
alternative decentralized model for resource management, since it can provide scalability while
avoiding to overly increase the system complexity.
Heterogeneity: For future massively parallel, distributed and heterogeneous systems,
capability of resource management approaches to efficiently handle high heterogeneity of
resources is an essential requirement [419]. High heterogeneity of resources (i.e., core diversity)
results in increasing the complexity of organizing and managing the resources. For example,
different resources, positioned in the same chip or node, may provide different types and
levels of capabilities which makes it difficult to apply a common resource management policy
to efficiently explore all those heterogeneous resources. In order to solve this problem, we
introduce the concept of virtual node (vnode) where each group of homogeneous resources,
positioned in a common vicinity, participates to form a single vnode based on given vnode
clustering parameters (we discuss this further in Section 4.7.5). In addition, we must note that
using a shared memory programming or communication model is not feasible for heterogeneous
cores, as well as affecting the scalability of the system. Thus, we assume message passing for
communication between cores and chips.
Mapping: For future scenarios, with very large numbers of diverse applications and
resources, high quality process-resource mapping can be identified as one of the most urgent
problems to be solved [420–422]. The quality of mapping is directly relevant to the accu-
racy of both resource identification (i.e., precise identification of required resources for each
given process) and resource allocation (precise process-resource mapping to meet process
requirements). In our work, assuming the former can be dynamically performed by process
managers (we discuss this further in Section 5.5), we focus on the later. In order to achieve
high resource allocation accuracy, we provide a matching strategy which uses a decentralized
strategy (based on distributed hierarchies) to find and map resources. Our mapping strategy
supports querying for both design-time (static workload) and run-time (dynamic workload)
application requirements through enabling dynamic resource discovery and facilitating process
migrations (for overloaded resources). We further discuss our matching strategy in Section
4.7.5.
Elasticity: The elasticity can be defined as the capability of the resource management
system to flexibly and sensitively behave on demand basis where the demand comes from
resource manager users (requests for resources). Elasticity is one of the desired requirements
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for resource management in current Cloud computing systems [423–427]. It must also be
considered as an important resource management requirement for future manycore systems,
due to the trend of moving Cloud computing concepts to manycore systems. As we mentioned
earlier, ElCore provides elasticity with respect to the amount of resources controlled by each
resource management entity and the amount of resources assigned to each process.
4.7.2 ElCore Architecture
We propose a novel generic resource management architecture for DOSs, which is able
to efficiently manage the allocation of resources in large-scale computing environments with
high rate of dynamicity and heterogeneity of resources. We assume a reliable (no message
loss, duplication or corruption) and asynchronous message passing model, for inter-core and
inter-chip communication in such environments. Our system covers all levels of resources, in
all different levels of clustering.
We organize the distributed resources in the computing environment (containing a large
number of interconnected resources in different levels) in a set of distributed hierarchies through
leveraging our dynamic self-organization and self-configuration approach [294] (see also Section
4.3). We define the entities of Main-Control (i.e., DOS main-kernel) and Nano-Control(i.e., DOS
nano-kernel) which are providing maximal and minimal numbers of capabilities, functionalities
and services in the system through running each kernel on multiple cores [4, 5, 428]. These
control entities differ in terms of service types, which they can dynamically instantiate on
demand. The instances of these entities are positioned in the system in a way to map the
structure of the underlying distributed hierarchies (i.e., deploying the main-control instances
in the hierarchies head-nodes and the nano-control instances in the leaf-nodes).
Similar to the Multitenant Clouds architecture, each (main/nano) control instance provides
a dedicated share of the instance including a set of dynamic on demanded services to client
machines/components in their region in the hierarchy. In fact, this approach could potentially
enhance the multitenancy model for resource management to work in the hierarchies and
support dynamic service instantiation (although we do not highlight this aspect since it is out
of scope for this dissertation). Moreover, we classify control services as atomic-services (e.g.,
for the resource management service where every island of distributed resources in the system
is managed by a single instance) and non-atomic services. For the non-atomic-services, for
instance, we can consider the scheduling service: a local scheduler instance per tile / processor
may be responsible for scheduling all code segments within that domain, but will itself be
subject to a higher-level scheduler which triggers the respective code block as a whole. The
atomic-services are the ones that should not be subdivided in terms of functionalities and
workloads.
Figure 4.23 highlights the key services associated to control decisions for resource manage-
ment (aspects such as deployment instantiation on process movement are important but are
not involved in the resource management decisions). These services include:
RR: or Resource Requester is a client-side discovery component, which is responsible for
generating, starting and disseminating a query in the system finally returning information
about the requested resources (e.g., available qualified processing cores and their respective
capabilities). It is an atomic service that can be instantiated by any control entities. Each
potential resource client in the system can also have a single RR instance.
RP: or Resource (Information) Provider is a server-side discovery component, which
directly offers information services to Resource Requesters and communicates with other
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Figure 4.23: ElCore resource management architecture
Resource Providers in the distributed system. RPs collaborate with each other to resolve the
received queries from RRs in a completely decentralized and distributed fashion. It is an atomic
service which can only be instantiated by main-control instances. However, depending on the
specific level of hierarchy, it can be configured as a non-atomic service considering a wider
searching space. The RR-RP model is based on self-organizing processing resources in the
system, where the computing resources are organized into distributed hierarchies according to
a hierarchical resource description (i.e., multi-layered resource description). Moreover, in each
layer different algorithms and adapted mechanisms (such as distributed hash tables, distributed
probability tables and any-casting) are implemented in order to redirect the discovery requests
to the proper requested resources within the layers (e.g., leaf-node, aggregate-node and super-
node layers) in the system. More details of our RR-RP resource discovery model have been
presented in Section 4.5 [294,429].
Scheduler is a non-atomic service (since the scheduling loads can be splitted among
the other scheduling entities), which is in charge of executing the threads according to a
certain order. In general, both types of control entities instances are able to instantiate
scheduler instances on demand (e.g., in cluster computing environment, there will be one such
component per each processor/resource where the application threads are loaded and needed
to be executed.). The details of the scheduling mechanism used are presented in [430].
Process Manager (PM): or Process Manager is in charge of running an application.
One such component is loaded and starts every-time the user issues a command for starting
an application (i.e., one PM per user per application). The PM is an atomic-service and
there would be one single instance for each application. This facilitates the usage of our
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architecture in massive parallelized systems, providing a fully distributed application-oriented
approach with higher level of customization and adaptation to the heterogeneous types of
processes/applications. Using other sibling modules/services, the PM supervises the task of
loading an application, interpreting its concurrency structure, allocating the resources, loading
the application code on the different resources, computing the scheduling parameters, and
launching the application code. Finally, the PM waits for it to finish before de-allocating
resources and completing the application execution.
RMC: or Resource Manager Component is an atomic service which can only be instantiated
by the main-control entities. Each RMC instance provides a global view of the available
resources (i.e., existing capabilities) in the system for its clients while it offers accessibility
mechanisms to access those resources and capabilities.
4.7.3 Resource Management Component
Following this section, we discuss the RMC mechanisms in more detail. RMC manages,
monitors and controls the resources in the distributed system. It keeps, monitors and modifies
the status of the resources, which are used by the local process managers. It invokes resource
discovery components (i.e., RRs and RPs) to find the list of required resources according to the
incoming request (wishlist) from Process Managers (PMs) or any other DOS components. It
is also able to reserve a single resource or set of resources for a specific process/thread/threads,
in order for the result of resource discovery (originated by other remote instances of RRs in the
distributed system) not to contain the occupied resources. The reserved resources would be
released upon receiving the notification (i.e., notification of process execution completion) from
PMs. Additionally, RMC provides a set of capabilities to manage and monitor resources for
the other DOS components like the Process Manager. In order to allocate the proper available
resources to the application the Process Manager needs to query the Resource Manager.
RMC provides support for distributed management and control of resources. Every pool of
resources is managed by one RMC instance, and each instance can provide a global view of all
potential resources in the network. It receives requests from many PM components, while each
request will specify a set of resource requirements (see Figure 4.24). For example a PM may
ask for a minimum and maximum number of processors per each kind, for a certain fraction
of the network bandwidth. RMC checks if the required amount of resources is available, and
in case of a positive answer it returns a set of resource descriptors that the PM caller module
can use to run its tasks. The interaction between the PM and the RMC can be very simple
(one simple request that can be accepted or rejected) or very complex (based on a negotiation
protocol), depending on the specific DOS configuration.
Algorithm 10 illustrates the RMC resource requesting mechanism when it is invoked by a
PM. Upon receiving a PM request, RMC tries to conduct all the requirements of the given
request using all the resources it has under control. When it fails to handle a request using
the available resources in its own administrative domain (i.e., the collection of distributed
resources, which are managed by a RMC instance) RMC starts to extend its global view
of resources by invoking a RR component (see Figures 4.25 and 4.26). Consequently RR
negotiates with other remote RP instances in order to get information about the required
resources which are in the free-ownership-list (i.e., a list of free resources managed by an RMC
instance, whose ownership is allowed to be transferred on request) of other RMC instances in
the system. If those resources can be found in the free-ownership-list of other remote RMC
domains, the local RMC would be able to add them to its own administrative domain.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.24: a) Extraction of the resource requirements from a given application graph, b)
The resource graph of the qualified resources for a given query.
We must note that the resources, which are controlled by a single instance of RMC, are
not necessarily positioned in a local node. In fact there, each RMC instance has three main
resource collections, which include the reserved-list (or allocated resources), the free-list and
the free-ownership-list. The reserved-list maintains the status of the resources allocated to
processes. The free-list keeps the information of the resources available for upcoming processes.
However, the other remote RMC instances do not have access to these resources. After
releasing a resource, it will be moved from the reserved-list to the free-list. Generally, the
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Figure 4.25: RMC mechanism.
Figure 4.26: Message sequences for the interactions between RR, RP and RMC.
resources in the free-list will be moved to the free-ownership-list after a certain period of time.
Nevertheless, depending on the type of processes and their QoS requirements, the RMC can
decide to keep some particular resources in the free-list for a longer time. This could be an
important feature particularly for deadline-sensitive applications. Examples for this situation
would be real-time applications (such as online gaming, voice over IP), where processes must
guarantee response within specified timeframes (i.e., deadlines). This means that for such
processes, correctness of an operation depends not only upon its logical correctness, but
also upon the time in which it is performed [431] (i.e., a process may fail if has not met its
specific deadline). RMC policy flexibility may allow longer maintenance of resources, released
by deadline-sensitive processes, in the free-list, for two reasons: first, RMC potentially gets
similar requests from PMs for upcoming processes, so that, RMC would be able to respond
immediately to those requests without a need to perform a global resource discovery. Second,
by keeping a resource in the free-list, instead of free-ownership-list, the scope for resource
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Algorithm 10: Pseudo code of mechanism for resource requesting in RMC when PM asks RMC to
provide the resource descriptors for a set of required resources.
Input: ProcId app, ResourceRequestList rl ; /* process identifier and the description of the required
resources */
Output: ResIDs ; /* res-IDs for the matched qualified available resources */
ResID-Collection reserved-resources; ResId i;
ResID-Collection free-remote-resources; Resource res;
ResourceRequestList rr = rl;
ResourceRequestList request-remote-resources;
ResourceType rt ;
foreach rt ∈ rr do
while rt.requested-number > 0 do
i= find-free-resource(rt.descriptor) ; /* searching in the local free-list and
free-ownership-list */
if i==null then
; /* if the resources cant be found in the local set, the RMC will ask RR to find them
in the system */
request-remote-resources.add(rt);
break ;
else
dep=analyze-dep-constraints(i,app,rl);
if dep is not achieved then
request-remote-resources.add(rt);
break;
else
make-busy(app, i);
reserved-resources.add(i);
rt.requested-number- -;
free-remote-resources=RR.FindResources(request-remote-resources);
foreach res ∈ free-remote-resources do
free-resources.add(res);
make-busy(app, res);
reserved-resources.add(res);
return reserved-resources;
contention for the upcoming similar, deadline-sensitive, requests would be limited only to local
RMC processes, and not to all processes around the system. This increases the probability of
getting immediate response for those requesters.
The free-ownership-list contains the resources that the RMC will share with other remote
RMC instances. Upon receiving a request for a resource, presented in the free-ownership-list,
RMC transfers the authority to the requester (i.e., the remote RMC instance) to manage that
resource. In fact, despite the free-list, the free-ownership-list contains the only available (free)
resources which are allowed to be accessed globally in the system and their ownership can be
transferred to the requesters on demand.
4.7.4 Resource Management System Operation
In the rest of this section we elaborate on the inter-operations between the modules/services
(which have been previously described in this section) in a general DOS environment and
specifically for the discussion under the terminology for the project Service Oriented Operating
System (S[o]OS) [4]. Figure 4.27 demonstrates general steps in configuration/inter-operation
(i.e., in terms of modules, resources or threads), which contain all the major activities that
must be performed for resource management and allocation (i.e., before the actual execution
of the code’s processes). These configuration/inter-operation steps include the following: a)
Analysis of the program and extracting the application’s graph. b) Identifying the resources
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required for a given process (i.e., identifying the resources, which maximize the matching
between resource capabilities and process characteristics). c) Resource discovery, reservation,
monitoring and management to find and reserve a matching graph of resources for a given
application graph. d) Loading, configuring and instantiating all the necessary modules. e)
Deploying the application segments in the reserved resources. f) Distributing code segments
and their co-related reserved resources between the assigned sub-schedulers and starting to
schedule the allocated threads on the reserved resources.
Figure 4.27: Interaction diagram among modules.
As depicted in Figure 4.27, the PM employs the application handler to load the requested
application. The application handler invokes the memory manager (or stream manager) in
order to load the application in memory and then it returns the application graph to the
PM. In fact the code is analyzed with regard to its main dependencies, and the resulting
application graph can be created with respect to the specific hardware features that would
suit the execution best. Due to the application graph, the PM subsequently creates the list
of resource requirements, which consists of all the individual characteristics of the potential
resource candidate for each vertex combined with the aggregated characteristics and the
required communication behavior of all the edges in the application graph. The PM will also
pass the minimum and maximum resource requirements (i.e., the individual characteristics of
the required resource in terms of processor architecture, type of processor, speed, etc.) for
each thread, as well as the minimum and maximum communication properties among threads
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in terms of latency and bandwidth (i.e., the inter threads communication requirements) to the
RMC. This means that RMC, regardless of the specific requirements of different applications,
is able to discover and assign the required set of resources within given ranges (in terms of
different computation or communication properties/attributes). In other words, RMC can
be queried for resources satisfying arbitrary range conditions on different attributes since it
benefits from a range-query enabled resource discovery mechanism. For example a PM may
send a query to RMC with conditions such as the following: the required number of resources
is 5, core clock rate for each resource must be greater than 1.5 Ghz, L1 cache size for each
resource must be in the range of [128Kb, 1Mb] and also maximum communication latency
between each pair of resources must be less than 10ms.
In current Grid and Cloud computing technologies, it is very common to specify the
minimum and maximum computation requirements (i.e., desired computing attributes) for the
resources requested by each query. Similarly, for many real applications, it is very important
that the resource management and querying system can perform process-resource mapping with
respect to minimum and maximum inter-resource/inter-process communication requirements.
For example, for real-time applications, in order to meet the deadlines, we need to ensure that
the maximum communication latency among the allocated resources does not exceed a given
threshold.
The RMC specifies the resource graph and then it triggers the resource discovery module.
The resource discovery starts to locate resources based on the required computing and
communicating conditions. It analyzes all the possible resources and, in order to fulfill all
the requirements of the input query, it chooses the most efficient and appropriate graph
of resources, by considering the behavior of the communication routes between resources,
which follows the communication dependencies (i.e., data source and sink) as identified in the
application graph during code analysis. We must note that during the discovery procedure,
every discovered resource (within the free-ownership-list of a remote RMC) will initially be
marked as “reserved” for a thread in the application graph. This is the process which happens
before transferring the ownership of the discovered resources to the local RMC (requester) and
it results in a more immediate prevention of other remote instances of the discovery module
to find the resources that are locally marked as “reserved” (i.e., the discovered resources for a
query will immediately be hidden from other queries in the system and if not used in a given
time window will be again released). It also must be taken into account that, in our approach,
the discovery results (set of discovered resources for a request/process) are deterministic. This
means that RMC does not need to either reevaluate the mapping conditions for the discovered
resources or select the best matches among a set of candidates (discovery results), rather it
simply assigns the discovered resources for the corresponding process.
Figure 4.28 shows an example of resource contention between two RMC instances which
require the same resource and initiated at the same time. As we can see in the figure, the
resource discovery requests from both RMC1 and RMC2 suddenly and simultaneously arrive
at the same destination resource provider (RPn). RPn orders the incoming requests in its
own FIFO queue based on the time of arrival (requests that arrive at the same time slot are
organized in a generally random order). RPn processes requests one by one. Accordingly, the
request from RMC2 will be successful in discovering its desired resource (resource Rx). The
state of resource Rx will immediately be changed to “reserved”, thus the next request in the
queue (from RMC1) fails to discover the resource Rx. Afterwards, the ownership of Rx from
RMCn will be transferred to RMC2.
In fact, once the destination resources for application threads are known, they will be
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Figure 4.28: Example of resource contention occurs when two (or multiple) different RMC
instances (like RMC1 and RMC2 on behalf of PMi and PMj) simultaneously attempt to obtain
the same or overlapping set of rare resources (like Rx).
reserved and prepared. All necessary DOS modules for maintaining communication, loading
code, executing rendering, etc., will be loaded along with the actual code. For doing this, the
RMC will trigger the component manager in order to instantiate and setup all the necessary
DOS modules. The component manager consequently employs the deployment manager to
deploy the respective modules. The deployment manager has the resource description of the
target hardware platform (remote resource) and it can invoke the code adapter to translate the
code and finally write the respective adapted code to the target resource memory, by invoking
the memory manager. Then the PM triggers the deployment manager in order to deploy each
of the threads instructions in the allocated remote resources. In turn, the deployment manager
calls the local RMC to get the full resource description for each resource, and afterwards it
starts deploying each thread on the relevant remote resource platform. The PM will finally
pass a set of threads on a set of reserved resources to the scheduler component in order to
begin the actual execution.
4.7.5 Resource Management for FMCS
We can envision that, in the future, very large dimension manycore systems will be
constructed by connecting a large number of computing nodes, with many chips and several
thousands of heterogeneous cores per chip, using very high-speed network and interconnect
technologies. In such FMCS, mapping applications to cores, and adapting each application to
the allocated cores plays a key role for an efficient utilization of the computation resources.
Efficient resource mapping and allocation in systems with thousands of cores integrated per
chip spans a large solution space, and leads to the problem of optimal mapping of parallel
applications to the cores which is known to be NP-complete [432].
4.7.5.1 RM Strategy
Our proposed resource management scheme can be leveraged for FMCS to provide a
highly decentralized, distributed, scalable and online application mapping with highly resource
allocation accuracy. The system is initially configured as follows:
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A) In the first step, a virtual hierarchical overlay is created on top of the manycore system
by dynamic self-organization of the vnodes (virtual nodes) over the system. Each vnode is
defined as a group of homogeneous resources (i.e., processing cores) which are not necessarily
positioned on a common physical chip (e.g., a CPU) rather they are positioned within a
common vicinity that is described by parameters such as number of hops or interconnect
latency (i.e., resources are grouped within virtual-nodes by proximity and similarity). We
must note that the resources within a vnode can be also bound to a single common chip.
Furthermore, the number of resources within a vnode is bound by a pre-configured threshold
value. Therefore, the vnodes with similar resources (i.e., sibling-nodes) might coexist within a
single common chip. All vnodes in the system are connected to each other through an overlay
topology which is a connected graph created based on the underlying network and interconnect
topology during the self-organization phase.
We define two main parameters to construct every vnode which are η and λ. η is the
maximum number of resources (cores) in the vnode and λ is the maximum distance between
each pair of resources. The maximum distance can be also defined in terms of latency or
number of hops.
Depending on the values of the aforementioned parameters, the vnode clustering can be
obtained through various approaches. It can be simply achieved by specifying each single
core (η=1, λ=0), or all the cores of a homogeneous processor (η=number of cores in the
processor, λ=maximum latency among cores in the processor, λ < δ where δ is minimum
latency for inter-chip communication) as a vnode. Another way is to simply specify every
group of homogeneous cores, positioned in different processors (i.e., chip or die) of a network
node, as a single vnode (η=total number of cores in the node, λ=maximum latency among
cores in the node, λ < ∆ where ∆ is minimum latency for communication between cores of
different nodes across the network). In fact a vnode is limited to include cores inside a single
chip when λ < δ and it is extended to multiple chips when λ ≥ δ. Apart from that, various
dynamic approaches can be also leveraged to perform vnode clustering. In the following, we
briefly describe a sample approach for dynamic vnode clustering.
In this approach, for each multiprocessor node in the system, a random single resource (core)
is triggered to initiate the clustering process. This resource, which is called primary vnode-
head, would be responsible to organize the initial vnode for each physical node (multiprocessor
node). The primary vnode-head broadcasts a vnode-clustering-request to all the cores in all
the processors positioned in the current physical node and it will receive the description of
each resource as well as the latency information from the cores. The primary vnode-head
chooses a subset from the responding resources with respect to their similarity and vnode
clustering parameters (i.e., η and λ). In this way, a candidate resource of c is selected based
upon three conditions: firstly the resource description of c must be matched to the primary
vnode-head. Secondly the latency between the primary vnode-head and c must be equal or
less than λ and lastly by selecting c, the number of members for the primary vnode-head,
should not exceed η. Upon establishing the first vnode, the primary vnode-head specifies the
next vnode-head by randomly selecting a resource among the list of unsuccessful candidates.
The next vnode-head will be triggered by receiving a message from the primary vnode-head,
containing the list of unsuccessful candidates. The operation of the next vnode-head is similar
to the primary vnode-head, but what makes it different is that instead of broadcasting to all
cores, it uses multicasting to send its vnode-clustering-request only to the resources which
were unsuccessful to join the previous vnode-head. The overall clustering process will continue
until the list of unsuccessful candidates for the current vnode-head becomes empty. Figure
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Figure 4.29: Example of vnode clustering for a processor containing 24 heterogeneous cores,
connected through 2-D mesh topology
4.29 demonstrates an example of using this approach for vnode-clustering in a single chip
containing 4 different types of resources. It results in establishing 5 vnodes.
B) In the next step, each vnode acquires its role (LN:leaf-node, AN:aggregate-node,
SN:super-node) to play in the computing environment using a dynamic distributed election
mechanism (refer to Section 4.3). ANs and SNs are the resource providers (RPs) where ANs
provide Query Management Service (QMS) and SNs provide Super Query Management Service
(SQMS). These services work as the system services interleaved with the applications on the
cores of each vnode with the AN or SN role. Alternatively, they can be also executed on the
dedicated cores that are not available to the applications in each target vnode.
As we already discussed in Section 4.2.3, the vnodes which host QMS (i.e., RP-QMSs)
are responsible to manage querying within a group of LN members and their-self. Similarly,
the vnodes which host SQMS (i.e., RP-SQMSs) manage the querying within a group of AN
members as well as their local resources. This mechanism divides the querying space to
multiple layers such as layerln, layeran and layersn where in each layer different adaptive query
resolution and forwarding methods (such as DHT-based, Probability-based and Anycast-based
approaches) are applied to direct and resolve the queries within or across layers. We must note
that a single LN/AN is not allowed to participate simultaneously in more than one LN/AN
group. Moreover, each compute node hosts atleast a single RP-SQMS, while every chip on a
compute node hosts a single or multiple RP-QMS. Depending on the system configuration, the
resources within a vnode or multiple vnodes initially managed by a single instance of RMC
which cooperate with a RR entity. In other words, each RMC instance initially assigns a set
of resources to its local free-list.
4.7.5.2 Application and Resource Description Aspects
As we discussed in Chapter 3, we describe resources (i.e., computing resources) in the
system based on their specific attributes (i.e., computation and communication characteristics)
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in a multi-layer hierarchy. The depth of the hierarchy (i.e., number of layers in resource
description model) and the definition of each layer might range from very high level (e.g., super
clusters, clusters) to very low level (e.g., processing core, ALUs) depending on the architecture
designing aspects.
The model is conducted by gathering and combining the individual attributes (ranging
from more abstract information in the higher layers to more detailed characteristics in the
lower layers) in each layer, augmented with information aggregation and summarization
techniques (see Section 3.5), in order to create the layer-stamps. In fact, all specifications (i.e.,
attributes) of each layer, as well as their values are represented by a single layer-stamp. We
also use a similar description model to specify the desired resources by each single query as
<c|nln.c|nan.c|nsn>. This query-scheme identifies the status of the query conditions for each
individual layer in the hierarchy. cln, can and csn denote the existence of query constraints for
the layerln, layeran and layersn accordingly, while nln, nan and nsn denote the non-existence
of any query-conditions on those layers.
A detailed application description (i.e., application performance modeling) is necessary
to accurately specify the desired resources, as well as the minimum/maximum required
inter-resource communication capacities for the efficient application execution. By using an
appropriate application description model, PMs would be able to dynamically query for the
right set of cores for their corresponding processes. Since the application description is out of
scope for this dissertation, we assume that the PMs are independently able to initially extract
the number and characteristics of required resources, as well as the required inter-resource
communication capacities for their corresponding processes at run-time and in an explicit
manner. For example (see Figure 4.24), a PM for a process containing 9 threads with different
resource and inter-thread communication requirements might ask the RMC to allocate 3
different groups of homogeneous cores to fulfil both the inter-group and intra-group constraints
for communication between allocated cores. We also assume that applications/processes
consist of tasks/threads that are executed on a single core and that may be freely re-allocated
to different cores.
4.7.5.3 Matching Strategy
When a RMC receives a resource request from a PM, if the demanded resources are not in
the local free-list and free-ownership-list, the RMC invokes a RR component to perform a
resource discovery. RR in turn sends the given query to a RP-QMS, where the RR host (i.e.,
a vnode which hosts the RR service) is a member of its LN group. Due to the type of query
and query demand (e.g., simple single resource, multiple heterogeneous resources, complex
resource graph, containing constraints for inter resource communications) the RP-QMS splits
the main-query in a set of sub-queries, and chooses individually the appropriate layer for each
sub-query to start being processed. The query processing in layeran is based on distributed
probability tables that facilitate dynamic distributed learning processes, which are adapted to
progressive environmental changes. In layerln, LN members participate in a specification-based
DHT ring where the sibling nodes are linearly organized in linked lists, with single entries on
the DHT ring, and where vnodes are positioned in DHT based on their core-level specification
stamp. The query processing and forwarding in layersn also leverages the specification of the
resources at the node-level, to conduct a specification based anycasting method and direct the
queries among SNs.
The matching strategy of the resource discovery mechanism is based on matching the given
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Figure 4.30: Example of matching strategy for inter-resource communication requirements
using Pivot Switching mechanism. A sub-query, for 5 homogeneous resources with given
maximum inter-resource latency, initiated from RP-QMSorg and explores vnodes (from the
closest vnodes to the most far one). The sub-query switches the pivot, when the recent matched
resource fails to meet the upper bound communication requirement (maximum latency).
query descriptions for each layer (desired attribute conditions for each layer) to their corre-
sponding layer-stamps, at the time of visiting every individual vnode in different hierarchies.
As we mentioned earlier, each hierarchy consists of three layers and every vnode depending on
its role in the hierarchy (LN, AN or SN) provides layer-stamps. The exploration process for
every sub-query (i.e., a sub-request, aiming to discover a set of homogeneous resources within
a common vicinity) starts from the nearest, potentially qualified and available, resources to the
far resources with respect to giving matching priority from the highest layer to the lowest layer
(layersn to layerln). This way guaranties that the nearest resources (to the origin requester)
are discovered in advance. Each sub-query may include a number of required resources with
similar specifications as well as inter-resource communication requirements (e.g., maximum
communication latency among desired resources). For each sub-query, in order to match
the given communication requirements to the inter-resource communication links among the
matched resources, we use the following approach:
1- Sub-query proceeds to explore vnodes/resources (from nearest resources to far resources),
regardless of its communication conditions, focusing on computation requirements (query
requirements for different layers).
2- Upon discovering the first match, sub-query sets it as the initial pivot (reference) for
measuring inter-resource communications.
3- Sub-query continues to discover the rest of required resources and when it found the
next match, it makes a decision, by first evaluating lower bound, and then evaluating upper
bound of inter-resource communication requirements, to perform one of the actions listed:
ignore the current matched resource, perform pivot switching or continue the normal search.
Sub-query ignores the current matched resource and continues the discovery process, if the
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current matched resource fails to meet the lower bound requirement (minimum latency). If this
doesn’t happen, sub-query must next evaluate the upper bound condition (maximum latency).
Accordingly, pivot switching might be required. Pivot switching is the operation for changing
the pivot of a sub-query to the current matched resource (see Figure 4.30). By doing a pivot
switch, sub-query ignores all previously matched resources and adds the current matched
resource, as the first match, to its list of matched resources. Afterwards it proceeds to discover
the rest of required resources. Pivot switching happens when the current matched resource
fails to meet the upper bound requirement (maximum latency). If pivot switching doesn’t
happen, the discovery process proceeds normally, until all required resources are detected.
Finally, the RP-QMS that originated the sub-queries, aggregates the discovery results and
replies to the RR with a set of resource matches that optimally satisfy the main-query demand.
After acquiring the discovery result from the RR, RMC starts to perform a resource trading
operation. It begins to negotiate with other related RMC instances in the system which
maintain the discovered resources in their free-ownership-list and consequently transforms the
ownership of those resources to its local free-list.
Each RMC instance periodically monitors the status of resources in its own resource pool,
through a HotSpot-detector component which is responsible for detecting the overloading
resources in the resource-pool. Whenever a HotSpot is detected, the RMC re-evaluates the
resource requirements for the running application. Accordingly the RMC allocates set of new
resources for that application, and starts to migrate processes to the new resources. This
mechanism provides elasticity for ElCore to be able to tolerate the application with dynamic
behavior (aka malleable applications).
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed HARD, a novel efficient and highly scalable resource-discovery
approach, which deals with the resource discovery requirements in large scale computing
environments such as high-hierarchy, high-heterogeneity and high-scalability and dynamicity.
The approach is based on self-organization and self-adaptation of processing resources in the
system, where the computing resources are organized into distributed hierarchies according to
the proposed hierarchical resource description model (i.e., multi-layered resource description)
in Chapter 3.
In Section 4.2 we elaborated on the HARD requirements and design principles, which
contains our primary assumptions and the proposed system architecture. HARD architecture
deploys various layer-based hybrid adaptive mechanisms (i.e., inter-layers and intra-layers
methods) in order to efficiently direct discovery requests to the proper resources across layers.
Due to properties and characteristics of each layer in the hierarchy, HARD presents a set
of specific adapted methods which have particularly been designed to obtain the maximum
discovery efficiency on the target layer, while an integrated and coherent approach is used to
traverse layers in hierarchy.
In Section 4.3 we presented our hierarchical proximity-aware self-deployment and self-
configuration algorithm, to alter the underlying network topology in a way that the optimal
clustering of the nodes in the different layers can be performed dynamically. The simulation
results show that our grouping mechanism supports load balance while it composes the groups
in the layers, with respect to the required locality and clustering requirements. Furthermore,
the experiment results prove the scalability and efficiency of the proposed algorithm for
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different system sizes.
We presented the details of the proposed mechanisms and algorithms for HARD operations
in various layers of the hierarchy in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. We presented different algorithms
and adapted mechanisms (such as distributed hash tables, distributed probability tables and
anycasting) in each layer and with respect to two HARD’s main modules (RR and RP) in
order to redirect the discovery requests to the proper requested resources across and within
layers (e.g., leaf-node, aggregate-node and super-node layers) in the system.
We have also presented a novel resource management architecture for large scale dis-
tributed computing environments in Section 4.7. The proposed architecture contains a set
of modules, which will dynamically be instantiated on the nodes in the distributed system
on demand. Our approach is flexible to allocate the required set of resources for various
types of processes/applications. It is a generic resource management approach, which can be
applied to different large scale computing architectures and specifically it can be explored in
Cloud systems. We must note that we have not specifically designed our approach for Cloud
computing only. Instead, the proposed resource management architecture provides a generic
solution (considering the general requirements of large scale computing environments), which
can bring a set of interesting features (such as auto-scaling, multitenancy, multi-dimensional
mapping, etc,.) that facilitate its easy adaptation to any distributed technology (such as
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Grid and HPC many-core). Our resource management
scheme can support auto-scale (the ability to provide budget to more-or-less expensive tasks)
in two different aspects: dynamic resource allocation and dynamic module instantiation.
Using our approach, the mapping between processes and resources can be done with high
level of accuracy which potentially leads to a significant enhancement in the overall system
performance. System module instances would be automatically created when they are needed.
Each module instance would be dependent on the type of application (e.g., real time, HPC,
etc.), the computing resource (where the application starts to be executed), heterogeneity of
resources, positioning of the resources in the system, network topology and interconnection
between resources. Moreover, leveraging discovery components (RR-RPs) enables our resource
management platform to dynamically find and allocate available resources that guarantee the
QoS parameters on demand.
We evaluate the performance of HARD and ElCore over highly heterogeneous, hierarchical
and dynamic computing environments with respect to several scalability and efficiency aspects
in the next chapter (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
This chapter presents the simulation results for evaluating the proposed resource discovery
and management. For this, we use simulation instead of experiment on the real large scale
computing infrastructures (e.g., PlanetLab, TACC, Oak Ridge, BSC, GENCI and public cloud
providers like Amazon and Google) due to issues as cost and flexibility of the simulation to
design, develop and assess several algorithms as well as providing full control over system
behavior and evaluation scenarios. On the other hand, real infrastructures generally provide
limitations to explore the design space, particularly for scalable performance and large scale
evaluation. Due to these reasons, we consider the evaluation of our discovery approach on the
real infrastructures as future work.
5.1 Introduction
To do our evaluation, we developed a simulation platform, based on OMNET++/INET-
Framework and Oversim simulation tools, which is able to simulate many-core environments
(up to 55000 processing cores in different chips and network-nodes), focusing on communication
aspects (i.e., communications between cores, chips and nodes), albeit taking long simulation
times (a 3-week simulation run is average). We conduct and implement our experiments in
different scenarios and settings. Accordingly, we evaluate the scalability and efficiency of
HARD3 with respect to the several evaluation criterias (such as discovery latency, discovery
load, discovery accuracy and discovery cost) in large scale resource pools (containing 1000
to 55000 processing cores positioned in 100 to 1000 network-node) with presence of high
dynamicity and high heterogeneity of resources and show the performance achieved with the
proposed methods and heuristics. We will evaluate scalability (for both synchronous and
asynchronous querying) and efficiency (for complex querying in high heterogeneous computing
environments) and finally we compare our discovery approach with other different proposals.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the general steps involved in developing evaluation strategies for different
components in our research work.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the evaluation strategy.
5.2 Simulation Environments
We use SimNow, COTSon, Omnet++/INET-Framework and Oversim simulation tools
to conduct and implement our experiments in different scenarios and settings. The following
subsections present brief description of each of the aforementioned simulation tools.
5.2.1 SIMNOW and COTSON
AMD SimNow [9] is a fast cycle, accurate full system emulator, using caching and dynamic
compilation techniques. It can support booting an real operating system and launch complex
applications over it. The SimNow emulator supports the x86 and x86-64 instruction sets, with
support for other devices of a real system. It performs emulation of the real system with (at
least) 10x slowdown in comparison with the native execution. SimNow cores generate a series
of event that are stored in asynchronous queue.
COTSon [8] is the proposed HP labs’ full system simulator based on AMD SimNow.
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It allows to trade speed for accuracy depending on the simulation purpose and the user
preferences. It uses a trace driven approach where a single core, full system, simulator
generates thread instruction streams. This helps COTSon achieving a better simulation speed,
compared to execution-driven simulation, because of the decoupling of functional simulation
from detailed simulation. It is also possible to simulate any application that might have been
run on different platforms, given the correct tracing infrastructure. COTSon provides timing
feedback for SimNow instances, it parses asynchronous queues to create higher level objects
such as instructions. COTSon is a complete tool providing timing information back to the
functional emulator in order to affect the behavior of the application. It also uses Quantum
based simulation for synchronization techniques. In this way, every time a quantum starts,
the timing module will get a notification about the starting time and the quantum length.
Similarly once a node ends a quantum, the timing module will let the other modules to know
about the network timing information, which has been calculated during the past quantum.
The functional simulation adds extra latency to all the submitted packets, because network
packets are sent twice. The source NIC sends packets to the mediator timing module and the
mediator will send the packets to the target NIC module. Additional time is required to for
the packet processing in the mediator, therefore COTSon uses a Quanta (Q) bigger than real
latency time between two nodes.
5.2.2 OMNET++
OMNET++ is a component-based discrete-event simulation library and framework for
simulating networked systems. It provides developers with the capability to define highly
reusable modules, which can be instantiated and interconnected in different designs. Modules
have gates for interaction with other modules and can be combined with each other at
arbitrary nesting levels. Modules communicate through message passing via defined gates and
channels (connection between modules). Modules, channels and gates can be parameterised by
leveraging the Network Description (NED) Language, and used for customizing the behavior
according to specific application scenarios (see Appendix A for more detail on simulation using
OMNET++).
5.3 HARD Evaluation in Small Scale Systems
In this section we describe simulation results regarding the resource discovery evaluation
in small and medium scale many-core-enabled computing environments. A key factor in
our evaluation is showing the functionality and scalability of the Resource Discovery (RD)
system. To achieve this we have set up a virtual networked environment with a number of
multi-core/multi-processor nodes, where all the processors are enabled to invoke the resource
discovery module, in order to find other possible alternative resources for the transaction
of the overloaded processes to remote processors. The simulation experiments have been
conducted based on the COTSon Simulator and we simulated a networked environment with
23 multi-core nodes (each node has 2, 4, 6 or 8 cores) including the total number of 88 resources
(cores). Scalability for RD means the ability of the discovery mechanism to support a larger
number of resources or a greater number of inter-operations between the nodes, or both. We
analyze the RD scalability by measuring discovery latency versus the number of nodes where
one, or a constant fraction of the nodes, or a percentage of the total nodes, concurrently
and periodically (with different intervals) generate a query and trigger the resource discovery
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module to get information about other nodes in a congested network. We analyzed the impact
of the network size on the discovery delay which is the response time to get information.
To achieve scalability, discovery delay should not have a big variation when we change
the size of network. We evaluated the impact of the network size on the resource discovery
latency for different number of requesters. After a random initialization time, each requester
starts submitting a query to the system every 30 s. We have run 1000 RD queries for each
requester in the given network size. The minimum query dimension is 4 and the maximum
number of attributes is 20. We also vary the number of desired resources for each resource
discovery query from 1 to 4. The properties of each query and also the network topology are
random. Accordingly, depending on the network topology and network size in each run, the
simulation scenarios with different number of resource information providers (i.e., the nodes
with QMS support) as distributed directories for our simulated network, would be established.
However, the number of resource providers would be fixed during the simulation run time.
In Figure 5.2, while we increase the number of resources, the discovery response time
starts to increase, but for larger number of resources it remains almost constant. In all these
experiments, that were done with different number of requesters, we roughly see the same
behavior in the results. This shows that discovery latency is independent of the network size,
which means that for large scale networks we could still have a reasonable response time for
resource discovery queries.
Figure 5.2: Average discovery latency for single requester, 25% and 40% of nodes as requesters
with interval 30s.
In the second test we measured the average of the discovery overhead versus the number
of nodes. This test aims to analyze the impact of network size on the average number of
transaction messages for each discovery process. Figure 5.3 plots the discovery overhead of
our system network sizes in the two configurations. In the first configuration only one of
the nodes generates a random query every 30s. By increasing the network size first, the
overhead (the average number of discovery messages per query) increases until it gets to a
threshold and then it decreases slightly and remains almost constant for large network sizes.
By increasing the network size the RD system is required to forward the queries to other
remote directories with larger distance in the system to find the resources around the network.
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Therefore, increasing the network size leads to increasing the search radius, which would
eventuate in propagating more messages for resolving the discovery requests by efficiently
exploring the discovery region. Thus we could expect to see the growing of the overhead with
the increasing number of resources.
Figure 5.3: Average discovery overhead in different network size for 1 requester and 50 % of
nodes as requesters with query rate=.033/s.
The overhead starts to reduce after reaching the maximum, due to the increasing number
of remote directories that provide information about other alternative resources, and also
the increase of the resource replication. Interestingly, in a second configuration that we
have simulated for a congested network with 50% of the nodes as concurrent requesters, the
results show a significant decrease in the discovery overhead. The reason for this overhead
reduction is that when we perform several queries concurrently, by different distributed RD
components (i.e., resource requesters), the probability tables of the intermediate directories
(QMS nodes) would dynamically be updated according to each discovered result. This will
improve the degree of resource awareness in the probability tables in the directories which
would lead to the reduction of the discovery overhead (i.e., reducing the number of forwarding
and query dissemination) compared to the first configuration. Moreover, implementation of
the resource caching mechanism in nodes of different types (either LN, AN or SN nodes),
enables general nodes to store the result of successful queries for a specific period of time,
which facilitates the resolving of similar queries from other requesters with less overhead cost.
In both configurations the overhead variations are reasonably small for large network sizes.
Therefore the overhead should not be dependent on the network size, which means that our
RD solution is scalable for small scale systems.
5.4 HARD Evaluation in Medium and Large Scale Systems
5.4.1 Scalability for Synchronous Querying
Upon starting an iteration in a synchronous querying approach, requesters simultaneously
start to propagate their discovery requests (i.e., a single main-query per requester per iteration)
in the system. In contrast to asynchronous querying, the reserved resources (by requesters) in
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synchronous querying would be released after timing synchronization and before starting each
successive iteration process. However, the distributed probability information, gathered in the
whole system during an iteration will be maintained to be used and updated in the successive
iterations. The purpose of our evaluation under these assumptions is to fully understand and
precisely study the HARD’s scalability behavior with minimal impact caused by resource
reservation.
5.4.1.1 Simulation Setup
We conduct our simulation experiments along two different main scenarios (i.e., synchronous
and asynchronous querying scenarios), and for each scenario we conduct several experiments
with regard to different simulation parameters.
For evaluating the synchronous querying we simulate a many-core networking environment
containing between 10 to 100 types of heterogeneous computing resources which are uniformly
distributed within a system, with the size ranging from 1000 to 10000 resources, and where
each simulated node represents a computing resource. The simulation starts by performing a
self-stabilization of the nodes during the initialization phase, which leads to the establishment
of a distributed hierarchy of virtual overlays on top of the simulated network. Upon completion
of the initialization phase, nodes in the system would be qualified to start discovery requests.
Table 5.1: Simulation parameters for scalability evaluation (synchronous querying).
Parameter Values
Maximum start-up time 3000 ms
Querying iterations per requester 4
Querying interval 2000 ms
Complexity of querying single-resource/single-query
Percentage of requesters 1%
Frequency of Target Resources (FTR) 30,60,90,120
Physical network size 1000 to 10000 cores
Interconnect topology mesh/torus
Network topology random
Interconnect channel data-rate 50Gbps
Routing type DOR
Network channel 100 Mbps
We schedule 4 synchronous querying iterations (time periods) for all the requesters in
the system. A constant fraction of nodes (1%) are randomly selected to initiate discovery
requests by specifying their resource requirements (in terms of number of target resources to be
discovered, arbitrary level of details of computing characterization factors and communication
properties among requested resources) as desired target attributes (in different resource
description level). The selected requesters, after a synchronization step, regenerate the similar
queries in the next 3 iterations. Moreover, the scheduled queries in all iterations for all the
requesters are also uniform with the type of single-resource-single-query. The frequency of
the target resources are ranged from 30 to 120. The other simulation parameters for the first
scenario are summarized in Table 5.1.
5.4.1.2 Simulation Results
In the first experiment we evaluate the impact of changing the system size (in terms of
the total number of resources in the system) on the discovery cost, in terms of the number of
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required messages to perform a discovery request. As it is shown in Figure 5.4, the discovery
cost in all the tests is decreased in the subsequent iterations. In other words, the average
number of required messages per discovery request decreases as time progressed which means
that the proposed discovery approach is scalable over time. The reason for this is that the
query guidance mechanism in the DPTs will be dynamically improved, by enhancing the
probability values for successful discovery over larger number of query dimensions, as well as
raising the quality of SoR preferences in the QMS providers in the system with respect to the
results of both the past queries in the former iterations and the concurrent queries from other
requesters in the current iteration.
The discovery cost reduction is specially significant when time progressed from the first
iteration to the second iteration, while for the subsequent iterations, the speed of discovery
cost reduction is decreased gradually with a lapse of time. This happens because of the
lack of querying knowledge in the DPTs for the first iteration. In fact, DPTs should be
tuned and warmed up (i.e., build up) through initial queries, before they can efficiently be
used in the system. As we can also see in the similar results of a experiment, for measuring
discovery latency in various system sizes (see Figure 5.5), the initial DPTs warm-up leads
to higher latency for the initial queries which are generated in the first iteration. However,
depending on several system parameters, such as discovery traffic (in terms of the number of
discovery requests, number of requester, querying intervals, etc.), complexity of the queries,
heterogeneity of the resources and DPT’s configuration (in terms of predefined resource-types,
SoR capabilities, etc), DPTs can quickly be adjusted and updated, in order to predict and
recognize the appropriated high quality SoRs in the system for each given discovery request,
with higher level of accuracy, and even the DPT warm-up cost might not be visible after
several number of querying iterations.
The results in Figure 5.4 also show that the average number of messages required per
discovery request, for different system sizes, increases due to the increased exploring space of
the larger systems. However, in all tests, for larger iteration numbers, and specially for the
larger systems, the slope (in most places) is very slight or steady, which demonstrates that the
proposed discovery approach can tolerate an increase of the system size (in terms of number
of resources), while it maintains system efficiency by exploring the larger search space for the
discovery requests, with almost constant number of messages. Moreover, the average number
of required discovery messages decreases when the Frequency of the Target Resources (FTR)
is getting higher. Considering the similar behavior for the latency tests in Figure 5.4, it can
be seen that HARD3 provides good scalability for the discovery requests in large and very
active systems.
Furthermore, the results presented in Figs 5.4 and 5.5 prove that our proposed DPT
mechanism is fault tolerant. As depicted in these figures, a large change (improvement) in
the discovery performance in the second iteration has happened compared to the discovery
performance in the first iteration. This improvements continues in the next iterations. But, as it
shown in the results, after a few initial iterations, changes become imperceptible. Indeed, DPTs
are empty at the beginning, but after a few iterations, they can rapidly become informative
and provide a reasonable stable performance. In other words, altering probability tables
in some nodes does not have a visible impact on the overall system behavior. This makes
probability tables more powerful for being rapidly recovered from any potential failure.
Figs 5.6-a and 5.6-b demonstrate the overall results of all aforementioned iterations
including the DPTs warm-up costs to measure the impact of system size on the discovery
overhead and discovery latency accordingly. As we can see in these results, the mean discovery
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Figure 5.4: Average number of discovery messages vs system size for basic querying (i.e.,
single-resource/single-sub-query) in several querying iterations (time periods) with different
FTR values. FTR is the overall frequency of the target (desired) resources.
overhead and the mean discovery latency, particularly for the reasonable frequency of the
target resources (like FTR >60), and for the larger system sizes, remains stable with no
significant changes.
The overall results in this section proves the HARD3 scalability at least for the simple
querying. In the next section we evaluate the HARD3 scalability under complex querying
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Figure 5.5: Average discovery latency vs system size for basic querying (i.e., single-
resource/single-sub-query) in several querying iterations (time periods) with different FTR
values. FTR is the overall frequency of the target (desired) resources. a) FTR=30, b) FTR=60,
c) FTR=90, d) FTR=120.
conditions whereas high resource heterogeneity is emphasized.
5.4.2 Heterogeneity and Complexity
HARD3 provides flexibility for complex querying in terms of multidimensional querying,
resource graph querying, exact/partial and range querying. Multidimensional and resource
graph querying are inherent features of HARD3 due to the original attribute-based definition of
resources in HARD’s hierarchical architecture and mechanisms as well as the query description.
In other hand, in addition to exact querying, the partial and range querying are possible by
leveraging a similarity function in different layers, where HARD3 algorithms would be able to
discover the required resources with a certain amount of approximation.
Indeed, requesters are allowed to send main-queries to their corresponded QMS providers,
containing multiple querying conditions in each layer, as well as inter-resource and inter-
resource-group communication constraints for the desired resources. A main-query might
includes the required conditions for several different (i.e heterogeneous) resource groups
where each resource group specifies the number of required resources with similar (i.e.,
homogeneous) characteristics and inter-resource communication properties. QMS providers,
in turn, split the main-queries into various number of sub-queries depending on the number
of heterogeneous resource groups described in the main-queries. The obtained concurrent
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Figure 5.6: a) Discovery overhead (in terms of number of required discovery messages) vs
system size for different frequencies of the target resources in synchronous querying, b)
Discovery latency vs system size for different frequencies of the target resources in synchronous
querying.
sub-queries dynamically and independently choose their own-path across the system in order
to find their required number of homogeneous resources and finally returns the discovery
results to their origin QMS provider, which is responsible to maintain the overall-state of
the main-query and make proper decisions accordingly. In this section, we evaluate the
impact of complex querying on the HARD’s scalability by increasing the number of desired
heterogeneous resource-groups, as well as the number of required resources per each group in
the main-queries of the requesters. We provide evaluations for both uniform and non-uniform
distribution of SoRs capabilities (i.e., initial number of potential available resources in each
source of resource). In uniform distribution, SoRs in the system initially have equal capability
to provide resources to the requesters, while in non-uniform distribution the initial capabilities
for each SoR might be different.
5.4.2.1 Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the HARD3 performance with respect to high complex querying and
high resource heterogeneity, we conduct a simulation scenario based on the previous scenario,
but with some added changes. Simulation parameters presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Simulation parameters for HARD3 evaluation under the complex querying conditions
and high heterogeneity of resources (synchronous querying).
Parameter Values
Complexity of querying multi-resource/multi-query
Frequency of Target Resources (FTR) 300
Physical network size - uniform SoRs 3000,5000,7000,9000 cores
Physical network size - non-uniform SoRs 16500,27500,38500 cores
Homogeneity rate of desired resources 20%, 25%, 33%, 50%, 100%
Uniform SoRs capabilities 10 resources per SOR
Non-uniform SoRs capabilities normal(µ = 50, σ = 40)
Desired homogeneous resources/subquery 1 to 6, uniform-SoRs
Desired homogeneous resources/subquery 3 to 18, non-uniform-SoRs
Static subquery dimensions min=4, max=12
Dynamic subquery dimensions min=4, max=8
5.4.2.2 Simulation Results
Figs 5.7-a1 and 5.7-a2 depict the experiment results for average discovery latency, and
average required number of discovery messages per query, for complex querying in the system
with 3000 resources while the SoR capability has uniformly been applied for all the vnode
in the system. This means that all SoRs in the system initially have similar capability to
supply resources. The SoRs capabilities might also be changed over time depending on their
resource release or occupation conditions. In these figures we can see that, as the level of
querying complexities in terms of number of required resources and the heterogeneity of
the desired resources are increased, the mean discovery latency and discovery cost remain
scalable. The experiment results presented in Figs 5.7-bx and 5.8-cx also show the similar
behavior for the larger networks with 5000 and 7000 number of resources. However, for the
highest complex queries (like the main-queries with the homogeneity rate less than 50% and
the number of required resources per sub-query greater than 4), we see that our resource
discovery approach gradually becomes worse when we vary the system size from 3000 in
Figs 5.7-ax to 5000 in Figs 5.7-bx and 7000 in Figs 5.8-cx. This happens because of several
reasons such as, poor stability of SoRs under sub-query requests with high resource demands,
disproportion between weak SoRs capabilities and high rated concurrent queries with large
resource demands, inefficiency of the HARD’s SoR preference mechanism in the lack of SoRs
with initially non-uniform capabilities which significantly reduces the degree and scope of
competitiveness for SoR preference, and finally exceeding resource demands over resource
availability.
QMS providers are able to continuously and dynamically detect and recognize the best
possible SoRs for each of their registered resource-type-ids in each moment of time. But
these SoRs might become weaker (in terms of number of available resources) over time
through reservation of their resources by multiple queries from different requesters. The weak
SoRs eventually become unresponsive to the incoming queries, and this will create an extra
communication cost to detect the best alternative new SoR as the replacement of the dead
SoR. In the experiment results presented in Figs 5.7-ax, 5.7-bx and 5.8-cx, the initial number
of available resources supported by each uniform SoR in the system is equal to 10. This means
that a fresh SoR dies after successful handling of 10 successive sub-queries with one desired
resource, given our assumption for synchronous querying that the discovered resources in each
querying iteration would be reserved until end of the iteration. As we increase the number of
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Figure 5.7: Complexity (in terms of heterogeneity of desired resources and number of desired
homogeneous resources per sub-query) vs discovery latency and number of discovery messages
for different system sizes and different distribution of SoRs capabilities: a1 and a2) uniform
SoRs with system size=3000, b1 and b2) uniform SoRs with system size=5000.
desired resources for each sub-query, the instability rate of SoRs in the system is increased.
For instance, for sub-queries with 5 desired homogeneous resources, the target SoRs at best
die after only 2 (and even less for higher demands) successful queries handled, which leads to
high rate of SoRs instability in the system (see Figs 5.8-cx). In these experiments, it can be
concluded that our resource discovery approach, for complex querying in synchronous manner
with uniform SoRs, can remains scalable, while the amount of demands is atleast less than
half of the target SoRs capabilities.
In the aforementioned experiments we assumed that the SoRs capabilities are uniformly
distributed, and all the SoRs initially provide equal number of available resources. However
in a real jungle computing environment, the SoRs capabilities are not uniform, and in such
systems there exist multiple resources with different capabilities and strengths. Along this
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Figure 5.8: Complexity (in terms of heterogeneity of desired resources and number of desired
homogeneous resources per sub-query) vs discovery latency and number of discovery messages
for different system sizes and different distribution of SoRs capabilities: c1 and c2) uniform
SoRs with system size=7000, d1 and d2) non-uniform SoRs with system size=16500.
line we extend our evaluations for non-uniform distribution of SoRs capabilities. The initial
number of available resources for each SoR is obtained using a normal distribution with the
given mean of 50 and standard deviation of 40 truncated in the range [10,100]. We also
increase the level of complexity for the main-queries as well as the system size (see Table 5.2).
As we can see in the Figs 5.8-dx, 5.9-ex and 5.9-fx, HARD3 provides significant scalability
for discovery latency and discovery cost (i.e., number of transacted discovery messages) when
we increase the level of complexity (with respect to the heterogeneity and amount of desired
resources for each main-query) for even larger system sizes (16500, 27500 and 38500) and
more complex discovery requests (3 to 18 for number of desired resources and 100% to 20%
homogeneity rate). Figure 5.10 provides an overview of the results presented in this section.
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Figure 5.9: Complexity (in terms of heterogeneity of desired resources and number of desired
homogeneous resources per sub-query) vs discovery latency and number of discovery messages
for different system sizes and different distribution of SoRs capabilities: e1 and e2) non-uniform
SoRs with system size=27500, f1 and f2) non-uniform SoRs with system size=38500.
5.4.3 Scalability for Asynchronous Querying
For asynchronous querying in dynamic computing environment, the querying interval
for each requester in each iteration is randomly specified by a uniform distribution in the
range [2000,6000] ms. Requesters also propagate their successive complex main-queries in the
system upon reaching each querying interval. Subsequently, on the successful completion of
the resource discovery, the discovered resources would be reserved for the requester in the
way that the other concurrent requesters in the system will not be able to discover and get
access to the reserved resources until those resources are released by the original requester (i.e.,
resource occupier). The requesters will release their reserved resources when the execution of
the corresponding application is ended. In fact in a dynamic computing environment, resource
reservation leads to unexpected unavailability of resources which can be described as the
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Figure 5.10: An overview of the results: complexity vs discovery latency and number of
discovery messages for different system sizes and different distribution of SORs capabilities.
natural churn. In this section we evaluate the HARD’s efficiency and scalability under complex
asynchronous querying in dynamic computing environments (i.e., evaluation under natural
churn).
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5.4.3.1 Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the HARD3 performance with respect to complex asynchronous
querying in dynamic computing environments, we conduct a simulation scenario based on
modifications of the previous scenario, as presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Simulation parameters for asynchronous querying.
Parameter Values
Complexity of querying multi-resource/multi-query
Frequency of Target Resources (FTR) 1650
Physical network size - non-uniform SoRS 27500 cores
Execution time (i.e., reservation) uniform [i-2000,i=2000*k],k=1-7
Querying interval by ms uniform[2000,6000]
Consecutive main-query runs per requester 100
Homogeneity rate of desired resources 33%
Non-uniform SoRs capabilities normal(µ = 50, σ = 40)
Desired homogeneous resources/subquery 20, non-uniform-SoRs
5.4.3.2 Simulation Results
Figs 5.11-a1 , 5.11-a2 , 5.11-a3 and 5.11-a4 present the density scatter plots for discovery
cost over simulation time (millisecond) for 100 successive main-queries (i.e., discovery requests)
per requester in dynamic computing environments with different range of task duration (i.e.,
application execution) (0,2000] ms, (2000,400] ms, (4000, 6000] ms and (6000, 8000] ms
accordingly.
Each data point in the graphs represents the result of a single main-query. The darker
points in the graphs (i.e., the high density points) represent states that have a higher probability
of occurrence in comparison to the lighter points. As presented in these graphs, the majority
of the queries results, particularly the high dense data points, fall on or below the regression
line. Similar behavior can also be seen in the Figs 5.12-b1 , 5.12-b2 , 5.12-b3 and 5.12-b4
for discovery latency evaluation over time. This illustrates that HARD3 is highly scalable
over time and can efficiently maintains its performance under natural churn, caused by high
frequent resource reservations and resource releases in highly dynamic computing environment.
In the aforementioned experiment results, when we vary the distribution range of the task
duration from (0,200]ms in Figs 5.11-a1 and 5.12-b1 to (6000, 8000]ms in Figs 5.11-a4 and
5.12-b4, while the range for querying intervals is fixed to [2000,6000]ms, as it is expected, the
discovery cost and discovery latency are gradually increased. The reason is that for the larger
application execution times, it takes longer for the reserved resources to be released by the
original requesters and this leads to higher rate of unavailability for the occupied resources
in the system. In this regard, the frequent resources (i.e., very common resources) in the
system, might become the rare resources over time with higher cost of discovery. Discovering
rare resources might be costly due to the potentially larger search space that is needed to
be explored. In addition, the rate of resource unavailability (and becoming rare) would
be accelerated particularly when the overall task duration (i.e., application execution time)
exceeds the overall querying interval.
The dispersion of the data points is bigger for the graphs with the larger application
execution times which shows the impact of resource unavailability, rare resources and resource
contentions on the HARD3 performance. The mean hit rates (i.e., the success rate of querying)
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Figure 5.11: Density scatter plot of discovery cost (i.e., number of transacted discovery
messages) for fully resolved discovery requests (i.e., hit rate=100%) over time for various
application size (i.e., application execution time) while the querying interval is [2000,6000]
ms: a1) execution time=(0,2000] ms, a2) execution time=(2000,4000] ms, a3) execution
time=(4000,6000] ms, a4) execution time=(6000,8000] ms.
for querying in the experiments presented in Figs 5.11-a1, 5.12-b1, 5.11-a2, 5.12-b2, 5.11-a3
and 5.12-b3 are 100%, which means that all the generated discovery requests by requesters
in the system are fully resolved. In Figs 5.11-a4 and 5.12-b4, because of the larger tasks
duration, the amount of available resources is decreased in most of the time-slices while the
amount of requesters in the systems, issuing new queries, is constant. This can lead to resource
contention among the requesters, which in turn reduces the overall hit rate for the discovery
requests in the system. The density of the data points in Figs 5.11-a4 and 5.12-b4 is reduced
in comparison with other graphs. It means that the number of fully-resolved main-queries is
decreased. Thus, as it is shown in Figure 5.13, the mean hit rate is expected to be reduced for
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Figure 5.12: Density scatter plot of discovery latency for fully resolved discovery requests
(i.e., hit rate=100%) over time for various application size (i.e., application execution time)
while the querying interval is [2000,6000] ms: b1) execution time=(0,2000] ms, b2) execution
time=(2000,4000] ms, b3) execution time=(4000,6000] ms, b4) execution time=(6000,8000]
ms.
the task duration=(6000,8000] ms.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the hit rate for querying in the system with different task duration.
It shows that the mean hit rate is decreased while we increase the tasks duration, and the
hit rate is equal to 100% when the overall execution time is less than querying interval. In
fact HARD3 is able to precisely and successfully discover all the desired resources for the
discovery requests without any specific limitations. The hit rate reduction only happens when
there are not enough available matched resources for all the concurrent discovery requests
in the system in a moment of time, which leads to resource contentions. But the HARD’s
performance and efficiency in itself is completely isolated from the external conditions such as
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Figure 5.13: Mean hit rate for queries within the time-frames (each time-frame=10000 ms)
for different application execution times in asynchronous querying with system-size=27500
resources.
resource unavailability and resource contention.
5.4.4 Comparison with Different Proposals
In this section, we present the simulation results which demonstrate the performance of
our resource discovery scheme (i.e., HARD) in comparison to other alternative approaches.
For comparison, we simulate our discovery scheme, HARD, in conjunction with three generic
hybrid distributed approaches: a 2-layered hybrid DHT, learning-based and partial random-
walk based discovery (PRW2), a 2-layered hybrid DHT and full random-walk based discovery
(FRW2) and a 2-layered hybrid broad-cast and full random-walk based discovery (BRW2). We
also simulate two versions of HARD, HARD3 and a 2-layered instantiation of HARD (HARD2)
for assessing the impact of hierarchy and our proposed layer-based query resolution methods
on the HARD’s performance. We already discussed and presented the details of HARD3 in
the previous sections. HARD2 is a two-layered non-anycast based implementation of HARD,
which is identical to HARD3 except that it doesn’t support SN layer and SQMS providers and
instead it resolves any SN-dependent queries (e.g., < nln.nan.csn >) by extending the native
probability mechanism of HARD3 to support the layersn resource information within layeran.
Similar to HARD2, PRW2, FRW2 and BRW2 are organized on top of two-layered (i.e.,
leaf-node layer and aggregate-node layer) distributed hierarchies. PRW2 and FRW2 leverage
the same Chord based DHT method which is used in HARD3 in the leaf-node layer while
they provide different query forwarding methods in the aggregate-node layer. PRW2 uses
both probability and random-walk method to guide queries in layeran. In this approach,
distributed probability tables in the system only process the query results with respect to
the resource information in layerln and layeran. PRW2 might behave similar to HARD2 for
non-SN-dependent queries (e.g., < cln.can.nsn >), but for SN-dependent queries the selection
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of the forwarding destination node is partially random, since the probability tables do not
actually care about the required resource conditions in the super-node layer for these queries.
PRW2 is comparable to our approach (i.e., HARD3) in the sense that it creates clusters
on top of the unstructured network. It also provides similarity to some well-known request
propagation strategies in the literature such as the shortcut, random walk, learning-based,
best-neighbor, learning-based+best-neighbor methods. These methods have been used in
many popular resource discovery systems and applications [433–438]. For example in Iamnitchi
et al [439] a fully decentralized discovery approach is proposed, which is based on publish/-
subscription of the resource information on some specific nodes in the virtual organization.
Learning-based and also random-walk methods are used to propagate the queries among the
server nodes. Our approach (and PRW2) are not based on publish/subscription since it has
costs in terms of network traffic, processing, and storage needs for periodical updating and
the maintenance of resource information particularly in high dynamic environment. On the
other hand, our probability mechanism is comparable to, or even better than, learning-based
strategies. In the learning-based method, nodes learn from experience by recording the requests
answered by other nodes (i.e., by caching the results of successful queries). A request is for-
warded to the node that has answered similar queries previously [440]. This strategy becomes
inefficient when the system size, dynamicity and heterogeneity of resources/queries increases
due to the larger memory requirements to maintain the query results and unavailability of
the pre-discovered resources. But in our proposed probability mechanism, the statistical
information about all the transacted queries by each peer are aggregated in the fixed-size
DPTs regardless of the successfulness of the queries. In addition, by leveraging techniques
such as dynamic best SoR detection, low-resource nodes and resource unavailability detection
and various situation-based policies and updating strategies (e.g., shortest path, latency-aware
and attribute-based updating) our proposed probability method provides better accuracy and
efficiency.
Unlike PRW2, FRW2 employs a fully single random-walk method to guide all type of
queries in aggregate-node layer. Random-walk is a common query forwarding method, which
is originally proposed in the literature to alleviate the excessive traffic problem caused by
flooding [441], and to deal with the traffic/coverage trade-off. Random-walk is used in many
distributed resource discovery applications such as Gnutella [442,443], Iamnitchi et al [439]
and [444–448].
BRW2 or Broad-Walk is a hybrid two layered approach which uses broadcast-based query
propagation method [449,450] in the leaf-node layer and the random-walk forwarding in the
aggregate-node layer. In continuation of this section we explain the details of our simulation
setup and and we discuss the comparison results.
5.4.4.1 Simulation Setup
Using our self-organized clustering algorithm we simulate the aforementioned discovery
approaches, on top of either two-layered or three-layered distributed hierarchies. Similar to the
previous scenarios, we simulate dynamic computing environment containing various number of
computing resources, in which a constant number of resources (i.e., requesters) simultaneously
issue the discovery requests to the system. The time interval between each pair of consecutive
queries issued by a requester is defined by an exponential distribution. We also assume that
each requester issues 10 consecutive resource requests to the system over the simulation time.
The discovered resources will be reserved for each discovery request. The reserved resources
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for each process will be released after execution time period which is defined by a Weibull
distribution. We execute 10 queries per requester for each system size, each one originating
from a uniformly chosen source-node. Each experiment for each system-size is repeated for 100
runs with different topology parameters. All the queries are identical and represent the queries
of type < cln.can.csn >. Each requester is willing to find required resources for a process
containing three thread-groups with different resource requirements. Table 5.4 presents more
details of simulation parameters for our evaluation.
Table 5.4: Simulation parameters for performance compression.
Parameter Values
Physical network size 5500-55000 cores
Interconnect topology Mesh/Torus
Network topology Random
Interconnect channel datarate 50Gbps
Network channel 100 Mbps
Desired Resources for each Request 3x20
Homogeneity rate of desired resources 33%
Frequency of Target Resources (FTR) 1650
Process Duration by sec Weibull(λ=3.58,k=2.40)
Querying Interval by ms Exponential(β=4000)
Consecutive Query Runs per Requesters 10
Rate of Requesters 1%
5.4.4.2 Simulation Results
In the first test, we perform experiments to measure the average number of required
messages, and the average latency (by milliseconds) per discovery request for HARD3, HARD2
and other approaches. The PRW2, FRW2 and BRW2 with the same topology, simulation
parameters and conditions are used as alternative reference works. Figs 5.14-a, 5.14-b and
5.14-c show plots of the average discovery messages, and the average discovery latency per
query, as a function of the number of computing resources in the system (i.e., system size).
Figure 5.14-b demonstrates the results presented in the Figure 5.14-a with better resolution
(without BRW2).
In Figure 5.14-a, we observe that the average required number of discovery messages per
query for BRW2 is much larger than the other approaches, while in Figure 5.14-c the average
latency of BRW2 is close to FRW2, PRW2 and HARD2. This means that BRW2 significantly
generates more discovery traffic in comparison to others, due to the heavy cost of broadcasting
in layerln. The queries in BRW2 are guided in the aggregate-node layer by being forwarded
to a non-visited single random neighboring aggregate-node. Upon arrival of a query in an
aggregate-node, if that node fits the query conditions (i.e., can) for the current layer (i.e.,
layeran) the query is broadcasted to all the leaf-node members of the current aggregate-node,
otherwise it is forwarded further in the network using random-walk. Broadcasting results in
increased traffic, but as seen in Figure 5.14-c, this could provide reasonable response time
for queries, since the aggregate-node inquires all of its leaf-node members in parallel. The
response time for BRW2 is approximately close to the results for FRW2, PRW2 and even
HARD2.
Figs 5.14-b and 5.14-c show that our approach, HARD3, provides the highest performance
and scalability among others for both discovery traffic (i.e., average number of discovery
messages propagated during a search), and latency when varying the number of resources
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between HARD3 and other alternative approaches: a, b & c) average
number of required discovery messages and discovery latency per discovery request for different
strategies and system sizes.
in the system from 5500 to 55000 resources. This is particularly significant for the query’s
response time (latency) since other approaches, such as HARD2 and PRW2, also provide close
results in terms of number of discovery messages. HARD3 efficiently divides the exploring
space to the anycast groups in a way that, queries with csn requirements are only propagated
among the SQMS providers whose specifications in layersn fulfill the csn conditions of the
given query essentially. In comparison to HARD2, this strategy leads to a significant reduction
in the response time of HARD3 while its discovery traffic is also slightly decreased. As we
already discussed, HARD3 is the enhancement of HARD2 by leveraging our proposed anycast
forwarding mechanism in an extra layer which is called layersn. The presented results for
HARD2 and HARD3 in Figs 5.14-b and 5.14-c also prove that increasing the level of hierarchy
along with the implementation of an efficient adaptive corresponding query processing method
improves the overall performance of our discovery system. Another factor contributing to
HARD3’s overall performance is that HARD3 controls the discovery procedure in a more
intelligent way which saves much unnecessary message cost. Moreover due to the anycast
nature of HARD3, SQMS providers are able to effectively guide the given queries to the closest
qualified SQMS provider in the system which results in a significant reduction in the discovery
latency for the queries in the system (see Figure 5.14-c).
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From Figure 5.14-b, we can also see that, PRW2 generates larger number of discovery
messages per query than HARD2 and HARD3 because of its partial random-walk query
forwarding mechanism in layeran. In fact, PRW2 provides an efficient probability mechanism
(similar to HARD2) to guide queries in layeran to the potential matched resources in the
system. But this probability mechanism becomes inefficient for processing the queries with
csn requirements because the DPTs in PRW2 do not consider the csn requirements of the
given queries in order to statistically estimate the target aggregate-node for query forwarding.
This leads to a sort of partial random-walk for the SN-dependent queries (i.e., for the queries
that csn <> nsn). But for the other types of queries (e.g., < cln.can.nsn >), which are not
considered in our evaluation in this section, PRW2 is expected to behave identically to HARD2.
Figure 5.14-b illustrates that FRW2 provides a lower performance with respect to discovery
overhead compared to PRW2 while they exhibit almost similar behavior for discovery latency
as shown in Figure 5.14-c. This is due to the fact that the mechanism for query resolution
in layeran of FRW2 is fully based on random-walk method. This means that the queries
in layeran are forwarded to a uniformly random selected neighboring aggregate-node in the
system which is not yet visited. Since the next-node selection strategy is completely random-
based the number of required traversed discovery messages for resolving a query would get
more compared to the approaches benefiting a type of estimation-based strategy.
In the next experiments we analyze the dynamic behavior of the above-discussed approaches
for various system size over time. The simulation results for both average generated discovery
messages and average discovery latency per request per time-frame (1000 ms) for HARD3,
PRW2 and FRW2 are depicted in Figs 5.15-a1/a2, 5.15-b1/b2 and 5.15-c1/c2 respectively.
These results lead to the following conclusions:
(a) The overall variation and fluctuation in the query results (in terms of discovery overhead)
per time-frame for HARD3 is less than PRW2 and FRW2. This means that HARD3 provides
better scalability over time with respect to discovery overhead.
(b) The figures that demonstrate the amount of discovery overhead per time-frame for
various system size for HARD3 provide relatively better approximation of the overlap than
the corresponding charts for PRW2 and FRW2. This means that HARD3 outperforms the
other approaches with respect to scalability (in terms of discovery overhead) when varying the
number of computing resources in the network from 22000 to 55000. This behavior can also be
seen in the figures illustrating the average discovery latency per time-frame for various number
of computing resources. Thus, we can conclude that HARD3 provides better scalability (in
terms of discovery latency) for different system sizes.
(c) The latency figures in all the approaches approximately provide similar steady behavior
except for a portion of time when the requesters gradually start or stop sending series of
discovery requests to the network. This unsteadiness happens because we assumed that at the
beginning of the simulation all the computing resources in the system are free (not reserved),
and that is how the initial queries for each requester would be able to discover their desired
resources in a shorter time. As time proceeds, the total number of reserved resources in the
network to execute the waiting processes of the requesters increases which leads to increasing
the response time for the new queries. The requesters will release the reserved resources for
each of their processes after the execution terminates. This is the reason for the dramatical
increment of the response time of the queries at the beginning of the experiments. Similarly,
the response time for the queries decreases dramatically at a portion of time at the end of
the experiment, when the requesters in the system gradually stop sending new queries after
issuing fixed number of successive queries. A requester may stop querying earlier or later than
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between HARD3 and other alternative approaches: a1 & a2) mean
number of discovery messages and discovery latency per request per time-frame (1000 ms)
over time in different system sizes for HARD3, b1 & b2) mean number of discovery messages
and discovery latency per request per time-frame (1000 ms) over time in different system sizes
for PRW2, c1 & c2) mean number of discovery messages and discovery latency per request
per time-frame (1000 ms) over time in different system sizes for FRW2.
other requesters depending on its various querying interval time before generating each new
query. With respect to the aforementioned behavior of the latency charts in our experiments
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we can conclude that all the approaches provide scalability for discovery latency over time.
But HARD3 shows better scalability (in terms of latency) than others for different system
sizes as elaborated earlier.
In the next simulation, we measure the overall discovery load per node (i.e., vnode)
during the querying period (60000-80000 ms), which is the duration of time that the requesters
propagate a constant number of successive queries across the network in a parallel manner. The
querying period ends when the request-initiator corresponding to the last query is replied. The
discovery load is the average number of transacted discovery messages by each vnode during
the querying period. We also measure the overlay load per node (i.e., the average number of
transacted overlay messages per node to create the underlying hierarchical system overlay)
and Transmitted Discovery Data (TDD) per node (i.e., the average amount of transmitted
discovery data per node during the querying period).
Figs 5.16-ax, 5.16-b and 5.16-c depict the discovery load per node, overlay load per node and
TDD per node respectively, as the function of system size for different approaches. As we can
see in Figs 5.16-ax and 5.16-c, HARD3 shows better performance compared to other solutions.
However Figure 5.16-b shows that the overlay cost (in terms of the average transacted overlay
messages per node) to establish the underlying overlay for HARD3 is relatively larger than in
others.
As we already discussed, all approaches employ the same multistage hierarchical overlay
algorithm [451] to implement either two-layered or three-layered structure. The overlay cost to
create the structures with higher level of hierarchy like HARD3-overlay, which has three layers
is bigger than the structures with lower levels of hierarchy, such as the underlying overlay
of HARD2, PRW2, FRW2 and BRW2. The overlay cost for BRW2 is the least among the
other two-layered based approaches because it provides a non-DHT based approach for query
processing in layerln unlike HARD2, PRW2 and FRW2. BRW2 does not require the creation
of a DHT structure within the layerln which has some extra overlay cost.
5.4.5 Other Features
Our proposed discovery approach provides a set of important functionalities/features in
order to support complex and flexible querying within large scale distributed systems. In this
section, we briefly compare our approach with some discovery examples in the literature in
terms of querying features. These approaches include SWORD [57], Node-Wiz [348], MDS-
4 [14], MatchTree [62], CycloidGrid [64] and OntoSum [192]. Table 5.5 presents the result of
our qualitative assessment. Following, we provide a short description for some of the features,
used in the comparison.
Nearest Neighbor Query is a discovery capability to provide a list of discovered resources
considering the priority of the closer neighbors. Similar Matching is the ability to find a similar
match for a query with respect to query conditions. Resource Graph Discovery is the capability
to discover a graph of resources considering both individual characteristics and interconnecting
properties of resources. Multi-Dimensional and Range Querying is the capability of the
discovery system to process queries containing multiple attributes either dynamic or static
within specific ranges of values. Thread-level discovery specifies the capability of the discovery
system to deal with the query conditions in thread-level (i.e., resource requirements for each
thread in a process).
Overall, HARD3 seems to present the best solution for JCS, with the most complete set of
features. Even of HARD3 does not provide ”Nearest Neighbor Query”, it is proximity-aware,
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Figure 5.16: Comparison between HARD3 and other alternative approaches: a1) average
discovery load (number of transmitted discovery messages) per node (i.e., vnode) during
simulation time (60000-80000 ms) for various strategies and system sizes, a2) provides better
resolution of the results presented in a1 for different strategies excluding BRW2, b) average
overlay load (number of transmitted messages for overlay construction) per node during
simulation time (60000-80000 ms) for various strategies and system sizes, c) average transited
discovery data per node during simulation time (60000-80000 ms) for various strategies and
system sizes.
which copes with this issue. Also, HARD3 is inherently providing ”Load-Balancing”, due to
the probability aspects of the search algorithms.
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Table 5.5: An overall comparison between HARD3 and examples of other discovery approaches
in terms of querying features.
Functionalities SWORD Node-Wiz MDS-4 MatchTree CycloidGrid OntoSum HARD3
Load Balance 3 3 3
Fault Tolerance 3 3 3 3
Self-Organization 3 3 3 3 3
Range Query 3 3 3 3
Similar Matching 3
Multi-Dimensional Query 3 3 3 3
Resource Graph Discovery 3 3
Nearest Neighbor Query 3 3
Proximity-Awareness 3 3
Resource Reservation 3 3 3
Semantic-Awareness 3
Thread-Level Discovery 3
5.5 ElCore Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed resource management scheme
with respect to different evaluation criteria. We use simulation instead of experiment on the
real large-scale computing infrastructures (e.g., PlanetLab, TACC, Oak Ridge, BSC, GENCI
and public Cloud providers like Amazon and Google) due to low cost and flexibility of the
simulation to design, development and evaluation of the new algorithms as well as providing full
control over system behavior and evaluation scenarios. Furthermore, the real infrastructures
generally provide limitations to explore the design space particularly for scalable performance
and large-scale evaluation.
In general, one of the traditional evaluation criteria, is resource utilization, which demon-
strates how the resources in terms of computation and communication capabilities (e.g., CPU
usage, Memory usage, Network Bandwidth, etc,.) have been efficiently utilized, in order to
distribute and manage the workload. Resource utilization as an evaluation criteria has been
used for many resource management systems specifically for virtualization based resource
management systems or Cloud platforms available today.
In our evaluation, we decided to use the Resource Allocation Accuracy (RAA) as the main
criteria to evaluate our work instead of Resource Utilization. RAA indicates how much a set
of allocated resources for a process fulfills the original resource requirements, emphasized by
the PM requester.
In our resource management scheme, we assume that PM would dynamically be able to
precisely identify the resource requirements for each process and consequently the next level
RMC would be responsible for finding and reserving the optimum set of qualified resources,
which will be allocated to the relevant threads by PM, where the scheduler will be invoked to
run the process accordingly.
We note that our assumption of dynamic identification of resource requirements for given
applications/workloads (by PMs), may not be fully practical in current manycore systems
(or implemented in current operating systems), but it is becoming a practice in nowadays
Cloud computing technologies [452–463]. We argue that current Cloud computing systems
are a potential ancestor of the future manycore systems (Intel 48-Core “Single-Chip Cloud
Computer” [464] is an example of this trend). Since the target computing environments of
ElCore is the future manycore systems, our assumption is reasonable; this is further supported
by the concepts developed in the context of S[o]OS (which is an example of distributed
operation systems, concerning the requirements of future manycore systems) [465]. In other
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words, S[o]OS is not for today, but we can see the ancestors of S[o]OS on current cloud systems,
where the service demand (or the resources needed to run a job) is estimated prior to VM
allocation and job execution [452–456].
Due to the above assumption, and the fact that the efficient mapping between the RMC-
offered resources and the PM resource requests has significant impact on the whole system
performance, we consider RAA as one of the most important performance criteria for managing
resources in future large-scale manycore environments (with presence of high diversity of
resources and applications) since it fully depends on the quality of resource management
component, while resource utilization very much depends on the specific dynamicity of the
requests being processed as well.
As it is shown in Equation 5.1, RAA for each query can be measured by calculating the
ratio of the fully satisfied conditions to the total number of query conditions (in terms of
the required computing attributes for each single resource, and the desired inter-resource
communication properties).
RAA =
γ +∑gi (∑mij (φj) + τi)
L+∑gi (niρi + li) × 100 (5.1)
Here, ρi is the number of desired (computing) attributes for each requested resource in
a sub-query for a group of homogeneous resources (i is the group index); ni and mi are
respectively the number of requested resources and discovered resources for each group i; li
and τi are respectively the number of dependency links and qualified links for each group;
L and γ are respectively the number of inter-group links (communication conditions) and
qualified links for all groups; g is the number of resource-groups (number of sub-queries for
the query) and φj is the number of qualified attributes for a discovered resource (j is the
resource-index).
5.5.1 Simulation Setup
To do our evaluation, we developed a simulation platform, based on OMNET++ (similar
to the way that is presented in [466]), which is able to simulate manycore environments
(up to 55000 cores in different chips and nodes), focusing on communication aspects (i.e.,
communications between cores, chips and nodes). Using our simulator, we have simulated a
manycore networked environment containing 2000 computing resources (i.e, processing cores),
with 6 different types of processing resources. Each of these types have their own specific
computation properties in terms of core clock rate, cache size, cach line, ALU properties and
functionalities, memory bandwidth, etc. For instance, the processor frequency for resource
type A, B, C, D, E and F are 2.53 GHz, 3.6 GHz, 1.6 GHz, 2.8 GHz, 1.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz
accordingly. We conduct our simulation in a way to produce 20 percent of the resources as
distributed homogeneous resources of a specific type-A which later will be required for several
different processing scenarios. The reason for adjusting the amount of a certain resource-type
in the system (as the target resources for the queries) is to facilitate measuring the value
of Maximum Reachable Accuracy (MRA) in the different experiments, but in fact it does
not impact the generality of our evaluation because the resource management procedure is
completely independent from the frequency of the target resources.
The type of resources, as well as their distribution in the system, is random. To do this,
in the first step, we randomly order all processors (of different nodes) in a queue. We create
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an array of pairs (tx,ty) which contains all different two-combinations from the given set of
types S={A,B, .., F}. We iterate through the array, and for each iteration, we dequeue a
processor from the queue and proceed to randomly specify the type of tx or ty for each of its
cores. The iteration is repeated and the process continues until the queue becomes empty. As
a result, each processor in the system, will consist of maximum two different types of cores
(heterogeneous cores). In the next step, we control and regulate the desired amount of cores
of a given specific type (type-A) through modifying the type of cores from type-A to ty or
from ty to type-A, in the processors that contain cores with type-A (tx=type-A).
Figure 5.17 shows the overall architecture of the simulated manycore system that we
use for the evaluation in this section. The cores of each processor are connected through
a three-dimensional mesh interconnect topology (with datarate of 50Gbps) which, in our
simulation scenario, is the same as three-dimensional torus. Each core has its own dedicated
L1 and L2 cache that are not shared with any other cores. We do not simulate cache coherency
protocols, as we use message-passing for inter-core and inter-chip communication. The routing
among cores is performed through a variation of Dimension Order Routing algorithm [467]
where packets are routed to the correct position along higher dimensions (x or y) before
being routed along lower dimensions (y or z). Furthermore, the processors of each node are
connected through a high speed bus with datarate of 20 Gbps and we construct a network
(with bandwidth of 100Mbps) based on a random network topology, a connected graph with
β = 62.5% that indicates the ratio of the number of nodes to the number of links in the
network graph.
Figure 5.17: Manycore Simulation - System Architecture
We define 4 settings for the processing scenarios. Every setting is evaluated in 10 different
runs. In each run the network topology parameters will be randomly changed according to
our predefined simulation parameters (see Table 5.6).
In the first setting we assume that PMs will generate 1000 resource requests in fixed
intervals (4000 ms) for different processes of the same type (i.e., in each interval, only a single
request is generated in the entire system). The predefined process in this setting includes 2
threads that need 2 resources of type-A with specific communication requirements between
those resources (maximum 150 µs for each dependency link). The other settings are similar
to the first setting except for the type of processes. However, for the sake of simplicity, the
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Table 5.6: Simulation Parameters for Accuracy Evaluation
Parameter Values Description
Physical network size 2000 cores Total number of resources in the system (i.e., total num-
ber of cores)
Number of network nodes 125 nodes Total number of connected network nodes in the system
Number of tiles (CPUs) per node 2 processors Number of processors per network node
Number of cores per CPU 8 cores Each processor contains maximum two different types
of cores
Interconnect topology 3-Dimensional Mesh/Torus Topology among cores of each processor
Network topology Random (connected graph,
β=62.5%)
Topology among network nodes, β indicates ratio of
#nodes to #links in the network graph
Interconnect channel datarate 50Gbps Inter-core communication
Routing type DOR Dimension Order Routing algorithm for routing among
cores
Bus speed 20 Gbps Inter-processor communication
Network channel 100 Mbps Inter-node communication
Vnode clustering η=8, λ=100ns Clustering is limited to include cores inside multiple
chips of a single common network node
Desired inter-resource latency (0,150µs], maximum 150 µs The maximum inter-resource latency required for each
query
Process Duration by sec Weibull(λ=3.58,k=2.40) Execution time for each process through Weibull dis-
tribution, λ is the scale parameter and k is the shape
parameter.
type of requested resources in all of these settings are homogeneous (type-A). The difference
between the processes in the aforementioned settings is the number of requested resources,
as well as the level of dependency between the threads. We also assume that the required
resource for each thread is a single processing resource (i.e., a core). The required number of
resources for each process in settings 2, 3 and 4 are 3, 5 and 9 while the threads dependency
constraints are applied for 2, 4 and 8 communication links accordingly (see Figure 5.18).
Figure 5.18: Dependency graph for different settings
In each run, after a query is finished, the matched resources will be allocated to the
corresponding process. The allocated resources will be released after a period of execution
time (termination of the process, see Table 5.6). In our simulation we assume that the released
resources will be immediately transferred from the free-list to the free-ownership-list. For
each resolved query, the simulator records information including query description, query
results and the current status of the network (system) graph as a trace. Upon completion of
simulation, the simulator individually analyses the generated traces for each run in order to
calculate values of RAA and Maximum Reachable Accuracy (MRA) for each query. MRA is
measured, similar to RAA (as it is presented in Equation 5.1). But, unlike RAA, MRA uses
the parameters of the ideal query results, instead of the real query results achieved by our
proposed resource management approach. To do this, the simulator statically evaluates the
query conditions for each potential set of results in the network graph (provided by a trace)
and concludes with the most optimal results attainable for the given query.
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5.5.2 Resource Allocation Accuracy (Mapping Quality)
Figure 5.19 demonstrates the simulation results for each of the defined settings for different
runs. The linear plots above the bar charts in each graph represent the variation of the value
for MRA which is dependent on network topology and random distribution of resources.
Figure 5.19: RAA ratio for different settings and network topology parameters: a) Setting
1: the processes with 2 threads b) Setting 2: the processes with 3 threads c) Setting 3: the
processes with 5 threads d) Setting 4: the processes with 9 threads (MRA is the Maximum
Reachable Accuracy, each run indicates different random network topology parameters).
As we mentioned earlier, MRA can be calculated by analyzing the states of resources and
the network topology in each run. In fact, it is possible that request requirements for a set of
resources not be fully obtained in the system. This might happen when the requested set is
not available (reserved), or never existed in the system. In such a case our approach tries to
offer a similar set, which can fulfill most of the requirements. MRA specifies the border line
to offer the most optimal set of resources for a specific process due to the realistic conditions
of the resources in the system. The bar charts represent the average percentage of RAA with
different settings and runs. As can be seen in the results, the RAA in all of the tests are
almost close to the value of the maximum reachable accuracy which presents a resalable level
of accuracy for the resource allocation in the proposed resource management approach. The
result shows that, the RAA for small processes (i.e., the process with small number of threads)
(Figure 5.19.a and Figure 5.19.b) in comparison to the larger processes (Figure 5.19.c and
Figure 5.19.d) is closer to the maximum in overall.
Figure 5.20 shows the average inaccuracy ratio for different types of processes with various
levels of dependency between their threads. It can be seen that the inaccuracy ratio grows
for the larger processes with higher level of thread dependency. However the inaccuracy
slope is still less than the dependency slope. The reason for this behavior is that larger
processes, with higher dependencies, have more requirements for their required set of resources,
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Figure 5.20: Resource Allocation Inaccuracy ratio for the processes with different number of
threads and threads’ dependency.
which can’t be potentially fulfilled in the system in comparison to the smaller processes with
lower dependencies. When the system is not able to provide the qualified set of resources
considering all the process requirements, it returns the optimal results that partially meet the
requirements. And this increases the inaccuracy ratio. Our approach tries to provide the most
qualified set of resources for allocation. However if it is not feasible to obtain, (for reasons
such as unavailability of the resources and system limitations) it offers the best possible set of
resources.
5.5.3 Scalability and Performance
In the rest of this section, we evaluate the performance of our resource management model
with respect to scalability. To do this we conduct a simulation scenario based on the simulation
parameters mentioned in Table 5.6 with the following changes, presented in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Simulation Parameters for Scalability Evaluation
Parameter Values
Requested Resources for each Process 20
Frequency of Target Resources (FTR) 1650
Physical network size 27500 cores
Process Duration by sec Weibull(λ=3.58,k=2.40)
Querying Interval by ms Exponential(β=4000)
Consecutive Query Runs per RMC 1000
Number of Active RMCs 275
We simulate a distributed dynamic computing environment containing 27500 computing
resources, in which a constant number of RMCs (i.e., active RMCs) simultaneously handle
the incoming resource requests from their PM clients. The time interval between each pair of
consecutive queries issued by PMs (i.e., the arrival rate of incoming resource requests from
PMs) is defined by Exponential distribution. We also assume that each active RMC only
receives 1000 consecutive resource requests from PMs over the simulation time. RMCs assign
and reserve the proper resources for each PM request. The resources reserved for each process
be released after the execution time, which is defined by a Weibull distribution. We measure
the system overhead caused by resource management components (i.e., number of transaction
messages between RMCs, RRs and RPS to handle a resource request issued by a PM) as well
as the RMC latency for requests over time.
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Figure 5.21: Hexbin plots for the number of transaction messages and the latency for each
resource request over time.
Figure 5.21-a and Figure 5.21-b present the Hexbin plots for resource management overhead
and latency over simulation time (by millisecond). Each data point in the graphs represents the
result of a single PM resource request. The darker points in the graphs (i.e., the high density
points) represent states that have a higher probability of occurrence in comparison to the
lighter points. As we can see in these graphs, the majority of the queries results, particularly
the high density data points, fall on or below the regression line. This illustrates that our
resource management scheme is highly scalable over time and can efficiently maintain its
performance under natural churn caused by high frequent resource reservations and resource
releases in highly dynamic computing environment.
Figure 5.22-a and Figure 5.22-b illustrate that at least 80% of the resource requests are
managed by their correspondent RMCs with less than 50 transaction messages which shows a
reasonable overhead. But for less than 20% of the resource requests, the resource management
overhead is a value between 50 to 250 messages. This happens mainly due to resource
unavailability, rare resources and resource contentions. In fact, for larger process execution
times, it takes longer for the reserved resources to be released by the original requesters and
this leads to higher rate of unavailability for the occupied resources in the system. In this
regard, the frequent resources in the system, might become rare resources over time with
higher cost of discovery. In addition, the rate of resource unavailability and the speed with
which the resources become rare will accelerated particularly when the overall task duration
(i.e., process execution time) exceeds the overall querying interval. Figure 5.22-c and Figure
5.22-d also present the similar results for the average querying latency to process the requests
that were initiated by different PM components in the system over simulation time.
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Figure 5.22: a and b) Histogram, density plot and CDF plot for the number of transaction
messages between resource management components over simulation time, c and d) Histogram,
density plot and CDF plot for the querying latency for the PM requesters over simulation time
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we summarize the obtained results and provide some conclusive statements
towards the key approaches investigated in this thesis, with some directions for future work.
6.1 Summary of the Thesis
In a large scale system, where we have a pool of distinct processors, the enabling technology
for enhancing the whole throughput of the system is resource sharing. This means that for
overloaded processors we can migrate the overloaded processes to other potential processors
in the network. But resources should be found before the resource sharing, resource allocation
and execution migration could be done. Resource discovery as a component of a distributed
Operating System (OS) will be employed to discover an efficient set of available processing
resources that could match the application requirements. The discovery latency has direct
effect on the cost of migration and execution migration is not beneficial when resource discovery
cannot provide information services in an acceptable time.
Unlike resource discovery for various other purposes and domains, resource discovery for a
large many-core environment is very sensitive to the discovery performance and it could be
useless when it cannot satisfy the minimal parametric conditions of the system environment.
Scalability could be considered as one of the basic problems of resources discovery in future
many-core systems which is a generic challenge for majority of the research works in this
area. The scalability problems also refer to the methods for description of resources and
the discovery procedure. These mechanisms must propose techniques and algorithms that
are efficiently extendable for various number of resources. On the other hand the generated
discovery overhead must be independent from network size. This is not fully attainable but
we can make an effort to keep the discovery overhead almost constant with increasing the
number of resources.
In Chapter 2, we investigated the resource discovery approaches, methods, and techniques
in the current literature, in general and particularly with respect to the requirements of large-
scale computing. This chapter also provides design guidelines for building resource discovery
approaches for large scale distributed computing environments. In-order to build a resource
discovery solution there are several fundamental open issues and involved elements, which
have significant impact on the resource discovery’s final behavior, operation, functionality,
and even the way that it can deal with some challenging issues and objectives. This chapter
discussed all the major common involved concepts, structures, techniques and functionalities
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that shape the critical aspects of every resource discovery models. We categorized all these
aspects in three groups consisting of structures, methods and issues. Accordingly, we classified
the general steps and requirements to construct a novel resource discovery solution in three
phases containing pre-discovery phase, discovery phase and post-discovery phase.
We then discussed the details of involved elements for each phase. Pre-discovery elements
contain all the things that should be prepared and configured before discovery usage (e.g.
stating a query). These elements are more relevant to the underlying computing environment,
network topology data infrastructure, representation of resources (resource abstraction), and
resource information distribution. Discovery elements include the current major possible
relevant techniques, strategies and methods that can be used to guide queries between
distributed entities in order to locate and discover resources. Search algorithms, mechanisms
for packet propagation, querying strategies, resource information delivery, data synchronization
between distributed resource provides, information summarization techniques are examples
of such elements. And finally post discovery elements cover all the concepts and terms that
express, demonstrate or evaluate the expected or desired achievements of resource discovery
procedure. Depending on the specific environment, applications and objectives that a discovery
protocol has been designed for, number of certain functionalities, features and performance
factors have become critically important to attain. For example, for the resource discovery in
wireless sensor networks, energy efficiency is one of the critical performance factor while in
the area of large scale computing, scalability has the key role.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a new hierarchical resource description model, having this
aspect of how the hardware resource information is distributed between computing-enabled
peers (resources), and how the hardware resource capabilities can be described and derived
from hardware descriptions. The proposed hierarchical hardware modeling and resource
description mechanism is able to abstract the characteristics and behavior of the large scale
many-core-enabled computing systems, in a way that both computational and communicational
system properties are well represented to provide a close estimation of the real system, while
avoiding to describe the hardware at the cycle-accurate level. The depth of hierarchy (i.e.
number of layers in resource description model) and the definition of each layer also can range
from very high level (e.g. super clusters, clusters) to very low level (e.g. processing core,
Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs)) depending on architectural designing aspects. The proposed
resource description model is far too detailed and general for resource discovery and mapping,
while dealing with aspects such as capturing static and dynamic capabilities of hardware
resources, and making distribution of hardware information scalable.
In Chapter 4, we partition our work into three parts: self-organization, resource discovery
and resource management. Section 4.2.1 imposed some assumptions on the design process,
which can be considered as essential requirements for resource discovery in a fully decentralized
and distributed fashion. Following that, in the first phase, we introduced a hierarchical
proximity-aware self-deployment and self-configuration algorithm to alter the underlying
network topology in a way that the optimal clustering of the nodes in different layers of
hierarchy can be performed dynamically. The simulation results showed that the proposed
grouping mechanism supports the load balance while it composes the groups in the layers with
respect to the required locality and clustering requirements. Furthermore, the experiment
results proved the scalability and efficiency of the proposed algorithm for different system
sizes.
In the second part of this chapter, we proposed HARD, a novel efficient and highly scalable
resource-discovery approach which deals with the resource discovery requirements in large
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scale distributed computing environments such as high-hierarchy, high-heterogeneity and
high-scalability and dynamicity. We used the algorithm, presented in the first part of this
chapter for self-organization and self-adaptation of processing resources information in the
system to organize the computing resources into distributed hierarchies according to the
hierarchical resource description model (i.e. multi-layered resource description), proposed in
chapter 3. We presented the details of HARD mechanisms in section 4.5. Following that, in
section 4.6, several different algorithms and adapted approaches (such as distributed hash
tables, distributed probability tables and any-casting) have been implemented at different
layers in order to efficiently guide queries to proper resources within and across layers in the
system.
In the third part, we proposed and developed a novel resource management scheme for
future peta-scale many-core-enabled computing systems, based on HARD3, called ElCore,
in section 4.7. The proposed architecture contains a set of modules which will dynamically
be instantiated on the nodes in the distributed system on demand. Our approach provides
flexibility to allocate the required set of resources for various types of processes/applications.
It also can be considered as a generic solution (with respect to the general requirements
of large scale computing environments) which brings a set of interesting features (such as
auto-scaling, multitenancy, multi-dimensional mapping, etc,.) to facilitate its easy adaptation
to any distributed technology (such as SOA, Grid and HPC many-core). For example,
ElCore can support auto-scale (the ability to provide budget to more-or-less expensive tasks)
in two different aspects: dynamic resource allocation and dynamic module instantiation.
System module instances would be automatically created when they are needed. And each
module instance would be dependent on the type of application (e.g., real time, HPC, etc.),
the computing resource (where the application starts to be executed), heterogeneity of
resources, positioning of the resources in the system, network topology and interconnection
between resources. Moreover, leveraging discovery components (RR-RPs) enables our resource
management platform to dynamically find and allocate available resources that guarantee the
QoS parameters on demand.
In Chapter 5, we presented comprehensive simulation results to evaluate HARD (the
proposed resource discovery model). The achieved results assured the significant scalability
and efficiency of HARD3 over highly heterogeneous, hierarchical and dynamic computing
environments with respect to several scalability and efficiency aspects while supporting flexible
and complex queries with guaranteed discovery results accuracy. We further showed that
HARD outperforms different other potential strategies. We also presented simulation results
to evaluate ElCore (the proposed resource management architecture). The simulation results
proved that, using our approach, the mapping between processes and resources can be done
with high level of accuracy which potentially leads to a significant enhancement in the overall
system performance.
6.2 Future Research Directions
There are number of possibilities for future research. As we already mentioned in Chapter 4,
the problem of resource identification and discovery, can be structured along the following two
questions: first, how to identify the resources required for a given process? or how to identify
the hardware resources requirements from either the static (source code) or the dynamic
(runtime) behavior of the program (i.e., Resource Identification)? and second, how to find
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the required resources for a given query (i.e., Resource Discovery)? In this thesis, we focused
on the second question and presented a resource discovery model for large scale computing
systems. But an investigation considering the first question (resource identification problem)
can be performed in the future.
Until now, our proposed resource discovery and management approaches have been used
for S(o)OS [4] which can be considered as an example of DOSs. The S(o)OS project developed
an Operating System model geared towards future large scale, distributed infrastructures,
considering the current trends in processor manufacturing including in particular the memory
wall problem, many-core systems, the growing degree of heterogeneity and the different
hierarchies within the infrastructure, in terms of communication and storage. S(o)OS has been
evaluated through an architecture simulation, called S(o)OS Simulator (SoOSim) platform [468],
which enables assessing the key performance characteristics of S(o)OS with respect to the
scalability, heterogeneity, performance and timing constraints. The evaluation through SoOSim
showed that by invoking our proposed resource discovery and management modules (HARD3
and ElCore components) in addition to other OS components, S(o)OS can exhibit considerably
high degrees of scalability, heterogeneity, and performance for applications executions on very
large scale distributed computing infrastructures. Furthermore, using ElCore, S(o)OS can
incorporate scheduling policies that increase the resource utilization and thus can further
improve performance. Since we developed HARD3 and ElCore according to service-oriented
and component based design architecture, these components (and even any other instantiation
of HARD) can easily be adapted and leveraged for future DOSs with modularity supports.
In this work, in order to demonstrate the functionalities and performance of our proposed
resource discovery, we developed and implemented an instantiation of HARD (i.e. HARD3)
which can be applied generally to large scale computing systems and particularly to future
many-core systems. However, depending on the design objectives, computing environments,
resource discovery constraints and requirements, different instantiation of HARD can be
realized given different design variables (such as resource and layering definitions, within
and across layers adapted mechanisms, etc.), purposes, and contexts of use for the target
computing environments. For example, HARD, due to its adaptability and versatile nature,
can be implemented for distributed resource discovery in different areas, computational and
communication disciplines and on diverse hardware infrastructures such as wireless sensor
networks, internet of things, software-defined networking and ubiquitous computing.
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Appendix A
Implementation of HARD3
Modules in OMNET++
OMNeT++ stands for Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++. It is a discrete event
simulation tool designed to simulate computer networks, multi-processors and other distributed
systems associated with GUI simulation library debugging and tracing. Its applications can be
extended to modeling other systems as well. It has become a popular network simulation tool
in the scientific community as well as in industry over the years. A model network consists
of “nodes” connected by “links”. The nodes representing blocks, entities, modules, etc, while
the link representing channels, connections, etc. The structure of how fixed elements (i.e.
nodes) in a network are in terconnected together is called the topology. OMNeT++ uses the
NEtwork Description (NED) language, thus allowing for a more user friendly and accessible
environment for c reation and editing. It has a human-readable textual topology and also uses
the same format as that of a graphical editor. OMNeT++ allows for the creation of a driver
entity to build a network at run-time by program. One of the most important factors in any s
imulation is the programming language, which is C/C++ based. Since it possesses advantages
and it is also freeware for the research community, we have selected the OMNeT++ simulator
in our simulation studies
The component model that is used in OMNeT++ operates as following: each cComponent
exports a set of input and output cGates. The output gates can be connected to the input
gates of other components through cChannels which allow arbitrary cMessage objects to be
exchanged between the cComponents they connect. To communicate between two modules,
one needs to create a message of the right kind and send it on an output gate assuming that
the module that is connected on the other side of the output gate knows how to handle the
incoming message. In practice, though, some of the components that make up a simulation (for
example, the per-host InterfaceTable component that maintains the list of network interfaces
that exist within a node) do not define any input or output gates: the other components
that are present in the simulation access them directly through function calls without sending
messages. This architecture is very convenient to enable distributed simulations because the
simulation runtime has explicit information about the set of objects that can send messages
to each other and the delays that each connection applies on these messages.
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A.1 Simulation Process in OMNET++
An OMNeT++ model consists of the following parts:
• NED language topology description(s) which are files with the .ned extension.
• Message definitions, in files with .msg extension.
• Module implementations and other C++ source code, in .cc files (or .cpp, on Windows)
In order to build an executable simulation program, first we need to translate the MSG
files into C++, using the message compiler (opp-msgc). After this step, the process is the
same as building any C/C++ program from source: all C++ sources need to be compiled into
object files (.o files (using gcc on Mac, Linux) or mingw on Windows) and all object files need
to be linked with the necessary libraries to get an executable or shared library. Figure A.1
gives an overview of the process of building and running simulation programs in OMNET++.
In each simulation run (snapshot), the following steps are followed, as shown in Figure A.1.
Figure A.1: Overview of the Simulation Process in OMNET++.
A.2 HARD3 Components
Figure A.2 demonstrates the HARD3 simulation components which is developed for the
scope of this dissertation work.The following provides a brief description of some of the most
important developed modules:
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Figure A.2: Class Hierarchy for HARD3 Module Development in OMNET++ (Simulation
Component of HARD3).
The vnodeObject, qmsObject and sqmsObject are the compound modules (originally
derived from cComponent) which include a set of other simple modules as well as the
interconnection and network description. These components represent vnodes with different
module roles while they provide different capabilities and functionalities. The qmsObject
component is derived from vnodeObject and inherits all the properties and functionalities of
the vnodeObject component. In a similar way, the sqmsObject component is derived from the
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qmsObject component and inherits all of its features.
The coreObj is derived from cModule and provides a representation of a single processing
core containing internal memory hierarchy and the connection to the interconnect. Multiple
instantiations of the coreObj are interconnected through a given description of the inter-
connection network. Thus they provide a representation of a many-core processor. The
many-core processors are also connected through the description of the network topology.
The aforementioned components leverage several other sub-modules to provide different tasks
and functionalities (e.g. qRegistry is responsible for registration and management of a given
main-query). Among them qAnalyzer, qRouter, fingerTableObj, rRequester, cHEGroup.
cHOGroup, qRegistry, pTableObj, nTableObj and anycastResolver are some of the most
important sub-modules which all derived from cSimpleModule of OMNET++.
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